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1

CHAPTER 1

I

INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY, AND SCOPE

1 INTRODUCTION
During the last two decades, the construction industry has sought to
improve the performance in infrastructure development. Projects
aiming at the construction of roads, railroads, bridges, tunnels, and
other public infrastructure often do not meet the project goals. All
over the world, they have a reputation of performing badly in terms of
construction time, construction costs, and the quality of the end
product.
The performance of these projects may be influenced by many
stakeholders in various stages of the project and a range of
circumstances. However, most evaluation studies indicate that the
collaboration process between the project participants directly
involved in the construction is the main factor influencing project
success.

The goal of this study is to provide

approach to
improve collaboration to achieve project success. To develop such a
system, we are emmining the interaction over time of entities (clients
and contractors) represented by human actors. We develop
recommendations that can be used to improve the interaction between
clients and contractors and their representatives. To build the actual
structure for collaboration the recommendations may be implemented
in the governance structures for infrastructure projects, such as
a systematic

contracts, tender regulations, and codes of conduct.
We derive our recommendations from three theoretical and
empirical bodies of research on cooperation: social psychology,
economics and law. All three fields are relevant in a study of the
interaction in these projects, as the human actors in infrastructure

projects perceive and interact as described by social psychologists but
they analyze the situation based on rational choices of their principals,

and are subject to the legal framework binding their principals as
entities.
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Scholars have been examining the influence that client and
contractor behavior during the tender and construction stages has on
infrastructure project performance. They have identified four critical
factors that increase the probability of a successful project and five
factors that are likely to lead to failure. Together, these factors can be
considered as nine variables that are strongly related to project
success. The variables derived from success factors are commitment,
competence, interaction, communication, monitoring, and feedback.
Variables derived from factors leading to failure are conflict, ignorance
of project management, bureaucracy, aggressive competition at the
tender stage, and short bid preparation time. Any actions by the
parties to increase the value of each of these variables positively can
be called Project Success Mechanisms.

We found that most, if not all, of

these variables

for project

success influence the way clients and contractors collaborate. For that
reason, this study focuses on collaboration. We consider collaboration
to be an instrumentW variable for the range of abovementioned factors

that influence project performance. This observation seems also to be
the shared assumption underlying numerous commission reports and
other efforts to improve the performance ofinfrastructure projects.
In this study we define collaboration as the human interaction

process between parties (people or entities) in the light of a joint
activity. We consider collaboration to be successful when the parties'
interaction process leads to achieving or surpassing the project goals.
The assertion that collaboration is a necessary instrument to cope with
the technical, political, and human challenges and complexities of
infrastructure development is reflected in the solutions that have been
proposed and implemented and are meant to stimulate collaboration:
Relation Contracting Models such as partnering, alliancing, and the
instrument of dispute boards.
The literature shows a mixed picture about the extent to which
these relational contracting models actually improve collaboration in
infrastructure projects. Evaluation studies identify problems related to
commitment (pressure on contractors), conflict management, lack of
adequate skills, maintaining cooperative attitude in the later stages of
the project, and costs of implementing the cooperative processes. As
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we will see, some of the key variables for project success emerge again
in this literature.
In the practice of working with the relational contract models, there
is still a need for mechanisms that influence these variables in a

positive way. In particular, many elements of the present governance
structures in infrastructure projects (culture, contracts, regulation of
tendering, project management) still seem to endanger successful
collaboration, as they enhance conflict and adversarialism.
Clearly, incorporating collaboration and anchoring it well calls for a
broader and more systematic approach, going beyond relational
contractual models as such. We take this broader approach in order to
identify interconnected actions or interventions that make succesful
collaboration more likely. They may be regarded as a counterbalance
for the natural competition existing in the infrastructural environment.
By reviewing three main bodies of research related to cooperation
in general, we identify factors that are likely to contribute to or
endanger a successful collaboration process. The scope of our review
is the extensive literature on cooperation. Our focus is on theories and
empirical findings (in the fields of social-psychology, economics, and
legal studies) as far as relevant for the interaction in infrastructure
projects. From these fields of literature, we derive factors that
influence clients and contractors collaboration, and we make
recommendations that are likely to help the parties involved in
infrastructure projects to instill and maintain successful collaboration.
Together these recommendations may be regarded as potential
interventions that are each individual pieces of the larger systemic
approach.

Finally, we show what the systematic approach may look like and
how and where the recommendations may be implemented in
infrastructure projects. We discuss the following: 1) how
recommendations can be implemented in project success mechanisms,
2) the stages of the construction process in which they can be applied,
and 3) in which governance structures (tender regulations, contracts,
code of conduct) to implement them.
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2

OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY: METHODOLOGY, KEY
CONCEPTS, AND SCOPE

In this section we present a more detailed overview of this study with
a description of methodology and scope. The study consists of three
parts. We begin the outlines of each part with the research questions,
we address the method used to answer these questions, and highlight
what includes our analysis and what falls outside the scope.
The central research question in this study is:
-

How to instill and maintain a collaboration process between clients

and contractors in infrastructure projects that contributes to
project success (meeting and surpassing project goals).

2.1

Part I Collaboration, governance structures, and project

performance in infrastructure development
The central question of Part I is:
- How does collaboration between clients and contractors infuence
project pe,formance?
The sub-questions of Chapters 1 and 2 are:
- What are the variables of project success?

- How can clients, contractors, and the interaction between them
injluence project performance in infrastructure development?

- What are the main barriers to improving project pe,formance of
relational contracting models?
1

Criteria for project performance

To examine the problem of poor project performance, we first turn to
the literature to identify "indicators of project performance". We draw
the most often used project performance criteria from empirical

studies into project success (Chapter 2, Section 2.4.
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The most frequently used criteria to measure project performance
are construction time, construction costs, and quality of the end
product. Other criteria that indirectly influence time cost and quality
are the amount of conflict within projects, the number of claims, and
satisfaction with the process of construction. They are not central in
our reasoning, but when they are illustrative for our point we will refer
to them in this study.
We also discuss two recent large-scale empirical studies. The
authors studied the reasons for poor project performance
(construction cost overrun and delay). They illustrate the significance
and global nature of the problems of cost and schedule overruns as
construction projects (Chapter 2, Section 2.6). We selected the studies
we use and choose those most frequently cited in the specific research
field. We also reviewed studies in top-tier journals in the field of
construction management as well as legal literature on contracts and
legal problems that frequently arise in infrastructure projects.

Clients
Local (and
national)
authorities

Contractors

Infrastructure
projects

Sub-

Environmental
and other
interest groups

contractors
and

consultants

The general public
(85 user and tax
payer. injured

Local
residents

party)

Figure

1:

Client, contractor, and other stakeholder groups of influence on
performance

of infrastructure projects
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2

The client and contractor as key players in infrastructure
projects

Various factors influence performance of infrastructure projects
(Figure 1). In our analysis of the causes of poor project performance,
we focus on the main players and their interaction (client and
contractors). Various factors related to the characteristics of the
parties, their interaction, and relationship have been found key to
project success, as we will see (Chapter 2, Section 3).
The client and contractor are most interesting for us, as they are
the parties who are eventually responsible for the construction
process and the project performance. They are the founders and set
the tone in the cooperation process, and design a part of the legal
structure for projects. Moreover, by their behavior they influence the
process of construction of projects and their success. It is also they
who enter into the main contract and involve, manage, or deal with the
other stakeholders, such as sub-contractors and interest groups.
Once a framework for successful collaboration is established
between these two players, it may be further extended or transplanted
to the other parties involved in a project, such as sub-contractors.
Within the group of clients, we are mainly interested in governmental
purchasers, as they are the purchasers of the majority of infrastructure

projects (Chapter 2, Section 3.1).

3

Parties and representatives: Principals and human agents

We zoom in on the people working for the clients and contractor
organizations that are involved in projects. They are tender specialists,
contract managers, legal professionals and consultants working for
either the client or contractor. The representatives with the most
influence are those united in the project organization (generally
consisting of a client and a contractors team).
Between the organizations and their representatives exists a

principal-agent relationship (refected by an agreement in which the
principal engages the agent, acting on behalf of the principal, who
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attributes some decision-making power to the agent).1 These parties
are the '*human agents" representing their "principals" during the
tender, construction, and maintenance stages.
Formal (legal) or informal rules will guide the principals and their
representives behavior. However, to be represented adequately, the
principals may also want to instruct their agents on how to collaborate
with representatives of the other party, as the preferences and
incentives between client and agents may differ. By providing a certain
mandate for negotiation and dispute settlement, giving incentives (for
instance in the contract), and monitoring systems, principals influence
the behavior of their representatives at projects.
In this study we focus on the interaction of the parts of the client
and contractor entities involved in an individual infrastructure project
and on the interaction between their individual agents. We only
indirectly address the role of the (management of) the clients' and
contractors' mother organizations, which are bound by the actions of
their representatives. These entities play an important role in the
background during all stages of the construction process. They are
setting the stage, and their actions may affect the collaboration process
between their agents at the project level (for instance, by approving
decisions, giving mandates, and supporting the collaboration process)
(Chapter 2, Section 3).

4

Variables Ofproject success and project success mechanisms

From empirical studies on project success we distill variables of
project success that parties influence with their behavior. We draw
nine project success variables from the most frequently cited studies
by Larson 1997; Black et al. 2000; Cheng and Li 2002, and we include
an evaluation of the most frequently cited factors in a number of other
influential studies reviewed by Nystrom 2005 (Chapter 2, Section
2.4).

Next, we discuss that these variables may be positively influenced
by the parties in order to achieve project success. Realizing project
See e.g. Mnookin et al. (2000: 69) (addressing the dynamics of the principal agent relationship in
general and between clients and lawyers in particular).
1
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success requires investment in project success mechanisms that
(positively) influence these variables. We distinguish between actions

the parties may take to contribute to a more positive value for each of
these variables (project success mechanisms). In partnering literature,
we find a number of these mechanisms aimed at contributing to project
2
success. Examples are workshops to stimulate the interaction and
communication or pain/gain share terms in contracts meant to
strengthen the commitment to project goals.3 We distinguish between
commitment mechanisms; selection mechanisms; training mechanisms;
interaction and communication mechanisms; decision-making
mechanisms; conflict identification and management mechanisms;

monitoring and feedback mechanisms; and mechanisms for setting a
cooperative atmosphere (Chapter 2, Section 2.5).
5

Collaboration: Instrumental for project success

The abovementioned project variables are all strongly related to the
collaboration process between client and contractor (Figure 2). In this
study we consider the collaboration process between client and
contractor as instrumental to realizing projects. Throughout the
project clients and contractors need to coordinate their actions; in the
first stage of a project the contractors need to obtain the information
from the client, necessary to do an adequate bid on a project, and the
client needs to collaborate with the contractors to receive adequate
bids. In the second stage, after a contractor is selected, client and
contractors need to coordinate their actions to realize a project.
This suggests that the level of project success (the extent to
which parties meet or surpass their project goals) depends on (is a

dependent variable of) the parties' collaboration process (Chapter 2,
Section 3.2).

Building upon the assumption that collaboration is instrumental
to project success, we assert that if the parties involved in
infrastructure construction are able to create and maintain a successful

2 See for an overview ofthese tools and the contribution to project success factors, Bayliss (2004).
3 See e.g. Chapter 3, Section 5.
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collaboration process, they are more likely to achieve or even exceed
project goals regarding cost, time, and quality.
This seems also the assumption underlying various government
reports that discuss the problem of poor performance of infrastructure
projects. The writers of these reports generally say that improving
collaboration is necessary to deal with the complexity and challenges
of these projects. However, clear empirical support for this claim is
lacking. Therefore, in Part II (Chapters 4- D we review theory on
cooperation to evaluate and refine this general claim.

6

Innovation, stakehoider groups, and unforseen
circumstances: External influences impacting project
success

In addition to the quality of the parties' collaboration process, there
are many other factors that influence project performance (Figure 1).
technical innovation, decisions, and actions of
Examples are
government agencies or third parties (project stakeholders) that may
either facilitate or stand in the way of project success.4 In this study,
we take those external factors indirectly into account. We consider
them as challenges parties deal with during projects by adjusting to
them. To do so, their collaboration process is instrumental. They need
to decide on using technical innovations and organize the interaction
with third parties such as governmental agencies or others affected by
the project. In other words, these external influences are addressed as
factors that complicate these projects and affect the parties'
collaboration. However, they also have to deal with these factors in
collaboration (Seechapter 2, section 3.3).

4 See e.g. Olander and

projects.

Landin (2005: 321) for empirical data on the influence of project stakeholders on
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7

Defining (successful) collaboration in infrastructure
projects: Cooperation and collaboration and project success

The definition of collaboration as we use it in this study consists of
the main characteristics of this process, drawn from negotiation
literature. 1) the human interaction process of (2) the parties (client
and contractor) undertaking a (3) joint efort to (4) realize goals they
cannot realize alone, through (5) cooperative behavior.
Cooperation is a term broadly used to describe that people are
working together. There is no widely agreed upon definition available.
It is a concept with various meanings and may be used objectively and

subjectively, substantively, procedurally, and behaviorally.
Hereinafter we mainly use the concept cooperation, as the term is
often used in sociology, psychology, and organizational and public
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management literature. We use it in the behavioral sense: (a process of)

cooperative behavior between people or entities.
To distinguish cooperation in its behavior perspective from the
other meanings, we use the terms *'collaboration" and "collaborative
"

process.

We use the terms *'cooperation" (and *'cooperate") where we refer
to the research literature on cooperation and concepts in that literature
(such as cooperation as "strategy" (as opposed to defection); as
"approach" in interactions with others ("cooperative behavior'D; as
relationship that faciliate collaboration ("cooperative relationships"),
and where we refer to situations in which people work together

("cooperation situations, atmospheres or environments").
We constructed our definition as follows. From negotiation
literature we isolated defining principles of cooperation from a
behavioral view. Deutsch describes a cooperation situation as "a
situation in which the goals of the participants are so linked that any
participant can attain his goal, if, and only if the others with whom he
is linked can attain their goals."5 The act of cooperation, such as by
representatives of clients and contractors, is referred to in most of
" #
practice," or "(line of) behavior.'4 For
these readings as "a process,
instance, De Dreu et al. define cooperation as "behavior that
maximizes the outcome (or well-being) of a collective." In literature on
inter-firm cooperative processes, it is defined as a continuous cycle of
actions and reactions between collaborating partners: In literature on
collaborative public management the term collaboration is used for
situations where "businesses, the government and public as a whole
(cross-sector collaboration) link or share information, power,
capabilities (etc.) to achieve jointly what could not be achieved (...)
separately".9

6 See Deutsch ( 1973). See also Johnson and Johnson (1989).
6 See for instance, De Dreu and De Lange (2003: 343); Korobkin (2002: 1).

7 De Dreu and De Lange (2003: 343).
8 See e.g. Parkhe (1991: 581); Lui and Hang (2005);
9 See Bryson and Crosby (2005: 56).
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The basic characteristics of collaboration we draw from these fields
of literature that are relevant to describe the interaction between clients
and contractors in infrastructure projects are the following: 10

-

-

-

Collaboration is a process that takes place '*between two or more
„11
people or organizations also referred to as "parties.
The parties embark upon a "joint" or "collaborative effort" instead
of competing with each other. They work together instead of
„12
trying to reach relative advantage over others.
The parties are working towards "goals."13 Parties generally have a
mix of convergent and divergent goals, but at least some of the
goals they both are committed to obtaining (common goals). The
parties have common goals when they try to realize goals they
would be incapable of accomplishing when working alone (they are
14

interdependent).
- The parties show cooperative behavior (willingness to cooperate)
resulting from some form of commitment (as opposed to being
coerced to cooperate). 15
These characteristics of collaboration apply to the situation of
infrastructure projects. First, there are several parties involved in the
construction of an infrastructure (our focus is on clients and
contractors and their representatives). Second, realizing a project is a
collaborative e#ort; all parties need to interact/work together and
coordinate their actions. Third, the parties have their separate goals
but also shared goals. Their main shared goal is the construction of an

infrastructure work.

As we focus on collaboration as an important means to reach
project goals, we choose to define successful collaboration in terms of
i' Cf. Lewicki et al. (2007); Cf. Rubin and Brown (1975); Axelrod (1984; 1997).
"
Lewicki (2007: 6) for characteristics ofa negotiation situation.
'2 Lewicki (2007: 60).
m
Their purpose is also described as reaching "mutual outcomes, mutual benefit or mutual win",
"commonly agreed upon" or "collective goals." Cf. Lewicki (2007: 77 who distinguishes between
common, shared and joint goals. De Dreu and De Lange Q003); Deutsch (1973); Bryson and Crosby
(2008).
See e.g. Lewicki (2007: 9).
15 See Anderson and Narus (1990). Morgan and Hunt (1994).
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project goals. The definition that we use for successful collaboration is
the human interaction process through which parties achieve project
success (to meet or surpass project goals).

In this study project success means that the end product, for
example, a tunnel, is realized, meeting or surpassing the project goals
in terms of time and costs (if possible, ahead of schedule by using
innovative techniques or processes), and be of the agreed upon quality

level or higher (meeting or surpassing the agreed upon quality
standards). Where relevant, we take into account the amount of
conflict parties encounter during the construction process, the number

of claims, and the parties' satisfaction with the construction process.
These are factors indirectly influencing the construction costs,
construction time, and the qualitylevel.

8

Collaboration and individual aspirations: Collaboration as
counterbalance to competition

In situations where people work together, there is a tension between
cooperating and competing. To achieve 'project success', the parties
need to do both: collaborate but at the same time also pursue their
individual aspirations.
First, for people to successfully collaborate, they need to be

motivated to do so. In the adversarial world of the construction
industry, it is almost

certainty that successful collaboration does not
arise spontaneously. In general, people are driven by their own
interests and do not necessarily care about the interests of the partner
they are in a business relationship with.16 Yet, for collaboration to be
successful, it is necessary that the parties choose cooperation as a
17
strategy rather than competition.
Therefore, we assume that clients and contractors only choose to
collaborate with another party if, and as long as, there is something to
gain from it. That means cooperative behavior arises only in those
situations in which people perceive the benefits of cooperating to be
higher than those of competing.
16 An
17 See

a

influential economic theory that describes this behavior is rational choice theory.
also Lewicki (2003: 85).
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As we illustrated, clients' and contractors' main shared interest is
the construction of a project. They both want to realize an
infrastructure work. However, the parties' interests may differ
regarding the quality of the work and the costs. A contractor's main
interest in striving for the goal is the possibility of making benefit on a
project and, if possible, building a solid reputation that brings him
future projects. A client's main interest is to create a functional project
that lasts for a long time and for a reasonable price. Shared goals are
also created through agreement between parties. For instance, in the
offer to bid, a client specifies the conditions for the infrastructure
project, its quality, the time frame for construction, and the total
costs. The contractor who realizes the work commits to meeting those
conditions in the agreement.
What further complicates maintaining a successful collaboration
process is that interests change over time as circumstances change.
Initially, the parties in infrastructure projects may collaborate, as they
think they may gain from cooperating (otherwise the client would not
select a contractor, and the contractor would not sign the contract to
construct the infrastructure project). However, at some point during
the project a party may think a different line of behavior is more
beneficial. In those situations, one or both parties' representatives
may start competing if they think they can benefit from it more than
from cooperating. This shift in behavior may stagnate a successful
collaboration process.
To prevent this shift from happening, we present in Part II
measures (recommendations) to motivate the parties (and their
representatives) to collaborate over time while not letting out of sight
their individual concerns (Chapter 4-7).
Examples are particular terms in contracts (formalizing the parties'
arrangements in a contract that gives both the right to enforce promises
and imposes incentives on them to act in accordance with the contract)
or the perspective of future benefit in cooperating.
9

Conflict: A threat to project success
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In Chapter 2, where we discuss the reasons for poor project
performance, we discuss that conflict between client and contractors
can be considered as the most important variable that endangers
project success (and thus, in our definition, successful collaboration).
Studies of infrastructure projects show that conflict arises
frequently. Therefore, we choose to delve into the causes of conflict in
infrastructure projects (Chapter 2, Section 4).
We draw the main reasons for conflict from both in-depth case
studies and articles that give a review of the frequency and effects of
conflict in a large number of projects worldwide. To make an
inventory of the main causes of conflict, we compare the outcomes of
empirical studies that examined the causes of conflicts in projects.
Then we draw the most often mentioned causes from them, the risks
that materialize at these projects, and the adversarial atmosphere that
makes it difficult to establish smooth and enduring relationships.
A combination of factors contributes to the adversarial relationship
between client and contractor in infrastructure projects. We derive
them from empirical studies on infrastructure development and the
construction sector in general and from economic theory on power
differences (Chapter 2, Section 3.4).
From top-tier studies in construction management literature, we
identify several kinds of conflicts that arise during the different steps
of the construction process in infrastructure construction (planning,
tender, realization, and maintenance). We identify conflicts with their
source in the organization, interaction between people, and technical
and legal discussions.

10

Relational contracting models

In Chapter 3 we discuss relational contracting models that have been
introduced to instill and maintain successful collaboration. We review
the main literature on partnering and alliancing and summarize the main
reasons for the introduction of these relational contracting models,
their main characteristics, and the experiences with these models. For
the description of the background and characteristics of these models
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and the way they may be applied in projects, we use government
reports and established introductory works (Chapter 3, Section 2-3).
From empirical findings we derive that relational contracting
models often do not lead to improvement of the performance of
infrastructure projects. To find the reasons why these models fail, we
review studies into their effectiveness (Chapter 3, Section 4).
Particularly we look into research of the models partnering and
alliancing and the instrument dispute boards. A review of the
experiences with these models shows that both partnering and
alliancing and dispute boards benefit project performance, but

particularly partnering and alliancing also encounter problems of
commitment.
Evaluation studies of partnering and alliancing show the conditions
under which relational contracting models are likely to be a success,
and we highlight barriers (Chapter 3, Sections 5-6). This allows us to
identify the main causes of success or failure of relational contracting
models. The evaluations of (project) partnering, (project) alliancing,
and dispute boards in the infrastructure industry indicate the main
barriers for successfully improving collaboration in infrastructure
projects. By selecting the most often reported factors leading to failure
reported in qualitative empirical studies combined with "anecdotal
evidence," we are able to draw up our list of the most frequently found
barriers for success in infrastructure projects in which partnering and
alliancing were used (Chapter 3, Section 6).
The list shows that the (negative) variables of project success still
emerge. It also indicates that governance structures in infrastructure
projects (culture, contracts, regulation of tendering, project
management) do not adequately support collaboration between client
and contractors. As we will see, these structures sometimes even
facilitate competition and adversarial behavior (Chapters 4,5,6, and 7,

under the legal perspective).
We borrow this distinction in governance structures from
institutional economics (the study of the role of human-made
institutions in shaping economic behavior).18 We use these concepts to
'8 See e.g Schmid (2004).
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distinguish the different natures of the sets of norms and rules that
influence the collaboration process between client and contractor
during infrastructure development. In Part III, we show which of these
structures may be used to implement successful collaboration between
client and contractors during projects and how this can be done.

2.2 Part II Factors influencing the collaboration process and
recommendations for successful collaboration
The central question of Part II is the following:

- What are recommendations for successful collaboration that we
may draw from social psychology, economic and legal theories,
and findings?
The sub-questions of Chapters 4-7 are the following:

- What are the factors that (positively or negatively) influence the
negotiation process between client and contractors, and what
recommendations for successful negotiation may be drawn from
cooperation literature?

-

What are the factors that (positively or negatively) injluence the
development of relationships, and what recommendations for a
successful relationship may be drawn from cooperation literature?

-

What are the factors of injluence in foreseeing conjlict, and what

recommendations for foreseeing conflict may be derived from
cooperation literature?

- What are the factors injluencing how parties are dealing with
conjlict, and what recommendations for successful dealing with
conflict may be derived from cooperation literature?

1

Theoretical and empirical cooperation literature

In Part II we propose recommendations that we derive from
cooperation literature. For an in-depth study of how parties may
influence the collaboration process, we turn to theoretical and
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empirical studies of cooperation. In order to find how parties may
effectively instill and maintain a successful collaboration process, we
survey theories and empirical findings that provide insights into
factors that influence collaboration processes.
Our goal is to identify the factors that influence collaboration
processes between clients and contractors either positively or
negatively, and second, we want to derive from theory how to
positively influence these variables. Here to we study theories and
empirical research to identify factors that advance or diminish
collaboration, such as the methods of negotiation, the financial
incentives applied in the contract, and legal rules that have an impact
on the collaboration process.
2

Analyzing collaboration processes: Negotiations,
relationship development, foreseeing conjlict, and dealing

with conflict
As collaboration is too broad a subject to survey literature adequately,
we split it up into four sub-collaboration processes. The factors that
influence collaboration are studied in the light of negotiations (Chapter

4); the process of developing a relationship (Chapter 5); foreseeing
conflict (Chapter 6); and the process of dealing with conflict (Chapter

7). The axiom we build upon is that the

success

of

these

(sub)collaboration processes taking place during projects together
influence the success of the overall collaboration process; if parties are
successful in carrying out the sub-processes, the general collaboration
process most likely will be successful.
To determine whether these sub-processes adequately reflected the
dynamic of the interaction between client and contractors during
infrastructure projects, we reviewed literature on the construction
process to identify the main collaboration processes in these projects.
We found that negotiations, (together) foreseeing conflict, and
collaboration to deal with conflicts are processes that take place at
various moments during these projects. Next to that, as we will
discuss in Chapter 5, the relationship between clients and contractors
is an essential element in the collaboration process in infrastructure
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projects. The nature of the relationship (adversarial or cooperative)
between the client and contractors and their representatives in projects
strongly affects the potential to achieve successful collaboration in
infrastructure projects. Therefore, next to a chapter on negotiation we
added a separate chapter on relationship development.

planning

maintenance

Client

Client and
contractor
(and subcontractors)

Negotiations during tender, construction, and maintenance
Relationship startmg durmg tender, mtensifying dunng construction,
contlnuing dunng maintenance

Forseeing con/lict dunng tender stage, construction and maintenance

Conflict management dunng tender stage, construction and
maintenance

Figure 3: The four collaboration processes between client and contractor during the
construction process

3

Negotiation between client and contractors in
infrastructure projects

In Chapter 4 we make recommendations for negotiations between the
representatives of clients and contractors. Negotiation processes are
instrumental to successful collaboration. First, they are a means to
develop relationships between people and entities. They also allow for
interactions in order to foresee conflict and conflict management.
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Because client and contractor negotiators interact over time, the
relationship matters. In infrastructure projects the negotiations are not

one-time events but are part of an ongoing negotiation process (a series
an essential element of day-to-day
interaction between representatives of parties in projects. It may take
the form of formal negotiations concerning central aspects of the
project, or informal negotiations between project managers during talks
away from the negotiation table.
As the starting point in our analysis, we take the first contact in
the beginning of the tender stage, continuing in the construction stage
and stretching until the end of the maintenance stage of a construction
project. In the tender stage, negotiation involves representatives of the
client and bidders. It takes place in the light of information exchange
aimed at the selection of a contractor and continues between client and
contractor during the contract negotiation and drafting. During the
construction stage the client and the selected contractor negotiate
through their interactions in the light of the process of preparing and
carrying out the actual construction work. During the maintenance
stage the parties negotiate the work that needs to be done to preserve
the infrastructure work.

of negotiations). Negotiation is

4

Defining negotiation

In this study we characterize negotiation as a process that includes (a)
at least two parties who (b) share an important objective, or outcome,
but also face dgerences in positions. They try to reach their objectives

and overcome their dgerences through (c) a process of interactive
communication in which both sides (d) make decisions.
We derive this description of negotiation from definitions in
negotiation literature. Most theorists describe negotiation as a process
between parties (sometimes represented by their agents) during which
decisions are made. Pruitt describes it as "a process by which a joint
decision is made by two or more parties."19 Others add to that the
element of a divergence in positions between those parties. For

19 See Pruitt (1981: 1).
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instance, Ury describes negotiation as "a process of combining
conflicting positions into a common position under a decision rule of
unanimity, a phenomenon in which the outcome is determined by the
Process:,20 Again, others stress the dilemma negotiators face during
the process of negotiation to choose either a cooperative or
competitive approach. Putman illustrates the dilemma negotiators face

during negotiation by defining it as "an ongoing process rooted in
tensions between cooperation and competition." 1 Finally, theorists
including Rubin and Korobkin particularly stress the elements of
communication and inter-dependence between the parties. Rubin refers
to negotiation as *'a process of communication used to get something
we want when another person has control over whether or how we can
an interactive
get it."22 Korobkin defines it similarly as
communication process by which two or more parties who lack
identical interests attempt to find a way to coordinate their behavior or
allocate scarce resources in a way that will make them better off than
they could be if they were to act alone. „23
66

5

Negotiation: Interaction, communication, and decision
making

Our definition of negotiation illustrates that the basis under it is
interaction, communication, and decision making between and by
individuals. These processes are the basis of negotiation and therefore
are also key elements that determine its success.
We define interaction as the action that occurs when two persons
have an effect upon one another. For example, through their
interactions negotiators determine the course of bargaining and can
alter it from a cooperative endeavor to a highly competitive one (or
. 24

vice versa).

Interaction cannot take place without communication. Through
their communications negotiators signal intentions, exchange
20

See Kissinger (1969: 212); Van Lange and De Dreu (2003: 342).

2' See Putman (2006: 386).
22
See Rubin (2006: 1).
23

24

See

Korobkin (2002: 1).

See Putman (2006).
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the other party' s moves, coordinate
dynamic
tension between cooperation and
outcomes, and manage the
competition.25 Communication is a dynamic process that enables the
creation of shared objectives and builds mutual trust. If successful,
interaction leads to observable effects between two parties; they build
trust, create a quality product, or build a relationship that supports
the optimization of their goals. To organize this effectively, parties -

information, respond

to

managers, but also their advisors, such as
lawyers - have to learn to understand and master this interaction

professionals such

as

26

process.

Decision making is defined as the "cognitive process of selecting a
course of action from among multiple alternatives.' 7 As variable in
negotiation, we may say that the better the decisions of the individual
negotiators, the more successful the negotiation process taking place
between the entities.

6

Both cooperation and competition in successful
negotiations

In their negotiation process, the approach of the negotiators
representing the parties'

interests may vary on

a

"scale of

cooperativeness." In negotiation literature originally a distinction was
made between competitive and cooperative negotiation. The difference
between the two is that cooperative negotiation involves parties in an
effort to jointly meet each other's needs and satisfy their interests,
whereas, in competitive negotiation, parties focus on their respective
self-interest and division of assets. 28 In that view cooperative
negotiation is regarded as the form of negotiation that produces the
best results for the parties in aggregate (the highest mutually beneficial
results). It is regarded as the approach that provides the greatest good
to the greatest number of people. 29
25
26

See Putnam (2006: 385-394).
See e.g. Fleerackers (2002) on the important role

for lawyers in this process; See e.g. also Nelken
(2003: 301-354).
27
See Simon (1955); Baron (2008).
28 Cf. Lewicki (2007: 58); Nelken (2003: 59-114).
19
See Rubin Q006) for reasons why cooperative negotiation is preferred over distributive bargaining. See
also Follett (1940).
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Most of the current literature on negotiation distinguishes between
cooperative and competitive stages within negotiations. Integrative
negotiation consists of a value-creating stage requiring cooperative
negotiation and the value-distributing stage involving competitive
negotiation. (See Chapter 4, Section 2.1). In other words, competition
and cooperation are not mutually exclusive in negotiation. At some
point mutual benefit needs to be divided; baking the biggest possible
30
pie does not say anything about how it is divided.
We call a negotiation process "successful" when the parties manage
to have a negotiation process in which they coordinate their interaction
and manage to meet most of their common and individual interests and
in which they are committed to meeting or surpassing project goals.

7

Relationship development in infrastructure projects

we provide recommendations for developing
relationships between clients and contractors as entitities. The
realization of an infrastructure project is the basis for the parties'
relationship. To realize a project, the parties need to join efforts for
months and often several years, which means they enter into a long-

In Chapter 5

term relationship.
The process of developing a relationship mainly takes place
their
between
through
negotiations
through
negotiations;
representatives, parties create and maintain their relationship.
The process of developing a relationship that allows the parties
to achieve their goals starts during the tender stage. First, the client
develops a relationship with a number of contractors. After the
selection of a contractor, the relationships with the other candidates
ends and the relationship with the selected contractor intensifies. The
client and selected contractor enter into a contract and may create a
legal partnership to facilitate their cooperative actions. The
relationship continues to develop during their collaboration process.

8

Developing a successful relationship

30 See Rubin (2006).
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The parties' relationship is a key variable for successful collaboration.
In this study we perceive the parties relationship as their vehicle for
cooperation. We call a relationship that facilitates successful
collaboration a "successful" or *'cooperative relationship."
In Part I we discuss that the adversarial atmosphere in the
construction industry is detrimental for the relationships between
client and contractors. We identify that it is one of the main reasons
why conflicts arise and the collaboration between them does not lead
to project success. Hence, a good relationship between parties
facilitates, and a bad one may threaten a successful collaboration
process. A good relationship facilitates interaction and communication
more easily; it makes transactions more efficient and therefore less
costly, and it creates a bond between the parties, which facilitates the
growth of trust between the cooperating partners and their
representatives. Moreover, a good relationship creates a mutual
dependency that may further strengthen the bond between the parties.
We also argued in Part I that the relationship is dynamic and not
static; it develops. As a relationship that is initially beneficial may
become less attractive to one or both parties, both the relationship
(and the rules governing it) should be subject of constant review.

9

Foreseeing confict in infrastructure projects

In Chapter 6 we make recommendations for foreseeing conflict.
Empirical studies confirm that conflict is almost certain to arise in
complex collaboration processes such as those taking place in
infrastructure projects.31 They may occur at any moment during the
collaboration process between client and contractors, in any stage of a
project. It may be during the bid procedure, when the work is being
realized, that a project organization is dismantled, or during the
maintenance. It may frustrate the collaboration process and pose a
threat to a cooperative relationship in any stage of its development.
This makes conflict a factor that needs constant attention.

" See e.g. Fenn and Gameson (1992); AAA (1994); Main categories ofproblems Kumaraswarmy (1996);
Conlin et al. (1996);
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In Part I we see that conflicts between client and contractors often
originate from problems such as misunderstandings about information
exchanged during the tender procedure, unanticipated events with
serious financial consequences, and clashes in personality between
project members or organizational deficits (Chapter 2, Sector 4). As a
32
result, disputes and legal claims are almost routine industry practice.
Conflicts may derail the negotiation process and damage the
relationship when parties get angry, become entrenched in their
positions, and accuse and blame each other, all of which may result in
frustration and mistrust. If a disagreement persists and is not
addressed properly, it may derail a successful collaboration process. It
can create an impasse, disrupt the parties' cooperative relationship,
and eventually may evenjeopardize the project performance.

10

Defining conjlict

In this study we call a problem (or issue) that has been discussed
between parties but not resolved a **conflict" or "dispute."33 Problems
become disputes when a) one of the parties identifies a problem, b) he
decides to address it with the other party, and c) his demands are only
34
partly honored or denied: a conflict has arisen between the two.
The key elements we use to describe a conflict are the following.

There is a conflict situation, in which people or entities (the actors),
disagree about something (the SU4iect of the conflict). This conflict
arises under particular circumsmnces and includes a state of tension
that exists between the parties. 35
A broad definition of conflicts (or disputes, disagreements, or
arguments) that we draw from (psychological) conflict literature is *'a
clash or state of opposition (the conflict situation) between persons,
ideas, or interests (the actors)."36 Such a disagreement or argument is
32

See

Yates (1998: 6).

33 We use these terms interchangeably. We are aware that some authors make a difference between the
two but for the purpose ofour study that distinction is less relevant.
34

See Felstiner, Abel and Sarat (1981).
35 Cf. Van de Vliert (1997) who mentions as key elements in conflict: parties are dependent on each other,
have a psychological experience, there is cognitive or affective tension, the experience is distinguished
from conflict behavior, it can be one sided, it is a process.
16 See Pruitt and Rubin (1986); Cf. Pondy (1967); Deutsch (1980); Putman and Poole (1987); Van de

Vliert (1997); Pruitt (1998); Prein (2007).
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about something important: a need, concern, or fear (the subject).
Conflicts arise in particular circumstances. They may occur in
situations where people who are dependent on each other compete
over limited resources or have goals that appear incompatible (the
conditions). Furthermore, at least one of the actors feels irritated or
obstructed by the situation (the tension). 37
11

Foreseeing conflict: A basis for dealing with conflict

To be able to manage the negative effects of conflict, the parties should
foresee conflict. Therefore, they first need to acknowledge the
existence or likelihood of conflict during the construction process.
Second, they need to identify conflicts (by defining and categorizing
conflict). Third, they need to have some understanding of conflict
dynamics (such as escalation and people's conflict behavior).
Knowledge of past projects can help parties to make an inventory
of the types of conflicts that usually arise. Their knowledge of factors
that cause conflict allows the contract parties in infrastructure projects
to define types of conflicts they think may threaten the project. The
parties may, for instance, spot the potential for conflict about the
quality of the work caused by employing a highly innovative
construction method neither party has used before. Having such an
overview allows them to identify potential conflicts but also determine
how to react in a way that best protects a smooth continuation of their
collaboration process.

12

Identifying and categorizing conflict

We suggest the approach for identifying and categorizing conflicts
based on a system used by scholars who study (and develop) conflict
systems in organizations.38 The inventory and categorization of types
of conflict are the first and second steps in their approach.39 We draw

3 See Van de Vliert (1997).
38 See for the steps in designing a dispute system, Ury, Brett and Goldberg, 1993; Costatino and Merchant
(1996) and Shariff(2003).
39 See e.g. Ury, Brett and Goldberg (1993: 2040); Costatino and Merchant (1996).
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from that and distinguish the following steps parties may take in
foreseeing and dealing with conflict.

1) An inventory of the (potential) conflicts. Make sure that
parties have a clear and shared view on causes of conflict, the
circumstances that increase the chance of their occurrence, their
characteristics, and the possible harm-r good-conflicts may
do. A shared vision of conflicts allows parties to discuss the
conflicts they think may arise during a project.
2) Definition and categorization of conflict. Once the parties have
made an inventory, they may define and distinguish between
kinds of conflicts and conflict behavior. This allows them to
predict and recognize conflicts so they may identify conflicts
as soon as they arise.

3) Dealing with conflict. The parties take measures to decrease

of damage to the collaboration process and reduce
the threat of conflict to the project goals (completing the
the chance

project on time, at the lowest cost, and at the highest possible
quality).

The first two steps we cover in Chapter 6 (foreseeing conflict); the
third stage we discuss in Chapter 7 (dealing with conflict).
13

Dealing with conflict and infrastructure projects

In Chapter 7 we make recommendations for dealing with conflict. We
saw that conflicts arise easily in infrastructure projects due to the
adversarial atmosphere of the construction industry. The way in
which conflicts are resolved tends to be adversarial as well. A problem
we discussed in Part I is that, first, conflicts in infrastructure projects
often do not escalate to a higher level so they may drag on for a long
time, and, second, when they are actually dealt with, arbitration is
traditionally the chosen approach to resolve them. It is also
fashionable to settle conflicts only after the contract has been
completed to limit the costs they may incur. As a consequence of this
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practice, conflict resolution often takes place long after the events to
which they relate (Chapter 2, Section 4).
Even though this delayed 'dealing with conflict' is done in an
attempt to keep further conflicts away from the site, it may
complicate their resolution. The first disadvantage of this approach is
that once the conflict is addressed, memories will have faded, and the
people involved have often been transferred to other projects. Records
may have become lost. Another practical problem with this approach
is that the contractor will already have been kept waiting for his
money, and he in turn will have kept his sub-contractors waiting.
Failure to settle the dispute will also affect attitudes towards the
project and to those believed to be responsible for the events leading
40
up to the dispute.

14

Defining conflict management: Prevention, resolution, and
other reactions to conjlict

In our analysis of literature to find factors that tell us how to
effectively deal with conflicts, we depart from the axiom that "conflict
management" is a label for the entire process that people go through
when dealing with disagreements. It includes conflict prevention,
conflict resolution, and any other reaction to conflict. This process of
dealing with conflicts may be short or long and may involve a variety

of parties, instruments, levels, and procedural steps.
The first category of conflict management we focus on is the
techniques available to the parties to prevent conflicts. Second, we
focus on factors that influence the process of confict resolution: the
conflict systems consisting of formal procedures that may be used, the
techniques parties may apply themselves, and the involvement of
third parties. Third, we identify factors that influence people's
reaction to con#ict, the factors that influence people's choices in
dealing with conflict, such as their conflict resolution styles, their
preferences in conflict resolution, and their level of concern for the
other parties' interests.

w Marsh (2001: 22-23).
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Successful conjlict management

We perceive conflict management as a negotiation process that has as
its objective averting the breakdown of an ongoing negotiation
41
We consider the process of conflict management
process.
"successful" if the parties manage to deal with conflict in a way that
optimally contributes to a successful collaboration process (leading to

project success).
Our assumption is that the better a conflict management process
scores on the criteria transaction costs, satisfaction, effectiveness, and
impact on the relationship, the more it contributes to a successful
collaboration process. This is "successfully dealing with conflict."
16

Theories and empirical findings from social psychology,

(micro) economics, and legal literature

In Part II we include in our survey theories and empirics from social
psychology, economics, and legal studies. We choose three bodies of
research that each approach the subject differently. However,
separately, they provide an inadequate lens to view collaboration.
We selected these disciplines from a large number of disciplines in
which cooperation is studied, as we expected they could provide us
with information that helps in understanding, predicting, and
influencing people's cooperation behavior. Within these three
disciplines we cover theories from which we derive factors that
influence collaboration processes.

41 See

also Lewicki (1999: 112).
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Long-list Ofresearch

Shortlist disciplines

disciplines on

used in this study

cooperation

Micro Economics

Mathematics
Economics

Social Psychology

·

Law..

Political science

Communication
Law
Sociology
Psychology
Social Psycholoky
Organizational theory

I

. .

Biology
Antrophology

Figure 4: Long list and short list ofbodies ofresearch on cooperation

We selected social psychology, as we expected information on the
nature and causes of human social behavior in interaction with others.
Theories within this perspective provide information on human
variables that may positively or negatively influence a collaboration
process (such as theory on negotiation methods, motivation, and
cognition). They help in understanding what drives people in
cooperation situations and in the different situations of negotiation,
conflict, conflict resolution, and relationship building and
42
Social psychological studies also give valuable
maintaining.
information about the influence of the setting of cooperation, such as
the organization in which it takes place. To identify the main factors
influencing negotiations, we reviewed theory and empirical findings on
(integrative and distributive) negotiation, theory on perceptions and
beliefs, motivational theory, and social exchange theory.
For the situation of collaboration between client and contractors in
infrastructure projects, it provides us with insight in the behavior of
the actual people active in tender, construction, and maintenance
42

See Deutsch and Coleman (2000: 23-24).
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stages of infrastructure projects. They are the persons actually
negotiating the relationship for their principals, and can foresee, and
deal with conflicts.
We selected microeconomics, as it gives insight into the choices and
decisions people make ill situations of limited resources to satisfy
their needs and wants. The economic perspective provides information

about incentives that steer behavior in a certain direction. It also
provides prescriptive models of what behavior is optimal (rational
choice, Pareto optimality). The economic theories we survey include
rational choice theory, decision-making theory, transaction costs
theory, contract theory (complete, incomplete, and relational
contract), game theory, bargain theory, and behavioral theory.
Economic theory is relevant for infrastructure projects, as it gives
insight into the behavior of the people involved in projects and the

entities.

Finally, we choose legal literature because we expect legal
governance mechanisms to influence cooperation. Legal scholars
discuss the legal boundaries the law sets for parties' behavior as well
as the criteria the law provides that may guide the parties in their
interaction with others. For instance, legal literature describes the
limitations of what parties may agree amongst each other and what
principles they need to respect (e.g., contract law, legal principles),
what particular rules have to be taken into account (e.g., tendering
rules) and what is the framework for (judicial) conflict resolution (e.g.,
procedural law). Legal scholars in the field of sociology and law study
how legal professionals-often involved in contract negotiations and
conflict resolution-tend to think and act. The legal theories we draw
from include contract theory on the principle of good faith (and duties
to inform derived from it), contract formation, (pre-) contractual
liability, and law and sociology. For infrastructure projects the legal
factors we derive from legal literature mainly influence the behavior of
parties as entities.
In our survey of these disciplines we only focused on landmark
studies: those studies with essential contributions to the field. The
literature we draw from includes established theories on cooperation
that are mostly undisputed and supported by substantial empirical
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evidence. To identify the most influential (or *'standing") literature, we
used overview articles, scientific encyclopedias, textbooks, and
yearbooks. To some extent, more recent and less generally accepted

insights or empirical evidence have been used. This we only did in case
it affirmed or filled voids in standing theories, or where it indicated a
change in thinking. The recommendations given in this part are based
upon this standing literature.
17

Factors and recommendations

In Chapters 4-7 we identify factors and make recommendations. First,
we draw from theories factors that influence cooperation. The parties'
actions during negotiations; relationship development; interaction in
order to anticipate conflict; and dealing with conflict may be influenced
by a large variety of factors. For instance, the negotiation process is
influenced by their motives to enter into a relationship, the financial
incentives they experience (for instance, the ones arising from the
contract), and legal rules of contract law applicable to their
arrangements.

In addition to factors that foster a successful collaboration
process, we try to identify factors that negatively influence
cooperation or foster competition.

Second, in each of

the

chapters in Part II we present

These
recommendations
for
the
client
and
contractors.
recommendations have a normative character. The recommendations
are addressed to the parties and describe what parties may do to
positively influence the factors and thus support their collaboration

process.
18

Examples of applications of recommendations

Finally, to illustrate how recommendations may be used in practice,
we apply them to a hypothetical infrastructure project situation
(Chapters 4-7).

The starting point for our example is the following:
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Client A wants to realize a large infrastructure project. The
infrastructure work consists of the realization of a tunnel with a high
level of complexity in terms of technical design and the construction
area. Many risks are involved in terms of nuisance to the surrounding
area and risks of construction due to unstable ground conditions.
Moreover, the project has many stakeholders (including environmental
groups, local residents, and government agencies), which further
increases the chance of changes in scope. The client expects the project
to ask much of the project participants in terms of flexibility and the
creativity of the parties to deal with unforeseen events.
To be able to adapt rapidly to changes and to prevent conflict, the
client wants to use a cooperative approach in which risks are managed
mutually. The top management supports this cooperative approach.
The client's aim is to implement the principles of partnering and
alliancing on a project level. However, he wants to make sure there is a
firm commitment throughout the construction process and that there
are measures to implement and maintain the relational contracting
principles. The project organization, the tender procedure, and the
contract should reflect and support a cooperative atmosphere.
In the sections 'recommendations applied" we give suggestions
for how client may initiate the collaboration process with contractors
and how both client and contractors may interact in the different
collaboration sub-processes.

2.3 Part III Towards a systematic approach: checklists for
successful collaboration in infrastructure projects
The central question in Part III is the following:
-

How may the recommendations be implemented in infrastructure

projects?
The sub-questions of Chapter 8 are the following:
- How can the recommendations be implemented in project success
mechanisms?
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-

In which situations within the tender, realization, and maintenance

-

stages may the dgerent recommendations be implemented?
What are the governance structures in which recommendations
may be implemented?

1

Implementing recommendations in infrastructure projects

showing how and where the
recommendations may be implemented in infrastructure projects.
We conclude this study by

First, in Chapter 8, we categorize the recommendations based on their
possible contribution to project success mechanisms we detailed in
Chapter 2 (Chapter 8, Section 2). We categorize the recommendations
by the mechanisms they may be implemented under. We develop
short descriptions by which we determine where to place each
recommendation.
2

Stages of the construction process

We explore the stages of the process (planning, tender, realization, and
maintenance) in which the recommendations can be applied (Chapter
8, Section 3).

We distinguish activities during the tender and construction stages
in which the parties may particularly benefit from the
recommendations that may be drawn from literature on the
construction process of infrastructure development. We organize these
activities by stage of the construction process and by the order in
which they arise during these stages. Within the tender stage we
distinguish: the design of the tender process; call for tender;
information exchange meetings; bid selection; contract negotiations;
and drafting of the legal documents. Within the construction stage we
distinguish: preparing the site and the project organization;

constructing the work

with unforeseen events;
the
contract; project delivery and end dismantling of
renegotiation of
project organization. Within the maintenance stage we distinguish:
regular maintenance and reparations. During all three stages parties
and

dealing
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may be: discussing (potentiaD conflict and conflict management

(Chapter 8, Section 3.2).
The choices the parties make during these activities influences their
interaction and may substantially influence the success of the
collaboration process. These activities are occasions on which the
collaboration process may be put on a cooperative track, may be
strengthened, or may derail.
We place the recommendations in the context of an infrastructure
project under each of these situations. In deciding under which
situation to place a recommendation, we categorized the
recommendations under the first possible situation in which they may
possibly be applied. We depart from the assumption that the sooner
the parties take action that contribute to a successful collaboration
process, the higher their impact.

3

Governance structures: Tender regulations, contracts, and
codes of conduct

We suggest three legal governance structures we think may be suitable
media for implementing the recommendations at a project level

(Chapter 8, Section 4.
In determining on the institutions that seem most appropriate, we
chose those that (together) 1) cover the entire construction process
(from the beginning of the tender stage until the maintenance stage) and
2) for which parties have (a certain extent of) freedom to decide on
their design (which excludes laws and industry level regulations).
Based on these criteria, we selected tender regulations (as drawn up by
the client within the boundaries of procurement law), the contract
(within the boundaries of contract law), and a code of conduct or
project charter. We chose these structures, as their design is in either
or both parties' control, and - within the boundaries set by the law and
regulations - the parties may include what they want.
4

Checklists: Project success mechanisms and stages
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In Chapter 9 we present two "academic checklists" in which the
recommendations are organized based on the divisions in project
success mechanisms (Chapter 9, Section 2) and by stage and activity
that particularly affect the collaboration process (Chapter 9, Section
3). These checklists may be regarded as a first step towards a practical
application that allows decision makers who want to design (and
evaluate) governance structures that optimally contribute to project
succes (finishing projects within or ahead of time, within budget, and
for the agreed upon quality). It may assist them in drafting governance
structures for the collaboration process between client and contractors
in complex projects. The next step is to take the findings in our study
and concretize and prioritize the recommendations further and turn
them into practical tools.
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Chapter

1:

Introduction

;
Chapter 2: Project performance, collaboration and conflict
Chapter 3: Partnering, alliancing and dispute boards

4 4

Chapter 4, Chapter 5, Chapter 6, and Chapter 7:
Factors influencing collaboration processes and recommendations

4
Chapter 8:

Improving project performance by a
successful collaboration process
Chapter 9: Checklists

1
Chapter 10:
Conclusions,

implications, further
research

Figure 5: Structure ofthis study
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Part I Collaboration, governance structures
and project performance in infrastructure

development

41

CHAPTER 2

II

PROJECT PERFORMANCE, COLLABORATION, AND
CONFLICTS IN INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT
1 INTRODUCTION
The problem of poor project performance of infrastructure projects
has attracted attention in the industry and beyond, triggering
discussions about how to improve it. Attempts have been made to
boost project performance, often without success. The research
questions we try to answer in this chapter are: H/hat are the variables

of project success? How do clients and contractors and their
interaction injluence project peformance in infrastructure
development?

We address the problem of poor project performance. The
indicators by which project performance is measured are also
discussed. We address why these projects are complex and sensitive to
conflict, which is the characteristic nature of these projects. We
discuss the central role that the interaction between the client and the
contractors have in project success. In particular we discuss the link
between the parties' collaboration process and project performance.
We draw variables of project success from literature and show that
parties may influence these variables to contribute to project success.
We explain that conflicts are among the most prominent threats to
project success, and thus a key variable. Therefore, we review the
main sources of conflict between client and contractors.
In Section 2 we introduce infrastructure development. We present
project performance criteria, identify project success variables, and
illustrate the poor performance of infrastructure projects worldwide by
discussing some recent studies that provide empirical support.
The main players are introduced in Section 3. The importance of
adequate collaboration in infrastructure development is shown. We
highlight the complexity and many challenges in infrastructure
development, and illustrate the importance of collaboration. The
combination of factors that lead to adversarial relationships between
client and contractor is also addressed.
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In Section 4 we identify conflict as a main disturbing factor in
collaboration and elaborate on conflicts and their negative impact.
We particularly focus on risks that materialize in different stages of
the construction process and are an important reason for conflict.
Finally, we distinguish the main sources for conflicts. Our main
findings are summarized in Section 5.

INFRASTRUCTURE WORKS AND PROJECT
PERFORMANCE

2

2.1

The construction industry and infrastructure works

Construction has a prominent place in society. Worldwide,
construction has a turnover of around $4.6 trillion and is responsible
for 10% of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of most national
43
economies. Infrastructure development can be considered both a
measure and a motor of a country's economy. The industry has long
been strong in developed economies such as the United States (1.2
trillion construction output in 2006), Australia (82 billion in 2006),
and the nations of Western Europe (1.4 trillion in 2006).44 In Europe
the construction industry is one of the biggest industrial sectors. It is
responsible for 11-14% of the national budgets of the European
countries, and with 11.8 million operatives (in the 15 EU member
45
states in 2003), it is the largest industrial employer.
In the last decade the industry has been expanding into new
regions. The construction industry has grown dramatically in Asia. It
had the third largest GDP by region in 1998 and accounted for 35% of
the total world construction. It is now up to speed with the United
46
States and Europe (with 1.0 trillion construction output in 2006).
Due to growing opportunities, new construction is being realized in
markets such as China, India (where construction in 2008 is the

43

See McGraw

44

See McGraw

Hill Construction (2007: 6).
Hill Construction (2007: 6).

EU website Construction Overview (2008); Cf. Van Doorn and Spierings (2001: 139 ff) (for the
Netherlands) and FIEC (1997).
46 Cf. Chinag and Anson (2004) for a discussion of the situation of the construction industry in Asian
economies.
45 See
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second largest industry), as well as in South America and the former
47

Soviet Union.
In this study, we focus on the development of infrastructure. 48
Infrastructure is a general term that is used to describe public and
49
We understand
quasi-public utilities and facilities in an area.
"infrastructure works" to mean the construction or restructuring of

transport facilities such as roads, highways, waterways, airports,
tunnels, bridges, and train-connections (hereinafter referred to as
infrastructure works).
After a decline in the 90's the total investment in transport
infrastructure has grown since the beginning of the 21th century. The
investment has increased on average by over 20% since 2000 reaching
1% of the GDP in Western European countries in 2004. In Central and
Eastern European countries (CERC) growth accelerated strongly since
2002, rising by almost 60% to a level of 1,4% of the GDP in 2004.50
Even if these projects still account for only a relatively small
percentage of all construction investment, they are the construction
works with the highest impact.51 Their presence may significantly
boost the development of cities, regions, and even countries. In
developing economies the realization of infrastructure often is a
condition for or may speed up the process of economic growth. After
all, the realization of an adequate road, train, and air infrastructure may
pave the path for further investment and development of new
economic activities. In the western economies high profile projects

have to keep our infrastructure in shape and keep it up to date with
the demands of society.
The flip side of these projects is the cost of construction which
is substantial in terms of money, time, and nuisance. Financial costs
47 See Iyer et al. (2008: 1) on the construction industry and its growth potential.
48
The Construction industry may be subdivided in a number of sub-sectors: the construction

of houses,

infrastructure, industrial construction, commercial construction and building materials, See Corporate
Watch UK, UK Overview ofConstruction induste (2006).
49 Facilities such as the construction of the basic elements of a transportation system, and development of
industrial or rural areas, and public utilities such as electricity, gas, water supply, drinking water
connections, clean water installations and also telephone, radio and television. fire service, flood
protection such as dikes, public health, police protection, waste management, and national sen'ices such
as defense, and the postal system.
50
See International Transport Forum (2008).
For instance it accounts for around 10% of all construction activity in the UK; see Overview
Construction Industry (2006).
6
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include the costs of construction, which is generally at least tens of
millions; the time span of the projects from planning to realization can
take up to 20 years for large projects; and the nuisances unleashed
include construction noise, damage to the natural or economic
environment, disruption of traffic circulation, and disturbance or
damage to surrounding areas.
Especially in public sector projects, increased costs, delay, and
poor quality have consequences for client and constructor as well as
for society as a whole. For the contract parties, these consequences
may be mainly financial; for society the effect of increases in project
costs is various in its nature. The work may turn out much more
expensive than planned (often these projects are financed with tax
money); the infrastructure may be ready for use later than planned;
and there may be substantial growth in the nuisances the construction
52
brings about.

2.2

Project performance criteria

The performance of these projects is closely monitored. As a result of
their high impact and importance before, during, and after their
construction, infrastructure works attract considerable attention, and,
53
consequently, are watched by the stakeholders.
What complicates determining a standard level of performance
indicator is that no two projects are similar, which makes comparing
their performance hard work.54 Most research data are area specific
and often project specific. Also, the existing data are obtained from
developed countries and based on researchers experience on completed
52 Cf. Assaf and At-Hejji (2006: 349) for an analysis of causes and extent of delay and cost overruns.
Kaming et al. (1997) (They point out that the major factors influencing cost overrun are material cost
increases due to inflation, inaccurate material estimation, and degree of complexity. The most important
factors causing delays are design changes, poor labor productivity, inadequate planning, and resource
shortages).
n This attention during the planning stage, for instance, consists of feasibility studies on potential
economic and environmental impact progress reports during the construction, and reports on the
performance of railroad works after the completion in the operation stage for public works, see e.g.
Progress reports Betuweroute 1-21, (1999 - 2008).
54 Cf. Bresnen (2007,371 and references). Moreover, when taking the goals of the parties involved as a
success indicator, success depends on the perspective that is chosen, and, therefore, may be subjective.
Success for a client may be finishing a project in time and for the lowest possible price, whereas from the
perspective of the contractor a high profit may be an additional important success indicator.
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projects. Generally, to determine project success of a single project,
we use measures that indicate success.
Project management literature has provided ways for measuring,
which are useful to measure success in infrastructure projects. 55
Frequently criteria used for project performance are timely completion
of a project and construction costs.56 These criteria are adapted in
studies of the construction industry as main indicators of efficiency. 57
Criteria which are used for project performance in connection with
time and costs are the extent to which it meets the set quality
standards, perceived performance, client satisfaction with the outcome
58
and process, and the number of disputes and claims encountered.

2.3

Definitions of project goals, project success and project

performance

We use the terms "project success," "project goals," and "project
performance" throughout this study. We will refer to project goals
when meaning indicators such as finishing within budget, on or ahead
of time, and meeting or exceeding the agreed upon quality level
according to the specifications. We include in particular situations the
amount of conflict and amount of claims, as those criteria also
influence costs and schedule overruns. We will refer to project success
when meaning that parties meet or beat these project goals.59 The
outcome of a project in terms of the indicators discussed previously,
will be referred to as project performance.

2.4

Factors contributing to success or failure in infrastructure

development (Project Success Variables)

Rubin and Seeling (1967; 14(3)131-4); Avots (1969: 12(1)77-82); Chua, et al. (1999: 125(3)
142-50); Chan, et al. (2001;127(2): 93-100).
56 See NEDO (1988); Chan and Kumaraswamy (1994: 54-72); Rwelamila and Hall (1995: 235-241).
57 Cf. Baldwin and Manthei (1971: 177-187).
58
See Baker et al. (1983); Cf. Iyer and Jha (2005, 284). Chan et al. (2004: 189). See also overview Iyer
55 See e.g

and Jha (2005: 285).
59 See also Chapter 1.
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A number of key factors contributing to or threatening project success
have been derived from empirical studies, including studies in the
construction industry. The various factors influencing project success
are often translated in Key Performance Indicators (KPI's), Critical
Success Factors (CSF's) or best practices. They provide more
sophisticated standards by which parties can measure during the
60
project to what extent they progress toward the project goals.
From the literature on project management, we derive four
factors that are found to contribute positively to success in
infrastructure projects in both developed and developing countries, 61
and five factors that likely lead to project failure.62 The factors that
contribute to achieving project goals are:

o Strong commitment of all participants, particularly, if
those in the project team 3 make their commitment to the
64

65

project goals known, and top management supports
the project (e.g. by showing support to the project
manager and the project team, giving enough mandate)66;
67
client, and particularly
0 Competence of contractors,

project-manager (e.g. leadership, technical knowledge, and
·
.68
coordination skills, supervision),
·

w See also Iyer and Jha (2005: 284); Toor and Ogunlana (2007).
" Cf. Chan et al. (2004) who examined project success factors in design and build projects, and
identifying factors with essential importance for a successful project outcome: project team commitment;
contractors competencies; risk and liability assessment; clients competencies; end-users needs; and
constraints imposed by end-users. Cf Iyer and Jha (2005).
62 See Iyer and Jha (2005: 283-295,293) (who studied factors for success or failure in terms of costs in
the Indian construction industry. The important success attributes they found are effective monitoring and
feedback by the project manager and project team members, coordinating ability and rapport of PM with
top management, positive attitude of PM, and project participants, and project managers' technical

capability).
63

See Baker et al. (1983); and Chan (2001: 93-100).
64 See Locke (1976).

6' Avots (1969: 12 (1):77-82).
66 See e.g. Iyer and Jha (2005,289).
67 See e.g. Chan et al. (2001).
68 See e.g. Avots (1969) discussing the impact of choice of project managers and their competences on
project success; Iyer and Jha (2005: 283-295). See e.g. Chan and Kumaraswamy 1996 who found in their
study that poor site management and supervision were main causes of delay, along with "poor site
management and supervision," "unforeseen ground conditions;' "low speed of decision making involving
all project teams," "client-initiated variations," and "necessary variations ofworks."
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. Clear interaction and communication between project
participants (e.g. about clearly formulated goals and
-

assessment of risk and liabilities);69
Efective monitoring and feedback by the project manager
and project members through control and information
mechanisms. 70

Critical factors which may lead to failure to achieve project goals: 71

.

Conjlict among project participants (e.g. between
participants on site or project manager and top

.

Project management ignorance of planning tools and lack
of knowledge and experience of management of large
72
projects;

management);

.

Bureaucracy

resulting in slow decision making and
.73

0
0

indecisiveness,
Aggressive competition at the tender stage,

Short bid preparation time for contractors74

These factors may be regarded as variables that are strongly
related to project success. Hereinafter, we refer to them as project
success variables.75 The variables derived from success factors are

commitment, competence, interaction and communication, monitoring,
andfeedback. The variables derived from factors leading to failure are

conflict, ignorance of project management, bureaucracy, level of
aggressive competition at the tender stage, and short bid preparation
time.
69 See also Toor and Ogunlana (2007).
70 See Sayles and Chandler (1971); Martin (1976).
n Cf. Iyer and Jha (2005) The important reasons for failure Iyer and Jha list are poor human resource
management and labour strike, negative attitude of the project manager and project participants,
inadequate project formulation in the beginning, vested interest of client representative in not getting the
roject completed in time, and conflicts between PM and top management.
See e.g. Rubin and Seeling (1967: 14(3):131-4) (for empirical data).

a See Baker etal. (1983).
74 Cf. Iyer and Jha (2005) who point out that the success factors obtained from the analyses in developing
countries are consistent with the findings in the context of developed countries; thus, the study concludes
that the critical success factor remains the same irrespective ofgeographical boundaries.
73

See Chapter 2.
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In infrastructure projects the parties that want to optimize
project performance will try to manipulate these variables of project
success. Hence, they will take measures to strengthen the first group
and diminish the second group.
2.5

Project success mechanisms

Various mechanisms or tools are available in practice to optimize these
variables. A number of mechanisms may be drawn from partnering
literature.76 These mechanisms may enhance one or more of the
variables of project success. Examples are incentive contracts to
enhance the level commitment and team building sessions to influence
interaction and communication. Hereinafter, for each of the variables in
which we argue the nature of the mechanism, we draw from partnering
and alliancing literature that is used in practice to positively influence
those factors. We will call them "project success mechanisms."

0 First,

to influence the variable "commitment" to the project

goals, mechanisms are used that motivate people to commit to
project goals. These may either be natural motivators for

behavior, as feelings of friendship and trust (provided by
interaction in a non-threatening environment such as team
building sessions), or artificial motivators such as the contract,
charters, and bonuses or rewards mechanism (e.g. pain
share/gain share formulas). In other words, this variable is

infuencedby mechanisms providing for commitment.
• Second, the level of competence of project participants is
influenced by mechanisms such as contractor assessments and
accurate selection criteria. The client may select a bidder that
meets his standards. These mechanisms may also be used by
both client and contractor to select competent people for the
project management team; for instance, selecting experienced

project managers who have the technical knowledge and

76

See Chapter 2, Section 5.
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communication skills necessary to carry out and manage
complex projects.77 Through executive workshops they may
train the management in the skills and knowledge they deem
necessary to achieve project success, such as leadership skills
and understanding of partnering principles.78 The type of
mechanisms that influence the level of competence we refer to
o

o

as selection and training mechanisms.
The level and quality of interaction and communication may be
influenced by regular project meetings, facilitators leading
discussions or meetings, regular social events to improve
communication and trust, 79 or special task forces to discuss
particular subjects or issues of importance to the project, such
80
as potential risks, conflict identification, and management and
adequate communication channels and training in how to use
them and in how to motivate others to do so. We call
mechanisms that particularly focus on enhancing the process of
interaction and communication interaction and communication

mechanisms and training mechanisms.
Adequate monitoring and feedback require mechanisms such as
regular meetings in which progress is discussed (partnering or
KPI review meetings in which the collaboration process is
assessed) and progress evaluation based on clear project
81

Furthermore,
selecting
people with good
communication skills and training furthers the execution of these
processes. In other words, to enhance monitoring and feedback
targets.

0

we need monitoring and feedback mechanisms and selection and
training mechanisms.
The level of conflict may be influenced by issue escalation
ladders, problem solving procedures, and training in conflict
identification or mediation skills.82 Also here selecting people

with conflict resolution skills and providing for training will
77

See

Anvuur and Kumaraswamy (2007) for an overview.

78 See e.g.
9

Bayliss et al. (2002: 255).

See Bayliss et al. (2002: 255).

so See

for examples e.g. also Katzenbach and Smith 1993 and Pettigrew 1998.

" See Bayliss (2004: 255).
82
See Chapter 3, Section 5.
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help positively influence the level of conflict. Knowledge, use
of planning mechanisms, and experience can be facilitated by
selecting experienced people. Training to expand knowledge and
teaching them to use the planning mechanisms will also have. A
positive influence. Monitoring and incentives may further

facilitate the use of these mechanisms. We call the type of
mechanisms
and
identijication
management
conflict
mechanisms.
be influenced by
implementing decision making mechanisms. Examples of these

0 The quality of decision making can

•

mechanisms are specific decision making procedures. Selection,
training, and monitoring may encourage the adequate use of
these procedures.
Finally, the aggressive competition during tendering can be

influenced by providing for mechanisms such as a tender
procedure that encourages a cooperative relationship between
client and contractors, and, in so doing, set a cooperative tone.
Even though the process remains by nature a competition
between bidders, by creating a cooperative atmosphere the
adversarial aspects of the process, which may negatively impact
the relationship between bidders and client, may be softened.
For instance, the client may set the scene for a cooperative
atmosphere by being trustworthy, predictive in his actions. and
responsive to questions of contractors.83 Finally, the bid times
may be influenced by creating more time for offers in the tender

procedure. We call these mechanisms for setting a cooperative
atmosphere.

An overview of the variables of project

success, the nature of the
mechanisms to enhance them, and examples of mechanisms that are
used to do so in practice is presented in the following table.

83

See Bayliss (2004: 256)
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Variables of project

Type ofproject success

success

mechanisms
Commitment

Commitment

mechanisms

Examples of project
84
success mechanisms
Contract,
Team penalties and
rewards,

Reciprocity and trust
effects,

Competence

Training, selection
mechanisms

Interaction and
communication

Monitoring and feedback

Conflict

Interaction and
communication
mechanisms, and
training, selection
mechanisms

Monitoring and feedback

Aggressive competition
at tender stage and short

bid time

Project meetings,

KPI,

Conflict identification

Monitoring and feedback

Conflict identification
Conflict prevention and
resolution procedures,
Facilitation,
Mediation,
Arbitration,
Dispute resolution board
Evaluation ofproject

mechanisms (training,
selection mechanisms)
Decision making
mechanisms
Mechanisms for setting a

management,
Management training
Joint decision making
procedures
Rules for tendering,

cooperative atmosphere

Initiating and

training mechanisms)

Bureaucracy

Facilitator

training, selection
mechanisms

and management
mechanisms (selection,

Ignorance ofproject
management

Team building sessions,
Project charter
Selection criteria in
tender,
Assessments for project
team,
Executive partnering
workshops
Meetings,
Workgroups,

Project targets

demanding a cooperative
attitude,

Trust building
mechanisms
Larson (1997) who studied the effects on project success of various mechanisms (team
building, identification of potential conflict/problem areas, establishment of a problem solving process,
project charter, fair profit assumption for the contractor, consultants as project facilitators, and provision
for continuous improvement). See also Bayliss et al. (2004) who studied the mechanisms of the executive
partnering workshop, review meetings, newsletters, "incentivication", and social functions; Also Anvuur
and Kumaraswamy (2007) who studied the use of charters, team incentives, periodic performance
84 See e.g.

assessment.
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Tender rules that give
more time for bids

Figure 6: Relationship between project success variables and project success
mechanisms

2.6

Project performance in infrastructure development

Infrastructure construction does not perform well, particularly on the
criteria of project performance construction costs, construction time,
and quality of end product. The negative image of these projects is
supported by the results of empirical studies into the cost and delay of
infrastructure projects. Studies of the construction of public works
around the world show that the calculated sum is exceeded in the
majority the projects. A recent worldwide study by Flyvbjerg of 258
projects revealed that in 9 out of 10 cases, the estimated costs were
85
significantly overrun.
Empirical studies into the delay of infrastructure projects indicate
.
recent study of the
similar failure to meet the deadlines. 86 A
performance of large construction projects indicated that most of the
projects experienced an average delay of 10%-30%87 with delays up to
60% in infrastructure development carried out in developing
countries. 88
Problems with quality may be considered related to schedule and
overruns of the estimated sum. After all, failure to meet these cost and
time goals likely trigger attempts to make up for those losses by
reducing investments in quality. For instance, by choosing materials
of a lower quality, making concessions on the quality of the
construction process may lead to problems with safety and to the
as See Flyvbjerg (2007).
S6
Cf. Bromilow et al. (1980:79-82) (who studied construction in Australia and found that only one-eighth
of the studied building contracts were completed within the scheduled completion dates and that the
average time overrun exceeded 40%). Other research projects pertaining to this problem have been
reported by Mobbs (1976); NEDO (1983), Arditi et al. (1985) NEDO; Okpala and Aniekwu (1988), Assaf
et al. (1995); Kaming et at (1997: 15:83-94); Kumaraswamy and Chan (1998: 16(1):17-29). Noulmanee

et al. (1999).
n

See Assaf and Al-Heiii (2006: 349-357) (76% of the contractors and 56% of the consultants indicated
that average of time overrun is between 10% and 30% of the original duration. The most common cause
of delay identified by all the three parties are "change orders". The authors concluded based on the
surveys that 70% of projects experienced time overrun and found that 45 out of 76 projects considered
were delayed.
ss
See Battaineh (1999) who found in an empirical study of 160 construction projects in Jordan (of which
28 are highway projects) an average delay of over 60%.
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quality level of the end-product which may lead to failure to meet
specifications.

3

COLLABORATION IN INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS

3.1

Collaboration as instrumental variable of project success

There are many factors that influence project costs, time, and quality.
They may either facilitate or stand in the way of project success.
Some of these factors can be considered "external factors", such as
technical innovations, decisions, and actions of government agencies or
other third parties (project stakeholders).89 Other factors can be
referred to as "internal factors," such as the characteristics and skills of
the people directly involved in the realization and the other previously
mentioned project success variables. 90
Collaboration, the human interaction process through which the
project participants coordinate their actions, may be regarded as "the
instrument" that allows the parties to realize the project goals.
The empirical studies into project success, in fact, also indicate

that to improve project success, one needs to improve the
collaboration process between parties.91 Empirical literature also
indicates that successful collaboration among project participants is
essential in achieving project success:2 To construct a complex
infrastructure work, client and contractor need to collaborate closely.
Therefore, in this study we will perceive the collaboration process as
instrumental to project success.93 Consequently, we assume that the
more successful parties are in their collaboration process, the better
89 See e.g Olander and Landin (2005:321) for empirical support for the influence of project stakeholders
on projects. See for more details on external and internal factors Chapter 1, Section 2.1 under 6.
90
See Chapter 1, Section 2.1 under 4 and 6.
9' See Chapter 3 on the background of the introduction of relational contracting models at infrastructure
projects.

92 See e.g. Iyer and Jha (2005).
93 See for further details on the relationship between collaboration and project success Chapter 1, Section

2.l under 5.
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they will be able to meet or beat the project goals. We consider the
collaboration process successful when the interaction process between
client and contractors leads to achieving the project goals.

3.2

Collaboration and client and contractors

The success of the collaboration process between project participants
the first place, determined by the characteristics of the
cooperating participants, and secondly, by their relationship.
The main players are the clients and contractors. They have the

is, in

most direct influence on the tender and realization stages of the
construction process. They involve other organizations in the tender,

construction, and maintenance stages, such as sub-contractors, and
consultants. Moreover, eventually the client and contractor
94
organizations have responsibility for project performance.
It is also they who deal with the other stakeholders ("each person
or group who has a vested interest in the success of a project and the
environment within which the project operates")95 who may be
negatively or positively affected by the project.
On the client side we often find public sector parties. The largest
spenders on construction projects are government departments, either
on a national or local level.96 They purchase infrastructure works
which are often termed "public works" that maintain or improve the
infrastructure in an area. 97
The most important party on the supply side is the general or
prime contractor. Contractors along with a variety of advisors and
subcontractors are the ones actually building and often also designing
the work.98 Due to the high level of complexity and investment in
terms of money and labor and the increasing demands of clients, there
are only a limited number of companies who are able to do the work
94 See for more details Chapter 1 Section 2.2 under 2 and 3.
95

See Olander and Landin (2005: 321).

96 See e.g. International Transport Forum (2008); Deloitte (2007).
97

Even though they are often developed and operated as private-sector or government enterprises.
98 Since the introduction of Design and Build forms this has been more and more the trend, see for an

overview, O'Reilly (1999); Murdoch and Hughes (2000).
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and meet the criteria. Therefore, contractors constructing infrastructure
works are mainly large contractors or several contractors that enter

consortium established for a project or a series of projects.
The high level of differentiation in infrastructure projects makes
the parties highly interdependent throughout the construction
process.99 This interdependency starts during the tender stage as
representatives of several contractors and the client interact during the
tender procedure. This interdependency requires a high level of
coordination of their actions.
To collaborate adequately the parties need to establish a
relationship that allows for collaboration. Client and contractor (and
often also sub-contractors) generally create a project organization in
which representatives of the project participants work together led by
the project management. These organizations function for the duration
of the project. It is the organization that controls and coordinates the
collaboration process.100 They have been described as a quasi-firm,
101
existing of a network or relationships and contracts.

into

3.3

a

The complexity and challenges of infrastructure development

A main factor that makes the collaboration process between the
parties so important is the complexity of infrastructure development.
The project participants are constantly faced with challenges in
various areas, and numerous risks in all those areas may materialize
during the construction process.102 The cooperating parties as well as
their relationships are challenged by dealing with this complexity of
infrastructure projects, and dealing with the consequences this has for
the construction process. Project performance is threatened if the
parties do not collaborate adequately in managing the various problem

e.g Eccles (1981 a). Dubois and Gadde (2002); Gidado (1996;) Shirazi et al. (1996;) Winch
(2002).
' Dubois and Gadde (2002); Shirazi et al. (1996: 199-212).
10' Duboi (1998); Eccles (1981); See also e.g. Vaallan (2004: 447-454); see also Klein and Gulati (2003).
s
m Seee.g
Klein (2003) (for economic analysis of complex economic organization of economic activity
at construction projects); see also Finkel (1997).
99 See
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areas

of these projects. The main

areas

in which challenges may arise

are:

0

Technical chaHenges. Projects may require technically complex
construction approaches. Solutions may be highly innovative
and their long term consequences and quality not always
known. A high level of scientific knowledge is required. As it is
„103
a "site-specific project based activity,
the infrastructure
market is mainly organized around single projects. Particularly
complex works such as tunnels are prototypes, unique
constructions adapted to the unique local conditions. A local
environment is often unpredictable and actual site conditions
(e.g. quality of soil, interest groups affected by the project,
amount of nuisance it causes) can vary drastically.

0

Challenges of organizational nature. The fragmented nature of
the construction industry with its different professions and
suppliers requires constant coordination and attention by
clients and contractors. Projects are multidisciplinary and

involve participants with various backgrounds. The high
number of specialist contractors involved adds to the
complexity of the organization. 104 Intense communication is
necessary between the growing number of participants in order
to fulfill their tasks. They have to agree on positions,

distribution of tasks, responsibilities, competences, and
accountabilities. At the same time, organizational elements
such as decision making and financial control remain projectspecific. The parties rely on the local situation for decision
making and need to adjust to the conditions at the local
construction site. For these reasons, the realization of projects
may be standardized only to a certain level.

103 Cox and

105

Thompson (1997: 128); Shirazi et al. (1996).

104 See e.g. Van Doom and Spierings (2001:147 ff) who discuss that the shift to specialized private
parties, for example, affects the construction process, the approach of the market, and the used contract

forms.
mj

See Kadefors (1995) who discusses tile temporary aspects of project organizations in the construction
industry on the one hand, and institutionalization in construction on the other, based on the need of
coordination and communication in these projects.
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-

Challenges relating to project stakeholders interests. The client
and contractor have to take into account the interest of the
different stakeholders in a project. 106 Alongside the project

participants (such

as

client, contractors, consultants,
designers), with both shared, and to a certain extent, opposing
interests, there are the interests of the groups affected by the
project. These stakeholders are more and more involved in
107

projects.
As these works are produced for the long term, the result as
well as the construction process has a high impact on the
environment where the work is developed. For example, both
during and after construction, representatives of stakeholders
may feel their living conditions may either improve or
deteriorate, and environmental groups may fear damage to the
environment. As the stakeholders may object or try to delay
the project, the parties should evaluate their demands and
influence on the construction process. 108
Examples of groups with economic or financial interest are
governmental bodies on national or local levels, taxpayers (large
projects usually are paid out of a national budget), people
living in the area, farmers, organizations, and entrepreneurs.
These interest groups are either affected as end-users of the
infrastructure work, in terms of economic benefit or loss,
experiencing nuisances from the construction process, or are in
other ways positively or negatively affected by the
infrastructure work: 09 The interests of the various parties
may-and often do-collide. Such a collision further
complicates the project planning and decision making
procedures, such as decisions about the exact design and the
construction process, particularly in the planning stage. For
instance, the involvement of stakeholders may lead to changes
106

See Olander and Landin Q005: 321); Watson (2002). See also and Cruikshank (1987); and Susskind
and Field (1996). See also McEIron and Mills (2000) on mapping stakeholder interests.
'07 See e.g. Deloitte (2007:23) addressing the main trends and challenges in the market of large
infrastructure development.
1 See e.g Olander and Landin (2005: 321-328).
' See e.g. Alum and Aziz (1991: 443- 56). discussing the impact of noise and vibration of infrastructure
projects. Baker and McLellan (1992: 161- 71); Hellard (1992).
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in project scope. They may result in project delay during the
tender and realization stages.
Challenges relating to polmcs. A large project is also politically
sensitive. It is closely followed and monitored as large political
interests and reputations are at issue. Planners need to consider
the balance between economic growth in a city or part of the
country and the negative effects for the surrounding area, in
terms of security and nuisance as sketched above. The result of

0

political deliberations, for instance, may be changes in design or
other decisions which lead to delay of the project.
Legalchallenges. These projects are also complex due to their
legal dimension. Laws and governmental regulations are a factor
with a significant impact on the design and construction of
public and private works. Stringent conditions limit the
freedom of choice of quality, location, capacity, security,
design, and durability. In the tender stage, a set of procurement
rules applies to public parties. The offerings need to be
standardized to allow for comparison and must meet demands
for a particular bid procedure, as well as building codes, norms,
and tender rules.110 The contracts that govern these complex
projects during the realization stage are large and complex as
well. Interpretation differences, lack of clarity, and situations
not accounted for in the legal agreements tend to cause

complications and disputes (so-called dispute prone contract
clauses).111 Besides, contract language is considered difficult,
112
which also turns contracts into a source of disputes.
Disagreements between client and contractor about the contract
may lead to legal disputes that are demanding in terms of
money, time, and energy. Finally, apart from these external
legal rules, the industry uses internal standards such as contract
formulas, documentation, and work principles that also have
legal relevance and add to the legal complexity of the
construction process. 113
ofprocurement and tender rules in Chapter 3.
Cf. Iyer et al. (2007). See Broom and Hayes (1997) (on contractual clarity of construction contracts).
"2 See e.g. Iyer et al(2007).
H
See Dubois and Gadde (2001: 11).
110
111

See the impact
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Another factor adding to the importance of collaboration in
infrastructure development is that constructing infrastructure is a site
specific job. That means that client and contractors doing several of
these large construction projects may only benefit from their
experience on the aforementioned aspects to a small extent.
Besides, recent developments in the construction industry
contribute to the challenges of the infrastructure construction
process.114 More open tendering and new procurement methods have
been introduced, and there has been an increased need for quality
control and pressure from stricter environmental regulations.115 To
deal with these challenges demands adequate collaboration.
A final challenge is that infrastructure construction is becoming a
more and more globalized business. Over the years the market has
become more internationalized. Most of the big civil and structural
engineering construction companies operate throughout the world.
Emerging and transitioning economies are on the rise, and there are
many new-build projects in the developing world. These include
public works, industrial process plants, and transport infrastructure.
Asia has become a major exporter of construction materials and
services.
This increases the number of competitors in the market from
various nationalities who have to work together. 116 At the same
117
costs of realization are rising (due to high prices of
time,
construction materials and labor, along with a shrinking workforce),
and demands of the market in terms of sustainable construction (using
sustainable products and materials, and reducing the environmental
118
impact of construction) are growing.

3.4

The adversarial nature of the client-contractor relationship

"4 Cf. Skeggs (2003: 456-482,471).
also Flyvbjerg (2007 and references).
"6 Cf. Raftery et al. (1998) on integration in construction projects, and more foreign participation in
domestic construction.
117 See e.g. Chiang et al. (2004: 9).
115 See

118 Cf. CIOB (2002).
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A factor that complicates project performance is

the adversarial
atmosphere in the construction industry. The characteristics of this
industry complicate the establishment of a relationship between
parties at construction sites that allows for a successful collaboration
119
process. The relationships are regularly characterized as adversarial.
They are typified as "market-based" and as 6*short-term interactions
„120
between independent businesses.
Within the infrastructure sector different relationships can be
analyzed on different levels. We may distinguish different
relationships atmospheres; the sector level, the clients and contractors
organizational level, the project level, and the interpersonal level.121

Industry
Organization A

Organization
Project·.

· ...= III,

p

i Inter-per,onal_

B
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Figure 7: Relational atmospheres in infrastructure development

The relationship between the client and contractors and their
representatives in infrastructure projects is influenced by these
different relational atmospheres. Eventually, each of the different
contexts affects the nature of the relationship between the individuals
on projects. Most important to the relationships between the
organizations are the individuals represented in project management.
The broad context in which they operate is the context of the
infrastructure sector of the construction industry. This is a highly
"' See Shove (1996); Cox and Townsend (1998).
120 Gann (1996: 445).
121

See e.g. Swan et al. (2004: 210) for a discussion of the distinction between these levels.
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competitive sector and a context that fosters adversarial
122
relationships. It is a dynamic sector and rather cyclical; slow periods
are followed by an increase in activity. The fact that there usually is
more supply (often private parties) than demand (often public parties)
increases adversity and competition.123 One may find this competitive
approach in the sector throughout the tender and construction
stages.

124

The somewhat smaller relational atmosphere between the clients
and contractors individual organizations is a sub-atmosphere within
the infrastructure sector. The organizations of contractors and clients
each have a set of values and an organizational culture they bring
along to the relationship. 125 For instance, organizations may vary in
the value they place on trust. Trusting organizations tend to support a
no-blame culture and have a high level of trust in their employees.
This combination of atmospheres of the individual organizations has,
along with the sector atmosphere, its impact on the interaction
between client and contractors in projects.
The nature of the inter-organizational relationships will be
reflected in the sub-atmosphere of the relationship created between
bidders and the client teams during tendering and the project
organization during the construction and maintenance stage. For
example, depending on their relationships, the representatives of the

organizations will be more or less flexible and more or less formal in
their interactions during the construction process. If the parties'
approaches to construction projects are similar, this facilitates trust. If
the approaches are at odds, this may facilitate conflict. 126
Finally, the various inter-personal relationships between the
individual representatives involved in the project have their own
character. During the tender stage, there are bilateral relationships
between the clients' representatives and the bidders representatives,
and after the selection, the key relationship is between client and
selected contractor representatives. The bonds between individuals
involved in the project at each of these stages will be influenced by
In See e.g. Shove (1996); Cox and Townsend (1998).
m See e.g Doree and Van Veen (2000).
124
In the tender stage the parties first set the tone. Cox and Thomson (199D describing tendering as a
competitive process which is explained by the fact that efficiency is supposed to be promoted by
competitive tendering. See also Van den Berg and Kamminga (2006).
la Liu and Fellows (1999); Nonanka and Konno (1998).
126 See Swan et al. (2004: 212) and references.
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the character of the previously mentioned relationships and they
themselves may influence the relationships in the other atmospheres.
The fact that these different relationships all take place within the
adversarial construction industry will, to a smaller or larger extent,
influence the relationships on the project. This is a primary factor
why it can be difficult to create an atmosphere in which a cooperative
relationship can develop.
A number of other factors complicate creating cooperative
relationships at these different levels. First of all, relationships are
formed for a limited time, i.e., the duration of a project. The projectspecific nature of the infrastructure market with ever-changing
mixtures of parties does not allow for enduring relationships.127 This

favors a narrow perspective in time and scope. Moreover, the
possibilities of long term collaboration are also limited due to
procurement rules.128 As a result of the limited potential for long-term
strategic cooperation, the parties tend to pay little attention to
129
relational elements of business transactions.
Economic mechanisms are another factor that may set hurdles for
relations between client and contractor. During the construction
process, "hold-up" problems, power differences, and a strong focus on
130
contracts may negatively affect relationships.
"Hold-up"
opportunities may have an effect on the parties' collaboration
process.131 In infrastructure projects during the tender stage the clients
have complete control.132 Generally, they are at the short side of the
market (a buyers' market). Hold up problems make clients vulnerable
after the contract is signed and requirements need to change. In case of
a change, the client who is on a tight schedule can either delay or settle
on an increase of the price. As soon as the contract is signed, the
bargaining power may shift toward contractors as the client may suffer
133
more when a project is abandoned during the construction stage.
127 Dubois and Gadde (2000: 211).

also Section 6.
Thompson et al. (1998: 36).
130 See for an overview of hold-up (a problem addressed in transaction cost economics in explaining the
efficacy of organizational forms in construction projects), Chang and Ive (2007: 395).
13' See e.g Williamson (1979: 233-62) (on the hold up problem); Rogerson (1992: 774-94); and recently
Schmitz (2001,2008).
132
Cf Chang and Ive (2007: 394-404) (on hold up in the construction industry).
128 See
129

13 See e.g.

Chang and Ive (2007: 398). CCI (2007).
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The client is deeply invested in the project, which gives the contractor
some bargaining power that he did not have during the tender stage (a
hold up situation). Together with incomplete contracts, this situation
makes the client vulnerable, which may be exploited by contractors
and increase costs. On the other hand, the contractor may be
vulnerable to hold-up as well. If there are no interim payments made,
the client may try to re-negotiate the contract price on completion.
Furthermore, power differences between parties may create an
imbalance from the start of their relationship. Traditionally, the client
has a supervising role in the relationship with the contractor in the
realization stage.
This situation makes for a client-supplier relationship in which the
client has the power. In countries with a demand-market power and
relatively few clients, this imbalance is reinforced. In other countries,
such as the U.S. contractors are large companies which may lead to an
opposite power imbalance. The fact that they are larger and more
experienced than their clients put them at times at the long end of the
market. These large construction firms are more powerful than their
relatively smaller clients who only have a limited amount of
contractors to choose from when the large construction infrastructure
works.
Furthermore, contracts play a role of increasing importance in the
parties' relationship and collaboration process. This tendency seems to
have contributed to adversarial relationships:34 The parties' roles
have changed with the introduction of new contract regimes.135 The
introduction of design and construct which shifts the responsibility for
design to the contractor has changed risk allocation. The power
differences allow clients to shift risks to contractors under new
contract forms. 136 Risk division is a source of discussion which may

134 See

e.g O'Reilly, M. (1999).

133

See e.g. Egan (1998).
136
In these new contract forms responsibilities that are traditionally for the client are shifted to the
contractor. Examples of these contract forms in which the contractor is responsible for design and
construction are (Design and Construct contracts) and sometimes even for financing and operating
(Design, Build, Finance and Maintain), see for an analysis ofthe various construction contracts, e.g. Van
den Berg et al. (2007: 242 ff); (1999b), Van den Berg (1996); Jansen (2001); Chao Duivis and Koning
(2001,2007) (providing an overview of these modern construction contracts as used in the Netherlands,
and the change in roles of client and contractors compared to traditional contracts they bring along). See
also Chao Duivis (2006); Luiten (2006: 7) (for an analysis of the use of these contracts in the
Netherlands, concluding these contracts are not yet used to their fullest potential due to the dominant

market position of clients)
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put pressure on the relationship, and the willingness of parties to take
risks may cause discussions as well.137 Both relationships and style of
contract administration has become more adversarial with the new
138
contract models.
As a result of the increasing focus on the contract,
139
negative relationships have become the standard.
140
More stringent financing, regulations, increased competition and
a less equitable risk distribution among the contracting parties are also
141
factors that contribute to the shift to more adversarial relations.
What may be concluded is that it asks much of the parties to create
and maintain a cooperative atmosphere during tendering and
construction. It is complicated to create cooperative relationships
which are necessary for successful collaboration process. The
structure of the industry tends to lead to stereotypes and prejudices
142
among the stakeholders.

4

4.1

CONFLICTS DURING THE CONSTRUCTION PROCESS

Internal conflict and their impact on project success

A second factor threatening collaboration

processes is conflict.
Conflict is identified as one of the main factors leading to project
failure. Along with the growth of complexity and pressure on the
parties over the years has come conflict. Given the complexity,
adversarial setting, and risks of these projects, it is hardly surprising
that infrastructure construction is such a conflict-prone endeavor. The
financial interests of both client and contractor are substantial.

Contractors set target prices for projects low, and clients may tend to
shift liability for risks that materialize and result in financial setbacks
to the other side.

137 See e.g. CCI (2007) on proper risk allocation in projects.

138.See e.g. O'Reilly (1999); CCI (2007).

"' CIRC (2001); Egan (1998).
140 See also Flyvbjerg (2007); Jansen GOOD (discussing the obstacles raised by (Dutch) construction
regulations on procurement and contract formation, and their effect on the construction process,
organization and results).
141
See Shove (1996); Cox and Townsend (1998) (on the structure of the industry as driver of adversarial
relationships). See also Skeggs (2003: 466-468).
142
See Anvuur and Kumaraswamy and references (2007: 226).
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In literature, a distinction is made between interface and internal
conflicts. Internal conflicts are experienced among the project
participants themselves. Interface conflicts are conflicts between the
construction project and groups outside the project. 143
As our study zooms in on the client contractor interaction we
focus on the internal conflicts. 144 Internal conflicts have various
subjects and causes, but generally they find their source in problems
parties encounter at the project. Compared to the relationships
between other project participants, most of these problems arise in the
145
relationship between client and contractor.
The inherent divergence in interests between the contract parties
makes a certain level of conflict among the contracting parties almost
inevitable. 146 Conflict is rooted in the tendency of every player's
wishes to maximize the benefits to their own organizations. The team
members typically have different goals and needs, and thus, the
-

potential for conflict exists when they work collectively on
construction projects. 147
Moreover, the risks and uncertainty that characterize these
projects make them perfect soil for conflicts.148 A contractor or client
experiencing a problem for which he blames the other party may raise
it with the other, and if the problem is not resolved, a conflict results.
4.2

The costs of conflict and conflict resolution

The costs of conflicts have been discussed by many as high in terms of
cost, time, and negative effects on the relationship. If conflicts arise
and persist (cannot be solved rapidly by parties in an informal

'43 See for this distinction e.g. Awakul, and Ogunlana (2002: 311-335).

'** See Chapter 1, Section 2.1.
143
In this study, we focus upon the tensions between client and contractor during the tender and
realization stage. Cf. At-Sedairy (1994: 145) for empirical research carried out on projects in Saudi
Arabia which indicates that conflict in public-sector construction occurs most frequently in the key
relationships of the contractor and the client, and the contractor and the consultant; See also Powell Smith
and Simms (1983).
146 See e.g. Yiu and Cheung (2006: 438-447); Bramble and Cipollini (1995); Fenn et al. (1997: 513-518);
Baker and McLellan (1992), Hellard (1992) (Stating construction has a "built-in recipe for conflict").
147
See e.g. Jones (1994: 28-38); Cherns and Bryant (1984: 177-184); Gardiner and Simmons (1992:
459-478).
148 See

e.g. Hellard (1988); Suite (1990: 521-533).
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manner), they may become destructive and negatively influence
project performance.
The costs of conflict are of various natures. First and most
importantly, conflict easily leads to psychological tensions between
the people on the project, and may permanently disrupt the
relationship between the parties. 149 Financial costs include the loss of
production while slowing down projects, increasing construction
costs, and increasing the transaction costs of a project (i.e., the costs
including those of searching for a partner to contract with, negotiating,
contracting, and enforcing contracts).15O Apart from that there are the
hidden costs which exist in the diversion of personnel from
constructing. Particularly in developing countries, the costs of conflict
may not only threaten project success, but may slow down the
economy, as a high level of disputes easily scares off foreign investors,
151
and this can mean a loss of chances for further development.

4.3

The costs of litigation, arbitration and other conflict

management forms
There are high costs involved in dealing with the legal side of conflicts.
In construction the mainly used methods are arbitration, adjudication
and litigation, and increasingly other forms such as mediation and
dispute boards.

Conflict has generated, especially in Anglo-American countries, a
powerful litigious movement working inside and outside the
construction business.152 Even though the costs of litigation may
appear relatively small compared to the surplus from cooperation, due
to the increasing costs of litigation and arbitration procedures, it may
153

become a substantial amount.
The relational and financial costs of conflict may increase
substantially when conflicts lead to legal proceedings. Litigation is

'49 See also Ock and Han (2003: 89-89).
20
See Cooter and Ulen (2004: 220 ff) (on transaction costs).
151 See Iyer et al. (2007: 175).
152 See e.g. Stephenson (1996: 7).
153
Cf. Libbey (2000) (who argues rising costs such as discovery costs as one on the main reasons to
consider conflict prevention and resolution methods).
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particularly costly, not only in terms of money, 154 but also in time,
155
and besides, it does not always brings benefit to the winning party.
The costs of reviewing documents and interviewing witnesses are
substantial. 156 It is not unusual for litigation to cost several million
dollars. The approximate annual cost of litigation to the US
construction industry was in a study of 1997 estimated around $10
billion.157 The cost of litigation is related to the amount of time spent
on educating attorneys, consultants, judges, and arbitrators. The higher
the complexity of the case, the lower the recovery for the plaintiff. 158
What increases the potential costs of litigation is that the resolution is
out of the control of the parties and may not lead to satisfaction, as,
first, judges are typically not construction specialists with little or no
knowledge of the procedures and norms in construction practice, and
159
second, they may only provide a cash reward.
Binding Arbitration is the most used Alternative Dispute
Resolution form.160 For many years it was the only alternative
believed to provide outcomes that take into account "the merits of
parties positions."161 After initial optimism about this form, more
recent writings on construction arbitration suggest that it can be less
disruptive, time consuming, and efficient than litigation, 162 where

others put arbitration on the same level as litigation in terms of its
costs and time.163 Fees in arbitration can be considerable
(administrative and panel member fees) and outcomes of construction
arbitration are sometimes referred to as "splitting the baby. „164
The least cost intensive are the non-binding forms including
mediation, and neutral interventions such as dispute boards. According
to the American Arbitration Association (AAA) surveys, mediation is

134

Seee.g Harmon Q003); Burger (1982,1984); Rowe (1989); Arditi et al. (1998).
1 See Burger (1982) ABA (1984); Kakalik et al. (1996); Goodman (999).
136 See e.g. Currie and Robey (1988); Bristow and Vasilopoulos (1995). Also Harmon (2003).
157
See Harmon referring to De-sai (1997).
158 See

e.g. Hensler et al. (1987).

139 Cf. Tolle et at. (1990) and Rendell (2000: 67)
160
Cf. Di-Donato (1993). See Stipanowich (1997).
161

162
163

Citation Trantina (2001: 8).
Cf Tolle 1990) Levine (2000); Trantina (2001); also Harmon (2003)
Cf Lyons (1985) ; Keil (1999).

164 See

e.g. Farber (1981: 70); also Trantina (2001).
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among the fastest-growing forms of ADR in construction.165 As it
becomes more procedural, the costs may go up and some say it may
166
stall court proceedings as a method of discovery.

4.4

Development of conflicts in infrastructure development

In the adversarial and complex atmosphere of infrastructure
developments conflicts develop relatively easy. Due to the large
amount of stakeholders and circumstances that may affect projects
events happen all the time that affect the project.
Root causes of why some events actually lead to conflict are
divergences between parties in expectations, information level, levels

of technical understanding, or in the adopted management approach. 167
The differences in expectations result from differences in perceptions,
attitudes, values, interests, beliefs, priorities, and goals. In whatever
source or situation these differences are to be found, conflict is most
likely to follow. 168

4.5

Conflict and the stages ofthe construction process

Conflict arises somewhere during the construction process. The
construction process can be divided into the following main stages:
planning, tender, realization, and maintenance. 169 Each of these stages
of the construction process includes different players, different
activities.

e.g Macneil et al. (1994); Reuben (1996).
Cf. Stipanowitch (1997); Trantina (2001).

165 See
166

167 See Levy (1987: 191); Suite (1990: 521-533); Al-Sedairy (1994: 143-151).
168 See e.g. Al-Sedairy (1994: 143-151).
16' Other distinctions have been made but this are the main stages that may be derived from construction
literature. See also Chan and Kumaraswamy (1997: 55-63) (distinguishing between four basic phases of a
project; predesign, design, construction and postconstruction).
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Figure 8: Stages in the construction process and role parties

0 The planning stage: This stages includes various activities
in the light of planning, programming and sometimes
design. During this stage the client decides on the
characteristics of the work to be constructed. He involves
advisors and consults interest groups to determine the
place, function, characteristics, and the general design of
the work. The design is more or less detailed depending on
the choice for either a traditional design-bid-build or an
integrated design-build model.170 In traditional situations the
client determines all the details of the design whereas in
integrated forms he leaves freedom in design to the
contractor and specifies the functional demands for the
infrastructure work
0 The tender stage: The client involves contractors in the
process. In the large projects that are the subject of this
study, clients are bound by procurement laws and tender
171
regulations when approaching the construction market.
The tender stage includes the provision of information
about the project to the market, through an invitation to
tender in which the project is described. Additional
information is provided during hearings and by allowing
the contractors to submit written questions. It also includes
the collection of information from potential partners, by
contractors' bids. The bidders try to win a job by satisfying
the clients' needs better than their competitors. They do so
Furst and Ramsey (2001) on the consequences of these different models for tendering.
m See
Section 6. In the large scale projects the client is bound by rules of procurement law to open
tendering, see e.g. PbEG (2004). See Bregman et al. (2007) (for an analysis of legal structures for the
organization and results of construction processes).
170 See e.g.
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by convincing the client of the affordability and innovative
aspects of their bid. The first part of this stage ends with
172
the selection of a preferred contractor. The second part
consists of negotiations and ends with the signing of the
actual contract.

173

s

The construction (or realization) stage: This stage includes
the preparation of the project by the contractor and client
and includes the (design and) construction of the work.
This phase of the construction process ends with the project
delivery, in which the quality of the work must be in
accord with agreed specifications.
• The maintenance stage: Maintenance takes place after the
project is in use. Large works more and more often include
a timeframe in which maintenance is provided by the
contractor. Some works such as bridges and tunnels are
guaranteed for as long as 100 years. This means
collaboration between client and contractor may be
extended for a long period of time.

4.6

Risks and other conflict sources by stage in the construction

process

At certain times during the construction process and under certain
174
Risks
circumstances there is a particular strong chance of conflicts.
contractor.
client
and
are best known sources of conflict between
Unanticipated events (contingencies) are an important risk that leads
m If the client opts for the traditional model design-bid-build, with strict separation of design and
construction, the technical information includes detailed and definitive design and drawings, construction
methods, materials, and logistics. When the client opts for integrated models in which bidders also
design, such as Design and Build, one organization is responsible for both design and construction, the
information includes more functional demands that leave creativity to achieve these goals.
"' See Akintoye, Hardcastle and Chinyio (2004: 5-14) (for a game theoretic analysis ofthese stages).
174
Cf. At-Seady (1994: 147, Table 5) (Al-Seady did a study into conflicts at construction projects in
Saudi Arabia in which he indicates when subjects (sources) of conflict actually escalate into conflict He
links the causes with the sources. He relates differences in the priorities (a cause) considering project
timing (a source) as main conflict (both in frequency and seriousness of conflict indices). Differences in
the priorities and goals (causes) of project costs (source) come second as an origin of conflict. Different
bases of understanding (cause) for contracts and specifications (sources) come third as origins of conflict,
reflecting the mix and difficulty of technical systems in multinational situations. Other causes of conflict
in cost and time (differing goals, perceptions and priorities) come fourth. Finally, differing perceptions,
goals and priorities (causes) ofproject concept (source) form the last element).
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to conflicts on projects. Unforeseen events during the construction
process may become obstacles to achieving project goals in terms of
planning, budget, and quality level. A contractor or client
experiencing a problem for which he blames the other party may
address it with the other.
Evaluations of projects indicate that every stage of a project faces
its own particular problems. The tender and construction stages are
the ones in which client and contractors collaborate most intensively.
These are also the stages in which events occur which may negatively
influence project performance. Events may occur during the planning
stage that parties did not account for and may become manifest during
the tender, realization, or maintenance stages.
Conflicts are found to occur most strongly during the
construction stage.175 At the start of the project, optimism is high and
differences in interest have not surfaced. As the project progresses and
commitments to build are made, conflicts arise due to divergences, and
*'sometimes conflict may be engineered strategically by one of the
parties who has not openly declared his/her interests, and is playing a
game different from and more intricate than 'the success of the
project'."176
Several events that are potential sources of conflict have been
found in empirical studies in developed countries such as the United
States, the United Kingdom, Australia, and Singapore. Examples are
financial problems, changes in the design and scope, delay in decision
making and
approvals by owner, and coordination and communication
177
problems.
Empirical studies of problems on projects in developing
economies also point to problems of resources, problems caused by
contractors and consultants, and problems due to inexperience of
contractors.178 We distinguish a number of underlying risks that lead

173

Cf. Al-Sedairy (1994: 143-151) (Arguing conflict in public-sector construction occurs most frequently
in the key relationships of the contractor and the client, and the contractor and the consultant. The conflict
is found to occur most strongly at the later stages ofa project, during construction. However, considerable
problems remain during the post-construction period).
176
See Al-Sedairy (1994: 151).
m
Iyer and Jha (2005: 283-295).
"s Ogunlana et al. (1996: 3745). (who studied problems in construction projects in Thailand)
Kumaraswamy (1998: 17-29) (who studied problems in construction projects in Hong Kong); Mansfield
et al (1994: 254-60) (who studied problems in construction projects in Nigeria).
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to these problems, and the different stages of the construction process

in which they arise. 179

Planning stage: Changes in planning and design, pressure on the
budget

The planning process may stagnate due to unanticipated changes, and
project costs may increase. The decision making, policy, and planning
of infra-works are often multi-actor processes which involve
conflicting interests. Due to the projects' long planning horizons,
unanticipated changes in project scope and planning may occur. These
changes in the general functional design and planning may lead to
higher project costs than initially estimated. This may result in a
lengthy decision making procedure which makes inflation an important
factor further increasing project costs. 180 These events may put
pressure on the project budget, jeopardizing project goals.181 A tight
budget puts pressure on the client and contractor relationship during
the realization stage as it allows for little financial flexibility.

Tender stage: incomplete information about scope of project, price,
interpretation dilTerences, and disagreements about application of
tender rules

During the tender stage the information exchange between client and
risks
of miscommunication and
contractor brings
along
misunderstanding. For instance, the scope of the work is not always
clear for contractors. Information provided by the client to the
contractors on which to base their bid may be incomplete or unclear,
or the price for the work may not be fixed. As a result of this
uncertainty, bidders may add high prices for risks. Other sources of
misunderstandings are changes to the scope of the project, which may
lead to differences in interpretation regarding the financial
m See eg Flyvbjerg (2007) (showing statistical evidence that unplanned events are often unaccounted for
and cause problems with budget and other contingencies).
'so Commissie Elferink (who wrote a report in the Netherlands on the causes of the long decision making
process and giving suggestions to reduce them with 50%).
18l

Cf. Flyvbjerg (2007).
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consequences. Finally, the application of tender regulations by the
client can become the subject of a dispute sometimes leading to costly
legal proceedings and delay.

Realization stage: unexpected setbacks, errors in information, changes
in design, risks, budget problems, damage to project or third parties,
accidents

In the realization stage unexpected setbacks and communication and
coordination problems can cause delay and cost overruns. 182 These
include unanticipated site conditions, changes causing extra work, and
problems due to errors in information such as drawings. If payments
to the contractor are delivered late, this may result in pressure on the
contractor's budget. 183 Unanticipated events during construction may
result in damage to the project or to property of third parties, either
due to inside causes, such as failure to follow safety norms or errors in
design or drawings, or due to external causes. 184 Finally, situations of
force majeure (for instance due to natural disasters) and accidents may
lead to delay and damage (or death). 185
Maintenance

not
quality
misunderstandings about quality level

stage:

meeting

specifications,

Finally, during the maintenance stage events may influence the quality
of the work. The main causes are misunderstandings about the
expected level of quality (the specifications) of the work, or the
quality simply not meeting the agreed upon level.

Planning

Changes in planning and design, pressure on the budget

182 Chan and Kumaraswamy, (1997: 55-63) (Results indicate that the five principal and common causes of
delays are: "poor site management and supervision", "unforeseen ground conditions", "low speed of
decision making involving all project teams", "client-initiated variations" and "necessary variations of
works").
Mi They may be willing to take losses for granted, but ifrisks actually materialize this may cause financial
trouble and even bankruptcy which puts pressure on the collaboration process.
184 See e.g. Iyeret at (2008: 179).

m

Seee.g. Fryer (2004).
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Tender stage

Realization
stage

incomplete information about scope of project, price,
interpretation dgferences, disagreements about
application of tender rules

unexpected setbacks, errors in information, changes in
design, risks realizing, budget problems, damage to
project or third parties, accidents

Maintenance Not meeting durability specifications.
stage
misunderstandings about quality level

Figure 9: Main sources ofconflict between parties during infrastructure projects

4.7

Conflict in the organizational, interactional, technical, and

the legal atmosphere

If the abovementioned events materialize and an adequate structure to
swiftly deal with them is lacking they may grow into full blown
conflicts. Certain circumstances make it almost a certainty that this
happens. Based on a literature review, conditions or deficits may be
identified that are found to particularly facilitate conflicts in projects.
We make a subdivision in conditions in the organizational, human
186
interactional, technical, and the legal atmosphere.

•

186
187

Organization and communication. Some disputes arise as a
result of deficiencies in the project organization and the
communication between representatives of client and
contractor.187 These may be gaps in the organizational
of
context
bureaucratic-entrepreneurial
projects,
of
skills
and
tasks definitions, a lack of
divergences, lack

Cf. Groenewegen (2005).
See Fryer (2004:124) and Hellard (1988).
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confidence

between

the

parties, and a lack of

188

understanding.
Examples of indicators that problems may escalate into
full-blown conflicts are poor reputations of the parties
involved (subcontractors, contractor, and client), poorly
defined authority and responsibility structures, a lack of
communication about problems, unrealistic time, cost, or
quality targets, unfair or unclear risk allocation, and
uncontrollable external events. Also inflexibility of an
organization may potentially contribute to a conflict, such
as the presence of pre-selected suppliers for key material
and equipment, and unqualified mismatched dysfunctional
project management or staff assigned to the job by client,
189
user, designer, or contractors.
Such organizational deficits may result in a failure to
deal with changes expediently, a lack of team spirit,
adversarial attitudes, and contract administrators who fail
to remedy problems:90 Finally, tensions may arise between
the partners in the project and the interests of their own
organizations, which have their effect on the collaboration
process between the project partners.
0

Human interaction and human tendencies. Disturbances in
human interaction also increase the chance of conflict.
These may, for example, arise due to humans' cognitive
limitations or a clash of personalities between project
managers. It may result in individuals having a lack of
understanding about the needs of others involved or
frustration over a lack of control over events affecting
performance. Human traits that also increase the chance of
conflict are the tendency for people to exhibit unreasonable
or strategic behavior in negotiations, excessive demands on

# Fonlm (1995:141-165).

m Stephenson (1996: 62 ff.) (citing as causes of problems: contractors inexperience, owner interference,
financing and payment, slow decision making, improper planning) See also Odeh and Battaineh (2002).
im Libbey (2000: 825-849, 831). See Mix (1996) (referring to findings based on surveys by the
Construction Industry Institute and the Center for Public Resources Construction Disputes Committee).
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resources normally relied upon to assist in the resolution of
conflict, demands for higher quality than specified, or
failure to meet commitments. Other causes often cited are
the tendency to demonstrate power (such as misplaced
attempts to demonstrate who is in charge), greed, and the
desire to take advantage of those in weaker positions. 191

- Technology and the construction environment. Finally,
conflicts may arise as a result of failure of technology,
materials, or other technical problems arising from
unforeseen circumstances parties cannot deal with in a
swift manner. Other factors that play a role are outside
pressures, the

location of a work in

a

strike-prone or

jurisdictionally sensitive area, and time pressure resulting in
insufficient time to make required decisions.
0

-Legalization. " The legal handling or interpretation of
events may also encourage escalation of conflict. Although
the root cause is not legal, when a problem actually
becomes a conflict, it may quickly be "legalized." Parties
who do not succeed in solving the matter, tend to translate
the conflict into legal terms, and at some point, the problem

then becomes a legal dispute. In this stage the parties read
the contract, involve lawyers, and, if necessary, start legal
proceedings.
In the tender stage the question may be raised if during
the selection the purchaser carried out the process in

accordance with the laws and regulations. Disagreements
may also take place afterwards about the exchange of
information during this phase. Was there enough and
accurate information, and who was responsible if it proved
incorrect and extra costs or poor quality resulted?
Reputation and financial interests are at stake for the clients
as well as the contractors. For that reason contractors who

191 Cf. Stephenson (1996: 27 ff).
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do not get the job are sometimes willing to spend lots of
time and money litigating after the tender phase when they
have the impression the client made a mistake during the
tender process as a result of which he awarded the contract
to another contractor.
Contract documents are usually the starting point for
disagreements about the consequences of unexpected events
or changes.192 When problems arise during the realization
stage about which the contract is not explicit, disagreements
arise regarding who is responsible for covering the financial
consequences. If, during the realization stage risks
materialize into legal disagreements, the question to answer

usually is: Who is responsible for extra costs incurred by
such an event? The level of influence of the client and
quality control are also well known subjects of discussion.
This results in discussion about responsibility if the quality
level is not met. Finally, discussion may take place when
damage is done to third parties as to who is responsible in
what situations? Or, when the product is defective, is the
contractor responsible and to what extent?
As contracts are found to be difficult to comprehend,
even by professionals, they are a cause of conflict. If there
are differences in interpretation of their terms, this may
lead to or increase conflict. Empirical studies have identified
certain conflict-prone contract clauses. Iyer has identified
the following as critical clauses: final and binding power,
time delay and extension clauses, termination, pricing of
deviation, and extra items by client representatives,
deviation limit/scope of work, and price escalation. 193
Examples of other contract provisions that lead to or
intensify conflict are those that seem to shift the risk to an
unprepared party, ambiguous contract documents,
excessive how-to-do-it emphasis in contract documents,
192 Stephenson ( 1996: 11).

m See e.g. Thompson and Portis (1978: 525-37). and Rubin 1975: 703-17); See Iyer et al. (2008: 175)
(for study of the Indian construction industry). See also Van Aken (2002) (on typical sources of conflicts
in projects).
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non-liable or not at risk parties involved in responsible
positions, or zero
194
specifications.

or

excessively

small tolerance

of these problems

and conflicts, by the time the project has
finally come to a conclusion, often with considerable delay, parties
usually have had several legal fights and the relation between them has
been tested heavily. Even though the project is finished, legal

As a result

195
proceedings may still continue for years.

5 CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter we focused on the poor project performance of
infrastructure projects. First, we reviewed construction literature to
gain insight into the characteristics of infrastructure projects. We
found that infrastructure development is a sector of the construction
industry that is notorious for its delay, cost overruns, and problems

with quality. In the first part we explained that project performance is
generally "measured" or illustrated by the use of so called "indicators
of project performance." We distinguished between the criteria of
construction cost, time, and quality of the end-product, and the less
frequently used criteria of client satisfaction with the process and the
amount of conflict and claims. We found that empirical studies show
that worldwide most of these projects are delayed. They also
encounter problems

of controlling construction costs.

In project management literature, factors have been identified that
influence project performance positively or negatively. In this study,
we consider these factors as the independent variables of (the
dependent variable) project success. The variables we derive from
196
success factors are commitment,
competence, interaction and
communication, monitoring, and feed-back. Variables we have derived
from factors leading to failure are conflict, ignorance of project
194 Cf. Arnott (1999); Dorter (2002).
'95
See Hibberd and Newman (1999: 1-14)(on construction contracts as source of conflicts).
M
In terms of psychological identification of project partners as entities and as people with the project
goals, and willingness to invest in those goals. See e.g. Mohrman and Spekman (1994).
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management, bureaucracy, aggressive competition at the tender stage,

and short bid preparation time.
Realizing project success requires an investment of the parties in
project success mechanisms that (positively) influence these variables.
We distinguished between actions the parties may take to contribute
to a more positive value for each of the variables of project success
mechanisms. We distinguished between commitment mechanisms,
selection mechanisms, training mechanisms, interaction and
communication mechanisms, decision making mechanisms, conflict
identification and management mechanisms, monitoring and feedback
mechanisms, and mechanisms for setting a cooperative atmosphere.
Furthermore, we argued that the collaboration process between
client and contractors in these projects is a key variable, as it is
instrumental to a range of variables that influence project success. We
illustrated that adequate collaboration between clients and contractors
is essential to deal with the complexity and the challenges of

infrastructure projects.
We showed that the relationship between client and contractor is
often adversarial. We also argued that due to the adversarial
atmosphere and the complexity of infrastructure construction, the
construction process is sensitive to events that may become obstacles
for achieving the project goals. They often lead to conflict.
We have elaborated on the negative impact of conflict, addressing
the relational and financial costs of conflict and the costs of conflict
resolution. Disputes often lead to claims for delay. They result in
extended overhead and inefficiencies, and the collaboration process
may be seriously threatened.
The main risks at the source of disputes are various events
happening during the different stages of the construction process.
Among them are changes in design, incomplete information about the
scope, or quality, interpretation differences, and damage to projects. If
the problems are not addressed properly and in a timely manner, a
conflict is generally the result. Conditions and deficits further
facilitating the growth of conflicts are related to the organizational,
interactional, technical, and legal atmosphere of projects.
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CHAPTER 3

III

PARTNERING, ALLTANCING, AND DISPUM
BOARDS IN INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT

1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, we analyze the solutions that have been offered to
stimulate successful collaboration in infrastructure projects. We
discuss the characteristics of partnering, alliancing and dispute boards,
and explore to what extent these relational contracting models actually
contribute to successful collaboration and project success. The
research question we try to answer in this chapter is: What are the

main barriers to improving project performance with relational
contracting models?
Since the beginning of the 1980's, clients have begun to react to
slow (and costly) project completion by improving the collaboration
process.197 Central in the efforts to improve project performance was
the introduction of relational contracting models. Over the last
decennia, relational contracting has been introduced at construction
sites. Its principles are mainly applied within partnering and alliancing.
At the same time, dispute boards have been set up for projects to
encourage more cooperative solutions to problems and conflicts.
The literature discussing the extent to which these models improve

collaboration shows a mixed picture. Dispute boards seem rather
successful, but for relational contracting models, the key variables that
negatively influence project success seem to emerge again.
In section 2, we discuss the background for the introduction of
these models and their main objectives. We describe the development
of project partnering, project alliancing, and dispute boards in section
3. A review of the experiences with these models over the last
decennia is given in section 4. In section 5 we first discuss the
requirements for partnering and alliancing models. Then we cover the
197 See e.g. Ball 1988. See also Barlow et al. (1997); Cox and Townsend (1998); Latham (1994); NEDO
(1988).
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tender processes which are used to select bidders that meet the
requirements to be suitable candidates for partnering and alliancing
projects, and subsequently what these models mean in terms of the
relationship between client and contractor. In section 6 we analyze the
main barriers, which may be derived from empirical studies, for
implementing these relational contracting models in infrastructure
projects, as well as their limits and applicability in projects. The main
points of this chapter are summed up in section 7.

THE INTRODUCTION OF RELATIONAL CONTRACTING AND
DISPUTE BOARDS IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

2

Initiatives to improve collaboration and increase use of

2.1

Alternative Dispute Resolution
Since the beginning of the 1990's, several research commissions have
problems of infrastructure
development, as described in chapter 2. The main observation was the
need for improved collaboration during the realization stage of these
projects. The main proposal that resulted from these studies was the

tried to come up with solutions for

introduction of relational or relationship contracting.
Relational (or relationship) contracting may be described as a trustbased way of working together. 198 It has its foundations in economic
theory and is an alternative to the traditional construction contract that
strives to regulate all possible contingencies. Parties rely upon shared
norms and informal mechanisms to govern their relationship. 199 Even
though the main incentive for fulfilling promises is based upon
maintaining the relationship, relational contracting allows for a legal
core.

relational contracting principles
offer contractual flexibility, facilitate team building, and ease ongoing
contractual relationships.200 These principles are regarded as the
Research has pointed out that

198

See MacNeil (1974).

199 Goet and Scott (1981: 1090); Craswell (1993: 91).
Sec Rahman and Kumaraswamy (2004a).

zoo
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underpinnings of partnering, alliancing, joint venturing, and other
forms of collaborative arrangements. 201
The main report that prefaced changes in the United Kingdom and
Europe was the Latham report. 202 Latham highlighted adversarial
attitudes as the main cause of poor project performance.203 He
observed a need to improve time, cost, quality, and fitness of the
204
Latham has become known as an
project for the end user.
influential proponent of adopting the concept of collaborative forms
and to encourage team building, collaboration, and equality as
205
replacements for the single-sided relationship of adversaries.
Several reports followed with similar conclusions and
sug estions
06 The
for the implementation of more collaborative approaches.
asked
by
Construction Task Force was
the government to advise the
Prime Minister, based upon the clients' perspective, on the
opportunities to improve the efficiency and quality of UK
construction, to reinforce the impetus for change, and make the
industry more responsive to customer needs.
Another report that came out was Egan's HMSO report, which
represents the views and findings of major clients. In his report, Egan
supported actions that followed up Latham's ideas and clients' reform
207
ideas. He specified the type of practices to adopt.
His main
recommendations were to adopt a collaborative approach whenever
possible and promote a non-adversarial approach amongst clients'
advisors and supply chains. The expectation was that all this would
help to gain maximum value from construction procurement.208 The
public sector (40% of the construction industry in the United
Kingdom) made this a key driver. 209 What followed was the

201

See Rahman and Kumaraswamy (2002a).

also Naoum (2003,72).
m' See Latham (1994); Egan (1998); CIRC (2001).
204
See Latham (1994).
205 See also Naoum (2003, 72). At that time collaborative approaches were already used in the USA,
Japan, and Australia, See USA Construction Industry Institute (1990) (for first US reports on partnering);
and NEDO (1991).
The Construction Industry Board (CIB) (1996) (that set up a working group that published Partnering
in the Team, a report written in order to develop and illustrate Latham's views); RCF (1995, 1998) (the
Reading Construction Forum (RCF) published Trusting the Team, the best practice guide to partnering in
construction and The Seven Pillars of Partnering (in which they suggest a third generation of partnering,
partnering
down the supply chain; Egan (1998). See also Jones et al. (2003).
'07
See Latham (1994); Egan (1998)
208
Cf. Barlow et al. (1997)
209
See Barlow (1997).
202 See
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and
conception of several initiatives to promote the use of partnering, 210
the creation of long-term relationships in the construction industry.
What the UK reports also pointed out was the need for a different
procurement model.211 The advice was to make procurement better
and easier (Egan report). The traditional approach of awarding
contracts to the lowest bidder in the name of cost effectiveness was
also seriously questioned after the Latham report. These reports
acknowledged that the key barrier for actually changing the incentives
were public sector procurement rules. The recommendation that was
212
made was to encourage the government side to change these rules.
In this relational contracting movement that started with the
Latham report, the client is regarded as the main initiator. The
reasoning is that the client initiates the project, controls project
organization, prepares contract conditions, and selects other project
In other words, clients are in the position to lead
team members.
and motivate others.214 The reports also suggested what public sector
clients could do to stimulate collaboration. In order to assist public
parties in implementing the principles, guides for implementing
partnering and alliancing at projects have been written, and various
215
For example, Latham's
standard contracts have been developed.
report, called *Constructing the Team', provided codes of practice and
guides, outlining the ways to improve the briefing and procurement
216
process.

2m

See Office of Government Commerce (1999; 2003)
211 Cf. Bresnen and Marshall (200Ob) (who question the possibility that partnering will bring such a
cultural change); See also Fisher and Green (2001).
212
See reports on the UK Defense Estates Building Down Barriers Project, with as its aim to build an
innovative procurement system, Defense estates (2002).
213

See Rahman et al. (2007: 77).

214

See Rahman and Kumaraswamy (2004b: 178-189).
for guides e.g. ABA Guide to Partnering (1999); Examples of model contracts are the NEC (New
engineering contract) and ECC (Engineering and Construction Contract), and, more recently, the BE
collaborative contract. In 1999 the CIC, drafted the Guide to Project Team Partnering a guide with
suggested heads of terms for a partnering contract. After that the PPC 2000 (multi-party contract) was
published. And the NEC X 12 Partnering option (with a standard contract attached to it). The Reading
215 See

Construction Forum came with a new Collaborative Construction Contract, launched by Be in September
2003: 11) JCT also announced its intention to develop a collaborative form of contract in association with
BE Uune 2003) A new version of the JCT Standard Forms of Building Contract 1998, Ed. Series 2
Practice Note 4, Partnering 2001, non-binding charter). See also Van Wassenaer and Thomas 2008 (for a
review ofthese contracts).
216 Barlow et al. (1997: p. 64 ff)
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Also in the United States, there have been several efforts to change
the adversarial culture of the infrastructure sector. The first partnering
experiences were in the United States.
The focus on encouraging collaborative conflict resolution has also
been more general in the US .217 Already in the 1970's, attempts were
made by the government to increase the use of Alternative Dispute
Resolution (ADR) in construction. Negotiation was advocated, rather
than litigation or arbitration, in order to reduce the negative effects of
adversarial litigation on project results.218 Regulations were introduced
that required federal agencies to implement ADR policies and to
designate a dispute resolution specialist. This paved the way for the
introduction of dispute boards for infrastructure projects. In the
1960's, they were first introduced for major civil engineering projects.
The American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) embraced them by
developing a standard Dispute Review Board Specification that was
first published in 1989, followed by a Dispute Review Board manual
in 1996.219 In the UK, adjudication was introduced in the 1970's on
construction projects. It included the appointment of a "project
neutral" that could take binding decisions. The success of this form led
to the inclusion of this form in a construction law mandating the use of
this form. 220

2.2

The growth of partnering and ailiancing in practice and
theory

In the last decennia, collaborative approaches have been used more

than ever during the construction process of infrastructure works. The
most-often used applications of relational (or relationship) contracting
principles in construction are partnering and alliancing. The bestknown dispute resolution concepts, in which third party neutrals are
217

See Weston and Gibson (1993) (on the first famous American partnering efforts of the Army Corps of
Engineers).
218
This resulted in the Contract Disputes Act of 1978 which introduced a so-called contracting offer to
judge claims before they could go to court. This act was followed by the Administrative Dispute
Resolution Act 1990 and 1996 (ADRA), See for an overview Libbey (2000: 825-849); See also Barlow et
al. 1997: 64 ff); and Hellard (1988).

219 See ASCE (1989).
120 See the Housing Grant, Construction and Reregeneration Act 1996.
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involved, are Dispute Resolution Boards (DRB's) or Dispute
Adjudication Boards (DAB's).221 These cooperative techniques each
have their own focus in optimizing aspects of co-operation between
owner and (sub)contractor(s). The kinds of projects in which they are
development of highways, harbors, buildings, and
applied are the 222
industrial works.
Various developments contributed to the increasing popularity of
relational contracting and dispute boards. First of all, the
aforementioned reports and laws may be regarded as important drivers
behind the increasing use of relational contracting models and dispute
boards in infrastructure development.
Secondly, the limitations of traditional contracting and traditional
relationships may have contributed to the use of partnering and
alliancing and dispute boards. The literature suggests that the reason
for their growth is the fact that, with these modern collaborative
approaches, contractors are better able to perform.223 Traditional
models are considered increasingly unable to fulfill new demands of
224
The traditional contract seems to view the construction
clients.
process as a purchase of a product, governed by legal contracts. This
works for simple or slow projects but not for complex projects such as
225
Because of the fact that clients are faced
infrastructure projects.
problems,
there is a need to reduce costs or better
with performance
infrastructure development. Negative
manage the complex
relationships with contractors are detrimental to rapid construction,
and the public image of public sector clients may be damaged by poor
quality construction work. Lastly, a main reason for the development
of these collaborative approaches in construction is high litigation
Costs.

226

The reason why contractors agree to apply relational contracting
may be a logical result of and an extension of a previous collaborative
relationship with clients, and in most cases, relational contracting
models may be simply imposed upon them by clients as the preferred
217
Also, new competitive strategies may have
way of contracting.
22' Fenn and O'Shea et al. (1998) (on dispute resolution in Australia, the UK, Hong Kong, and USA See

also Critchlow (1998: 51-79).
2n See e.g Anvuur and Kumaraswamy (2007).
223 See for an overview of studies on partnering Naoum (2003).
224 Cf. Naoum (2003).
225

226
227

Cf. Howell (1996: 4,5).
See Nystrom (2005) and Larson (1995); Gransberg et al. (1999); Stephenson (1996).
See e.g. Ng et al. (2002).
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further stimulated the interest in collaborative models as counterparts
to more adversarial behavior.
Alongside the applications in practice, the literature on the subject
of relational contracting in the construction industry is growing. On
the one hand, it consists of a vast amount of reports and guides that
describe the concepts' key elements and suggestions for how to get
the most out of these collaboration concepts.
The body of the more 6scientific' literature on relational
contracting in construction is growing as well, although it is still in its
228
Nevertheless, forms of partnering, inter-organizational
early stages.
collaboration, and relationships across and within SUiTly chains have
been studied in management literature long since. 29 Currently, a
specific field of construction management literature is developing in
which alliancing and partnering and their possibilities in construction
230
Research is performed on key measures
are analyzed and evaluated.
for building a strong inter-firm organization, factors that facilitate
team-working, and a cooperative atmosphere. 231
3

PARTNERING, ALLIANCING AND DISPUTE BOARDS
APPLIED IN INFRASTRUCTURE CONSTRUCTION

3.1

Partnering and ailiancing on infrastructure projects

Project partnering and alliancing forms were first introduced in the
heavy, off-shore industry. The use of these concepts started in the
United States, particularly in the oil business. 232
Partnering and alliancing are typified in literature as applications
of relational contracting. 233 It is hard to give a general definition of
Naoum (2003) (for an overview of this literature).
Bresnen and Marshall (2000. 229-37); Bresnen (2007: 365-374).
230 Next to reports that strongly focus on the benefits ofthese forms, such as the earlier described reports
by Latham (1994), Egan (1998) and Partnering Task Force reports (1991,1994).
23' Cf Alderman and Ivory (2007,387). (who refer to the key attributes for successful collaboration that
can be gleaned from this literature are: team-working, customer focus, supply-chain integration,
commitment to people, and investment in them, and developing effective platforms for the adoption of
these practices in construction projects. Key elements are mutual objectives, continuous improvement,
equality and win-win profit-sharing, management/stakeholder commitment and trust, and an open noblame culture and innovation).
232 Cf. Kemp and Stephen (1999); Barlow (2000: 973-989).
233
See Anvuur and Kumaraswamy (2007: 230); see also Macneil (1978); Williamson
(1985); and Rahman and Kumarswamy (2002).
228 See e.g.
229 See e.g.
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these terms, as they are so multifaceted.234 This is probably the main
reason why there is a lack of consensus about what the terms
'partnering' and 'alliancing' exactly stand for.235 They have been
236

processes, longdesignated as concepts, management approaches,
237
specific
achieving
objectives,
of
purpose
the
term commitments for
procurement strategies, a philosophy with a system of beliefs, and
238
In this study, we use the general term
project management tools.
Relational Contracting Models.
of
Project alliancing and project partnering are the applications 239
these relational contracting models to single construction projects
(as opposed to strategic partnering, in which a parties have a
240
These project-based versions of
relationship for the long term).
partnering and alliancing transform the traditionally top-down
(vertical) relationship between owner and contractor into a more equal
(horizontal) one.241 The relationships between client and contractor on

partnered projects are regarded as less hierarchical, more open, and less
managerial.242 The key element of both models is the intention of
parties to cooperate on an equal basis.
3.2

Project partnering

Project partnering is a concept that concentrates mainly on the
stimulation of a flexible working relationship between client and
Li et al. (2000: 76-92) (who suggested it is the lack of maturity of the concept that makes it so hard to
define, whereas others say it is impossible to define as it is such a multifaceted concept). Nystrom (2005,
234

473).

e.g. Scott (2001); Colledge (2000: 175-201). See also Van den Berg (2002) and Van den Berg and
Kamminga (2006). See also Nystrom (2005: 23, 473481)
236
Some define it as "a structured management approach to facilitate team-working across contractual
boundaries with as key components formalised mutual objectives, agreed problem solving methods, and
an active search for continuous measurable improvements" (CIB-report); Jones and Westgate (2003: 1
ff); and Libbey (2000: 825-849). (Libbey stresses the need to combine the two and also defines partnering
as creative cooperation, collaborative contracting); Stephenson (1996:10) (who gives a description of
partnering as a model focusing on the intelligent use of well-prepared legal documents to minimize or
eliminate the need and potential for binding arbitration or litigation and "strategic approaches with
specific aims and attributes' or as 'a rather vague term used to cover a range of different approaches",
and technique for placing the responsibility for issue resolution in the appropriate time slot and on those
best equipped to effect the resolution).

235 See,

237 See Nedo (1991).
238 See e.g. Chan and Tam (2001); Walker; Bennet and Jayes (1995).
239
Cf. Barlow et al. (1997); Bennet and Jayes (1995); CIB (1997) and European Construction Institute
(1997).

240 Cox and Townsend (1998).
24' See e.g. Hellard (1995); Bennet and Jayes (1995);
242 Cf. Myers (2001).
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contractor. The Partnering Task Force defined it as: "A long term
commitment between two or more specific organizations for the
purpose of achieving a particular business objective by maximizing the
effectiveness of each participant's resources. The relationship is based
on trust, dedication and common goals, and an understanding of each
others individual expectations and values".243
The basic idea is that parties work together as a team in order to
achieve common business objectives. It may be regarded as an ongoing
process that aims for constant improvement of the collaboration
process between parties on projects.244 In a non-binding agreement of
a 'partnering charter', the project participants commit themselves to
the partnering principles and promise to act in the best interest of the
project.245

3.3

Project ailiancing

Alliancing may be classified as a species of partnering. In literature
partnering and alliancing are sometimes used as synonyms, sometimes
as two different forms. In the latter perspective, the term alliancing'
stands for cooperation forms accompanied by a binding contract, and
*partnering' for a legally non-binding cooperation concept.246 What is
also used as a distinction between the two models is that, in an
alliance approach, the parties choose to divide certain or all gains and
247
losses of a project between each other.
By doing so, the client and
contractor are stakeholders in mutually-employed activities, and the
financial success of each of the parties is linked to the success of the
project.
The alliance committee is the most important organizational body
that is responsible for progress and must maintain the cooperative
attitude. This is the project team, including the owner, constructor -243 CCI (1991).
244

See Holti (1996); Bresnen (2007: 373). Alderman and Ivory (2007: 388) (who referred to it not so
much as a clear defined methodology for management of a project, but as a metaphor,one that
encourages project actors to explore commercial relationships and successful human relationships).
245 Cf. ABA (1999).

246 See Van den Berg (2002), Van den Berg and Kamminga (2006). See also e.g Anvuur and
Kumaraswamy (2007: 228).
247
See Myers (2001: 58 ff).
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and sometimes designer and main sub-constructors--, that manages the
and set criteria for a reasonable
project. They, for example, discuss
248
target price and completion time.
Compared to partnering, alliancing requires that specific attention
be paid to the contractual structure under the parties' collaboration
process.249 The alliance agreement creates support for collaboration by
developing "a common fate:'250 The agreement includes terms about
goals, about the (time frame of the) construction process and how to
deal with risks (for example, risk-sharing). The alliance agreement
may be the sole contractual document, or it may exist next to a
which may take over in case the alliance
traditional contract
-

251

agreement fails.
In this study, we

aspect of relational
to reduce costs of
parties
incentives
contracting that aims to give the
realization of a construction work. This contract encourages team
cohesion. Interests in that respect are protected under an alliance
contract, as opposed to traditional contracts, and no longer regarded as
opposite, but as mutual: keeping costs low is in each party's interest.
Alliance contracts achieve this by providing incentives to stimulate
parties to work towards common goals. They include terms such as:
pain and gain (gains and losses) sharing arrangements, the provision
for risk and reward systems, no-claim provisions, and provisions that

will mainly focus on the

, 252

provide for information sharing such as 'open book accounting .
Parties tend to agree on benchmarks that are used to measure
Important
project performance during and after the project. 253
benchmarks are the target price, schedule, maintenance cost.
Besides these contract terms, particularly aimed at creating
incentives that allow parties to strive for common goals, more general
principles of partnering are part of the contract. The parties, for
instance, commit themselves to focus on innovation and constant
improvement, the single goal of completion of the project at an
acceptable standard, maintenance of a fully cooperative team attitude,
and a high level of flexibility in case of changing circumstances.
248 See e.g. ABA (1999).
249

See Jones (2001: 411436)
23 Anvuur and Kumaraswamy (2007: 229).
25' Barlow (2000: 973-989); Halman and Braks (1999: 71-76); Naourn (2003); Hauck et al. (2004:143152); Rowlinson et al. 2006: 77-81).
252
See Myers (2001).
253 See Van den Berg 2002: 836 ff);
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Finally, consensual conflict avoidance and resolution procedures are

part of most alliance contracts. The governing legal system is to be
used only when consensual procedures fail to prevent or solve a
conflict. 254

3.4

Dispute boards as instruments on infrastructure projects

Dispute boards specifically aim to stimulate cooperative conflict
management. This instrument is meant to encourage cooperative
behavior and swift resolution of problems encountered during the
construction process. By identifying and addressing problems early
on, these boards are instruments that may contribute to project
success.

Dispute boards are found to be well-suited to intervene in more
complex technical issues and, their presence may improve project
relations.255 By their presence at projects, the boards may prevent
conflicts and intervene when necessary. Therefore, neutrals need to
have expertise that enables them to follow the project and make
256
persuasive recommendations or decisions.
The third-party neutrals concentrate on preventing problems from
escalating and developing a system that encourages quick, low-cost
resolution of conflicts. The goal is to prevent referral of disputes to
expensive and time-consuming court or arbitration proceedings.
For that purpose, neutrals may apply all kinds of techniques to
prevent and resolve disputes; as such, they have an important
influence on shaping and directing the ADR process and outcome. 257
The dispute resolution forms they are involved in may vary from
mediation, non-binding advice, binding advice, adjudication, or expert
opinions.
Some of the most well-known dispute board forms are Dispute
Review (or Resolution) Boards (DRB's) and Dispute Adjudication
Boards (DAB's). In both forms, the boards consist of 3-5 experts who
follow a project from its commencement. Dispute review boards
originated in dam and tunneling projects, and the concept has been
254

Cf. Jones et al. (2003: 134-136)
See Matyas (1996).
256 See also Dorgan (2005: 44); Dering (2004).
257
See Cheung and Suen Q002); Chapman (2000: 206).
255
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applied in the United States in over $22 billion in projects.. It is also
used in countries such as China, Australia, France, Hong Kong, India,
258
New Zealand, South Africa, Sweden, Uganda and the Netherlands.
The related form is the dispute adjudication board.259 Its goal also
is avoiding disputes during the course of projects. It is a way of
preventative litigation.260 The main difference with the DRB's is that
the first renders non-binding recommendations, whereas DAB's
render binding decisions. The latter can only be modified if both
parties agree to do so or by arbitration. The ruling of the adjudicator is
binding for the duration of the project. After the project is finished,
261
Under the ICC rules, both versions of dispute
appeal is possible.
boards can be combined; they are then known as Combined Dispute
Boards (CDB's).262
Another well-used instrument of third-party neutral intervention is
263
His role consists of performing site
the Dispute Resolution Advisor.
visits and conducting familiarization meetings to enable partnering
techniques to be used and solid relationships to be built. Usually, he is
part of a system of dispute resolution that starts with maximum party
control, and along the dispute resolution process, it becomes more
264
interventionist and ends with a form of expedited arbitration.
In the dispute board, regulations are specific about operation and
Some success criteria can
procedures for the dispute board instrument.
265
be distilled from the literature.
Speed of decision, low-cost
are
and
interventions,
among the most important success
finality
indicators.266 Chapman indicates that, in order to achieve success, the
personality of, in particular, the chairman is essential.267 For example,
the suggested ideal chairman is prepared to lead discussions, strives

3

See Dorgan (2005).

e.g Seppala (1997).
Cf. Dorgan (2005).
261 See e.g Dorgan (2005: 143.)
262
See FIDIC art. 4 and 5.
263
See Gerber (2001). See Cheung and Yeung (1998) (for a critical appraisal of the effectiveness of this
instrument from the perspective ofthe user at construction projects in Hong Kong).
264
Cf. Barlow (1997: 124).
265
See Chapman (2000).
266 See also Chapman (2000: 205) (Describing other success-factors such as: a high level of availability,
speed to obtain result, low cost interventions, high quality of decision, finality, restoring project harmony,
and robustness of decision. Other factors are the level of confidentiality, the degree of control by parties,
the degree of formality, enforceability, fairness, flexibility, the level of knowledge in construction of the
239 See

1=

neutrals, neutrality).
w See Chapman (2000: 206).
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for consensus, is firm but not autocratic, and does not allow a blame268
culture to develop.
4

PERFORMANCE OF PARTNERING, ALLIANCING AND
DISPUTE BOARDS

4.1

Experiences with partnering and alliancing

Partnering and alliancing in construction are out of their innovation
stage. The effectiveness of these relational contracting models, in
terms of project performance, has been the subject of much discussion
and a large number of empirical studies. In the empirical literature,
partnering is considered a ' success' when a project remains a
partnering project (the parties manage to implement the key elements
269
at projects) and delivers the benefits it promises.
Several success stories of partnered projects have been reported. 270
The construction industry has written about experiences with
partnered projects, and has reported on the factors that lead to these
concepts' positive contributions to project success.271 These studies
describe savings of large sums, projects finished ahead of schedule, and
272
projects of higher quality than originally planned for.
Actual project evaluations are often positive but vary by the extent
of reported success in terms of cost reductions. Some studies report
10% cost reductions on a project and over 30% in the long run. 273
Naoum refers to an early study of the experience of the US Army
Corps of Engineers.274 They report the largest cost reductions in both
large and small contracts, reduction of time overruns, less paperwork,
and increased site safety and morale. The Dispute Avoidance and
Resolution Task Force (DART) of the American Arbitration
Chapman (2000: 206) (adding: not too talkative, over-familiar, not be arrogant, shorttempered, patronizing or inconsiderate).
269
See also Alderman and Ivory (2007: 388).
270
See e.g. Evans (2004); Jenkins (2006).
27' Cf. Bennet and Jayes (1995); Chan et al. (2004b), (CII 1991); Lenard et al. (1996) (as examples of
industry-iniated research); Black et al. (2000); Chan et al. (2004a); Cheng et al. (2000); Fisher (2004); Ng
et al. (2002) (are examples of general studies); See Barlow (2000); Barlow et al. (1997); Hauck et al.
(2004); Rowlinson et al. (2006) (as general studies into alliancing).
272 Bayliss, et al. (2004); Bennet and Baird (2001); Chan et al. (2004).
273 See e.g. Bennet and Jayes (1997) (who report positive savings in terms ofcost and time).
268 See also

174 Nao

urn (2003: 75).
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Association performed research on several projects worth a total of
$492 million and reported around 7% average savings.275 Partnering
came out as the most favored cost-minimizing technique among
construction contractors.276 The research of the Construction Industry
Institute also reported that 82% of the projects were finished at or
below budget, inspection costs were lower as a result of increased
trust, and there was a reduction in time spent on defensive case
building.277

According to research done by the Construction Industry Institute,
out of 30 partnered projects researched, 38% finished on time. 278
Other empirical evidence shows that 70% of 114 projects included in
the study (85% of them public works projects) finished ahead of or on
schedule.279 Parties did more joint scheduling as a result of partnering,
and there was more openness and innovative thinking.
In another study, 82% reported improvements in attitudes, trust,
and relationships due to partnering. Only 8% experienced negative
relationships.280 70% reported improvements or positive experiences
281
regarding issue resolution.
Furthermore, these studies reported cost savings obtained by
better understanding of the client' s needs, whereas the client was
better able to utilize other participants' skills in defining requirements.
Early resolution of conflicts also contributed to success. They have
also reported reductions in defense of contractual positions, parties
engaging in creative and collaborative searches for solutions, and an
incentive to strive for the best practices and outstanding results
282
instead of doing the minimum to avoid a penalty.
However, there are reasons to be careful with assuming these
relational contracting models actually contribute to project success.
Some authors are skeptical about whether these positive evaluations
provide evidence that partnering actually contributes to project
275

See Libbey (2000).

276 See AAA (2000).
277 See CII (1994).
278 See also CII (1991).
279 See CII (1991).
280

See Critchlow (1997: 98).
2*' See Critchlow (1997: 101).
282
See Jones (2001: 427).
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success. It is hard to measure whether the benefits achieved really
result from partnering.283 Furthermore, benchmarking in these studies
is criticized as unclear.284 Bresnen and Marshall particularly point out
this lack of clear benchmarks. The problems of measuring success and
using the wrong benchmarks for easily measurable and quantifiable
aspects of performance make it hard to say that cost reductions and
285
early resolution of conflict are the direct results of partnering.
Finally, the positive evaluations have often been based upon
6'anecdotal evidence" and not on quantitative data collected on a large
scale.286 Part of this skepticism seems to be related to the fact that
some of the project evaluations are collected by authors who are
committed proponents of the model and writers of partnering
guidelines that provide tools, techniques, and best practices.287
However, more academic or fundamental studies on partnering and
alliancing have also provided data.288 For example, Larson provides
empirical support for success in partnering based upon a large number
of projects. He has researched success rates, and 89 with his research
on 291 projects, he established a positive relationship between
partnering and project success. However, other academic empirical
290
studies give a less positive image.
What we may conclude is that there is no overwhelming evidence
that partnering and alliancing directly lead to project success.
However, what has been established is support for the benefits of
these models advocated by proponents of partnering. 91 The list of
benefits reported by project participants includes reduced disputes,
better working environments and relationships, promotion of
innovation, and less written correspondence between owner and
28i See e.g. Bresnen and Marshall point out the lack of clear benchmarks. Problems of measuring success
and using the wrong easily measurable and quantifiable aspects of permanence, Bresnen (2007: 371 and

references).
284
See Bennet and Jayes (1998); Barlow and Cohen (1997).
shall
286
See Bresnen and Marshall (2000); Most critical are these authors in Bresnen and Marshall (1998);
Larson (1995).
287 See also CII (1991); NEDO (1991); Benner and Jayes (1995; 1998);
288
See Davis (1999: 11.1-11.6); Rahman and Kumaraswamy (2002);
289
See Larson (1997); see also Larson (1995).
290 Cf. Tse (1985); Cowan et al. (1992); Weston and Gibson (1993); Knott (1996) and CII (1994);
Rackham et al. (1996); Angelo (1998).
m Gmnsbergetal. (1999); Larson (1995); Weston and Gibson (1993).
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contractor. 292 Innovative work processes and new construction
approaches have been signaled. The reports indicate that these benefits
lead to reduced cost and better quality of service.293 Some evaluation
studies have clearly reported a substantial improvement in
construction cost and delivery time, as well as improved construction
quality. Most report that better collaboration and improved
communication have facilitated trust.

4.2

Experiences with dispute boards

Generally speaking, dispute boards have experience of being
successful.294 First, the use of the forms has significantly grown since
the 1990's. This form has been broadly introduced in the UK
construction industry. Practitioners seem generally positive and find
that the form has significantly reduced the number of disputes that are
usually referred to arbitration or litigation. 295 Matyas et al. report that
in 1996 DRB's had been used in almost 200 projects together worth
over 10 billion dollar. In total 300 disputes were resolved and none
296
In 2007 Bastianelli reports that DRB's have
went to arbitration.
been used in over a 1500 projects worth 100 billion, and 2% of all
297
disputes resulted eventually went to litigation.
The growth of dispute board forms has been attributed to the
298
United Kingdom Construction Act 1996, which mandated their use.
The fact that Latham was in favor of this act led to its incorporation in
standard contracts.299 Starting in 1995, large clients such as the World
Bank included the submission of disputes to a dispute review board in
30b
The FIDIC introduced DAB to
their standard bidding documents.
its conditions of contracts in 1995, the ICC introduced dispute board
rules in 2004, and other countries, such as the Netherlands, have
for examples from the Australian and US construction industry, Stephenson (1996); Barlow,
Cohen, et al. (1997); Jones (2001).
293
Barlow Cohen et al. (1997). p. 11-14 on this).
294 Studied by American Society of Civil Engineers almost all problems solved at the site. Groton, Rubin
292 See,

et al. (2001) See Matyas (1996: 167 ff.).
295
Cf. Dorgan Q005:143).
296
See Matyas et al. (1996: XID.
297 JAMS (2007: 2).
298 Construction Act 1996.
299
See e.g. the NEC contracts.
To

See World Bank (1995).
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included the instrument as an option in standard industry regulations,
and dispute board rules have been developed as well. 301
Evaluations indicate that parties in general are rather satisfied with
the use of neutrals, particularly when project-neutrals are chosen by
the parties themselves and when they are familiar with the project. An
important advantage of the latter is that parties avoid reconstructing
historical events, as a board can intervene immediately. Their
presence may help save costs, as deferring disputes to later resolution
usually only increases the expense of attorney fees, documents or
expert witnesses.302 The form holds an incentive for settlement and
quick resolution.
Examples of projects in which neutrals have been employed
successfully are the Hong Kong Airport and the Channel Tunnel
303
Parties tend to respect the neutrals' interventions
projects.
(recommendations or decisions) even when there is the possibility of
challenging them.304 Courts also tend not to challenge dispute boards'
recommendations or decisions (even though decisions of DRB's
usually are not binding).
Empirical data suggest that the preventive effect of dispute
resolution boards is high.305 Experiences with alternative resolution
forms show that facilitative forms used by dispute boards (such as
mediation) tend to lead to compromise. Strongly evaluative or truthseeking processes usually do not work well in providing effective early
resolution of construction project disputes. Adjudication is widely
applied and considered well-suited for payment issues. The main
downside is that it may accentuate adversarialism. 306
The main factors influencing parties' satisfaction is whether the
conflict resolution tool is chosen by both parties voluntarily or
imposed by law, and whether the outcomes are non-binding or
binding.307 The level of satisfaction also seems to be determined by
30'

See FIDIC Orange Book 1995 and Red Book 1996. See UAV-Gc 2005 and the Dutch DRB Rules
2004 (developed by various ADR institutes, the Dutch Institute of Construction Law, CROW, and
Tilburg University). See also Van Wassenaer (2006) (on the Dutch DRB rules).
302 Libbey (2000: 845) (Almost 100% success on underground and tunneling projects). Geller (1993: 12).
m See e.g. Groton, Rubin et al. (2001).
304
See challenges of DRB's decisions e.g. (Groton, Rubin et at. 2001) See Matyas (1996: 276) for some
data on successful experiences with DRB's. M 1.2.7 (p. 280).
305
See Dispute Review Board Foundation (2000); Matyas (1996,2007).
306 See e.g Groton, Rubin (2001).
307
Cf. Chern (2008); Owen and Totterdill(2007).
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their use. In arbitration, lawyers tend to be involved, which may
formalize the proceedings, slow them down, and make them more
adversarial and more expensive. Some statistics indicate that the
construction industry does not favor appointing lawyers during
dispute resolution with dispute boards.308 Parties do not seem fond of
advocates, in part, due to the fear that they may cause an adversarial
atmosphere.

309

According to the literature, the future seems bright for conflict
resolution in which parties use neutrals. It is likely that confidence in
third-party neutrals such as DRB' s will further increase, as influential
and powerful organizations, such as the World Bank, the International
Federation of Consulting Engineers (FIDIC), employer organizations
such as Hong Kong Airport Authority, and government agencies,
particularly in the United Kingdom, have expressed enthusiasm about
310
it.

In sum, these instruments may be considered a success. Even
though thorough analysis of the performance of these instruments is
lacking, the anecdotic findings are mostly positive. The different sets
of procedural rules that have been developed over the years provide
clear direction in most matters.311 When these rules are followed,
qualified board members are appointed, and their persuasive
interventions most likely contribute to project success. The support
of these instruments by the US and UK governments and important
players in the industry seems to provide additional support for this
assertion.

5

5.1

KEY ELEMENTS OF PARTNERING AND ALLIANCING

Preconditionsfor effective partnering and ailiancing

Only if some key elements are adequately implemented within the

projects can partnering and alliancing be a success and contribute to
30s See e.g. DRB M. 206 S.02.
309 See DRB M 1.7,3.5, S 1.04F5.
310

Cf. Chern (2008).
3" See e.g· Dorgan (2005: 148) (noting that the ICC Dispute Board rules, as the FIDIC and Worldbank
rules, stipulate in detail the procedures to be followed).
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312
It seems that, compared to dispute boards, being
project success.
successful in these relational contracting models is more complex.
Analyzing the main studies on partnering in infrastructure projects
provides insight into the critical elements that need to be present

within partnered projects.
Quantitative studies that research the factors which lead to success
or failure have been carried out by Larson, Black et al., and Cheng and
Li.313 These studies suggest a number of critical factors for success
and key components/elements.314 A number of other studies found
support for the importance of these same factors and elements. 315
Nystrom, in his review of a number of earlier studies, also identifies
numerous factors that lead to the success or failure of these models.
The components which enable the contractor and client to be
successful in their partnering efforts can be described as follows.

. Top management support. The choice for partnering and
alliancing must be supported by top management.
- Adequate resources. Parties must have sufficient sources to set
up the partnering process and implement this relational
316
contracting model at the project level.
. Mutual trust. Trust is desirable in business relationships
because of its effect on lowering transaction costs. 117
M2

See Crowley and Karim (1995), Matthews et al. (1996), Black et al. (2000); Cheng and Li (2001),
Cheung et al. (2003). See on successfactors in alliances in general
313 Lars
on (1995, 1997), Black et al. (2000); (The critical factors for partnering success, are defined by
Black et al. as those factors what can bring about project success: mutual trust, effective communication,
commitment from senior management, clear understanding, acting consistent with objectives, a dedicated
team, commitment to continuous improvement, flexibility to change, commitment to quality, formation at
design stage, long-term perspective, and a good cultural fit. Larson studied a number ofmain elements of
the partnering process (functional critical success factors). Top management support for teamwork,
Problem-solving process established, Conflict identification, Previous work experience, Team building
session, Provisions for continuous improvement, and Fair profit assumption).
314 See also Alderman and Ivory (2007: 388).
315 See also Cheng and Li (2002: 195-196) (Cheng and Li distinguished between stages and the elements
that where considered most important in these stages (formation, application, and
completion/reactivation). They added open communication and effective coordination to the list of
critical factors. Cheng and Li found in their empirical studies that a number of CSF are particularly
important in different stages: The formation stage (the implicit or explicit agreement between parties to
enter in an informal relationship for the purpose of achieving mutually agreed upon goals and objectives),
the application stage (the execution of the informal relationship), and the completion and reactivation
stage (re-use the process for a new project after completion of the first one).
]16 Chan et al. (2004) Con the importance of top management support as they formulate company
strategies and direct business acitvities); Cf. Cheng and Li (2004: 790-798)
3,' Williamson (1975). See Cooter and Ulen (2007); Polinsky (2003); Shavell (2004) (on transaction

Costs).
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Particularly in partnering, it is a requisite, as contracts are
generally incomplete and need renegotiation. It can be preexisting trust based on reputation, it may also appear
spontaneously when parties are on the same wavelength, but
often it is developed over time after repeated interaction
between client and contractors during the tendering and
318
construction stages.
0

0

318

Common goals and mutual understanding. We may assume that
every firm's aim is to maximize its profits, at least in the long
run. This generally entails a conflict of interests between
clients' and contractors' goals, as higher revenue for the
contractor means higher construction costs for the client.319 The
ideal theoretical situation would be for parties to work towards
mutual goals; however, in practice, parties aspire to achieve
such goals only to some extent and also pursue individual goals
320
that may sometimes be opposed.
Examples of mutual goals
include safety, finishing by the completion time, respect, and a
pleasant working environment.
understand and
If there is mutual understanding, the
arties
respect each other's individual interests. 21 This behavior may
help parties to compromise in situations where Party A may
lead marginal losses, as the benefit of party B is much higher
than the first one's loss, and vice versa. In the long run, both
may earn a higher profit. The parties' subordinate goals are
usually listed in a partnering charter.
Economic incentive contracts. Relational contracts generally
provide for incentives, such as alliance contracts.322 They
include provisions that provide incentives to limit costs, to
honor the project schedule, to maintain a high quality level, and
323
to encourage cooperative behavior. Examples are: bonuses if
a predetermined quality level is achieved or exceeded or a part

Nystrom (2005), see also Lazar (2000: 71-83).
See also Himes (1995: 13-15); Kanaji and Wong, (1998); Hamza. et al. (1999: 4-5); Naoum (2003:
133-40); Hamza, A. et al. (1999).
no
See Chapter 2, Section 4.
n' Nystrom (2005: 476).
322 Examples used in construction are fixed-price, cost-plus contracts, and cost-sharing contracts. Another
financial incentive that is suggested to align interests are mechanisms such as the fee-at-risk principle, in
which a project manager or consultant ties a proportion of his fee to the success of the project. The parties
use a target cost contract and reimburse the contractor plus a fee. Cost overrun and underrun are shared
in previously-agreed upon proportions, See also Naoum (2003: 75).
323
See Scherer (1964).
319
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is finished ahead
also be used. 324

of

schedule. Non-pecuniary incentives may
Empirical evidence even suggests that
as
incentives, such
personal development, influence, and
appreciation lead to better outcomes compared to financial
rewards.325 Some contracts even prescribe what behavior and
relationship are expected of the parties as incentives to behave
326

o

cooperatively.
Relationship-building activities. The parties are advised to meet
early on in the tender stage to start to get to know each other.
Early on in the construction stage, the project team should start
· 327
building and strengthening a team Spirit.
During the
construction stage, continuous, structured meetings are held to
maintain the cooperative relationship.
E#ective communication. The communication process between
the parties needs to be effective in order to maintain partnering.
An impartial discussion leader is important at the beginning of
the relationship. He may help to implement relational
contracting principles and facilitate the communication process.
He can have both parties interests heard and help them focus on
relevant issues. 328
Adequate choice of working partners. Successful partnering and
·

0

0

0

alliancing depends upon close personal relationships and
interaction. The people that work together should get along and
have a positive attitude towards each other and towards the
partnering concept.329 Therefore, it is important to have a good
match between people in the project team. Both parties may
want to select their best staff and have a procedure in place to
replace individuals if they do not get along or honor the
relational contracting principles. 330
Predetermined problem-solving process. Most authors regard
dealing with differences cooperatively by first discussing the
matter between the people involved on a project level, before

324 Bresnen and Marshall (2000).
323 Bresnen and Marshall (2000); Kadefors (2002).
326

An example is ICE 1993.
also Cheng et al. (2000); Humphreys et al. (2003: 166-78).
ns Hellard (1995); Stephenson (1996).
329 See also Kadefors (2002); Crane et al. (1999).
"0 Nystrom (2005: 477).
327 See
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as an essential element in
331
A
clear
dispute system should provide for this.
partnering,.
third parties are involved,

•

Openness. It is argued that successful partnering entails sharing
information. Knowledge about each other's dilemmas may
make it easier to find a compromise,„332 it makes it easier for
both parties to contribute to improvements of the construction
process. Open book accounting is often mentioned as an
example of sharing information openly.333 It may also be

perceived as a sign of goodwill at the beginning of a
relationship, where trust still needs to be built. Another reason
for openness is that addressing and being open about the
mutual, organizational, individual and project goals helps to
identify the differences in expectations and views. By clarifying
objectives and expectations, parties may mitigate conflict and
prevent loss of trust.

5.2

334

Tendering for partnering and ailiancing

Establishing these components of successful partnering and alliancing
is a process that starts before parties actually decide to partner and
continues during their partnering process. The development of theories
on how to achieve and develop the requirements is still in its early
stages.335 This means that the client may have to introduce the concept
with the tendering construction during the tender stage.
In order to select a contractor from a group of bidders (tendering
construction companies), clients use selection procedures.336 The
criteria on which they select a contractor are mainly determined by the
specifications for the infrastructure work. On top of that, public
clients are forced by public procurement regulations to fulfill
requirements of transparence, fairness and accountability in the tender

331

See on dispute system design Chapter 7 under the social psychological perspective.
332 Thompson and Sanders (1998).
333
Cf. Humphreys et al.(2003) (arguing open book accounting may be perceived as a sign

of distrust and

financial monitoring).
334 See also Swan et al. (2004: 212).
335
See Anvuur and Kumaraswamy 2007 (on a lack of a guiding theory).
336
Akintoye, Hardcastle and Chinyio (2004) (for a Game theoretic analysis of the project procurement
process in Public Private Partnerships (PFI) between client and contractor).
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process.337 These requirements allow for a fair and objective evaluation

of the bids. This requires that clients formalize and explicitly articulate
preferences and decision-making processes.
Traditionally, public clients bid documents which tend to focus on
the product' s dimensions and not too much on the client-contractor
relationship. They include criteria to assess the bid as well as the
bidder. An overview of traditional selection criteria can be drawn from
empirical studies. They may be classified into five categories, which
evaluate the contractor by: his financial soundness, technical ability,
managerial capability, performance in terms of safety, and his general
338
Studies point out that sometimes clients include
reputation.
attitudinal requirements, such as claims performance (the amount of
claims issued to the contractor during a project), management for
continuous improvement, and the competence to deal with
unanticipated problems. The evidence for the latter is past
339
performance and experience of individuals as well as work plans.
Partnering requires skills and attitudes that are new to most
contractors. Therefore, contractor procurement for partnering or

alliancing projects differs from most contractor procurement.

5.3

Tender selection criteria and their effect on collaboration

For successful partnering, the parties' collaborative competence is
essential.340 Kadefors et al. give examples of elements that indicate
collaborative competence. They include factors such as: the
understanding of and response to the partnering concept, enthusiasm
for the project, team composition and attitudes of individuals,

337

EU directive 2004/18/EG.
See Hatush and Skitmore (1997), see also Wong et al. (2001: 257-71); Waara 2006: 797-804).
Heimeriks (2005) (on alliance capabilities); Kalidinidi and Varghese (2004: 111-119) (for innovative
ways of selecting contractors, particularly the contributions of Reddy and Kumar Selection of a
Contractor for Infrastructure projects).
339
Cf Kadefors et al. (2007: 384) (pointing out the danger of evaluations of past performance and
attitudes in past projects may eliminate contractors or discourage them beforehand).
340 See e.g Walker and Hampson (2003) (for an overview of literature and studies into the criteria used in
partnering); Humphreys, et al. (2003); Bresnen and Marshall 2000).
m
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management support, and preferred conflict resolution models.
Alongside these elements, innovative proposals, performance
measures, and proposals for incentive arrangements are also taken into

account.
Bresnen and Marshall have studied nine projects in which
342
interviews and presentations were part of the selection process.
Prequalification questionnaires were followed by interviews with preselected contractors and workshops. Another mechanism for preselection they refer to is asking bidders to list completed projects that

illustrate their partnering abilities.
This type of procurement has been found to strongly affect the
343
degree of collaboration and integration between the participants.
Eriksson and Pesamaa tried to identify elements in clients'
procurement processes that facilitate the establishment of
344
collaboration and trust in their relationships with contractors.
Particularly for complex and uncertain projects, the authors point out
the importance of cooperative procurement procedures (that facilitate
345 The
y
cooperation), in which procurement is more negotiable.
conclude that early involvement of bidders in specification increases
the level of collaboration.346 The bid documents vary according to how
they follow the standard and how partnering is communicated in
them.347 Kadefors et al. found that clients are not always specific
about their expectations, as they fear the risk of receiving similar
responses if they provide too much information on their views of the
relationship.348 However, the client has the opportunity to show

34'

See Kadefors et al. (2007: 377) (for other factors, such as models for evaluation and conflict
management, commitment to collaborative working, senior management commitment, and the corporate
culture). See also Heimeriks (2004); De Man and Duysters Q007) (analyzing (strategic) alliance
capabilities and success factors).
342
See Bresnen and Marshall (2000: 819-32).
343
See Brisco et al. (2004).
344
See Eriksson and Pesamaa (2007: 893-901) (who interviewed participants on 87 projects in Sweden,
asking them to list these elements).
specifically
345
see Cheng and Li (2002); Rahman and Kumaraswamy (2002); and Eriksson and Pesamaa (2007).
346
Cf. Eriksson and Pesamaa (2007) (who suggest more joint specification wiA compensation for efforts
and limited number of invitations to bid), See also Love et al. (2004).
34' See Kadefors et al. (2007) (comparing 8 major construction (housing) projects in Sweden).
348 Kadefors et al. (2007: 384).
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commitment to the partnering process in his bid document, meaning a
349
willingness to invest and psychological identification.
For partnering success, it is essential to ensure that the partnering
skills and commitment are available for the project. This applies to
both clients' and contractors' tender teams, as well as to the project
team during the construction stage.350 The attitude and competence
should be present not only in the contractor, but also on the client' s
side, as partnering is a dynamic process, in which both sides
351
constantly interact.

5.4

Partnering and team building

After the selection

stage, the client and contractor have to establish a
cooperative project team.352 Creating a strong project team facilitates
success in partnering, as effective teamwork leads to collaboration,
trust, commitment, high performance and innovation.353 Even though
construction is referred to as a 'team industry' in management
354
literature, it takes effort to create a cooperative team.
Establishing an effective team is a commitment-building process.
Interaction between the members cultivates collective understanding.
They negotiate and shape their purposes in response to the demand.
These purposes may be translated in performance goals and targets
that are regularly measured. The ideal result is a "social contract" that
binds the members to a common purpose or approach. 355
Key characteristics of an optimal team are mutual respect, equal
status, equal opportunities for participation, mutual accountability
(common fate, no blame culture), and confluence (cohesion).356 Ideally,
the team members have complementary technical or functional

349

See Mohrman and Spekman (1994).

m See

Kadefors (2007).
m See
Kadefors et al. (2007: 377).
352 Cf. e.g Anvuur and Kumaraswamy (2007,225 and references) (pointing out that it should be used
down the supply chain and include sub-contractors as well).
353
See Anvuur and Kumaraswamy and references (2007: 226).
334
See Anvuur and kumaraswamy and references (2007: 226).
355
See Katzenback and Smith (1993); Schein (1980).
356
See Katzenbach and Smit (1993).
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357
expertise and personality traits.
Active training, expert facilitation,
and coaching further facilitate the commitment-building process in
teams. Top management support is considered essential during this

process.

5.5

Norms and tools for creating working relationships between
client and contractor

Another theory that provides insights into factors for building
successful teams is the social psychology theory on intergroup
interaction, bias, and conflict A key condition that we may glean from
this literature is support of authorities, law or custom -- next to equal
358
group status, common goals, and intergroup cooperative interaction.
Others found empirical support for this condition in various
359
Institutional and societal norms are found to structure the
settings.
form and effects of contract situations. Thus, essential factors for
optimal project workgroup relationships in construction may be
defined as 1) Equal status or respect, 2) Common goals, 3)
Cooperative workgroup interaction and 4) Support of the authorities
360
and egalitarian norms.
Tools have been developed to support management in establishing
essential factors for projects. Workshops and periodic meetings
provide opportunities to interact in a cooperative environment. When
project team members discover each other's interests, it allows them
361
Senior
to create a set of common goals and a project approach.
from
members
with
the
and
managements' support
regular coaching
necessary technical or functional expertise and training, further help
362
the process of commitment-building in teams.
Other tools that are used to sustain cooperative interaction are
charters and problem-solving procedures, joint decision-making
procedures, and issue escalation ladders. Also, team incentives, such
337

See Anvuur and Kumaraswamy and references (2007: 226). Anderson and West (1998); Smith (1993).
358 This may be drawn from a theory on intergroup contact, in particular contact hypothesis, which is
referred to as a way to improve relationships among groups having opposing interests, see Allport (1954).
35
See Sherif and Sherif (1966); Gaertner and Dovido (2000); Pettigrew (1998);
360
See Anvuur and Kumaraswamy (2007: 227).
361
See also Katzenback and Smith (1993).
362
See Anvuur and Kumoraswamy (2007) (who refer to these regular meetings in which this process is
realigned during the project as " Champions meetings").
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as rewards for cooperative interaction, further contribute to teamwork
363
Finally, performance has to be assessed. The common goals have
,.
to be specific performance goals. They have to be measurable,
specific, clear, attainable, and mutable. They allow the parties to learn
and celebrate successes, and they facilitate communication and
constructive controversy. 364
We can conclude that choosing the partnering approach in

infrastructure development has consequences. It demands a
cooperative contracting process. Effective collaboration between the
during the tender and
client and contractors' representatives
construction stage is essential. Additionally, contractors are
responsible for constructing a project team that is motivated to strive
for project success during the construction stage.
6

6.1

BARRIERS TO IMPLEMENTING COLLABORATION: WHAT
TO LEARN FROM PARTNERING AND ALLIANCING
Commitment and project success

Partnering cannot bring about the achievement of project goals without
adequate support. Based upon the observations from the previous
sections, we may conclude that a mere agreement to apply relational
contracting models is not enough.365 Successful relational contracting
requires a high level of commitment. The success of partnering
depends, in particular, on the parties' ongoing commitment to the
success of the project. Case studies of relational contracting point out
that it can easily be abandoned due to commercial pressures,
particularly in the context of fragile relationships, such as in the
construction industry. 366 Failure to implement and then uphold the
willingness to invest and psychological identification with the project
and collaboration principles is considered a serious threat to project
goals:67 In other words, success appears to be highly dependent upon
w See
Anvuur and Kumaraswamy (2007: 228) (giving as examples bonuses for achieving targets,
barbeques, field trips, or official recognition in project newsletters).
364 Katzenbach and Smith (1993); Liu and Fellows (2001); Locke and Latham (1990).
365
Literature does not point unambiguously to its benefits, See e.g Bresnen (2007: 373).
366
See Alderman and Ivory (2007: 386).
367
See Alderman and Ivory (2007: 386).
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the extent to which parties actually manage to meet and sustain the
underlying principles (or components) described in section 3.

A number of obstacles for success, as well as possible
368
disadvantages of partnering and alliancing, have been identified.
Empirical studies indicate that the commitment level is, for instance,
related to the support of institutions, such as top management and
contractual or non-legal norms or procedures.369 They function as
foundations under the concept. The lack of that support is a serious
threat to partnering success.
An analysis of the main threats to commitment shows where
relational contracting particularly needs strengthening support. Some
of the threats to establishing the principles of relational contracting
find their origin in the implementation of the concepts in an
organization, others in the legal uncertainty these forms create, and
some in the margins set by procurement law, which may frustrate the
early implementation of relational contracting.

6.2

Obstacles for

implementing

and

maintaining

partnering

and

alliancing in the organization
Some factors that prevent the establishment of strong support for
partnering find their origin in the dynamics of organizations in the
construction industry.

• Tension between relational contract principles and

adversarial culture in construction. There are difficulties in
introducing the concept due to the resistance within the
industry. One needs to make collaboration operational,
convince senior management to support it, and then adjust
the board and its functioning, contracts, and
communication accordingly. Particularly when partnering
and alliancing were first introduced in construction, they
were not expected to work in *'a hard-bid environment such
„370
Latham has already argued
as the construction industry.

368

See Stephenson (1996) and
construction industries).
369
See Nystrom (2005).
370
Cf. Latham (1994).

Barlow et al (2003) (for examples from

the Australian and US
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that for these processes to be successful, an organizational
371
and cultural change was necessary.
Such change will not
happen overnight.

372

• Misunderstanding about concept of partnering and
aHiancing. Another point mentioned in the literature that
may threaten strong support for successful partnering and
alliancing is that they may lead to ambiguity. Their abstract
notions of trust and common goals, if not made specific,
may result in differences of interpretation, and a lack of
clarity about their meaning; for example,373what is meant by
a spirit of mutual trust and collaboration. The criticism is
that such concepts are too vague, that they exist "in a
vacuum without reference as to how these obligations are
worked out in practice." What obligations do they

imply?

374

Some predict that, as a result of this type of

misunderstanding, there is a strong chance of
underperformance, as interests may not be aligned
adequately. That may lead to inefficiency in performance
and often to conflict or even litigation. Critics maintain that
such ambiguity may render collaborative work
relationships a breeding ground for new sources of
disputes.

0 Dificulties with evaluating behavior. Skeptics have also
pointed out an additional barrier: the difficulty of valuing
each other's input in the relationship.. They expect the
result will be that partnering may be discussed at the
workshop, but may never actually be implemented for the
375
Then, partnering will easily become a
project.
smokescreen behind which business as usual is concealed
in the form of adversarial attitudes and claiming. 376

37 1 Lath

am (1994).

also Hellard (1995: 59-74) (on cultural changes for successful partnering). See Phua and
Rowlinson (2004) (who attempt to operationalize the concept of culture and measure its effects in
construction).
m See Broom and Hayes (1997: 255) (on the contractual clarity of traditional construction contracts and
New Engineering Contracts, defining it as "not just the use and order of words within a sentence, but also
the design, layout, structure and procedural logic of the whole contract").
374
Grayson and Harvey (2003).
372 See

'75 Cf. Chritchlow (1998: 102).
376
See also Alderman and Ivory (2007: 388).
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0 Tendency not to escalate disputes. Another orgmizational
problem that may undermine the success of partnering is
the human tendency to not escalate problems. Technical
issues may be escalated in an expedient manner, but there
377
is a chance that personal issues will not be addressed.
Often people will put more emphasis on finding fault than
378
Thus, trust-building may be
on resolving issues.
and
relationship issues may remain a problem
complicated
if an adequate system of addressing conflict is not in place.
. Lack Of adequate skills. A main factor in a project's
success is the competence of project participants.379 We
already pointed out that the success of relational
contracting depends on personal skills and relational
attributes. 380

the
some
evaluated,
projects
the
partnering principles was not
implementation of
successful. Trust and respect between parties turned out
poorly. This was considered to be the result from a lack of
"take-charge people" in critical decision-making roles, and
participants felt like they were forced to partner or that not
all entities were committed to making it work.381 Other
comments were that corrective actions by senior
management were lacking.

For

• Maintaining cooperative attitude after implementation.
Parties in evaluated projects also perceived that
maintaining a382cooperative attitude after implementation
was difficult.
For instance, in government contracts,
politics and bureaucratic pressure from outside the project
383
may strongly influence an official's attitude and actions.

0 Cost of implementing and maintaining partnering and
alliancing. Another barrier to the successful realization

rooted in the organization is the time and cost involved in
implementing and maintaining partnering. Some suggest

]77

See Chritchlow (1998).

378 See
379
380

for instance Miramontes and Rice (2005).

See Chapter 2 Section 2.
See Bresnen (2007: 371).

381

See Miramontes and Rice 2005: 30-1) (discussing industry surveys on partnering, referring to an FMI
survey of 1994 on 114 partnered projects). See also CII (1996) and Texas Department of Transportation
(1998) (for surveys on partnering results).
382
See Libbey (2000: 842-843)
383 See

also Section 5.
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that it may be worth the investment only in very complex
and high-cost projects. 384 Training, used to achieve early
commitment and guarantee involvement of management,
generates internal costs.385 Ongoing costs come from
reviews in workshops, monitoring and evaluation, and
386
training new project members.
Implementing partnering

0

processes may also result in more overhead, as people
attend more meetings and both parties maintain higher
levels of communication than they would under traditional
387
cooperation forms.
Pressure on contractors. Empirical studies of partnering
projects point out that the process often puts great demands
on contractors in terms of time and money. First of all, they
sometimes feel forced into partnering by the client.388 In an
evaluation of a completed project, a contract manager felt

that during the process, he had to be available all the
time.389 The interviewed contractors found that the amount
of time spent communicating with the client was a burden.
They also found the paperwork could not be completely cut
down "as troubles that do not arise during a project may
„390
arise later on.
According to some, it will lead to higher
overhead
with uncertain payoff in
management
procurement.

6.3

Uncertainty about legal meaning and enforcement

Apart from organizational obstacles, uncertainty about legal factors
undermines support and, with that, the success of partnering.

o Notions unclear. The main criticism of partnering and
alliancing from a legal point of view is that they may create
legal uncertainty.391 Abstract notions cause misunderstandings
384

See Skeggs (2003: 463).

385 See Skeggs (2003: 460).
386
See Bennet and Jayes (1998).
jn

See Barlow et al. (2003).

also Section 2.
389 See e.g. Ng et al. (2002).
390 Barlow and Cohen (1997: 55-57).
391
See e.g. Zaghloul and Harman (2003); Rahman and Kumaraswamy (2007); see also PSIBouw (2004).
388 See
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not only on an organizational level but also for lawyers. Often,
these notions are unfamiliar and different from the terms used
in more traditional contracts. If the concepts are not translated
into legally-valid terms, implementation can lead to legal
disputes about the intended meaning.

0

Tension between partnering and alliancing goals (laid down in

a charter) and the contract. A second problem creating

uncertainty is the tension between legal documents and the
partnering form. First, there is a problem of contents. There
may be incongruity between a contract which advocates one
set of goals and procedures and a parallel partnering agreement
which advocates nearly opposite goals and procedures.392 For
instance, in practice, it is quite common that risk allocation is
different in contract and charter, particularly in cases where
partners have never been genuinely committed to the
partnering ideal.
Second, the tension between relational contracting
approaches and contracts is a matter ofform. Barlow et al: *'the
difficulty is that there is little common ground between a fully
fledged partnering agreement, which embodies notions of good
contract, which preserves the selffaith, and a traditional
syle
party."39
Contracts mostly deal with remedies
interest of each
and penalties for noncompliance. Moreover, the legal standing
of the partnering charter is often unclear. A partnering charter
(binding or not) may change normal contractual relations by
means of the imposition of obligations which override strict
legal rights. On the other hand, a contract may contain
defensive mechanisms which may damage the partnering
atmosphere. For example, good faith is an essential factor in
394
It may have ramifications for the contractual
partnering.
arrangement. What may be the impact of a partnering contract
or charter on the interpretation of contracts? As a result of
these differences, disagreements tend to arise about the status
392

See Skeggs (2003: 479).
See Jones et al. (2003: 150). See Cornes (1996) (questioning the legal status and practical
good faith clauses); Cox and T'homson (1996: 327-337).
393

impact of

m See e.g. Heal (1999). The fact that there is no coherent case law about partnering provisions even
increases this uncertainty. In some cases, non-binding partnering agreements are taken into account and in
others, they are not. The most famous example is H. Lloyd, who took into account a (non-binding)
partnering agreement in Birse Construction Ltd. v. St. Davids Ltd (1999) BLR 194. See, e.g Milner
(2003: 138-140),also Jones and Crane (2003), pp. 83-98, at pp. 84-85.
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of both documents. The current practice for projects is to
adjust the initial contract after the partnering approach is
395
chosen and implemented for projects.
0 Dgiculty of enfbrcement. Enforcement of the partnering
contract is also considered to be a problem.396 From a
contractual point of view, a partnering contract may in some
cases be considered non-binding or too vague to be
397
enforceable.

For instance, there is uncertainty regarding the

enforceability of a commitment to act in good faith in the
interest of the project instead of the interests of individuals. 398
In some countries, such as the United Kingdom, no legal
commitment to good faith exists. 399 Will it be accepted and
will it impact the contractual relationship under the traditional
contract? The provisions need to be clear, precise, and
mutually enforceable to satisfy the requirement for
consideration in all contracts. 400 Moreover, there is a lack of
certainty regarding how partnering provisions will be
401
interpreted by courts. Even when non-binding, it is still not
clear what a court will do with it.
• Risks Of Opportunism. Furthermore, due to possible
enforcement problems, a fear in practice on the client's side is
that partnering may have a negative impact on the quality of
work. As enforcement of specifications is eased, items may be
overlooked, and therefore, quality may be sacrificed. On the
other hand, a contractor reports that a client also seemed to be
able to demand more quality than under traditional types of
relationships, and organizational roles easily became blurred,
402
leading to ambiguities in individual responsibilities.
• Flight to adversarial dispute resolution mechanisms. Another
danger identified in the literature is the approach in case of
disputes. What if the relationship breaks down and dispute
resolution procedures have failed? Can parties insist on their
'95 Cf. Black et al. (2000); Chan et al. (2004a); Cheng et al. (2000); Fisher (2004); Ng et al. (2002)
396 See Cox and Thompson (1996) (on the legal basis ofthe provisions).
397 See also Van den Berg and Kamminga (2006).
m See
Miller (2003:133, 149); Heal (1999:167).
399
See Mason (2007) (discussing good faith provisions in various jurisdictions and particularly the
hostility of English judiciary); Jansen and Harrison (1999); Colledge (1999); Chan and Suen (2005).
400 Cf. Jenkins (2003); Chritchlow (1998: 30)
40' Cf. Chew (2004:255).
402
See Miramontes and Rice (2005).
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contractual rights? (e.g., exclusion clauses, limits on liability)
When large amounts of money are involved, the system for
preventing big disputes may not work

• Unclear legal standing of alliance form. Finally, the legal
standing of the legal entity (the organization) that is created
with partnering or alliancing may be unclear. An alliance may
be a notional entity with no legal standing, in which the
contractual rules for risk-sharing and responsibility for defects,
design, and procurement, can be confusing.
Several writers have offered suggestions for dealing with these
problems by integrating partnering approaches and contractual
obligations, enforceability and uncertainty. For instance, some
organizations work on standard contracting forms or procedures for
partnering or alliancing that try to adapt to modern project
management principles. Examples are the Project Partnering Contract
(PPC) 2000,403 JCT404, BE Collaborative Contract405, and New
Engineering Contracts (NEC).406 These forms and sets of contract
documents aim to be clear, simple, and flexible, facilitate integrating
teams, and provide a variety of measures to obtain the best value from
407

projects.
Some ways to enforce a partnering agreement, as suggested in the
literature, are the uses of fiduciary duties. The agreement shows that
the parties have put themselves in a position where they are relying
upon each other to act in each other's best interests. Fiduciary
obligations impose upon 'party A' (the fiduciary) a duty to act in the
best interest of the 'party B' (the principal) to whom the obligations
are owed (the principal). Part of the obligation of *party A' is to avoid
putting oneselves in a position where self-interest conflicts with his
duty to the principal. Parties should agree on whether or not they owe

ACA Standard Form PPC 2000 (amended 2003), See also e.g. Suanders, K and Mosey (2005: 6266); PPC 2000, and the Association fo Consultant Architects Limited (ACA).
404
The Joint Contract Tribunal Limited, JCT agreements.
403 the

40' Brown (2004).
406 Telford 2005 (which contract is intended to be written: in ordinary language, minimal legalistic or
subjective phrases (as fair, reasonable, opinion), a user-friendly structure, precise definition of actions of
parties to prevent disputes about who, what, when, and how).
407
See Hosie et al (2003: 153-190) (See for an analysis of these standard contracts); See also Mosey
(2001); Mutek (2001) and Larson (1997) (for examples); See also Van Wassenaer and Thomas (2008).
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these obligations (which impinge on their right to act in their own self-

interest).

The principle of good faith is suggested as another way to import
408
Latham recommended creating a
cooperation into contract law.
statutory obligation to act in good faith. Many believe it is time to
accept good faith as an essential element in partnering in the United
Kingdom as other countries do. Campell and Harris find that the
classical approaches are outdated and inefficient.409 Critchlow refers
to the fact that the need for contractual clarity is even greater with
410

partnering.
On the other hand, there are authors that see danger in increasing
the legal status of partnering and alliancing contracts when they exist
alongside traditional contracts. They refer to the danger of estoppel
and waiver (tension between contract and partnering charter) and
misrepresentation (due to representations not consistent with the
provisions of the contract). There is the danger of more claims due to
confidential information being disclosed and used outside the
411
Other dangers mentioned include the
partnering process.
strengthening of the bargaining power of the other party, disparities
between partners' expectations, and claims of misrepresentation. 412
What may be concluded is that the legal status of partnering
remains unclear. It seems that clarity in intentions and the status of
legal documents, dispute resolution, and the collaboration process are
necessary to make these concepts legally firm.
6.4

Procurement practice and rules as obstacles

Tendering and procurement rules are a specific category of legal
obstacles referred to in the literature.

408

See Adams and Brownword (1995); Eisenberg (1995).

of organization, culture, partner fit, commercial concerns, owner
Schultzel and Unruh (1996: 23-28) (on factors that may threaten partnering).
skills);
409
See Campell and Harris (1993: 151).
4m See Critchlow (1998: 183). And Bucher 1997: 79 (on the use of contracts in partnering); See also
See also Scott (2001: 21-29) (on the role

Colledge (2000).

411

Cf Jamieson (2001) (Arguing that an idea to deal with this is to see it as an amendment to the contract
strictly limited to the factual matter being addressed).
412 See e.g Dorter (2002).
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•

•

Tradition of competitive tendering (triggering claim behavior
and conflicO. Infrastructure projects have a tradition of
competitive tendering. The procurement mechanisms are
rather adversarial by design. Therefore, they are likely to
is also identified as a factor that leads to
trigger conflict, which
413
The selection mechanisms in these
increased costs.
procedures are traditionally based upon a price selection of
contractors. The contract is generally awarded to the lowest
414
This practice, although it is likely to continue, has
bidder.
major disadvantages. First, the lowest bid is often flawed.
Selection based upon price tends to trigger claim behavior
during the construction stage. Because margins are low,
contractors pursue claims and try to recover losses. On the
other hand, other important factors are not always taken into
account or are given less weight in the selection, such as
methods used to achieve quality and the capacity of the
contractors to act cooperatively. This leads to an adversarial
atmosphere which is particularly detrimental to projects in
which parties select a partnering approach.
Assumption of tension between relational contract principles

(of trust) and (demand for transparency, accountability)
procurement rules. Most infrastructure projects originate in the
public sector, and are therefore subject to procurement rules,
audits, and political scrutiny. Problems with tender rules often
415
arise on these hard-bid public projects.
The procurement
contract
limit
the
client
and
parties in
potential
regulations
their negotiation behavior during the first part of the tender
stage, and this may interfere with the principles of partnering
416

and alliancing.
The procurement guidelines in the EU and those maintained
by the World Bank are considered particularly strict and
limiting, even though new rules that provide more room for
417
negotiations have been introduced..
The goal of procurement rules-in particular EU
procurement directives-is to open up community markets for
413 See e.g. Iyer, Jha (2005: 292).
414 See e.g. Eriksson, P. and Pesamaa, O. (2007)
415
See Godfrey (1995). See on transparency in the Dutch construction industry, PSIB (2007).
416 After the selection of the preferred bidder, more cooperative negotiations are possible.
417 See also (Roe 1995).
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procurement of the goods and services that public sector
parties require.418 The client needs to demonstrate probity in
the area of procurement by establishing an open and

.

transparent process and ensuring cost-effectiveness through the
right selection criteria. This demand for transparency
(information actively provided to the other by informal
procedures or enabling each others actions and behavior
related to the project) may complicate the building of trust
between clients and contractors through one-on-one
information exchange in an early stage.419 This may only start
after the selection of the preferred bidder, where the interaction
420
may consequently become more cooperative.
Lump sum procedures. Procurement procedures with lump
sums are deemed to have a negative effect on project success,
as discussed by Latham.421 Scott (2001) points to more flexible
procurement procedures that actually deliver consistently
better value to emplo ers than more traditional lowest-bid
42'
Lenders, however, favor lump sum
lump sum contracts.
perceive
they
which
as bringing the best value for
contracts,
their clients' money.

0 Lack of adjustment of procedures to partnering. Some

institutions are rather influential and have their own tendering
rules which are often not (yet) adjusted to partnering. The
World Bank is the most influential international body in the
provision of funds for international construction projects. A
precondition is the application of strict tendering and contract
administration guidelines (Standard Bidding Document (World
Bank
Until recently, they had no official policy on
1999
23
.
partnering.
Other financing and multilateral institutions also
do not seem to have any specific policies with reference to
partnering. Despite the call from international contractors for
establishing a fully-ledged supervision mechanism from pre418

See Cooke, Heenan et al. (2003)

419 See

e.g Parkhe (1993).

Akintoye, Harcasle, and Chinyio (2004: 10-11) (on the difference in dynamic in the client
contractor interaction between the two stages in procurement).
421
See Latham (1994) and section 2 of this Chapter.
422
Concern areas (Skeggs 2003: 462) (arguing that due to competitive tendering and lump sum contracts,
neither the client nor the contractor has a tangible incentive to comply fully with the partnering
agreement. Incentives to work together to realize common targets include sharing costs savings, bonuses).
423
The Fourth Edition of the Red Book should be applied, which contains no reference to partnering.
420 See e.g.
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qualification to final project completion, the international
financing institutions are not yet willing to take the
responsibility 424beyond

the

review of the procurement

arrangements.

Organizations in the construction industry are working to change the
culture, and European procurement rules are being reviewed and
relaxed particularly where they concern infrastructure projects.425 But
although there are ideas about changing procurement rules, for the
time being, these rules will apply and may limit parties in their
collaboration process during the pre-contractual phase.
Obstacles in the organization and culture of infrastructure projects
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•

Tension between relational contract principles and adversarial
culture in construction
Misunderstanding about concept of partnering and alliancing.
Difficulties with evaluating behavior
Tendency not to escalate disputes
Lack of adequate skills
Maintaining cooperative attitude after implementation
Cost of implementing and maintaining partnering and alliancing
Pressure on contractors

Obstacles in the legal meaning and uncertainty
•
•

Notions unclear
Tension between partnering and alliancing goals (laid down in a
charter) and the contract

•

Difficulty ofenforcement
Risks of opportunism

•

•
•

Flight to adversarial dispute resolution mechanisms
Unclear legal standing of alliance form

Obstacles in procurement rules and practice
•

Tradition

of competitive tendering (triggering claim behavior and

conflict)
424

See Skeggs (2003: 477).
425 Examples of institutes are in the UK Construction Excellence, in the US Construction Industry
Institute, in the Netherlands PSIBouw. See the paragraph on "competitive dialogue" in the Directive on
the coordination of procedures for the award of public works contracts, public supply contracts, and
public service contracts of 31 March 2004 (2004/18/EC), which provides more freedom for the client and
the contractors to negotiate at an early stage of the tendering procedure where complex infrastructure

projects are concerned. See also PsiB (2008).
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•

Assumption of tension between relational contract principles (of
trust) and (demand for transparency, accountability) procurement

•

Lump sum procedures
Lack of adjustment ofprocedures to partnering

rules

•

Table 9: Obstacles for successful partnering and alliancing

6.5

The choice for partnering and alliancing: applicability and

limitations

Resuming the discussion, we may say first it demands an investement
to make partnering and alliancing a success. It requires substantial
investments, competencies, and strong commitment to collaboration
on the part of the project's participants. Parties should therefore
426
investigate if partnering is the right path for the project.
To determine whether parties are likely to benefit from using a
partnering approach successfully, a client needs to estimate feasibility.
This depends, for instance, on project size, design, costs, and duration.
Some say that projects with high uncertainty levels, which mean risks
for both parties, are better suited to a partnering approach than
relatively small or simple projects.427 This is something that the client
organization should analyze before putting a project out for tendering.
Furthermore, the parties need to be willing to compromise. Both
the client and contractor need to give up some of their independence,
based on the belief that both will gain by a partnering approach.
Partnering also demands willingness to share information that may be
sensitive in order to find a basis to establish a certain level of trust and
to invest in the infrastructure that partnering demands
(communication, understanding each other, willingness to take each
other's interests into account, and building/becoming a single
intensively cooperating project organization). Most important is the
willingness to treat each other equally. Therefore, the client has to be
able to let go of (the perception of) being in a dominant position as
funder.

426 See e.g. Lu and Yan (2007: 164-170).
427
See e.g. Turner and Simister (2001: 457-64).
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The limits of relational contracting models also need to be taken
into account. Based on evaluations of partnered projects as discussed
in this chapter, it remains unclear whether or not partnering will lead
to project success if the obstacles identified in the previous sections
are not effectively dealt with. Furthermore, as a consequence of the
structure of the construction industry and procurement law, in
particular the infrastructure sector, there are limited possibilities of
building relationships fur the long term. It is hard to establish a
strategic alliance. Although, by implementing incentives that
encourage long-term relationships, for instance, contractors may build
relationship points. These may be taken into account in future tenders.
The natural (or psychological) imbalance in relationships that
remains in the background can also frustrate attempts to build peer
relations. The client as funder has, or may perceive that he has, more
power. The parties also need to be aware that the number of mutual
goals is limited, as opposing goals will always remain. Tensions
between parties may linger on some issues, trust may develop only to
some extent, and some information will not be provided. One party
may wish to monitor areas where he does not trust the other. Finally,
the adversarial culture may frustrate partnering success. A culture
change has been suggested, but it will not change overnight. Even if a
collaborative culture is successfully implemented, the project may be
susceptible to the adversarial culture of the industry at large.

7 CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter, we have discussed the relational contracting models
partnering and alliancing and the instrument of dispute boards. These
concepts have been introduced to improve the collaboration process
between client and contractor and deal with conflict rapidly.
We first discussed the background to the introduction of these
relational contracting models for infrastructure projects. They first
took off in the United States and the United Kingdom. Later, they
were introduced in the rest of Europe. We discussed the reports that
gave these models a kick start and portrayed their rapid development
in theory and practice.
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Based on our review of empirical studies into partnering, we
conclude that dispute boards are rather successful in dealing with
conflict. Most users seem satisfied with this instrument, and it is
embraced on projects worldwide in any form. However, there is no
clear link between applying relational contracting models in
infrastructure projects and improved project performance. A review of
project evaluations results in a mixed image of their contribution to
successful collaboration. Even though they have shown
advantageous in terms of lower levels of conflict and a

to be
more

cooperative atmosphere, only a number of projects in which these
models were applied were clearly successful in terms of meeting or
beating project goals.

Our inventory of the preconditions under which partnering and
alliancing are likely to be successful showed that opting for partnering
demands an investment in what we have called Project Success
Mechanisms. It includes setting adequate tender criteria, actively
creating a relationship between client and contractor during the
construction stage, and investing in tools to support commitment
throughout the project.
In the last sections, we discussed the problems that arise in
applying partnering and alliancing in practice. They are related to
conflict management, lack of adequate skills, maintaining a cooperative
atmosphere throughout the project, and costs of implementing these
models. In other words, the project success variables emerge again.
Next to these variables, the governance mechanisms, such as culture,
contracts, regulation of tendering, and project management fail to
for collaboration.
provide
adequate
support
Particularly,
organizational problems, legal uncertainty, and procurement
regulations are found to undermine their commitment to honor the
partnering principles. First, these are obstacles that stand in the way

of

adequate implementation of the models (management costs,
procurement rules). Second, groups of obstacles have to do with legal
uncertainty. Uncertainty exists in terms of what the concept entails,
what duties and rights they impose on parties, and on how they may
be enforced.
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Third, the parties face the challenge of having to impose behaviors
that are not always consistent with market practice. Procurement
practice and rules of competitive tendering trigger competitive
behavior, these relational contracting models lack the legal discipline
and structure of earlier standard forms, and tender rules may nog be
sufficiently adopted to partnering. The existing governance
mechanisms seem to enhance conflict and adversarialism instead of
contributing to collaboration. We argued that this shortage of support
is a major threat to the success of partnering, and along with that, to
project success. Finally, we concluded that whether these relational
contracting models will be attractive will also depend on the nature of
the project and the willingness of parties to make these investments.
Our main conclusion in this chapter is that the implementation of
successful collaboration requires investments in project success
mechanisms and in governance mechanisms that actually support the
collaboration process. Using relational contracting models, such as
partnering and alliancing, or instruments, such as dispute boards, may
encourage successful collaboration but are not a guarantee for
successful collaboration (resulting in meeting or beating project goals).
Second, we learned from the evaluations of partnering and alliancing
that to successfully implement and maintain successful collaboration,

the collaboration process needs to be supported by mechanisms that
sufficiently and continuously encourage parties to behave
cooperatively. Such mechanisms may better provide a counterbalance
against the adversarial atmosphere and power differences in the
construction industry that easily lead parties away from collaboration,
particularly when the project gets in heavy weather.
In Part II we identify the ingredients for a more systematic
approach to collaboration. We distill the factors that influence
collaboration processes between client and contractors from literature,
and develop recommendations for parties on how to achieve successful
collaboration.

Part
Successful collaboration in
negotiations, relationship development,
foreseeing conflict and dealing with conflict
11
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CHAPTER 4

IV NEGOTIATIONS INCONTRACTUAL RELATIONS:
INTERACI1NG AND DECISIONMAIaNG
1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter we zoom in on collaboration during negotiation
processes. Negotiations take place between client and contractors
along the construction process. We examine negotiation literature and
make observations about how clients and contractors may conduct
their negotiations in a manner that optimally contributes to project
success.
The main research questions we address are the following: H/hat
are the factors that (positively or negatively) influence the negotiation

process between client and contractors, and what recommendations for
successful negotiation may be drawn from cooperation literature?
The negotiations between representatives of the parties are
instrumental to the other sub-collaboration processes we cover in the
other chapters of this Part. Negotiations allow parties to create and
maintain a relationship (Chapter 5), to interact to anticipate conflict
(Chapter 6), and to react to and manage conllict (Chapter 7). In the
chapters on these processes we regularly refer back to the theories and
428
findings of this chapter.

2 KEY FACTORS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
SUCCESSFUL NEGOTIATION FROM A SOCIAL
PSYCHOLOGICAL PERSPECTFVE
The social psychological perspective on cooperation in negotiations
provides insight into the "human factors" that influence a negotiation
428

See Chapter 1, Section 2.2 (in particular under 3-6) for justifications for the choice of perspectives,
theories, approach taken, methodology of this Chapter, and relationship to the other Chapters in this part.
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process. These include beliefs, feelings, thoughts, attitudes, and
behaviors of individuals (negotiators) in interactions with others and
people's motivations and perceptions that shape the dynamics of
their interactions. 429
In the first section of this chapter, we discuss human factors
derived from negotiation theory that influence negotiation behavior.
We will first discuss the main approaches negotiators may take as

they are identified in negotiation literature. People tend to take a
negotiation approach that favors more distributive or integrative
elements. The main questions addressed are the following: What are
the characteristics of these methods, and what are their likely effects
in a situation of ongoing negotiations such as in infrastructure
projects?

A second subsection considers social variables. In this subsection
we discuss the effects of negotiators' personalities and motivations in
negotiations. The main questions addressed in this subsection are the
following: What affects human drives in negotiations? Which drives
contribute to, and which complicate, cooperative negotiation
behavior?
The effect of peoples' representation of situations (cognition) on
negotiations is our third area. Research into the factor of cognition
includes the study of limitations of human cognition. Questions
addressed in connection with this factor are the following: What are
the effects of a certain *'representation" of a negotiation situation, and
what may cause "biases" in decision-making processes during
negotiations?

2.1

Negotiation methods

Social psychological research initially distinguished between two
methods of negotiation: distributive bargaining and integrative

429

See Allport (1985) (describing social psychology as the scientific study of how people's thoughts,
feelings, and behaviors are influenced by the actual, imagined, or implied presence ofothers).
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negotiation.430 Each

positioned at the end of

a

continuum. In most

negotiation situations people use ingredients of both. According to this
literature, the tendency to use a certain method strongly influences the
course of parties' interaction and their collaboration process.
1

Distributive bargaining

Lewicki refers to distributive bargaining as a method in which the
parties' goals seem mutually exclusive; one party loses what the other
wins. 431 Some findings indicate that many people rely almost
exclusively on distributive bargaining and its underlying tactics and
strategies.432 Central to distributive bargaining in its pure form is the
belief that in a negotiation situation there are a limited amount of
resources and a fixed number of outcomes possible (also referred to as
a zero-sum or win-lose situation). In this approach, each party to a
negotiation seeks to claim value, and the parties' efforts toward this
end are regarded as being in direct conflict: a distributive bargaining
situation. Therefore, the negotiation situation between individuals in a
distributive view is regarded as win-lose with competition over who
433

will get the most of a scarce good.
In distributive bargaining parties are advised to use key points
when analysing the negotiation situation, such as their preferred price
(target point), the optimal goal (aspiration), and the bottom line
(resistance point).434 The outcome should be between both parties'
resistance points; this range of possibilities is often referred to as "the

430

Distributive bargaining also referred to as win-lose or competitive bargaining, See Lewicki et al.
(2006: 70-106); See also Fisher and UIy (1991: 1-14) (who use the distinction between positional
bargaining and principled negotiation. Integrative bargaining is also referred to as win-win cooperative,
collaborative or problem solving negotiation, Lewicki et al. (2006: 107). See e.g. also Mnookin and
Verbeke (2006: 589-616)
431
See Lewicki et at. GOOD.
432 Lewicki et al. (2007: 71); Thompson and Hastie (19903) (arguing that the majority of people entering
into a negotiation expect them to be distributive (win-lose). See also Menket Meadow (2004: 584) (on
how the game of negotiation is seen in popular culture: as an arena for competition use of power,
manipulation clevemess with as main goal defeat or to get the best ofthe other).
43' See Lewicki et al. (2006: 9,70).
434
See Lewicki et al. (2007: 28-31 ff).
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zone

of potential agreement.'435 Anything outside this range should be

rejected. A final factor of importance in distributive negotiations is the
alternative that may be obtained outside the agreement, such as an

alternative deal (often referred to as Best Alternative To a Negotiated
Agreement (BATNA).436 A good BATNA gives the parties alternative
ways to achieve their interests and objectives, in other words, the

possibility to walk away from a deal. Its strong focus on self-interest
makes distributive bargaining a particularly suitable approach in onetime transactions.
2

Integrative negotiation

Integrative negotiation is the method also referred to as a win-win
negotiation approach. It is the approach in which people collaborate
and look for options through which both can do well in the
437
The method includes both creating value (thus
negotiation.
increasing the mutual benefit) and distributing value (dividing that
benefit) and is often used in long-term relationships.438 If, in a certain
negotiation situation, there actually is the potential for both
negotiators to reach their objectives, this is regarded as an integrative
negotiation situation.439 Researchers of integrative negotiation point
out that this process transforms situations that initially appear win440

lose to win-win after discussion and mutual explorations.
Lewicki et al. identify key processes central to the achievement of

integrative agreements. They are a free flow

of information, attempting

to understand each other's needs and objectives, emphasizing
commonalities, minimizing differences between parties, and searching

also Raiffa (1982); Lax and Sebenius (1986).
this mechanism); See also Fisher et al. (1991) (who's
bestselling book on negotiation made this term famous).
437
See Walton and McKersie (1965).
438
See Raiffa (1982) and Lax and Set)enius (1986) (for an analysis of the process of creating and
435 See

436 See Lax and Sebenius 1986 (for an analysis of

value).
distributing
439
See Lewicki et al. (2006: 64); Walton and McKersie (1965).
440 See Lewicki (2007).
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for solutions that serve the interests of both sides.441 In this process
parties define their individual goals as most readily achieved through
collaborative efforts that achieve a broader collective goal. 442
The key stages in the integrative negotiation process are 1)
identifying and defining the problem, 2) understanding the problem
and identifying interests, 3) generating alternative solutions, and 4)
443
evaluating and choosing a specific solution.
Advantages and disadvantages of the

3

two methods

Both negotiation methods have their advantages and disadvantages in
an ongoing negotiation process, but theoretical and empirical studies
suggest that integrative negotiation provides more advantages than
distributive bargaining and contributes more to a smooth collaboration
process. First, it tends to lead to higher joint outcomes (mutual
444
benefit) for the parties.
Empirical findings also show that integrative negotiation leads to
outcomes that satisfy parties more than outcomes of distributive
bargaining.445 Because of its focus on underlying interests, resulting
agreements are more often adhered to by each party. Other advantages
often mentioned are that it stimulates creativity and provides for
446
objective standards for evaluation options.
Integrative negotiation also has disadvantages, however. Skeptics
of the integrative approach note that the integrative approach may
oversimplify human interests and that it neglects the importance of
taking positions in negotiations.447 It may tempt a party to yield and
neglect one's own interests, which eventually may have a negative
effect on the ongoing negotiations. Integrative negotiation is also the
more difficult of the two methods. In contrast to distributive
bargaining, integrative negotiation does not come naturally to most
44' See Lax and Sebenius (1986) (for a division in different types
442

See

of interests).

Lewicki (2006: 65).
443 See on these steps Pruitt and Carnevale (1993); Walton and McKersie (1965); and Lewicki (2007: 6176) (for a recent overview of these steps).
444 Pruitt (1981); (1998); De Dreu and Camevale (2003), see also legal perspective on contracting.
445

Lewicki et al. (2007) and references.
also Fisher et al. (1991).
See Lewicki et al. (2007).
See

446 See
447
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people, so it requires training, which in turn requires an investment of
time and money. 448
According to some, integrative bargainers run the risk of being

victims of opportunism. In situations in which only one party is
prepared to take the integrative approach, the other may try to exploit
him.449 Someone who uses hard bargaining tactics may not let himself
450
be *'forced" into an integrative negotiation process.
In some situations pure distributive bargaining may be
advantageous for a party. In general, distributive bargaining is regarded

as a good method if the relationship is less important: for instance,
during one-time transactions.451 It is found to maximize value in a

single deal, but also various issues may very well be negotiated
through distributive bargaining in an ongoing relationship. Distributive
bargaining is also easier to conduct than integrative negotiation.
Haggling over positions, playing games of win and take, and dividing a
fixed pie come more naturally to most of us than integrative

negotiation.

An important disadvantage of the pure form of distributive
bargaining is that it focuses only on the differences between parties
and may ignore commonalities.452 They may fail to reach a better deal
as they start bargaining over issues seperately, whereas when issues

are packaged and various options are considered, integrative
negotiation is possible and value may be created before it is claimed. It
may raise ethical questions as well, as not everyone is comfortable
with hardball tactics to pressure the other party, including intimidation
and aggressive behavior.453 It may lead to competition, produce an
impasse, stagnate the negotiation process, and damage the relationship.
448

Cf. Weingad et al. (1996) and Gentner et al. (2003); Loewenstein and Thompson (2000) (on the
beneficial effects of training in integrative negotiation skills on (joint) negotiation outcomes).
449
See further Funken (2002: 12-13).
450
See further Funken (2002: 10). See Boulle (1996: 52) (on the dangers of this aspect of integrative
negotiation in mediation).
451 Lewicki et al (2006: 71).
452
See Thompson and Hrebec (1996).
453 Lewicki (2007: 28). See Galinksy et at. (2002); Lewicki (2007: 47-54) (for a discussion of hard ball
tactics).
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Furthermore, each party' s goals could be viewed as in conflict, and
this may easily lead to a failure to use win-win potential. If interests

are viewed as differing diametrically, then this may lead to

a serious

stalemate. This may frustrate collaboration and the achievement of
mutual goals. 454

Ongoing negotiations and the integrative method

4

The best method to obtain the highest outcome depends on the
individual negotiation situation and the issue at stake.455 When there is
an interest in continuing the negotiation process over a period of time,
such as in an infrastructure project, parties also need to think of the
best negotiation method in the long term. The ongoing negotiation
process during infrastructure projects consists of a continuous number
of negotiation situations.456 By behaving cooperatively and engaging in

win-win negotiations, both parties may do better in the ongoing
negotiation process, and a contractor may increase the chance of future
dealings.457 Distributive bargaining in a negotiation situation during a

continuing relationship may cause repercussions from the other party
during the remainder of the ongoing negotiation process. Therefore,
one may conclude that integrative negotiation in the long run best
enables the parties to reach their mutual goals and best facilitates the
458

development of a cooperative relationship.
However, in an ongoing negotiation process both parties will be
engaged both in creating value and distributing value. Almost every
negotiation situation is mixed; they contain both opportunities to
increase mutual benefit through problem solving and stages in which
parties can only distribute. Generally, after the mutual benefit is made
as large as possible, distribution of the benefit or losses becomes
454 See
455

See

e.g Menkel Meadow (2000; 2004). Fisher et al. (1991); Mnookin et al. (2000).
Axelrod (1984) (referring to the dangers of exploitation after information exchange).

456 See Lewicki et al. (2007).
43'

458

See
See

Axelrod (1984; 1997) (on the effects of cooperative strategies).
Lewicki et al. (2007).
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necessary. Infrastructure projects

typically provide for distribution at

the end ofa project when both parties go their separate ways.
What may be concluded from this is that the integrative method

seems to be the best method to use in situations where parties have
ongoing negotiations. In specific matters parties may agree to use the
distributive negotiation method. For instance, parties may agree to do
so when the issues at stake represent only minor interests and are not

worth the investment of an integrative negotiation approach.
Beforehand, client and contractor may want to discuss the situations
in which they will use the distributive method.

5
1

Recommendations
Agree during the first interaction that integrative

negotiation is the generally used negotiation method when
issues can be packaged during negotiations between project
partners.

2

Consider distributive bargaining in situations where issues
need to be dealt with separately and in situations of minor
interest to the parties (in terms of costs of negotiation
compared to the importance of the issue at hand).

6

The recommendations applied...

The purchaser decides to include in his offer to tender that he wishes
to conduct negotiations according to the integrative method. He
specifies that this includes an open transfer of information concerning
site conditions and other specifics of the project. He clearly describes
what he expects of the tendering parties and what behavior may be
expected.
The client uses a functional description of technical and product
details for the tunnel in an invitation to tender but chooses to be
specific about the way in which he intends to collaborate (interaction
and atmosphere) and the type of contractor, in terms of human factors,
he is looking for. As relational contracting models (including the
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alliance model) are still relatively unknown in large parts of the world,
he provides for a concise explanation. He describes what forming an
alliance entails (including a brief description of the main elements, the
organization, and the way in which problems are dealt with), what can

be expected from him

as

client, and what he expects from the

contractors (a strong preference for cooperation, problem solving, and
information sharing are all relevant to problem solving).
For the sake of transparency, the client points out that he is open
to questions and requests for clarification during special information
meetings.
After the selection, at the beginning of the contract negotiation
process the parties both commit to use the integrative negotiation
method as the main interaction approach. They identify their main
interests in the project and the interests that are of minor importance
for which the distributive method will be used.

2.2

EjIect Ofmotivation on negotiation behavior

An important area of research in social psychology is the study of
human drives (motivations). For the most part these determine
people's behavior in negotiations. Insight into those motivations may
help parties to understand their own behavior as well as the behavior
of others. It may also help to predict how the other will most likely
react during negotiation situations. 459
1

Motivations, social values, and pro-social orientation

Studies on motivations show a correlation between motivations and
individual preferences for differing types of negotiation outcomes.
People tend to have a predominant drive that manifests itself during
interactions with others. Three groups of motives are commonly
distinguished in the literature: the drive of self-interest, the drive to

459 See De Dreu and Carnevale (2003: 278) (for two perspectives on conflict in negotiation; the
motivation and strategy perspective (power differences and motivational concerns make it difficult to
reach agreement) and cognitive processes perspective (iudgments based on faulty beliefs and

inappropriate sources
agreement)

of information framing, anchor prohibits negotiators from reaching integrative
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fulfill others' interests or focus on others' well-being, and the drive to
fulfill mutual interests (maximize joint outcomes) and cooperation. 460
These different motivations correlate with a person's beliefs,
461
something social psychologists refer to as social values.
One important value is the belief in joint outcome maximization,
also called pro-social orientation. It facilitates negotiation behavior
that leads to cooperative negotiation.462 Pro-social orientations lead to
463
Pro-social
better collaboration and information exchange.

negotiators engage in more cooperative behavior and exchange more
accurate information about preferences and priorities than selfish
individuals.464 Individuals with this orientation are more likely to seek
465
to understand others' views and make reciprocal concessions.
Furthermore, a pro-social orientation tends to stimulate a problem466

solving approach in negotiations.
Involving more people with a pro-social orientation in
management may foster cooperative behavior and may contribute to a
cooperative negotiation process. Knowledge of people's beliefs can
help project managers to select people that have a pro-social
orientation.

2

Motivators for cooperative negotiation behavior

46 See de Dreu and Camevale (2003: 260) (explaining social values are rooted in individual differences
or triggered by situational cues but do not moderate the effects they have in conflict and negotiation); Cf.
Wall (1991) (for other motivation such as the motivation to produce and maintain a certain impression for
others).
461
See Pruitt (1998 and references).
462 Cf. De Dreu and Carnevale (2003).
463
AS Opposed to the individualistic orientation (maximizing ones own outcome), and the competitive
orientation (achieving an outcome advantage over the other).
464 See De Dreu and Carvenale (2003: 260) (describing that pro-social orientations lead to better
cooperation and info exchange. Pro-social negotiators engage in more cooperative behavior and exchange
more accurate information about preferences and priorities than selfish individuals.)
See also Pruitt (1998: 473); Deutsch (1973); Van Lange and Kuhlman (1994); Deutsch (1949; 1973) (on
theory of cooperation and competition).
465
See Pruitt and Rubin (1986) (arguing that a people with a pro-social rather than selfish motive are
more likely to develop positive interpersonal attitudes and perceptions, seek understanding of others view
and make reciprocate concessions. See also Kramer and Camevale (2001). (supplying empirical support
to the argument that a pro-social motive and high resistance to yielding creates better outcomes, whereas
selfish negotiators develop distrust, hostile attitudes, and negative interpersonal perceptions).
466
See Rubin et al (1994) (describing a dual concern model for predicting and explaining how parties
choose a particular approach or conflict style). See on prosocial behavior also Benabou and Tirole (2006).
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Social psychologists have researched what actually encourages people
to take a cooperative negotiation approach and have identified several
triggers of pro-social negotiation behavior. First, the prospect of
repeated interaction motivates people to act cooperatively.467 Research
shows increased readiness for mutual cooperation when parties
interact repeatedly. 468 A history of cooperative interaction tends to
contribute to cooperative negotiation, as well as the chance of future
cooperation.469 Third, prior friendship and feelings of unity among
470
group members motivate cooperative negotiation behavior.
Finally, some measures may be taken to encourage collaboration
"artificially," such as through the introduction of financial incentives
or by instructing parties to collaborate. There is empirical support that
incentives are generally effective: for example, in workplace contexts.
People perform good deeds and refrain from selfish ones because of
social pressure and norms that attach honor to the former and shame
to the latter. Yet empirical research also indicates that stimulation by
awards and sanctions may reduce the effect of the aforementioned
"natural" incentives (so-called crowding out effects) that may lead to a
decrease in motivation. 471
3

Organizational factors as motivators for cooperation

The creation of

a cooperative organizational culture may

facilitate
cooperative negotiation behavior. During the construction stage
temporary new organizations are founded that allow the collaboraiton
of the two teams of representatives. The organizational
characteristics, the culture, and the shared values of an organization all
have strong effects on the negotiation behavior of its members. Culture
provides information about how things are done and how employees
467

De Dreu and Carnevale (2003: 252-253) and references; Deutsch (1973); Tjosvold (1998).
See Axelrod (1984).
469 See also Chapter 5.
470
See Brewer Kramer (1984; 1986) and Berscheid (1985) (describing mechanisms that may produce
positive relations are feelings of unity which include sharing a common fate, and living in close
proximity, and having similar beliefs or attributes).
47' See on crowding out Chapter 5 under the economic perspective; See also Benabou and Tirole (2006)
(on effects of incentives and pro-social behavior). Fehr et al. (2001) and Fehr and Gachter (2002); See
Batson (1998), Freeman (1997) (for empirical evidence on positive effects of incentives).
468
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are meant to behave. Elements that are the essence of an organizations

culture are, for example, to what extent it has attention for details; to
what extent it stimulates innovation and risks; to what extent it is
focused on result, people, teams, or stability (or growth); and what its

of aggressiveness

Empirical findings show that founders of
4
an organization are the creators of that organization's culture. 73 They
set standards for behavior at the management levels that are followed
throughout the organization. Founding members can create a culture in
which people choose cooperative negotiation over distributive
bargaining. By adjusting their actions, staff training in integrative
negotiations, and staff hiring criteria, they may create and sustain a
level

is.472

culture that encourages cooperative negotiation. 474
Three conclusions may be drawn. First, people's motives are an
important indicator for their willingness to collaborate. Second, a
focus on the prospect of future cooperation opportunities helps to
encourage cooperative behavior. Third, the founders of an
organization encourage cooperative negotiation by building a culture
that facilitates it.

4
1

2

Recommendations
Try to get insight into the other's motivations, as they
indicate the tendency to demonstrate a cooperative
negotiation approach.
Involve people with a strong desire to fuljill mutual

interests and a pro-social orientation in negotiations.
3

472
473

Encourage cooperative negotiation behavior with the
prospect offuture interaction, build a history of cooperative
interaction, and create feelings ofunity andfriendship.

0,Reilly, Chatman and Calwell(1991: 487-516) and see also Robbins (2002: 278).

See Schein (1990); Deal and Kennedy (1982); Robbins (2002) and references.
See Weingart et al. (1996); Gentner et al. (2003) (supplying empirical findings for the benefits of
investment in training in integrative negotiation skills).

474
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4

Motivate cooperative negotiation behavior with financial

incentives or instructions to collaborate.

5

Stimulate cooperative negotiation behavior by building
team members' negotiation skills, have management set the

right cooperative example, and hire employees with a prosocial orientation.

5

The recommendations applied...

In his invitation to tender, the client makes explicit his wish to work
with a party who strives for mutual benefit and a contractor who
supports pro-social behavior in his project team.
After a contractor is selected in the tender stage, the parties agree
to facilitate pro-social negotiation behavior.
To do so, they take the following measures:
- They evaluate potential project team members' motives and
negotiation skills. Role-plays are used to test whether
potential contract managers deal with contingencies as mutual
problems (mutual cooperation) or as problems to defer to the

other party (focus on self-interest). 475
- They discuss ways to trigger pro-social behavior and draft
-

-

"interaction rules" for everyone involved in the project.
Furthermore, meetings are organized to evaluate project team
members' behavior in negotiation situations and train team
members with negotiation skills.
Financial incentives are given for team performance to
encourage cooperative negotiation behavior between the
members.

-

The project management tries to build a culture that facilitates
collaboration by introducing elements that create a group
feeling, such as sharing a building, reward structures for team
performance among employees of both parties, regular
interaction among project managers to set the standard for
cooperative behavior, and equal votes between both parties

475 See also Van den Berg and Kamminga (2006).
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when decisions need to be made about important project
issues.

2.3

Effect ofperception on negotiation behavior

Perception is another element that influences people's negotiation
behavior. The perception and experience of things or events (our
subjective representation or perception of a situation) is determined by
our cognition.476 Cognitive psychologists define cognition as the
process of receiving, selecting, interpreting, transforming, and
organizing information and impressions in order to give meaning to its

"context.'417 By exchanging views, collaborating parties may
determine whether the perception is correct or complete. Thus, some
insight into the dynamics of this process may help parties to
are
understand
how people's
formed, how
perceptions
in
mistakes
decision
what
causes
making,
misunderstandings arise,
and what creates the image that parties entertain about each other and
each others' goals. 478

Elements of cognitive representation (perception)

1

A number of factors determine the *'cognitive representations" we
develop of a certain negotiation situation.479 Research indicates that it
encompasses understanding of self, the negotiators' relationships,
attributions about the other party, and knowledge of the bargaining

structure and process.480 Our minds take certain information into
account to construct our views and expectations. According to the
literature, this information includes past experience, personality
characteristics, moods, habits, and beliefs concerning, for instance,

476

of perceptions on judgment).
Robbins (2002: 49 ff); Fiske and Tailor (1991).
See for examples in construction projects Chapter 2.
Also referred to as 'mental model'.
See also Thompson and Hastie (1990a) (on effects

477 See e.g.
478

479

480 Bazerman et al. (2000: 287).
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how to negotiate.481 How a person views a situation is a result of the
image created with these factors, which are unique for everyone.
Therefore, it is important that collaborating parties communicate at an
early stage about what has formed their perception of the negotiation
process and its goals and what they perceive as successful
collaboration. Discussing these perceptions may clarify issues and
prevent misunderstandings. Moreover, it may help parties to find out
whether their representations match and whether they have enough
shared perceptions to carry out a project together.

2

Cognition and heuristics

During the process of receiving, selecting, and processing
information, certain mechanisms may distort representations. In
creating a representation, the human brain selects and simplifies
information. It has to because of the large amount of information
people encounter. One process of simplifying the selection of
information is by using rules of thumb. For instance, our brain tells us
whether a person can be trusted and what is suitable behavior in a
particular situation. Researchers have found that our brains compare
information to what we already know. This allows us to interpret the
situation and make quick, efficient judgments. While doing this, we
,¥182
use mental shortcuts, or 4'heuristics.
Heuristics reduce the complexity and effort involved in the
process of negotiation. Some economists suggest that this is done on
purpose as part of the reasoning process, while others believe that the
reliance on heuristics is unconscious. 483 These heuristics help us to
48'

See Lewicki (2007: 121 fO (describing how perception is related to the process of negotiation and how
negotiators use information to make decisions); Loewenstein (1989); Babcock and Loewenstein (1997),
and Walster et al (1978) See also Taylor (1989); De Dreu en Carnevale (2003); De Dreu, Nauta, van de
Vliert (1995) (studying emotion and negotiation empirically and noting that positive moods tend to
increase negotiators tendencies to select a cooperative strategy and enhance ability to find integrative
gains, while anger makes self-centered in preferences); See also Forgas (1998) and Carnevale and Isen
(1986).

482

See Tversky and Kahneman (1974; 1979) (heuristics and biases they distinguish: availability heuristic,
representativeness heuristic, overconfidence and self-serving biases; hindsight bias; anchoring and
adjustment; gain and loss frames; endowment effect, status quo bias, habits). See also Korobkin and Ulen
(2000: 37 ff) and Farber (2003: 26).
483
See Korobkin and Guthrie (2006: 351).
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make decisions in the negotiation context.484 However, simplification
may lead to irrationalities and therefore may deter us from making
rational decisions. 485 For instance, heuristics may result in
misrepresentation or stereotyping.486 The dangers attached to reliance
on heuristics suggest that parties should realize their representations of
a situation may be blurred. By sharing their viewpoints, collaborating
parties may determine whether the representation on which they base
their decisions is correct and complete before finalizing them.

3

Heuristics and biases

Our perception of a situation may be inaccurate because it is made
under the influence of heuristics. Heuristics may produce erroneous
judgments that deviate from the normative model.487 Behavioral
research theory suggests that parties' perceptions and power of
488
judgment may be influenced by prejudices. Peoples' preferences for
a particular point of view or perspective may cause biased, subjective
conclusions. These systematic errors often frustrate rational decision
489
making and the achievement of mutually beneficial outcomes.
Literature on two-party negotiation identifies a number of biases.
The best known heuristic principles concerning judgments influenced
by cognitive biases are outlined below.
o

The tendency of a person to anchor his or her current cognition
to a previously considered standard, number, or amount,

referred to as "anchoring effects:'490 These may decrease the
chance that parties reach creative solutions.
Therefore decisionmakers adopt simplified decisionmaking strategies, see e.g. Bettman (1998: 187,
189); and Payne et. al. (1993); Korobkin and Guthrie (2004: 5); Tversky and Kahneman (1974: 1124-

484

1131).

485 See

on biases resulting from cognitive limitations the section on bounded rationality in the economic

perspective section ofthis Chapter.

See Bazerman et al. (2000: 283) and references). See also under the economic perspective of this
Chapter.
487
See Lewicki et al. (2007).
488
See Tversy and Kahnernan (1981) (on human judgement and decision making); See also Bazerman
(1998); Thomson and Hastie (1990b)
49
See also under economic perspective where behavioral decision theory is further addressed.
m See
Tversky and Kahneman (1974); Kahneman (1992); Bazerman et al. (2000: 283).
486
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0

The tendency to overvalue readily available information.491 As
a result, a party may fail to take into account information that
may give new perspectives or other options to reach win-win
solutions.

492

. Overconfidence and over-optimism about the likelihood of

o

0
.

attaining outcomes that favor ourselves (self-serving bias). 493
As a result, parties may not be prepared to make concessions
where this would be realistic.
The assumption that the pie is fixed and that the negotiation is a
"win-lose" situation. As a result, negotiators miss opportunities
for mutually beneficial tradeoffs. 494
Ignorance of the perspectives of the other party.495 This risks a
possible impasse or breakdown of negotiations.
Reactive devaluation, i.e., the tendency to devalue concessions
made by the opponent during a negotiation 96 (with the risk of
never reaching agreement when an agreement would actually be
possible otherwise).

Managing these biases is difficult, and empirical studies have so far
not provided us with much evidence on successful measures of
debiasing. The first measure the literature suggests is to create
awareness of the aforementioned biases, although tests in laboratory
497
Problem
settings show limited success for this measure.
identification and evaluation is a second measure.498 Furthermore, a
careful discussion of issues and preferences may reduce bias
499
effects.
The literature also suggests that such reflection helps
49' See e.g. Neale (1984).
492
493

See Neale (1984).
See Bazerman and Neale (1982); Bazerman et al. (1999).

Weinstein (1980: 814); Ross and Sicoly

(1979).
494

See Thompson and Hastie (1990a), Bazerman et al. (1995). Thomson and Hebrec (1996).
Cf. Samuelson and Bazerman (1985), Valley et al. (1998).
496 See Ross and Stillinger (1991); Curhan et al (1998) on the tendency of people trying to create a
mutually beneficial deal, but finding reasons to devalue the other party's offer once the negotiation
begins. This devaluation of seemingly reasonable offers creates a barrier to further negotiation and
settlement.
497
See Foreman Murnighan (1996); See also Babcock and Loewenstein (1997); and Thompson and
Hastie (1990a).
498
See Babcock and Loewenstein (1997); Formeman and Murnighan (1996) (on the reduction ofbiases);
499
Cf Arunachalam and Dilla (1995) (on the reduction ofperceptional biases); Lewicki et al. (2007: 127).
495
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correct cognitive biases.500 Finally, the introduction of a cool-off
period gives parties time to apply these measures and/or to collect
further information before a final decision.
4

The effect

of frames in negotiations

People often define situations, such as negotiation situations, in
different ways. A significant difference in viewpoints between two
parties may have an important impact on the course of a negotiation.
Social psychologists use the term "framing" for the subjective
mechanism through which people evaluate a situation. Frames are a
501
way of labeling differing interpretations of a situation.
The literature distinguishes between two main types of "frames"
that people tend to have.502 Framing is defined as the expected
outcome seen as a "gain" or a "loss" relative to a reference point,
typically the status quo. People tend to have either a frame of gains
503
and profits (gain frame) or one of losses and costs (loss frame).
Empirical findings suggest that negotiators with a gain frame
cooperate more. They demand less, concede more, and settle more
easily than negotiators with a loss frame. 504
A person's frame, or point of view, can lead to seeking, avoiding,
or being neutral toward risk. The way a negotiation is framed can
make negotiators more or less risk averse. They tend to negotiate
differently when they focus on gaining something rather than avoiding
losses. Negotiators may overreact to a perceived loss and react more

positively if the same outcome is framed as a gain.505 Negotiations in
which outcomes are framed positively tend to lead to more

economic perspective of negotiation on de-biasing and references. See also De Vries and
Barendrech (2006).
501
See Lewicki et al. (2007: 114); Bateson (1972); Goffman (1974).
502
See Bazerman et al. (2000: 286) (on interdependence theory); Cf. also Ross and Ward (1995) (for
examples); Larrick and Blount (1997); Montgomety (1998).
303 See Gray (1997); Gray and Donnellon (1998); Lewicki, Gray and Elliot (2003); Lewicki et al. (2007:

500 See also

121).

sw Cf De Dreu (1993); Tversky and Kahneman (1981); Kahneman and Tversky 1979 (on framing);
Farber (2003: 26); Kahneman (1992); Neale and Bazerman (1991) (noting negotiators acquire insight in
their partners frame by information search or through information exchange).
505
See Tversky and Kahneman (1979); See also Bazerman, Magliozzi, and Neale (1985); De Dreu,
Carnevale, Emans and van de Vliert (1994).
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agreements, and agreements are perceived as more fair than they are
when outcomes are negatively framed. 506

People may also have different views of the relationship between
their own goals and those of others.507 On the one hand, there are

people who view their goals as positively linked, while others see a
negative link. Individuals who perceive a positive link tend to trust
each other more, to discuss differences of opinion in a more openminded fashion, and to integrate interests and aspirations into
settlements that yield higher mutual satisfaction. 508
In conclusion, a difference in frames, levels of risk aversion, and
views of the relationship between goals may cause misunderstandings
509
and produce conflict.
Parties with matching frames are more likely
to focus on common issues and have common interpretations of the
negotiation situation. Parties may try to shift their frame. For instance,
cooperative negotiation may be encouraged by selecting people with a
tendency to have gain frames and who see their goals as positively
related. Risk aversion may be ameliorated through equal sharing of
hard-to-manage risks, since both parties may wish to avoid

internalizing them.

5

Recommendations

1

During negotiations, evaluate whether the parties'
representations of a situation are blurred as a result of

heuristics, and ifso, try to correct those images.
In order to prevent cognitive biases:

2

Explore the main biases (anchoring, overvaluing of readily
available information, overoptimism, fixed pie assumption,
ignorance of others' perspectives, and reactive devaluation)

506 See
507

e.g. Bazerman and Neale (1992: 39).

Tjosvold (1998: 288) on Deutsch' theory on cooperation and competition indicating that goal
interdependence very much impacts how individuals interact, which in turn affects the outcomes. Peoples
perceptions affect their expectations and actions and thereby the consequences of interaction, influencing
communication, choice ofproblem-solving methods and productivity.
508 See De Dreu (1997); Tjosvold (1997) (addressing the relationship between negotiation style and
approach and a 'cooperative environment'). See also Bingham (2008b).
509

See

See Lewickietal. (2007: 116).
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that arise during negotiations and take measures to correct
them.

3

Identij and evaluate problems and discuss issues and party
preferences during negotiations.

4

Determine whether representations match and, if not, try to

reframe and create a mutual view and interpretation of
negotiation issues.
5

Exchange views to check whether the representation on

which decisions are based is correct and complete before
making decisions final (for instance, introduce a cool-off
period in which parties may reflect on their positions or
collect further information).

6

Frame negotiations positively, and maintain positive views
of relationships.

6

The

recommendations applied...

During the tender stage, the client gives proper opportunity to
clarify information provided to the bidders. He may try to correct
biases as overoptimism by being specific about where he expects risks
and the nature of those risks.
After the selection, the parties agree that in contract negotiations
they take the following steps.
1) Before discussions take place during the negotiations of the
contracts, parties specify for themselves the interests they
perceive to be at stake and that should be addressed during the

negotiation.
2) Based on their views of the project and the interests at stake,
the parties try to agree on the various issues, such as the
procedures for information exchange, payment, planning of
project stages, and allocation and management of risks.
3) After decisions are made but before they are final, there is a
cool-off period. During this period parties together evaluate
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the influence of heuristics on their decision making and collect
additional information. Parties may specifically address
negative past experiences and any resulting negative images of
each other, since those experiences easily lead to stereotyping.
For instance, a discussion could follow concerning any
possible stereotypes (for instance, "contractors always try to
find opportunities to claim extra expenses from the alliance").
By addressing and negating these assumptions, parties may
eliminate an important threat to a successful collaboration
process.

The parties also choose to create a positive link between their goals
through the introduction gain-and-pain share clauses in the contract
(clauses that regulate the sharing of gains and losses resulting from the
project).510

Finally, the parties decide to use a person's views and
expectations about the relationship as a criterion in the selection of
project team members. They select people who tend to see positive
relationships between the goals

2.4

of contractor and client.

Negotiation styles

Not only the choice of methods of negotiation but also the style of
negotiation influences the negotiation process and outcome. Five
styles are distinguished in the literature: contending, yielding,
avoiding, compromising, and problem-solving. According to certain
authors, the style people favor relates to their level of cooperativeness
in a negotiation situation. 511 Generally, people prefer one particular
style, although they may use more than one. A person's choice of style
is influenced by her motives and depends on how she perceives the
negotiation situation. Personality, culture, and situation are also style
determinants.
1

510

Basic negotiation styles

See Bazerman et al. (2000: 288) (for examples).
511 See Lewicki et al. (2007).
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Five basic negotiation styles are categorized in social psychological
literature.512 Each style represents a different approach people may
take toward negotiation. Blake and Mouton' s developed the "dual
concern theory" on which Pruit, Rubin, and Kim based a model with
two dimensions. In their model, negotiation styles vary in their level of
assertiveness (or the extent to which an individual attempts to satisfy
his own interests) and cooperativeness (the extent to which he
513
attempts to satisfy the others' interests and concerns).

0

0

The most assertive and uncooperative style is contending (or
514
.
A contending individual pursues his concerns
forcing).
without taking into account the other party's concerns. He is
prepared to use power and/or other measures to win his
position. This style is generally described as trying to win or as
standing up for positions or rights.
The opposite of contending is yielding or accommodating. It is
not assertive but very cooperative. Basically, a yielding party
neglects his own interests to satisfy another's. This may be

done out of generosity, out of fear, because of an order, or as a
credit-building strategy.
•
Avoiding is unassertive and uncooperative. One pursues neither
one's own nor another's interests. It results in a negotiation
matter's being unaddressed. It may be driven by the will to
side-step an issue, to postpone it, or to withdraw from a
negotiation or conflict situation.
' Compromising515 is regarded as a mix of assertiveness and
cooperativeness. The objective of this style is to find an
acceptable solution that satisfies both parties' interests to some
extent. Compromising means
512

giving up more of one's own

Cf. Mastenbroek (1991: 68-71, 78-80) (Mastenbroeks indications for successful negotiation
approaches: be flexible, but firm, respect each other, no power battle, put things in perspective, you
cannot prevent impasse, take care ofthe own group, have your own style, doubts are normal)
5,3
See Blake and Mouton (1964); Pruitt et al. (1994) See also Thomas and Killman (1974) (who
developed a Conflict Mode instrument; A popular tool used to determine individuals preferences for
styles in conflict situations).
314 See Ury Brett and Goldberg (1993). See also De Dreu and Weingart (2003: 741-749).
515
Rubin, Pruitt and Kim (1994: 4-5) (on the different negotiation styles); See also Mastenbroek (1991:
112-117).
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0

interests than one does when competing, but less than one gives
up when accommodating. It includes splitting the difference,
· · 516
making concessions, and/or seeking a middle ground position.
Problem solving or collaborating is both assertive and
cooperative. It is regarded as the opposite of avoiding. One
works with the other party to find a solution that satisfies both
parties' interests. It may entail confronting and finding a
creative negotiation outcome or solution within a conflict
situation.

The most appropriate style from a perspective of successful
collaboration depends on the scope of the issue at hand and the stage
of the particular negotiation process. Ideally, negotiators adapt their
style to the particular circumstances.
2

Effects

of differences in styles

When people who are using different styles interact, parties need to
anticipate the effects in terms of the negotiation' s outcomes.
Negotiation between parties using identical styles may work well. If
both people use problem solving or compromising styles, it may lead
to mutually beneficial outcomes. Due to their tendency to give in,
yielders may quickly reach agreement, but they may settle for suboptimal outcomes. Contenders may end up in long negotiations that
may result in impasses and breakdowns when neither wishes to give
in. Conversely, avoiders will not be very efficient in addressing
negotiation issues and will have a hard time optimizing outcomes. In a
negotiation with a contender on one side and a party with one of the
other styles on the other, the outcome may be unbalanced. One party
could have been taken advantage of or could have failed to press for an
optimal result. By asking the right questions and insisting on an
integrative negotiation approach, a problem solver may turn the
situation into one where both parties win.

for descriptions Thomas and Killman (1974); See also Nelken (2007); and Kupfer Schneider
(2002) (who use the tests to evaluate tendencies in negotiation behavior of lawyers).
516 See
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3

Negotiation styles and negotiation methods

Some styles match better with a distributive bargaining method and
others with an integrative negotiation. The styles used within the
method of distributive bargaining are aimed at maximizing the value of

Parties may make extreme offers and propose only small
concessions in order to influence the other's beliefs. A party using
these strategies tries to alter the other's perceptions of what is
possible through information management.517 He tries to guard
information about weaknesses and preferences that may influence the
outcome of a negotiation negatively, while on the other hand seeking
518
information from the other side to improve bargaining power.
The negotiation style used in integrative negotiation is problem
solving. Parties applying a problem-solving strategy focus on interests
and consider each other's needs, fears, and goals. Only after they
create value will they start to divide that value. The first step in
creating value is to share information with the other party, allowing
insight into each other's interests, circumstances, preferences, and
goals. In the next step parties use this information to brainstorm
creative options for mutual gain.519 During the search for the best
options, each party makes tradeoffs between what they value most and
what is less critical.
Problem-solving is the style considered most beneficial in the
value creation stage of the integrative method. It seems the most
promising in ongoing negotiations.520 Other styles may be adequate in
isolated negotiation situations.
a deal.

4

Negotiation styles, motivation, and frames

Negotiation literature suggests a connection between motivation and
negotiation style. Research indicates that the extent to which someone
is motivated either by self-interest or by fulfilling others' interests
517 Lewicki et al. (2007: 111 ff).
518

See Lewicki et al. (2007: 27 ff) (for examples of more (distributive) strategies and tactics).
519 See for an extensive discussion ofboth negotiation processes Lewicki et al. (2007 Chapter 3 and 4).
520
See Lewicki, Weiss and Lewin (1992).
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indicates what one's negotiation style is likely to be. For example,
people that care most for their relationship with another are probably
more willing to make concessions (compromising) or to shift to a
lesser value for themselves (yielding).521 People that tend to focus on
their own interests as well as on the relationship are likely to have a
problem-solving preference. Finally, individuals who are more focused
on self-interest are more likely to contend and to attempt to persuade
the other to give in. 522
Negotiation styles also seem to be related to how people frame a
situation. Research indicates that negotiators with gain frames have
lower limits and lower concession aversion, demand less, concede
more, and settle more easily.523 They may be more willing to
compromise and to engage in problem-solving than negotiators with a

loss frame.
5

Personality, culture, and situation as style determinants

Recent research findings indicate that a person' s style in a negotiation
is determined by his or her personality and culture and the specific
524
negotiation situation.
Situation-specific determinants include
whether or not a negotiator's progress is charted by the negotiators'
constituents. A party followed closely by his or her constituents may
feel pressured to advocate forcefully for his peers' interests. This may
induce a strong incentive to contend and to refuse to solve problems or
compromise. It may also create a stronger need to save face in

negotiations.

525

Principally, the influence of personality on style and constituents
following the process may place pressure on ongoing negotiations and
complicate the attainment of mutually beneficial outcomes. These
effects should be anticipated, for instance, by discussing each

521

522

See Rubin Pruitt and Kim (1994).
See Prein (2001: 64) (noting that

how stubborn one is in perceiving ones style is another variable that
determines one's level of cooperativeness).
523
See Camevale et al. (1992). Deutsch (1949; 1973); Kelley and Thibaut (1978).
524
See Lewicki et al. (2006).
51' See e.g Friedman and Goates (2005).
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individual's preferred style and by having people with preferences for
those styles present in their project teams.

6
1

2

Recommendations
Anticipate and discuss dijferences in negotiation styles that
influence the parties' negotiation behavior.

Select team members based on their ability to adopt a

problem-solving style and use information on motivations
and frames to anticipate their most likely negotiation style.

3

Take measures to limit negative influences that superiors or
peers from the organization following the negotiation
process may engender, and ensure that negotiators have
sujJicient authority and independence.

4

Agree on a problem-solving negotiation style and build in
disincentives for contending.

7

The recommendations applied...

Both parties agree on problem solving as the most preferred
negotiation style in the project. During the selection process they
gather insight into potential team members' negotiating styles. They
strive for a team in which problem solvers are the majority.
They agree that in potential conflict situations (such as a
confrontation about unanticipated site conditions) parties will choose
a problem-solving approach and attempt to find creative solutions.
They favor problem-solving and regard contending as potentially
dangerous, since it may lead to disputes about how to assign
responsibility and consequently to delays.
The parties limit negative influences on the negotiation process
from their Boards of Directors and demand enough authority to
negotiate fully. Sufficient authority gives the project organization
liberty to employ the agreed-upon negotiating style effectively and to
manage conflict in a way that best supports the mutually agreed-upon
project goals without the interference of their parent organizations.
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2.5

People's influence on each other's negotiation behavior

Parties also influence each other's negotiation behavior during the
collaboration process, as they have the tendency to match each other.
Therefore, beliefs regarding the other's behavior influence how a
collaborating party reacts in a specific negotiation situation.
1

Matching behavior and shifts in motivation

The fact that parties react to each other's behavior means that one
party can actively influence the other.526 Empirical evidence also
suggests that people tend to match others' actual and expected
behavior.527 Actors engaged in social interaction behave as if their
beliefs about the others are true, and their targets, in turn, act in ways
that substantiate these beliefs. As a result, people end up having
shared mental models or perceptions. In other words, through their
beliefs they create the expected interactions, which result in
528

anticipated outcomes.
The interaction process during negotiations influences parties'
initial motivations. Research indicates these motivations are not
constant; they change during the interaction as the negotiation cycles
through different phases.529 For example, negotiators often begin with
distributive behavior (motivated by self-interest) and, when a costly
impasse looms, switch to more integrative strategies (a shift to interest
in mutual gain).530 Literature on motivation suggests that parties are
likely to converge on the same motivation script.531 Unfortunately,

526

See Kelley and Thibaut (1978) (about interdependence theory); Rusbult and Van Lange (1996: 343).
Cf Murnighan and Roth (1983) (noting that matching defection is more common than matching
cooperation). See also economic perspective on trust in this Chapter.
528
See Pinkley (1990). Parties frames mutually influence each other. These frames affect individual and
joint monetary outcomes as well as satisfaction with the outcomes. See also De Dreu, Carnevale, Emands,
Van de Vliert (1995).
529
See Olekalns, Smith and Walsh (1996: 273) (describing the effect on motivations of incentive
structures revision, the likelihood of future interaction, or coming to like or dislike the opponent.)
530
Brett Shapiro and Lytle (1998); Harinck et at (2000); Walton and McKersie (1965).
53' De Dreu et al. (1994); Richter and Kruglanski (1999) See also Gouldner (1960); Weingart, Thompson,
Bazerman and Carroll (1990) (noting that Interdependent individuals have a strong tendency to
527
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pro-socially motivated individuals are more likely to adopt the selfish
goals of their opponent rather than the other way around.532 In other
words, win-win negotiators dealing with self-interested win-lose
negotiators more easily adopt the win-lose negotiators style than vice
versa. Therefore, it seems that, in the long run, the tendency to match
behavior may decrease parties' cooperativeness and the chance for a
successful ongoing negotiation process.

2

Cooperation and information about others' behavior

Empirical results suggest that when people are relatively sure to get a
cooperative response, they are more willing to take the first step in
being cooperative.533 This tendency may facilitate the initiation and
maintenance

of cooperative negotiation behavior. Studies on

cooperation confirm parties' need for information about each other's
behavior. Because unilateral cooperation leaves one open to
exploitation, parties search for information about their counterparts in
an attempt to anticipate reactions. They consider whether or not
overtures toward cooperation will be met with an agreement to
collaborate. Research indicates that people are more likely to act
cooperatively if they have a strong expectation that the other party
will reciprocate.534 As discussed earlier, the expectation of continued
interaction with the other also tends to encourage cooperative
behavior.
To find indications regarding the other party's probable response
to a first negotiation move, a party will try to acquire insight into
determinants that may indicate the other party's future behavior,
including insight into the other party' s frame--a gain or a loss frame535
and their negotiation instructions. In summary, they try to collect
information about how the other intends to behave. 536
reciprocate other's behavioO. and (Pinkley and Northcraft (1994) (discussing the tendency of parties to
converge toward one and the same conflict frame).
532
See Weingart, Brett, and Olekalns (2001: 274) (demonstrating that one selfish person can make a
group more selfish more likely to dominate and survive than prosocial motivation).
533 See De Dreu etal. (1994).
534
See Pruitt and Kimmel (1977); Also see Pruitt (1998: 475,476).
535 See De Dreu and McCusker (1994); De Dreu et al. (1997) (on the effects of gain and loss frames in

negotiations).
536
See Deutsch (1973); Braver and Barnett (1974).
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3

Encouraging cooperative negotiation behavior

Researchers have

cooperate. Axelrod

tried to find how to encourage the other to
argues that the only way to cooperate with

someone in the long run is to get him to cooperate.537 To do so, one
either uses one's power to impose cooperation or buys collaboration
with cooperation. Aiming at integrative agreements is one way to do
so, as such agreements are believed to last longer and to contribute
more to the parties' relationship than do compromises.538 Investment
in the relationship influences how the other party sees the relationship
or a specific situation within the relationship (perception), and it can
539
also reshape the investing party' s own goals (motivation).
One may conclude that parties who have access to information
about the other's likely reaction to a cooperative negotiation approach
can encourage cooperative behavior. The chance of a cooperative first
approach in negotiation becomes higher if the level of certainty in the
other's cooperative reaction is higher. By setting the example and
showing that one cares about the relationship, the party initiating the
negotiations may start a cycle ofcooperative interaction.
4
1

Recommendations
Anticipate the influence parties have on each others'

negotiation behavior and motivations.
2

Encourage the party initiating the negotiation to set the
tone with cooperative behavior and make clear the
expectation that the other party will reciprocate.

3

Try to give each other certainty about a cooperative

reaction (for instance, by agreeing on reciprocity and
sharing aspects of negotiation agendas).

effect of "the shadow of the future"). See also Wu and Laws (2003:
335); See also Axelrod (1997).
538
See Chapter 5 (Pruitt 1998: 243) (for overview of literature). Pruitt (1981).
539 See De Dreu and van Lange (1995) (on factors of influence on motivation such as incentive structure;
social values; relationship with other; long-range thinking; prior experience).
537 See Axelrod (1984) (about the
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4

Create mechanisms that make cooperative behavior
enforceable: for example, by agreeing that mutual benefit is
the goal and that each party's behavior toward this end will
be evaluated.

5

Agree to invest in the relationship and specify how these
investments will be made.

5

The

recommendations applied...

The client communicates openly about intentions and ideas in the
selection procedure. Information sharing and transparency by the
client during the project will stimulate the contractors to reciprocate.
The client commits to reciprocity and sets a cooperative tone with
open question-and-answer discussions that aim to find mutual
optimizations during the tendering and realization process.
The client invites potential contract partners to commit to
reciprocity and to agree that the representatives of each party's
negotiation attitude will be evaluated regularly in evaluation meetings.
After the selection, both parties agree to sustain this open information
exchange and behavior and regularly invest in the relationship by
organizing team building sessions and social events during the
construction stage.

2.6

Effects

of choice

of communication

channels

on

negotiation

A precondition for cooperative negotiations is clear, accurate
communication. Clear communication, defined as a process in which
information is adequately conveyed to the other party, is essential if
parties want successful collaboration.540 The communication process
allows parties to coordinate their actions and carry out the project as a
joint effort.
One factor important to the negotiation process and outcome is
the choice of communication channels. Empirical research in
organizations indicates that communication processes (and therefore
540

See

Lewicki (2006: 87ff). See also Lewicki et al. 2007: 135 ff) (on the role of communication in

negotiation).
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negotiation processes) can easily fail due to poor expression, lack of
questioning, manager overload, distance, and poor choice of the
communication method, way, or channel.541 Communication channels
are the vehicles of communication. Parties' choices of channels or
methods of relaying messages (along with the willingness to share
information and having the necessary communication skills) is one of
the essential factors that determine the effectiveness of a negotiation
process.
1

Kinds

of channels

Each communication channel has its own characteristics and effects on

negotiations. In infrastructure projects multiple communication
channels are available and are used simultaneously. The most common
is face-to-face communication. This may take place across the
negotiation table, during coffee breaks, or during off-the-record
contacts.542 The most used medium for oral communication is the
telephone, and the most used medium for written communication is email and letters. Parties can also communicate through a third person.
These channels vary in their level of formality and structure: for
instance, formal oral communication during meetings or informal
interactions, and formally written reports or informal notes. One
channel may be more appropriate in some situations than in others,
depending on the goals of communication. An important distinction
made in literature is between communication in the light of a task
(interaction to achieve a goal) and relation interaction (interaction to
maintain the relationship).543 The use of inappropriate communication
channels during negotiations can result in insufficient information
exchange and increase the chance of misunderstanding or conflict.

Cooperation and face-to-face communication

2

54' See Fryer (2004); Cf. Robbins (2002).
542
543

See

Lewicki (2006: 88).

See Bales (1950; 1970); See also Frey (1999);

(1997); and Valley et al. (1998).

Keyton (1999,2000). See also Carnevale and Probst
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indicates

Research

that

face-to-face

negotiation

promotes

collaboration more effectively than other channels.544 It also leads to
greater mutual benefits. Empirical research indicates that the level of
truth-telling in face-to-face meetings is higher than that by telephone
or via written interaction. 545 Also, the level of perceived
546
trustworthiness in face-to-face communication seems to be higher.
Finally, the clarity of communication in face-to-face meetings is
comparatively higher than that of communication through other
channels.547 All this tends to lead to better coordination of behavior,
resulting in a more beneficial collaboration process.548 A downside of
face-to-face negotiation compared to other forms is that it may be
more costly, as people actually have to be in the same location
(although video-conferencing may help solve this problem).
3

Choice of communication channel

of communication

channel influences the course and tone
For
of negotiations.
instance, research on e-mail negotiations
indicates that written negotiations break down more frequently.
Empirical researchers attribute this phenomenon in part to the fact that
people using written media such as e-mail stay more anonymous than
in face-to-face contacts.550 People tend to become more forthright and
rude. This is caused by a reduced attention to social norms or by a
551
reduced concern for evaluation.
On the contrary, other studies of bargaining situations have found
positive effects. Individualistically oriented negotiators tend to use
fewer pressure tactics if they cannot see each other.552 Finally, some

The choice

549

544
545
546

See Drolet and Morris (2000).
See Valley et al. (1998).
See Drollet and Morris 2000); Valley et al. (1998) (supplying empirical support for the positive effects

of face-to-face negotiations in establishing report and creating mutual gain).
547

See Lewicki et al. (2007: 146 ff).
Cf. Sally (1995); See also Wichman (1970).
w See
Bazerman et al. (2000); and Lewicki and Daheen (2003).
530 See Croson (1999), See also Dubrosky et al. (1992); Griffith and Northcraft (1994); Zimbardo (1969).
551 See Kiesler and Sproull (1992).
552
See Lewis and Fry (1977).
548
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studies suggest that a shift in choice of media may also change the
character of the negotiation. 553
What may be concluded is that regularly evaluating the efficiency

of the role of communication channels in

a

negotiation process helps
parties to better choose accurate channels for future negotiations.

Literature suggests that training and educating individuals may
encourage the use of adequate channels of communication. Factors that
determine the success of communication are the level of recognition

given to the other, empathic listening skills, assertiveness, and the
extent to which information is managed adequately. 554 Adequate
attention to communication channels and skills during interaction and
negotiation may prevent miscommunication and increase the chance of
sustaining a successful ongoing negotiation process.

4
1

Recommendations
Agree on face-to-face contact as the preferred

communication channel. Only choose other ways of
communication when face-to-face negotiations are not
effective or possible, when there is already a relationship
established, and the chance of misunderstanding and
conjlict has decreased.
2

Evaluate the communication process and communication
channels regularly and modify them as necessary.

3

Assign capable communicators to the project team and
provide communication training to stimulate clear
communication.

5

The recommendations applied...

During the tender stage, the client organizes question-and-answer
meetings. This allows the client representatives and bidders to interact

553

554

See Bazerman et al. (2000: 296).
See Lewicki et al. (2007: 142 ff); See i.e. Fryer (2004) and references.
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face-to-face and communicate efficiently and effectively about various
issues concerning the project.
During the construction stage, the client and contractor choose to
be located in the same building at the site instead of in two separate
buildings. Their objective is to increase face-to-face contact between
their representatives, as it is easier to walk over and ask each other
questions or have informal talks. It also contributes to a sense ofjoint

membership in a group.
Training both parties' management in communication media and
adequate communication techniques helps them to select the best
communications channel. Workshops facilitate exchanges of views
concerning intentions and ideas on communication. Regular
involvement of a third party to evaluate and, if necessary, modify the
communication channels used by the parties is an important additional
component.

3 KEY FACTORS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
SUCCESSFUL NEGOTIATION FROM AN ECONOMIC
PERSPECTIVE
Microeconomics is the study of choice and decision making in a world
with limited resources. One of the central notions is that individuals
and societies seek to satisfy needs and wants in an optimal way
through the allocation of scarce resources. Microeconomists consider
situations in which parties have to choose among several
alternatives.555 They assume that incentives and desires play an

important role in shaping decision making, and they regularly test
these assumptions. Microeconomics is particularly relevant here, as it
is concerned with (interdependent) decision making by individuals and

Micro economists study the economic behavior of individual units such as companies or individuals.
Within this field the process of the decisions to be made by individuals when trading to allocate goods is
a important research theme. Economists believe that incentives and desires play an important role in
shaping decisionmaking. Assumption is that individuals and firms follow rational decisionmaking and
maximize profit. For a general introduction and overview of micro econonomic theory, see Cooter and
555

Ulen (2004).
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small groups.556 The economic subjects discussed in this study are the

influence of asymmetric information between parties in negotiations,
decision making under uncertainty, and economic applications of game
theory.557 This section deals with the application of each to the field

of negotiation and decision making.

The first line of research addressed hereafter focuses on the
normative side of decision theory. The economic branch of this theory
is concerned with making the best decision. Rational choice theorists

model what a decision maker seeking to act rationally should do and
how he should behave in decision making (rational choice theory). The
first subsection considers the question of which economic goals
rational actors pursue and which goals they pursue over the course of
negotiations. The second subsection describes the optimal negotiation
outcome for which rational parties should strive (Pareto optimality).
The following are the central questions: What do rational actors
negotiate towards, and what prevents parties from acting rationally in
negotiations? A discussion of rational decision-making obstacles and
an analysis of what may be done to overcome them (bounded

rationality) conclude the subsection.

The third line of

research covers perceived incentives that

influence behavior during interactions. The effect of social norms and
reputation are discussed. We also consider incentives that encourage

cooperative behavior such as bonuses or penalties.
Finally, we address the effects of trust between parties (who are
about to enter) in an ongoing negotiation process and how to foster
and maintain trust.

3.1

556

Rational choice and decision making

See Cooter and Ulen (2004: 14).
Game theory provides a framework

for analyzing interdependent decision making, useful in
construction context as client and contractors make independent decisions that affect the others pay off.
See also Luce and Raiffa (1989); Rasmusen (2006).
557
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When do people choose to negotiate, and what is their goal when they
do so? From a microeconomic perspective, rationally negotiating
parties aim for the outcome that brings the greatest return.558 This is
also a main assumption in the traditional economic approach to the
study of negotiation, and the focus on greatest return provides
information on how rational decision makers are most likely to behave.
1

Rational choice theory

Rational choice theory is used in economics to make predictions about
people's behavior.559 The fundamental theory is that people maximize
individual utility by making rational choices.560 A wide range of
disciplines has adopted this account of decision making. Rational
choice theory is increasingly used to model organizations, politics, and
international relations.
2

Rational choice and optimal decisionmaking

Rational theorists assume that negotiators collect all the information
needed to make a rational decision.561 First, they account for each
possible course of action. Then they draw accurate inferences from
that information and select the option that maximizes their expected
utility. This course of decision making assumes that decision makers
have knowledge of every alternative and every consequence, apply a
consistent preference ordering, and use a clear decision rule.562 In order
to determine which option will be the most beneficial, one analyzes
each option's likelihood of bringing about a desired outcome, the value
attached to that outcome, and the costs inherent in that decision
option.563 For example, when one must choose between either
negotiation or litigation (each choice negates the other), one must

558 See Katz (1998: 39); See Ulen (1999); Korobkin and Ulen (2000). Most dominant in microeconomics
seems to be the definition of expected utility theory in Green and Shapiro (1994). See also Arrow (1987).
559
See Becker (1978); See also Coleman (1992: 40).
m See
Cooter and Ulen (2003: 15). See also e.g. Posner (1998); Bazerman and Neale (1992: 1).
56' See e.g. Arrow (1987).
562
563

See March (1997: 10-11).
See Abeklson and Levi (1985: 244).
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weigh each choice's most likely outcome, the value attached to that
outcome, and the costs of each choice.
Decision-making theory outlines the successive steps taken in a
rational decision-making process. 564 Decision analysis is the field that
seeks to

clarify decision problems.565 Different models have been

developed, but, generally speaking, the steps are:

1) Define the problem.
2) Find criteria.
3) Give criteria a value.
4) Brainstorm alternatives.

5) Evaluate each alternative with respect to the criteria.
6) Calculate the optimal decision.
7) Reach a decision.
8) Act on it. 566

A rational decision process is totally goal-oriented; it should
567
consistently focus on goals and be systematically carried out.

Rational actors maximizing their preferences

3

In the absence of legal constraints, rational actors will best maximize
their self-interest by exploiting all opportunities for beneficial
exchange.568 In other words, when two rational actors maximize their
self-interest, the theory implies that their negotiation leads to an
outcome in which both parties maximize their benefits. Bargaining
theory posits that any pro-social behavior in negotiations results from

Blount, Bazerman and Neale (1995: 96).
Clemen (1997) C'The study of decision analysis is the decomposition and clarification of a
decision problem, where the payoffs o f a single party are not affected by the decisions of other involved
parties, anticipating ones actions").
566
See Harrison (1995: 75-113). Hammond, Keeney, Raiffa (1999); and Grunig and Kuhn (2005) (for a
description ofthe various steps in decisionmaking).
567
See Grunig and Kuhn (2005: 63).
568
Cf. Spier in Polinsky and Shavell (2007).
364 See also

565

See
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egoistic concern.569 This indicates that rational parties only enter a
business relationship with another party (and stay in it) when there is
personal gain.
Yet the traditional interpretation of rational choice, that parties are
purely self-interested, has evolved. More recent economic models take
a more nuanced approach and use terms such as "preferences" or
"utility."570 They assume that individuals value other dimensions of
outcomes, including a concern for even pay-offs, an adherence to
norms, and ethical behavior.571 Other drives that may maximize
preferences (such as concern for others) may strengthen the tendency
to take the interests of others into account and strive for mutual

results.

At some point during the negotiations,

rational actor may face a
choice between holding on to a position that maximizes self-interest
and giving in. According to rational theorists, this is the dilemma
between an impasse (when neither party is willing to compromise so
that agreement seems impossible) and acceptable outcomes.572 An
impasse may arise if settling is not in the interest of both parties. As
long as accepting a negotiation's outcome serves both parties' interests
better than walking away from a deal, a compromise is rational.
Therefore, the most likely settlement that rational actors would choose
is one that best satisfies both parties' aspirations.573 While parties are
in ongoing negotiations, a rational actor trying to negotiate a deal
accounts not only for the benefits of one deal but for the benefits of a
continued relationship.
a

of social motives. See about pro-social behavior the social
perspective in this Chapter.
sychological
70
See Kerkmeester 1999 (1999: 386) (discussing the term utility referring to the preferences of

569 In that view cooperation arises regardless

individuals).
m See Bazerman et al.

(1994);. Bolton (1991); Rabin (1993); Blount, Bazerman, and Neale (1995: 104).
372 Cf Katz (1998) (arguing that in rational negotiation "every player balances on the margin the value of
a more favorable bargain against to probability of reaching a bargain at all". It depends on the importance
attached to these alternatives, but in general, "unless parties are infinitely averse to risk, each will prefer
to live with a least some change of disagreement". So the outcome of bargaining cannot be fully Pareto
efficient ex post since occasionally Avo rationally tough bargainers will find themselves in the same

negotiation").
573
See e.g. Katz (1998: 39) ("in the absence of legal constraints, rational actors will find it in their selfinterest to find and exploit all opportunities for mutually beneficial exchange").
See also (Cooter 1982:16), Korobkin and Ulen (2000: 1094) (Noting that according to (classic) rational
choice theory there will always be a contract as a pareto improvement can be obtained). See also Cooter
and Ulen 2004: 93) (noting that sometimes this is not obtainable because a party 'overasks').
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What may be concluded is that rational choice gives rational actors

directions on how to negotiate in a way that best serves their
preferences. It also helps parties to understand and explain each
other's negotiation behavior. If one knows what best serves the
preferences of the other party, one can anticipate to some extent his
course

4
1

of action. 574
Recommendations for the parties
Negotiate towards optimal outcomes based on relevant

information while taking into account all possible options
and drawing on accurate inferences.
2

Follow rational decision-making steps (define the problem,
find criteria, give criteria a value, identify alternatives, test
each alternative against the criteria, calculate the optimal
decision, reach a decision, and act on it).

3

Work towards negotiation outcomes that optimally satish
both parties' preferences in light of the ongoing negotiation
process.

5

The

recommendations applied...

During their interaction in both the tender and realization phases, the
parties take steps toward acknowledging that rational negotiation
behavior steers them in their negotiations towards an agreement that
maximizes both parties' interests.
The client, during the selection process, evaluates the information
supplied by the bidders. He accounts for all possible courses of action
(choosing one or none of the bidders) and chooses the action that,
based on the information available (technical expertise, experience,
attitude towards cooperation, and the project in general), maximizes
his goals in terms

574

of quality and price.

See Korobkin (2002: 43-50); See also (Ulen
decisionmakers only think about themselves).

1999: 791) (noting this does not mean rational
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A rational contractor decides to offer a price that brings the most
benefit to him based on all the available information. This may be in
terms of making profit on the project, gaining experience, or any other
preference that may be served by constructing the work. To do so, he
collects information about the wishes of the client (by carefully
reading the invitation to tender, asking written questions before and
oral questions during the question-and-answer meetings), as well as
considering all possible ways in which he may construct the work to

both meet the client's wishes and bring himself the most benefit.
The decision-making process followed by the client during the
tender phase may consist of the following steps.
A. Define the problem: for example, the construction of a project
(that meets the quality criteria set and is finished on time and

within budget).
B. Find criteria to select

a

contractor (criteria such as price,

quality, experience).
C. Give criteria a value (attach a value or a number

of points to

different elements).
D. Think of alternatives (compare candidates and their individual
Score on the criteria, think of alternative ways to construct the
project, and measure them against the same criteria).
E. Test each alternative against the criteria (measure all
candidates).
F. Calculate the optimal decision (compare the scores).
G. Reach a decision (choose a contractor).

H. Act on

it (assigning the project to one of the candidates).

If the parties make their decision to enter into a project in a rational
manner, it means the deal benefits both contractor and client. In other
words, the client that makes this choice rationally enters into a
relationship with
the project.

a

rationally acting contractor, who also benefits from
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3.2

Pareto optimality and negotiation

Vilfredo Pareto, an Italian economist, provided rational actors with a
reference point toward which to negotiate.575 The Pareto criterion may
guide negotiations, as possible outcomes of negotiations can be deemed
more or less "Pareto-efficient."

1

The Pareto optimum

Pareto efficiency is one of the concepts that form the basis of virtually
all policy recommendations in law and economics.576 According to
Pareto, two rational parties that negotiate will strive for the ideal
situation. This situation is reached if reallocation of resources can no
longer lead to an improvement for one without leaving the other worse
off (the Pareto optimum). This is the point at which maximum
satisfaction of individual preferences is reached.577 A contract is, in the
language of economists, Pareto ellicient if the contract cannot be
modified to further raise the well-being (the expected utility) of each of

the parties in it.

Optimal negotiation leads to mutually beneficial

2

outcomes
Economists presume that contracts negotiated by rational actors tend
to be maximally beneficial for both. If a contract can be altered in a
way that would raise the expected utility of each party, a rational
578
party would do so.
In other words, the Pareto criterion may be regarded as a criterion
for negotiation outcomes that provides insight into whether an
outcome is optimal from an economic perspective (more or less Pareto
efficient). Pareto optimality is, for negotiating parties, the term that
defines the limit or boundary of creative options or achievement of
375 See e.g

Cunningham Wood and McClure (1999) (for a thorough discussion of Pareto's ideas on

optimality).
576

See Cooter and Ulen (2004: 13-15); Katz (1998: 12-14).

577 Cf. Lax and Sebenius (1986); Cooter (1989) and Cooter and Ulen (2004: 16).
578

See Shavell (2003 Chapter 13,2). See also Chapter 5.
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joint

gains.

A practical problem with the criterion is that it may be

hard for parties to determine whether they have achieved this point.
They may hire a negotiation specialist to look at their outcome and see
whether more Pareto optimal solutions are available.

3
1

Recommendations
Strive for a negotiation outcome in which further

reallocation of resources can no longer lead to an
improvement for one without leaving the other worse ojf
(the Pareto optimum).
2

Strive for negotiation outcomes that are mutually

beneficial.

3

4

Have negotiation experts evaluate decisions on their level
of Pareto optimality and suggest optimizations.

The recommendations applied...

After the selection in the tender

stage, the client and the selected

contractor agree to strive to negotiate towards optimal outcomes.
They agree to take time in their negotiations to find that optimum.
In order to find it, they put together a group of creative
individuals in which members of both parties are represented as well
as with a negotiation specialist. This group brainstorms to find
creative solutions to important matters (such as quality
improvements, cost reductions, time-saving adjustments to planning,
and dealing with the aftermath of contingencies that materialize). This
group aims to map out options that allow for the highest mutual gain
or that minimize loss.
This team also agrees on practices that allow for such creative
solutions that may be used to raise the expected utility of one party
without decreasing the expected utility of any other party. An
example is the practice in construction of "sellind' certain risks from
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one party to the other.579 Parties agree on the value they are willing to
take a certain risk; thus, they try to negotiate who can best take which
risks.

3.3

Bounded rationality and negotiation

Although in economics the idea of rationality still predominates, most
economic scholars have adopted the idea that collaborating parties to
some extent make sub-optimal choices and behave in ways that are
inconsistent with their direct self-interest: People make "bounded
rational decisions." Awareness of these limitations enables the client
and contractor to take measures to deal with bounded rationality and
thus prevent sub-optimal negotiation outcomes.

Sub-optimal judgments

1

Behavioral decision theory research is concerned with how people
580
Researchers focus on peoples'
make judgments and choices.
limitations in making rational decisions and on improving the
processes of decision making. This research describes the systematic
ways in which decision makers deviate from optimality or
rationality.581
Over the years a substantial amount of empirical evidence has
been collected that shows that individuals are inclined to act in ways
incompatible with the assumptions of rational choice and Pareto
efficiency.582 The first reason for sub-optimal decision making is a
lack of information. People fail to gather complete information
because of the costs involved in the process (decision costs). 583
Because collecting information is a cost-intensive process, people
choose to rely on limited information.584 The second reason for

incomplete information is our limited ability to process it. As a result,
579

5=

m
582

See e.g.

e.g. Simon (1966); See also Walker and Weber (1984).
Cf. Simon (1966); Harrison (1989); Smith and Walker (1992).

583 See
584

Arnott (1999); Van den Berg (2002); Van den Berg and Kamminga (2006).

See Rubin and Brown (1975).
See Dawes (1998); Kahneman and Tversky (1973; 1979).
See Korobkin and Ulen (2000: 14).
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we aim for a certain aspired-to level of benefit instead of decisions
585
that truly bring the greatest benefit.
2

Biases and unclear preferences

As outlined in the social psychological part of this chapter, deviations
(biases) in human decision making sometimes lead to decisions that are
586
inconsistent, inefficient, and based on irrelevant information.
Kahneman and Tversky first pointed out that our judgments rely on
simplifying strategies or cognitive heuristics.587 Some of the biases that
588
result from this tendency were addressed in the previous section.
The limitations in the human decision-making process make it hard
for people to make rational decisions. We have trouble determining our
preferences and establishing the importance of each issue.589 People
lack insight into alternatives and their restrictions. For instance, they
cannot assess the bargaining zone, the zone in which both parties
benefit if a negotiation outcome is reached, and they are unable to
choose the option that gives the highest benefit. Preferences
sometimes prove to be irrational or inconsistent with other
preferences, or they are simply unintelligible in the light of the
information available at the time of the choice:90 For instance, it may
be irrational to shift a risk from the client to the contractor because the
contractor cannot influence the chance of the risk's occurrence or
591
manage its consequences.
3

Preventing irrationality by anticipating biases and
debiasing

585 Korobkin and Ulen (2000: 26); Kevin and Hinrichs 1995: 246-48) (The law and economics of
irrational behavior) and Parisi and Smiths (2004).
also under social psychological perspective in this Chapter.
Bazerman (1998); Tversy and Kahneman (1982).
588 See the section in this Chapter on the effect ofcognition on negotiation behavior.
5" Cf. for example March (1997: 13) (pointing out that preferences cannot be presumed stable, consistent
nor exogenous (unaffected by the choices they controD.
j,recise
w Cf. Ulen (1999: 793-794); Gavin (1998; 2004) (arguing that the number of mistakes are relatively
small, as people learn from their mistakes. However, in certain situations people are structural irrational:
when it comes to (mis)calculating changes and an aversion to change).
591 See on this in more detail e.g. Jansen (2001) Van den Berg (1996, 2002) and also Van den Berg and
586 See

557 See e.g.

Kamminga (2006).
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Negotiators must anticipate the pitfalls that may cause irrational
thinking. Biases in decision making may affect the interests of either
party.592 People may anticipate biases and try to make arrangements
to deal with them. They agree on measures to be taken to prevent
biases, determine who will best manage the consequences of certain
biases, and then divide the responsibilities accordingly.
Researchers have explored methods to help people overcome bias and
steer them toward more rational directions.593 Ways to correct for
biases include:

e A cooling-off period that enables parties to reflect upon a
decision before it becomes final.
Changing people's motivations by raising the stakes of a
negotiation so that people will be more careful (for instance,
by adding penalties or bonuses to certain arrangements).
third party evaluate the decision-making process.
0 Changing the decision-making process to shift perspective and
allow clearer insight.
0
Invite decision makers to examine their level of overconfidence or inadequate adjustments from the perspective of
the other party or a third party.
0
Raising people's bias awareness to help them evaluate their
decision-making and correct their irrationalities.594 The simple
o

Having a

knowledge that biases exist may help parties overcome bias.
Parties may also agree beforehand who can best manage the
consequences afterwards in the event that a decision was
biased.

Bazerman and Neale (1992: 67, 76). See also Korobkin and Guthrie (2004: 4); Payne et. al.
(1993) (describing decisionmaking behavior as a trade-off between accuracy and effort); Garvin (2004:
to limit the effects ofbiases through through education).
F.50
ff) (on how
93 See e.g. Fischhoff (1982: 424); Sanna, Schwarz and Stocker (2002); Weinstein and Klein (2002).
594
See Fischoff, Koriat, Lichtenstein (1980) (supplying a possible approach to correct for overconfidence,
by asking decision makers to review a explicit list of the reasons contradicting their answers, which led to
a more realistic estimate of confidence in their answers) See also Jolls and Sunstein (2004); Tversky and
Kahneman (1987), Bazerman (2002).
592 See also
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4
1

Recommendations
Identih, and correct for personal biases, others' biases, and

mutual decision-making biases by evaluating decisions
before finalizing them.
The following are possible ways to do this:

Schedule "cool-off' periods before decisions become
final to have time to reflect on them.
Have parties trade each other's perspectives.

Involve a neutral third party in the decision-making
process to identify irrationality.

Raise the stakes in a negotiation situation to encourage
decision makers to be more careful.
Increase awareness of biases by educating people about
the phenomenon.

2

Assess and agree on how to deal with irrationalities and
agree who can best manage the consequences and costs of
a biased decision. A responsible problem solver must be
delegated to limit the costs of an irrational decision.

5

The recommendations applied...

During the contract negotiations in the tender stage and during
negotiations in the construction stage, the contractor and client decide
to use one of the abovementioned mechanisms to correct for
overconfidence, especially with respect to the prediction of uncertain
events. For instance, this may prevent negative consequences of a
contractor's being too optimistic about the cost-saving potential of
certain innovative ideas or working procedures.
Each party agrees both to participate in perspective shifting and
to schedule cool-off periods before important decisions about
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planning, project costs, or project quality. These measures will
anticipate and prevent irrational decisions regarding essential matters.
Furthermore, the parties agree to use the abovementioned measures to
test for biases, to make arrangements to compensate for their
consequences, and for involving a neutral third party for an evaluation
of decisions.

3.4

Effect of social norms and reputation mechanisms on

negotiations
Social norms and reputation mechanisms also influence negotiation
behavior. Both of these non-legal mechanisms may contribute to

cooperative negotiation behavior.
1

Social norms

A business environment's social norms influence negotiation
behavior.595 Examples of social norms are normative standards of
cooperative behavior, a market convention or trade usage of a given
industry. Living up to promises is a social norm in almost every group
or society.

596

As a

result, these social

norms usually help

parties to

maintain a cooperative negotiation process. The fact that a person
lives up to a norm signals to others that this person is trustworthy.597 A
social norm promotes equality, reciprocity, and equity.

595

See Elickson (1991:167) on how neighbors resolve disputes arising from wayward cattle, and
concluding that "members of a tight-knit group develop and maintain norms whose content serves to
maximize the aggregate welfare that members obtain in their workaday affairs with one another. . 6 'These
norms maintain a system of social control, similar to how contracts enable a promisee to induce agreeupon behavior from a promisor, and the substantive norms are those that bring mutual gain to all
community members." (p. 123-136); See also Lewis (1969), Else (1989), Cooter (1995; 1996), Sunstein
(1996). See also Richman (2004: 32,34) (reasoning that a wealth maximizing norm is agreement to
engage in mutually beneficial behavior. The main difference with contracts is the way of enforcement
(courts and self-enforced social sanctions (private ordening). See also Chapter 5 for other incentives,
sticks and carrots in contracts such as bonuses and penalties. Cf. Cooter and Ulen (2004: 225 ff)
(relational contracts).
596
See Sunstein (1996); Elster (1989); Kaplow and Shavell (2002); Ellickson (1991).
597 See Berg, Dickhaut and McCabe. (1995) (on the relationship between trust, reciprocity and social
history).

See Posner (2000).
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Social norms are often obeyed voluntarily when they are seen as
authoritative.598 These informal rules are enforced by informal social

sanctions and by the fear that violations of the standard will be
punished. If a sufficient proportion of the population interprets the
breaking of a social norm by another as a hostile action, and if these
people are willing to take (potentially costly) action to punish the
rule-breaker, the norm may persist despite the absence of formal
sanctions.599 Parties may agree to use certain social norms to apply to
their relationship and in their ongoing negotiation process, as long as
600
those norms have enough support to be authoritative.
2

Reputational effects

The fact that people care about having a good reputation (or avoiding a
bad reputation) is a second factor that facilitates cooperative
negotiation. Repeated interaction may cause a cooperative reputation
to develop that may support economic exchange between business
partners through less formal means. However, reputation effects only
work if a firm actually believes that a good reputation influences future
601

trading opportunities.
The mechanism may work if a positive reputation can be built by
being trustworthy, living up to obligations, and acting in accordance
with social norms.602 The fear of loss of reputation and, consequently,
of business partners' withholding future work, may discourage
competitive behavior. The more a party' s behavior is transparent and
598 This is the case if they are perceived as providing fair outcomes, established by just procedures and
likely to be followed by other group members. See also Pruitt (1998: 476). Also Sunstein (1996) ("social
attitudes of approval and disapproval, specifying what ought to be done and what ought not to be done.")
599 See e.g Bicchieri (2006).
MOO See e.g Elickson (1991); Bernstein (1992; 1996) and Feldman (2006) (studies on the functioning of
internal social norms in groups (fanners, diamant, and tuna industry).
601
See Kreps (1990: 116); See also Klein and Leffner (1981).
602
Other means than formal mechanisms to curtain opportunism and encourage cooperative behavior are
repeated interactions which through implicit mechanisms mitigate moral hazard. See (Axelrod 1984)
(supplying empirical support that Tit for tat strategy in a repeated game setting can support long-term
cooperation). Analogously, repeated contact among allying firms can provide a discipline mechanism that
supports cooperation. See also Masten (1996: p.15 ff); (Ryall and Sampson 2003) (noting that repeated
interactions have long been argued to lead to cooperative behavior, even between competing firms); see
also Macaulay (1963), Bernheim and Whinston (1990) and Gulati (1995). (noting that prior interactions
may lead to trust or may signal a firms valuable reputation).
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visible for others, the more this increases the reputation effects. If the
reputation mechanism works well, the threat of reputational injury
may be a means to enforce promises, including promises about the use
of certain negotiation methods.
These non-legal mechanisms function particularly well in closeknit groups, where norms are internalized and reputations are
transparent. 603 These mechanisms may also be used to enforce
promises that are hard to enforce by legal rules. 604
In conclusion, social norms and reputations may be used to give
parties incentives to cooperate and refrain from opportunistic
behavior. Breaking social norms by acting opportunistically may be
punished with penalties, or reputations may become an element that
increases (or decreases) the chance of future collaboration.

3

Recommendations

1

Use existing normative standards of (cooperative) behavior

or market conventions as a social norm in interactions or
create and agree on other authoritive norms.
2

Make reputation an incentive by 'punishing' a party who
has a reputation for opportunistic negotiation behavior and
'rewarding' having a reputation for cooperative

negotiation behavior (for instance, a contractor may gain
extra points in tender procedures for having the reputation
of being a cooperative negotiator).
3

Make negative and positive negotiation behavior
transparent and known outside a project in order to allow
the reputation mechanism to work (for instance, through
making public the evaluation of the parties' negotiation
behavior).

4

Make reputation a selection tool for future projects (or

additional parts of a current project).

603

See Macaulay (1963).

604 See on the

effects of reputations also under the economic perspective in Chapter 5.
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4

The recommendations applied ...

The client uses reputation as a selection criterion during the tender
stage. He makes it a criterion by taking into account whether or not:
- A contractor performed according to the agreed schedule in
previous projects.
A contractor meets the agreed-upon quality levels.
- A contractor has proven to be flexible in the planning and
construction processes when unanticipated circumstances
demand it.
A reputation for failing in any of these areas may affect the chances of
a contractor's being selected for future projects. It may also be taken
into account when benefits are divided or when evaluating the
divergence from agreed-upon quality during a current project when

-

penalties are applicable.
The client's reputation as a cooperative partner can also be
brought into consideration. This may be done by evaluating whether
the client-or his project manager-is regarded as fair and flexible (in
the face of changing circumstances, which sometimes require

renegotiation of the key terms of the deaD. A third party may evaluate
both parties' performance and award or take away points when rating
the way they operate in negotiations. The result may be translated

into a penalty or bonus to be paid to the other party.
The project parties should also agree on which social norms
should apply to the negotiation process, and on enforcement
mechanisms. Regular evaluation

of agreed-upon norms keeps parties

apprised of whether they result in cooperative negotiation behavior or
need to be revised.

3.5

Strategies in negotiations

The strategies parties pursue during negotiations influence the course
of the negotiation process. Strategy may be referred to as the plan of
action designed to achieve a particular goal. It is the full description of
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the courses of action that each party may take. Certain negotiation
strategies frustrate cooperation, while others promote it.
1

Kinds

of strategies

Rational actors have an incentive to behave strategically to maximize
their benefit.605 The nature of strategies adopted by client and
contractor structure the negotiation process during the construction of
a

606

project.
Economic-particularly game-theoretic-literature
distinguishes among various kinds of strategies. The main distinction is
between competitive and cooperative strategies. Strategies used to
achieve an advantage over the other are competitive strategies.
Defection is a competitive strategy in which one takes advantage of
the other and does not reciprocate with a cooperative move.
Cooperative strategies maximize mutual gain.
2

Information asymmetry

One of the main economic phenomena that allows strategic behavior is
information asymmetry. A party decides what to do with information
only known to him. For strategic reasons he may keep information for
himself and use the difference for his advantage, or he may decide to
share it.607 This divergence in information gives the party with the
information advantage the freedom to choose any strategy in a
continuum between highly competitive and highly cooperative.
For instance, a client may decide to withhold information about
ground
the
conditions at a project site during the tender stage, or he
may decide to share them so that contractors can take them into
account in their bids. The parties may agree on sanctions for
withholding information.

605

See Cooter (1982); Stiglitz (2000: 834); Cooter and Ulen (2004: 47). Trebilcock (1997: 103ff); Ayres
and Gertner (1989: 99-100); Shavel (2004.332).
606 See also Macaulay (1963; 1995) (for examples).
607
See Cooter and Ulen (2004: 47); Stiglitz (2000: 834); Trebilcock (1997: 103ff) (noting that
information assymetry can lead to strategic behavior and failure to maximize mutual contractual benefit);
Ayres and Gertner (1989: 99-100) Shavel (2004: 332).
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3

Choice

of strategy

The choice of strategy depends on the circumstances of the particular
negotiation situation in which parties want to reach agreement but at
the same time have conflicting interests.608 The prisoners' dilemma
(PD) is the best-known economic model in game theory. It is used to
analyze effects of different strategies (cooperate or defect) in twoparty negotiation situations.609 The model helps parties in predicting
the possible effects of their choice of strategy.
The prisoners' dilemma illustrates that decisions that are rational
from an individual perspective eventually can make a situation worse
for two parties. The assumption in game theory is that the primary
concern of each player is self-regarding. Each tries to maximize his
own advantage with less concern for the well-being of another player.

Cooperative behavior by both may be the best for all, but as we
choose strategies individually, there is always the temptation for a
rational self-interest maximizing individual to choose to be selfish
(defect).610

Defection is a strategy that brings short-term benefit to oneself.
However, when a game is repeated several times, each player has an
opportunity to "punish" the other player for previous noncooperative plays.611 The incentive to defect may then be overcome
by threat of punishment, which encourages cooperative behavior. In
relationships of a certain length, negotiating parties realize that an act
of defection will likely trigger a sequence of non-cooperative
responses.

Among different cooperative negotiation strategies, 'tit-for-tat"
strategies have been found to be the most effective in stimulating
See Friedman (1990, Ch. 11) (describing this dilemma as wanting to reach agreement but having
con flict on the exact terms of the agreement. Illustrating it as follows: "The United States and the Soviet
Union have a common interest in preserving peace but a conflict over how favorable the terms of that
peace will be to each side. Husband and wife have a common interest in preserving a happy and
harmonious marriage but innumerable conflicts over how their limited resources are to be spent on things
that each values. Members of a cartel have a common interest in keeping output down and prices up but a
conflict over which firm gets how much of the resulting monopoly profit.")
609 It is a concept often used in economics, and is a situation, a 'game', in which two players (prisoners)
try to get rewards by cooperating with or betraying the other player, see also Axelrod (1984; 1997).
610 See also Farnsworth (2007: 101).
6: < In the iterated prisoner's dilemma the game is played repeatedly.
608
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collaboration in the long run.612 The argument made and empirically
tested by Robert Axelrod is that a 'tit-for-tat" strategy in a repeated
game setting can support long-term cooperation.613 A party that uses
this strategy has cooperation as a basic approach at the beginning of a
contracting relationship and thereafter responds to cooperative
behavior with cooperation and to uncooperative behavior (defection)
with punishment.614 A slightly different version is the "grim" norm: If
one proves to be someone who cannot be trusted or who does not act
as expected, he will never be treated cooperatively.615 However, a risk
is attached to both strategies, as they may be considered as
provocable.
However,

if

collaboration comes to an end, parties may still
behave opportunistically. When so-called *'end game effects" arise, the
chance that parties will defect increases.616 In this stage of the
negotiations, tit-for-tat strategies may no longer be effective. Another
downside of tit-for-tat is that the element of punishment may lead to
escalation.
Parties may encourage cooperative strategies by agreeing on them;
this makes one party's response to competitive or cooperative
negotiation moves transparent. For instance, parties may agree on the
use of the tit-for-tat strategy and agree on which strategies will not be
used or tolerated. Parties that anticipate competition and add financial
incentives encourage collaboration and discourage competition.
Limiting information asymmetry on matters relevant for the project
(for instance, affecting the target price) is another way to manage the
effect of competitive strategies.

4

Recommendations

1

612
613

Discuss and make transparent the response to certain
strategies.

See Pruitt and Kim (2004: 63-84)
See Axelrod (1984; 1997).

(for an overview of contentious tactics).

614

See Raiffa (1982) (Raiffa found after a mathematical experiment that lead to the most optimal
outcome) See also Pruitt (1998: 476).
615
See Friedman (1971); Axelrod (1984); and also Hirshleifer and Coll(1988).
616

See

Axelrod 1981 (1390-6); Axelrod (1984).
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2

Punish defection with a non-cooperative response.

3

Encourage open information exchange by agreeing on
penalties for witholding certain information essential for
the project.

4

Agree on the tit-for-tat strategy to set the right cooperative
tone and to correct uncooperative behavior.

5

The

recommendations applied...

The client announces the use of the tit-for-tat strategy during the
tender and the construction phases. He starts with a cooperative move
by sharing all available information on potential risks involved in the
project and expects contractors to do the same. If a contractor does
not share essential information as soon as it is known or point out
possible problems that could result in delay or a rise in costs, this will
trigger a similar response. The possible response, depending on the

stage of the project, may be a loss of prestige points during the
tendering phase, penalties during the realization phase, a temporary
loss of flexibility from the side of the client towards the contractor, or
financial consequences in terms of a shift of risks (attached to the
particular matter at issue) from the purchaser to the contractor. These
measures should be communicated by the client to the contractor at
the beginning of the project.

3.6

Trust and trustworthy behavior in negotiations

The level of trust between individuals is an important factor that
determines whether people will behave cooperatively in a
negotiation.617 Economic and social psychological research indicates
that trust facilitates collaboration between parties and encourages

In social psychology trust is defined as "the belief and willingness to act on the basis of words actions
and decisions of another." Deutsch and Coleman (2000: 87). See also Berg et al. 1995: 122-142);
Bromiley and Cummings (1995); James (2002); Blonksi, Matthias and Propst (2000); Fukuyama (1995).
Courthright, Millar, Rogers and Bagarozzi (1990); Gottman (1979); Putham and Jones (1982).
617
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cooperative behavior, whereas an atmosphere of distrust detracts from
618
cooperation.
1

Kinds

of trust: Inter-organizational and personal trust

Different kinds of trust have been distinguished and studied over the
years. Trust at an inter-organizational level (system level) is
distinguished from personal trust (behavioral trust).619 System trust is
based on institutional arrangements. Economists focus mainly on trust
as an institutional phenomenon (trust in the institutional
environment), as in contracts.
Personal trust is based on frequent (face-to-face) contact between
actors that engenders mutual familiarity with personal preferences and
interests. Social psychology researchers focus more on interpersonal
transactions that create or destroy trust. 620 This kind of trust can be
defined as the willingness of a party to rely on another party, based on
the expectation that the other party will perform a particular action
important to the trustor.621 Social psychology focuses more attention
on trust among people than on institutions. 622
2

Effects

of trust on negotiations

Economists and social psychologists have acknowledged that trust has
a number of positive effects. First, trust facilitates a smooth
negotiation process.623 It makes it easier to share information, explore
controversial issues, understand interests, and invent options. The
tensions that characterize negotiations become easier to manage, as

618

See Fridland (1990);

Cheung et al. (2003) (on the role oftnist in construction partnering).
See Bachman (2001) (on the relationship between trust, power and control).
See Lewicki and Wiethoff in Deutsch and Coleman (2000: 86 ff) addressing elements such as
expectations of parties in transactions, willingness to take risks of acting on such expectations, and
contextual factors that enhance or inhibit development and maintenance oftrust in the relationship).
621
See Wiethoff and Lewicki (2005) (on trust and Distnist in work relationships); Mayer, Davis,
Schoorman (1995: 712); Mayer et. al. (1995); Lewicki, Bunker (1996) Lewicki and Wiethoff (2001);
Shapiro, Sheppard and Cheraskin (1992); Lewicki and Bunker (1995) (discussing kinds of trust in
business relationships).
622 Nooteboom (1999). An intermediate form is a mix ofbehavioral trust with organizational structure and
culture as institutions that limit and guide behavior of staff, Nooteboom refers to it as "organization trust"
or "system trust".
623 See e.g empirical evidence on the effects of trust, Glaeser et al. (2000: 811-846).
619

620
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trust allows

a level

of playfulness and flexibility in interactions. 624

Second, it is argued that trust promotes cooperative behavior in social
interactions625 and decreases the chance of conflicts.626 Third, it plays
a critical role in parties' economic performance. Furthermore, it is
627
claimed that trust reduces opportunism and transaction costs.
Finally, in commercial relationships a certain level of trust facilitates
growth

628 and future cooperation. 629

Building trust in interactions: Sympathy, time, intuition,
rational thinking, and reputation

3

What builds interpersonal trust? Trust is generally a product of several
factors, summarized as follows.
•

Research suggests that many people begin a relationship
presuming that the other is trustworthy and that a
moderate to high level of initial trust is warranted.630 People
tend to like to raise their level of trust with the other party.
The extent to which they do this seems to be influenced by
the degree to which they like or dislike a particular person.

•

One characteristic of trust is that it grows over time. Trust
literature suggests that with time, as parties gain knowledge
of one another, it may evolve into a pattern of careful,
rational thinking if coupled with a rational examination of
631
one's feelings, instincts, and intuition.

624 Wu and Laws (2003).
62' See Blau (1964); Coleman (1988); Dawes (1980); Zucker (1986).
626
See Beersma and De Dreu (2002); Brown (1992).
627 See Song (2005) (addressing the effect ofsocial context on effects of trust and reciprocity).
628
See Arrow (1972) (noting that virtually every commercial transaction has an element of trust within
itself, certainly any transaction conducted over a period of time). Knack and Keefer (1997) (arguing that
trusting societies tend to have stronger incentives to innovate and to accumulate both physical and human
capital and therefore grow faster).
629
See Slemrod and Katuscak (2002) (discussing and investigating empirically whether trust and
trustworthiness actually financially pays off).
630
Cf. Jones and George (1998) and Kramer (1994).
63'
Lewicki, Tomlinson and Wang (2005); (Lewicki and Wiethoff 2001) (noting that identity-based trust
develops as parties gain knowledge of one another, usually by sharing information with one another
through a series of interactions that leads the parties discover commonalities in identities, values and
reactions to people and situations). Game theorists argue trust results from reciprocal co-operative

strategies from both, see Lazar (1997; 2000); Cheung 2003).
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Certain conditions facilitate trust building.632 A first
condition is that both parties are interdependent in such a
wayt that they more or less have to trust each other; a
second is when the negotiation partner's personality is

0

633

portrayed as cooperative.
. Whether an individual trusts a potential business partner
has been modeled in economic literature as a matter of the
potential business partner's reputation or beliefs about his
type being trustworthy or not.634 Research indicates that
gossip amplifies trust when pre-existing relationships are
strong.

635

In sum, the willingness to trust someone results from a mixture of
elements that is highly responsive to the investment by both parties in
their relationship during ongoing negotiations.

4

Distrust and negotiation methods

Distrust develops when people form negative assumptions about each
other and then treat these assumptions as fact. Lewicky, McAllister,
and Bies define distrust as "absence of trust, the opposite of trust or
expectation that another will not act in one's best interests or may
„636
perhaps even threaten injury.
Distrust may be quick or episodic,
but it may endure once created.637 Distrust spreads when people share
negative views with one another.
A reputation as a distributive negotiator can negatively impact the
level of trust between parties. Research indicates that the other party
will distrust their counterpart or trust them very little, and thus

creation of trust under the economic perspective in Chapter 4.
See Wrightsman et.al. (1972); Deutsch (1973).
634 See also Sobel (1985); Watson (1999); and Blonski and Probst (2000) (describing how partners
commit small amounts of resources to "get to know" their opponents and discover whether they are
011Stworthy); and Blonksi and Probst (2008) (empirically studying efficient mutual communication of
trustworthiness)
63' See Burt and Knez (1995).
632 See on the
633

636

637

See

Lewicky, McAllister, Bies (1998).

See Hulpman (2004); Belagner, Hiller and Smith (2002).
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exchange very

little information. This easily results in sub-optimal

negotiation outcomes for both parties. 638
A reputation for being an integrative negotiator, on the other hand,
decreases the fear of deception and stimulates the other party to
engage in more candid discussions of interests and be more optimistic
about reaching a win-win agreement. However, being an integrative
negotiator does not always lead to higher trust levels.639 In other
words, distrust between parties threatens the chance of a negotiation
outcome that maximizes benefits for both and ultimately may damage
the relationship.
5

Influencing trust levels

To some extent, parties can directly influence levels of trust and
distrust. Parties who trust and who are trustworthy increase the
returns to themselves and the other party. Attributions of
trustworthiness are thought to be "earned" by the trustee.640 Specific
behaviors such as openness and exhibiting trust contribute to
641
perceptions of trustworthiness.
A beneficial initial strategy, therefore, is to trust the counterpart.
Whether or not this approach will eventually bring benefit depends on

the reaction to that behavior. However, giving trust stimulates
reciprocal trust. When the other party proves to be trustworthy, new
investments can then be made.
Research indicates that predictability, reliability, and consistency
of behavior also help. If behavior is consistent at different times in
different situations and if one meets deadlines, performs tasks, and
follows through as promised with planned activities, then trust levels
increase.642 The consequences of an act of defection include
breakdowns of trust and transactions, penalties, loss of reputation,
638

See Tinsley, Sullivan and O'Connor (2002).
Cf. O'Conner and Tinsley (2004).
640
See Perry and Mankin (2004).
64' Cf Gabarro (1978); Dasgupta (1988). (discussing strategies for managing Calculus based Distrust:
agree explicitly on deadlines, penalties, agree on procedures for monitoring and verifying the others
actions, let know that there is an alternative when trust is diminishing, increase others awareness of how
his performance is perceived).
641 See Jennings (1971) (on predictability); and see McAllister (1995) (on reliability) and Gabarro (1978)
(on consistency ofbehavior)
639
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and lost chances for future interaction.643 In short, building a trustbased relationship contributes to successful ongoing negotiations. If

trust has been broken, small steps may be used to build up trust
(confidence-building mechanisms).
6
1

Recommendations
Take time to build trust, both before and during
negotiations, and create the reputation of being a

trustworthy negotiation partner.

2

Build trust gradually by first giving it in small proportions
and building it up over time.

3

Facilitate trust by proving to be trustworthy: for example,
by being predictable, reliable, and consistent in behavior.

7

The recommendations applied...

The client, generally the initiator of the project and of the model for
collaboration, sets the tone by being trustworthy and giving trust. He
does so by being open about his intentions and by being predictable in
his behavior. In the call to tender and during the first meeting, he
communicates to the contractors that he wants trust to develop
between the parties and will be trustworthy. By organizing interviews
and workshops, he initiates the trust-building process. By splitting the
project into smaller parts, he creates a situation in which repeated
interactions are possible and both parties can build trust. Contractors,
by being consistent and transparent in their actions during the tender
phase, do the same.
To demonstrate their trustworthiness, both parties agree to be
consistent and predictable in their actions. They are transparent and
clear so that the other party can "read" them. They evaluate regularly
whether trust levels go up. Furthermore, they invest in team-building

643 Tested as most adequate reaction to such behavior are the use of tit for tat strategies,

Axelrod (1984);

A similar approach is that the default in relationship is trust, until someone proves distrustful, it assumes a
certain tolerance ofdisloyal behavior (Nooteboom 2001).
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sessions at the start of the project to increase trust within the team of
clients' and contractors' representatives.

4 KEY FACTORS

SUCCESSFUL

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
NEGOTIATION FROM A LEGAL
AND

PERSPECTIVE
Laws, and the legal system, set limits on how people collaborate and
do business with each other, as well as provide guidance in a process
of collaboration. This section focuses on the legal dimension of
negotiations. Negotiation, from a legal perspective, is about practices
that are, or are not, allowed. These rules may guide parties toward or
away from a successful negotiation process. We give a short analysis
of the extent to which the law gives guidance, or limits individuals
and organizations, during their negotiation process. The main question
in the first subsection is to what extent legal rules stimulate or
discourage cooperative negotiation. In the second section we explore
the influence of lawyers on negotiations.

4.1

Rules applying to legal negotiations and the influence of
lawyers on negotiations

Legal rules are one factor that affects negotiation behavior. They limit
or encourage certain tactics and actions during negotiations.

1

Margins for negotiation processes

Generally speaking, collaborating parties have a lot of freedom and are
not bound to many rules when it comes to negotiations. In fact, the
law sets few limitations on negotiation processes. The outer
boundaries in civil and common law jurisdictions are rules that prohibit
certain behavior by law. Certain tactics are not allowed, including

providing incorrect information, misrepresentation, fraud, duress,
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coercion, and threatening a negotiation partner.644 Legal actions against
such behavior are available.645 However, this leaves parties plenty of
room in which to negotiate and allows them to reach consensus on

their own rules.

2

The law and a competitive negotiation approach

Even though the law does not provide actual negotiation rules, it does
encourage a certain approach to negotiation.646 Between the two main

of negotiation identified in literature and discussed in the
social psychological part of this chapter, the law facilitates the

methods

distributive method. The problem is that this method encourages a
competitive negotiation approach. In this sense the legal system can
frustrate a cooperative negotiation process. 647

Legal norms influencing negotiations

3

The legal system also functions as a guide towards an outcome in
negotiations. This is due to the fact that negotiations are generally
indirectly governed by norms that the legal system provided
(precedents) and by default rules of contract law. In other words, the
most likely outcome of a conflict, if brought before a judge, influences
the bargaining zone during negotiations.

This influence of legal norms and rules is referred to as "the
shadow of the law.'448 Parties are free to decide what they want, but
what they agree, what information they reveal, and how they

formulate it will
644

be

influenced by the default rules or by the

When negotiations take place with as a goal entering into a contract, stricter rules apply, see Chapter 5
under the legal perspective.
645 See on the limitations, Korobkin, Moffitt, and Welsh (2004). Concept specific regulation of behavior
can for example be found in labor law and procurement law. Professional or organizational restraints are
the rules of conduct for lawyers.
See on the effect of the legal system on the choice of approach in transactions and disputes e.g.
Barendrecht (2003); see also De Vries and Barendrecht (2006).
647 See this Chapter under the social psychological perspective on these methods.
648
This phenomenon is described by Mnookin and Kornhauser who also are the namegivers, Mnookin
and Kornhauser (1979).

.
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interpretations that judges (or arbitrators, if made public) have
649
formulated regarding the particular matter in the past.
The consequences of this shadow are that parties, who in theory

have a lot of freedom negotiating outside the courtroom, apply, to
some extent, the legal system and legal norms that are applicable in
court. In this way the law provides direction and influences the
negotiation's outcome. In other words, it does cast its shadow over the
negotiation process.

4

650

Recommendations

1

Set the boundaries for negotiations by referring to legal
norms that are applicable in court fuse the shadow of the

law).
2

Agree upon and draft "legal rules for cooperative
negotiation" in order to tailor the negotiation process to
the parties' wishes within the margin set by the legal
system.

Recommendations applied...

5

their
own negotiation rules within the boundaries of the law. They draft so
that a cooperative approach is taken at all times. They agree to adopt a
cooperative approach to handling ambiguities or errors in design

After the selection

stage, the client and contractor decide to draft

blueprints and the specifications of project stages.

4.2

Lawyers and negotiations

Lawyers and other legal professionals, as specialists of law, help to
provide explanations and guidance in legal matters. In some situations
their involvement is required or helpful, either as representatives in
court proceedings, as drafters of complex contracts, or as specialists
649
650

See on the effect ofthe shadow of the law, Mnookin and Komhauser (1979).
See in more detail on contract negotiations in the pre-contractual and contract phase Chapter 5.
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knowledgeable in legal systems that are often daunting in their
complexity. For these reasons, lawyers have various important roles in
651
legal negotiations.
1

Lawyers' influence on the negotiation process and its
outcome

Legal negotiations may be defined as "negotiations (between parties)
with lawyers in the middle and legal institutions in the
background.' 52 Their role and approach will depend on the goal of
the negotiations. First, when client and contractor are entering into a
contract, lawyers often assist in negotiating to identify potential
conflict issues or try to solve conflicts early on. Lawyers may help
manage the commitment process during negotiations.653 Second, they
negotiate before and during litigation. When negotiating a conflict,
their presence enhances the shadow of the law due to their thorough
knowledge of the law and legal cases. They use this knowledge to
bolster their arguments.
Literature points out that involving lawyers in negotiations has
disadvantages.6 Due to their training, legal professionals are very
familiar with the distributive negotiation method that is characteristic
of the legal system.655 The danger is that lawyers may be tempted to
choose the distributive negotiation approach even if another approach
will create a more mutually beneficial outcome. 656
The approach actually choosen by lawyers in the individual
negotiation situation will also depend on the goal of the negotiations.
When a dispute has already emerged, a lawyer that will be brought in
will most likely be a '*litigator" specially trained in arguing a case in a
court. He particularly tends to have an adversarial style. A lawyer
engaged in helping with the commitment process, a so-called
transaction lawyer, most likely has a more cooperative style. Parties
may want him to perform integrative negotiation to optimize
of lawyers seeking to win from the other side. Problems solving opposed to winning and
the disadvantages of an adversarial approach often taken by lawyers, Menkel Meadow (2000).
652 Definition from website of Harvard Negotiation Law Review which may be found at:
http://www. pon.harvard.edu/publications/linir/
653
See Mnookin et al. (2000: 43).
654
See e.g. Salacuse (1998: 221-240) and Mnookin and Susskind (1999).
655 See Menkel Meadow (2000); Kritzer (1991,2001).
656
See, e.g., Gilson and Mnookin (1995: 184-211) (on incentives on lawyers and reputation effects). See
also Mnookin et al. (2000).
631 See mind set
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negotiation outcomes through a proces of creating and distributing
value. However, empirical findings show that an integrative negotiation
approach is less commonly used by lawyers and not well supported
by the legal system.657 Therefore, one may say it is wise to choose a
lawyer who is familiar with the negotiation method a particular
658
negotiation situation requires.

2

Recommendations

1

When drafting the legal setting, anticipate that in the use of
a lawyer's services or legal procedures, the legal system
promotes a distributive approach and most lawyers tend to
use a distributive negotiation method.

2

When involving lawyers or third parties, make sure they
support and are experienced in using both integrative and
distributive negotiation methods.

3

Recommendations applied...

Client and contractor select lawyers that prefer a cooperative
approach to assist them during negotiations. They demand that their
lawyers take a cooperative approach during the negotiations to
safeguard their relationship when solving any issues. The negotiation
rules say that parties cannot negotiate an agreement within the set

if

time frame, the use of a neutral facilitator will be called in.

5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter we reviewed our first and foundational collaboration
sub-process: the negotiation process between client and contractors.
We reviewed negotiation literature to identify factors that influence the
65'

Also called "problem solving", "principled", "cooperative", '*win-win'; or a collaborative approach,
Lewicki et al. (2006). See also Mnookin et al. (2000); See for empirical support, for instance, Kritzer
(1991, 2001). See also Kupfer Schneider (2002).
658 Cf. e.g. Gilson and Mnookin (1995: 184-211).
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course of a negotiation process. We proposed recommendations for "a
"
successful negotiation process.
The factors influencing collaboration in the light of negotiation as
we defined it are the following. From theories and empirical findings
we placed under the social psychology perspective factors are the
method of negotiation, peoples' motivations, their perceptions, their

negotiation styles, the tendency to match and reciprocate, and the
choice of communication channels.
From economic theories and empirics we draw the following
factors: the extent of rationality in decision making; the extent to which

parties take steps in decision making leading to value optimization;
their anticipation of the limitations of the human mind; actions to
correct biases that lead to sub-optimal (biased) decisions; transaction
costs; information that is not available at the time a decision is made
and information asymmetry between parties; the use of measures to
deal with these irrationalities (such as cool-of periods); social norms
and reputations; the negotiation strategy used; and trust levels between

parties.
From legal studies we draw the following factors: barriers Of the
law for certain behavior Gis it is perceived as damaging to the interests
of society or

the

negotiation partner);

the

guidance to parties

by

principles, laws and regulations: the amount of freedom laws and
regulations leave to parties to agree on their own rules: the competitive
nature of the legal system; and the influence of lawyers.
We found that the choice of negotiation method influences the
course of negotiations. Embracing an integrative negotiation method
throughout the project encourages collaborative behavior and helps
parties to focus on solutions in which both *'do well" (win-win

solutions).

Knowledge of the drives or motivations that influence negotiation
behavior is a second factor we found. Peoples' drives indicate their
tendency either to cooperate or to compete. Therefore client and
contractor may try to obtain information about the drives of the other
persons involved in tender proceedings. That information may be used
during the project as a criterion in the selection ofpersons for a project
organization. Through measures such as creating a sequence of
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interaction, a bond, or the introduction of financial incentives, the
client may stimulate cooperative negotiations.
Third, the negotiation process that takes place during a project

consists of a continuing sequence of decisions made by the parties
individually or mutually.
Fourth, people's perceptions (unconsciously) influence their
decision-making process. Anticipating the limitations of the human
mind and correcting biases may prevent parties from making suboptimal (biased) decisions. The parties may integrate mechanisms that
prevail, making decisions that are distorted by biases.
Furthermore, insights into preferred negotiation styles may help
prepare client and contractor for their interactions. By agreeing to use
the style of problem solving as initial one, the parties may facilitate a
successful negotiation process.
Another factor is people's tendency to match and reciprocate the
actions of others. People may influence and change the motivations
and behavioral patterns over time. This may be faciliated by
stimulating cooperative first moves in negotiation, or by enabling the
weaker party to change from a competitive to a cooperative tone.
Sixth, the channels of communication people use are also a variable
that (indirectly) influences the negotiation processes. The choice of
inadequate channels may lead to miscommunications and conflict and
derail the collaboration process. Face-to-face contact tends to be the
ideal means of interaction for building the fundamentals of a successful
negotiation process.
In economic literature on decision making, first, self-interest is
considered as the main driver behind people' s actions. Rational choice
and decision-making theory predicts that self-interested valueoptimizing individuals negotiate towards the most optimal outcomes.
From these theories parties may derive the steps leading to rational
decisions focused on the goals allowing the parties to systematically
decide based upon information and weighing all possible options. In
any negotiation situation the most likely settlement that rational actors
would choose is one that best satisfies both parties' aspirations (those
with the highest joint benefit). More recent decision-making theory
suggests that other drives such as concern for others may create the
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tendency to take the interests of others into account and strive for
results that also meet the other party' s interests.
Second, Behavioral Decision Theory suggests that people tend to
deviate from this rational decision-making ideal, leading to irrational
behavior and sub-optimal outcomes. The deviation from rational
behavior results from shifting preferences, transaction costs, and

information that is not available at the time a decision is made.
Measures to deal with these irrationalities give decision makers the
opportunity to be rational and include cool-off periods and raising
stakes.

We also found that in our choice of actions and decisions during
negotiations, people are also the subject of extrinsic incentives such as
norms and rules. People care about obeying formal or informal rules, as
they may impact their self-interests. The fourth factor of influence on
the negotiation process is that people care about living up to socially
agreed-upon rules (social norms) and, fifth, care about developing and
keeping solid reputations. Embracing these mechanisms may lead
toward cooperative negotiation behavior throughout a project, as they
tend to be important factors in obtaining or being denied future
business.

A sixth variable is the negotiation strategy people use. It influences
the tone in negotiations and the course of the negotiation process.
Setting off by using a strategy serving their self-interest in the short
term may threaten a successful collaboration process in the long term.
The strategy regarded as facilitating collaborative behavior over time is
tit-for-tat (in which a party initially cooperates, responds based on
reciprocation, and after that switches back to/continues
659

collaborating.
A seventh factor is trust. Trust is a factor that may replace norms
in leading towards successful negotiation. It is a mechanism that
facilitates cooperation through being trustworthy (reliable, predictable,
and consistent). Trust can be built up gradually and may replace
extensive use of contracts or rules.

659

See

Axelrod (1984).
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The law influences the negotiation process by providing a legal
structure for negotiations. First, the law aims to prevent tactics and
actions perceived as damaging to the interest of society or the
negotiation partner and, thus, protects the parties from harmful
behavior. Furthermore, legal rules and principles may be a guide for
parties in their negotiations. Third, the legal system provides for a
competitive win-lose approach. This approach may prevent negative
consequences of harmful negotiation behavior, but it may also threaten
the ongoing process. The approach of lawyers advicing their principals
also influences the negotiation process. The choice of type of lawyers
approach (competitive or more cooperative) is a fourth factor. Finally,
the rather wide bandwidth the law provides is a factor that influences
negotiations. The parties may agree on their own negotiation rules that
facilitate cooperative negotiation within that margin.
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CHAPTER 5

V RELATIONSHIP DEVELOPMENT IN CONTRACTUAL
RELATIONS: ESTABLISHING AND MAINTAINING A
RELATIONSHIP
1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter we study the factors that determine the success of the
process of establishing and maintaining a relationship between the
collaborating parties. We examine cooperation literature to make
observations about how clients and contractors ideally establish their
relationships in projects. Meaning, in a manner that optimally
contributes to project success.
The research questions we try to answer in this chapter are the
following: What are the factors that (positively or negatively) influence

the development of a relationship and what recommendations for a
successful relationship may be drawn from cooperation literature? We
discuss how these factors may affect the development of relationships
between parties, and we make recommendations for how parties can
create and

maintain what we call

relationship.

a

"successful" or "cooperative"

660

2 KEY FACTORS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
DEVELOPING SUCCESSFUL RELATIONSHIPS FROM A
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE
The research field within social psychology of particular relevance for
this chapter is the study of relationship dynamics between two
individuals or entities and their influence on people's behavior in those

relationships.
660

See Chapter 1 Section 2.2 (in particular under 7-8) for justifications for the choice of perspectives,
theories, approach taken, methodology of this Chapter, and relationship to the other Chapters in this part.
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In this section, we discuss variables of human behavior that may
661

effect the development of the relationship between them.
The first variable we deal with in this chapter is people's drives or
motives to enter into a relationship. Information about both parties'
motives is essential in different phases of a relationship. It is
important in the phase of finding a suitable partner to collaborate with,
in the phase of negotiating the contract, in reaching agreement, and in
the process of writing the actual contract. The questions addressed in
this subsection are the following: What drives make people want to
collaborate and enter into a relationship, and what encourages people
to behave cooperatively and live up to their promises?
The second variable that may influence the parties' behavior in
establishing a relationship is their preferences for a relationship. The
main questions covered in this subsection are the following: What do
people search for in a relationship, and what rules do they want to
govern it?
The third variable that we discuss is the influence of power on and
in a relationship. The division of power determines how much each
party depends on the other and, with that, affects the character of
their relationship. The questions covered in that subsection are the
following: What is the impact of power differences on the
collaboration process and in particular on the negotiation and
formation of a relationship, and how should the parties deal with such
differences in ways that benefit a cooperative relationship?

2.1

The phases in relationship development

Having a relationship literally means there is a connection established
between the client and the contractors, a clear link. First, parties need
to create this link, to build their relationship. After that, they need to
mainmin it. This process of creating and maintaining a successful
relationship may be regarded as a special negotiation process between
the parties. Through negotiations the parties establish their goals for
the relationship and the rules governing it. This process of creating and
66' Lewicki (2007: 191)
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relationship is subdivided into a number of phases in
development
the
of relationships between
organizations.662 Relationship researchers distinguish the following
general stages in the development of long-term relationships.

maintaining

a

literature on

I. First contact. People start building a relationship from the
first time they meet. In this stage the individuals are getting
to know each other (the social bonding process), and
reputations for performance and trustworthiness are tested
and built. It may be referred to as the phase of contact and
partner selection and includes the general exploration of the
goals of a relationship through negotiations.663 The
relationship itself is still poorly defined, and requirements
are still unclear: however, parties look to develop
interpersonal relationships, and trust between parties may
start to develop. 664
11. Discussing the purpose of the relationship. Subsequently,
the persons involved start defining the exact purpose of the
relationship and its terms. In this stage parties try to find a
balance between shared goals and individual goals; they
clarify mutual goals and set the boundaries of the
relationship. In this
regulations of exchange between
65
stafe
parties start to develop.
Social bonding is more and more
mutual
established,
goals are formulated, and trust
increases, which strengthens the bond between the parties.

III. Agreeing on how the contract will be structured. The more
detailed structuring and ordering of the relationship occurs
in this stage. The parties negotiate in more detail the goal of
their relationship and the conditions under which to reach
those goals, the terms of their agreement. This happens
through a process of bargaining, resulting either in an
662

See Boddy, Macbethh and Wagner (2000) and Dwyer, Schurr and Oh (1987) (on developing BuyerSeller relationships); See Davis (2004) (about the relationship development process in the procurement of
construction projects).
663 See for similar models for negotiation processes in literature on interorganizational relationships, for
instance Maddux (1988); from a relationship marketing perspective Achroll (1997); or Hefferman (2004).
pre-relationship; early interaction stage, relationship growth stage, partnership stage, relationship end

stage.
664 See e.g. Ford (1982; 1998); Thompson and Sanders (1998).
663 Ford ( 1982); and also Boddy, Macbeth and Wagner (2000); see also Wilson (1995).
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W.

agreement to work together to achieve their goals or not to
do so.
Finalizing and writing the agreement. If parties reach
agreement on the goals of the relationship they actually
start formalizing (writing down in a contract) what they
have agreed on. The structure is put on paper. In this stage
the conditions of the relationship and its boundaries are
formalized.666 The parties create a document in which the
promises are summed up: the contract.667 This is an
important stage, as the rules formulated are the ones
governing the relationship. A lack of clarity about the terms
of the agreement can result in discussions on what exactly

was decided later.
The stage of value creation through joint ejforts. This is the
stage in which the benefit of working together is realized
(in infrastructure projects, the phase in which parties
construct the infrastructure work).
VI. Renegotiating the agreement. In long-term projects the
relationship grows and changes. Therefore, the rules
governing that relationship need to be re-evaluated and

V.

redefined over time (contract renegotiations).
VII. The end of the (project) relationship:68 The last stage of
the relationship is the stage in which parties finish up and
go their separate ways. The project is finished, the project
delivery takes place, and the parties' relationship in the

light of creating the work ends.
The parties may establish a high level of certainty about the quality
and goals of their relationship by interacting constantly about whether
rules governing the relationship still optimally help meet the project
goals. As outlined in stage III, the actual contract resulting from the
initial negotiations and the decision to mutually work towards their
666 Term from Figure of Relationship Development process, Wilson (1995: 15).
667
See Chapter 5 where this element will be further elaborated upon. First step in cooperation is getting to
know a partner, to find compatible aims and willingness to share ideas and to develop them further

together.

for models of relationship development, e.g Dwyer, Schur and Oh (1987), Borys and Jemison
(1989: 235) and Wilson (1995: 15).

668 See
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goals is only the first registration at a certain moment in a continuing
669
dynamic process.
What complicates this relationship management process is that
the relationship cycles through the different stages outlined above,
which include different relationship-building activities. Moreover, the
stages are in practice not always clearly separated, which complicates
the establishment and maintenance of a cooperative relationship. A
relationship may have to be further established and maintained at the
same time. The consequence of this continuing process is that making
mistakes in one stage of the relationship development may have
effects on the other phases and, thus, on the cooperative relationship.

1
1

Recommendations
Use the relationship stages to keep track of the relationship
development, to give insight into the process to both parties,
and to evaluate its development.

2

2

Use it to anticipate and discuss what needs to be done at
what time during the relationship to create and maintain it.

Recommendations applied ...

In the call to tender during the tender stage, the client gives insight into
the stages of the relationship, the actions that he will take during the
stages, and what he expects of the bidders. The first contact is the call
to tender followed by the rounds of questions and answers, both
written and oral, during meetings where all bidders are invited.
After the selection of a contractor, the parties agree to regularly
evaluate the relationship based on the stages it is in and discuss what
actions need to be taken to maintain or strengthen the relationship, for
instance, by informal team-building sessions or formal meetings.

669 See e.g.

Fleerackers (2000).
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2.2

Motivations to collaborate and establish a relationship

A central element in successful collaboration as defined in this study is
that two or more parties are willing to work together over time:70 To
be motivated to collaborate over time, the parties first have to be
motivated to start collaborating and, second, to keep collaborating over
time.
In Chapter 4 we discussed the influence of human motives on
people's willingness to enter into an integrative negotiation process. In
this subsection, we address the effect of human motives in
relationships. For parties to be willing to enter into a relationship to
collaborate, the preconditions are an overlap in desires, a chance of
future encounters, and they must both attach a value to future
encounters.671 The parties' main drive before and in a relationship
seems to be self-interest. Once in a relationship, their expectation of
benefit or fear of punishment for opportunistic behavior seems an
important motive to keep behaving cooperatively.
1

Willingness to collaborate: The chance of a positive
relationship and parties' self-interest

Literature identifies at least four main preconditions that must be met
for cooperative behavior between two individuals to develop: an
overlap in desires, a chance of future encounters with the same
individual, memory of past encounters with that individual, and a
value associated with future outcomes. 672
Furthermore, social exchange theory supports the view that
people's main drive to collaborate is self-interest.673 This theory is
often used to describe relationships in (sociaD psychology. It posits
that all human relationships are formed as a result of a subjective costbenefit analysis and based on the comparison of alternatives. For
670

Successful collaboration is in this study defined as: the interaction process through which parties
achieve project success (to meet orswpass projectgoals). In this study the concrete shared project goals
are delivering a wotk meeting the agreed upon quality level, against the lowest possible cost, and within
the agreed upon time schedule.
6'1 Lewicki (2007).
672
See Lewicki (2007 and references).
673
See Thibaut and Kelley (1959); Kenrick et. al. (1999: 260 ff); Smith and Mackie (1995: 458 ff).
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example, when a person perceives the costs of a relationship as
outweighing the perceived benefits, then the theory predicts that the
person will choose to leave the relationship, and the other way around.
The theory is closely related to the rational choice theory used in
economics, which also assumes self-interest as an important decision
variable. 674

Support for this motivation of self-interest as a reason to act in a
cooperative manner may also be found in behavioral decision theory.
In this literature, negotiating agreements, such as the choice of entering
into and/or maintaining a relationship is usually discussed in terms of
decision making.
What may be concluded is that self-interest seems to be one
important drive in relationships. It seems that if this drive ceases to
exist due to a lack of possibilities to serve one's individual interests,
this may cause an immediate threat to a relationship, as the interest of
continuing it is gone.675 This indicates that to create a solid
relationship with one another, the benefits for both parties must
outweigh its costs. First, a relationship must be mutually beneficial.
Second, adequate measures need to be taken to organize a fair division
of benefits that serve both parties' self-interest.

2

Motivation to behave cooperately once in a relationship

Researchers found other

motivations that make people want to

continue to cooperate once in a relationship. First, Axelrod explored
the conditions under which rational people spontaneously act in a
cooperative manner.676 To test this, he used a computerized
tournament in which two players first had to interact one time and
then interact repeatedly. He found that the last format tended to offer
a long-term incentive for parties to cooperate, even though they had a
short-term incentive to defect (reacting to cooperative behavior by
taking advantage of the other, not reciprocating). Axelrod gives as a
674

See Chapter 4

under the economic perspective.
Apart from self interest people tend to be motivated by doing better than the other, to win. Research
suggests this is particularly the case in business relationships, Loewenstein, Thompson, Bazerman (1989).
This may increase competitive behavior even more.
676 Or as he puts it: when will 'fundamentally selfish agents' spontaneously cooperate, Axelrod (1984).
675
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possible reason for this positive response to cooperative behavior the
repetitive character of the game: People who defect may be punished,
and cooperative behavior may be rewarded, unlike in the single-shot
version of the test. 677
What may be derived from this is that once in a relationship they
expect to continue, parties are more likely to act in a cooperative
manner, as they expect a reward for cooperative behavior and
punishment if they try to exploit the other.

3
1

Recommendations
Discuss whether there is an overlap in desires and a chance
of (profitable)future encounters before entering into a
relationship.

2

Determine whether and how both parties' self-interests in

the long term are served in the relationship before

committing to it.
3

Facilitate mechanisms in a relationship that allow both
parties to reward the other's cooperative behavior and
punish defective behavior.

4

The

recommendations applied...

During the tender stage, the client and contractors discuss what their
goals and desires are and their expectations about the project. For
instance, contractors give an estimate of the profits they hope to make
and the time schedule for completion they think is realistic, and both
client and bidders give their views on the level of quality that can and
should be reached. By giving each other insight into their interests,
they try to determine whether there is enough mutual interest and
enough of a basis to enter into a relationship that leaves both parties
better off in the end. The answers to these questions can be important

To perform this study, he developed a variation of the prisoner's dilemma (PI)), involving repeated PD
interactions between two players (i.e., strategies written as computer programs), see Axelrod (1984).

677
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indicators for parties to determine whether continuing further
negotiations and investing in a relationship is in their self-interest.
The parties agree to monitor each other's contributions to a
successful relationship and attach bonus to behavior that is facilitating
a successful relationship and penalty mechanisms to behavior that is
experienced as damaging.

2.3

People's perception of an ideal relationship

The development of relationships is influenced by the perceptions of
parties of relationships. Research findings suggest that people tend to
have a certain image in mind of the ideal relationship.
1

Rules

of respect, reciprocity, and fairness

According to literature, most people look for a relationship that is
"fair" and aimed at reaching benefit for both parties. It is also
described as a relationship that "works."678 When asked about
characteristics of such a relationship, people mention that the
relationship itself must be valued highly by both parties.679 Guidelines
and principles pointed out to be at the basis of the relationship are
rules of respect, an honest division of surplus (fairness),680 and
reciprocity (the tendency to sacrifice welfare to answer good behavior

with good behavior and bad with bad). 681
Empirical research supports these notions. Most successful longterm relationships are based on giving each other help and advantages
(reciprocity).682 The expectation that the other will reciprocate seems
to stimulate cooperative behavior from both parties. 683
This suggests that parties should create a relationship that is
governed by rules of reciprocity, fairness, and mutual respect. Parties
678

See Gabarro

679

See

(1990); Bennis et al. (1968).
Hillman (1997: 241), MacNeil (2000); Lax and Sebenius (1986: 72-73); Lewicki et al. (2006: 267

m.

680

See Baron (2000:

412); Jolls, Sunstein and Thaler (1998: 26); Fehr and Schmidt (1999,2001).

68' See Fehr and Gachter (2000: 159-161); Fehr and Schmidt (2001: 7); Baron (1998: 412).
682 See Fehr and Gachter (2000: 168 m.
683 See also Berg, Dickhaut and McCabe

history).

(1995) (on the relationship between reciprocity trust and social
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may introduce reciprocal fairness in their relationship by mutually
agreeing that if one is fair the other will be, and vice versa. To prevent
their arrangements from remaining abstract and vague, which may
easily cause different interpretations of these terms, the project
partners should explicitly state and discuss their interpretation of
fairness and reciprocity by making it clear what cooperative behavior
they expect from each other in different situations. This may help to
develop a definition of these terms that both parties support.

2

Recommendations

1

Discuss between parties what they expectfrom the
relationship and how they define a relationship that
:4works. "

2

Agree on and describe the guidelines and principles both
parties want as central guidelines in the relationship.

3

Dejlne in the contract what parties mean with abstract
concepts such as rules of respect, fairness, reciprocity, and
other concepts they want to be of guidance in their

relationship.

3

The recommendations applied...

The contractors and client agree to apply rules of respect, fairness, and
reciprocity and define how that translates in behavior during the tender
stage. For instance, both agree to be transparent about their main
interests in and concerns about the project. The client translates this in
providing information early on about the selection criteria and by
making these criteria as clear as possible.
After the selection, client and contractor both define what
behavior is expected in some typical situations that may arise during
the construction stage of the project. For example, fairness may be
defined as sharing certain risks both parties have influence upon on a
50% -50% basis. Reciprocity means that the client will not apply
penalties when a contractor is late but stays within a margin ofx days,
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and the contractor will not try to claim for x amount
explicitly foreseen under the contract.
2.4

of extra costs not

Power differences and the relationship

Power affects relationships. Power may be defined as the ability to
control people and events.684 Deutsch's definition of power, -a
relational concept functioning between the person and his or her
environment," illustrates its relevance in relationships.685
The distribution of power between the parties is an important
factor that determines whether the relationship works as parties want
it to. In most relationships between client and contractor, either one or
the other is more powerful. This strongly affects their relationship and
makes it unequal. However, parties may take measures to limit the
inequality.

1

Power and interdependence

Strong power differences complicate the creation of a successful
relationship. Extensive research has been done into the effects of
power and power differences on interaction between people. Some of
the findings give insights in the effects of differences in power on the
relationship of collaborating business partners such as clients and
contractors.
First, the relative power of parties determines their level of
interdependency, the extent to which both the parties depend on each
other. Research indicates that the higher the levels of interdependence
between people, the more equal their relationship. 686 On the other
hand, the greater the difference in power, the less equal the
relationship. The more powerful party dominates the other party. 687

684
685

See Cambridge learners dictionary.
See Coleman in Deutsch and Coleman (2000: 111) (describing it as the

result from a combination of
interaction and of characteristics of persons involved in the situation). Lewicki, Littere, Minton and
Saunders (1994: 112 ff) (distinguishing 3 power categories: power base (resources or tools available, e.g.
wealth, knowledge, organizational skills, allies) power use and influence strategies).
686
See Lewicki (2007).
687
See Marwell et al. (1969).
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This inequality again encourages the tendency to be competitive by
688
the less independent (more powerful) party.
Therefore, it seems that a power difference can create inequality
in relationships. This inequality between parties most likely
complicates their collaboration process, whereas equality in power
may facilitate a successful collaboration process.
2

Sources

of power and negotiation styles

People derive their power from a number of factors. 689 The best
known factors are the relative amount of information, people's
expertise, or access to these sources:90 Research indicates that in their
collaboration process parties should adjust their strategies to their
relative power. For instance, having important information regarding
the project triggers a tactic to keep this information from the other if it
can be used to one's advantage during negotiations. When there is a
power imbalance, such strategies, tactics, and counter-tactics are likely
691
to be used to gain the upper hand in a negotiation situation.
Empirical findings also suggest a more powerful party tends to
employ contentious tactics, whereas the less powerful one tends to
choose yielding and inaction as negotiation style.692 Measures to break
through the information asymmetry are providing access to
information and expertise for both parties. This may partially
neutralize the power difference and thus take away the possibility for
actions that are counterproductive for the collaboration process.
In sum, the power differences resulting in unequal relationships
facilitate competitive negotiation styles on the side of the powerful
party. This threat to a successful relationship and consequently a
successful collaboration process may be corrected by taking measures

Hornstein (1965); Offermann and Schrier (1985).
6*9 Fisheretal. (1991),and Funken (2002).
690
The choice of reward structure and presence of time pressure in a contract also has influence on the
power distribution, see Pruit and Dews (1969).
691
In literature 3 meanings are formulated: environmental power (degree to which he can favorably
influence his environment), relationship power (degree to which favorably influence another person), or
personal power (degree to which able to satisfy own desires).
692
See Hornstein (1965); Offermann and Schrier (1985).
688 See e.g.
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that give the originally less powerful party tools to compensate for the
inequality.
3

Power differences and the contract

Inequality in relationships may eventually lead to agreements that are
advantageous to the more powerful party. An example is a division of
risks that allocates all the risks connected to a project with the less
powerful party, without funds being provided to deal with the
financial effects if such contingencies materialize.
In other words, the power balance between parties most likely will
be reflected in the legal document governing their relationship: their
contract. Power may be used to realize a legal representation of the
relationship that is in the more powerful party' s benefit, and it may
give him control over the other party. A contract thus affirms the
power difference and formalizes it. A contract that is clearly written in
the advantage of the more powerful party may even amplify power
differences and frustrate attempts to create a balanced relationship.
Therefore, parties who want to create and maintain an equal
relationship need to be aware that the contract reflects that goal by
granting power to the less powerful party.

4

Shifts in power and hold-up problems

The client and contractor need to be aware of the fact that shifts in
power may take place after the contract is signed. As a result, 6'holdup" opportunities may arise that have an effect on the parties'
collaboration process.693 A hold-up is a problem addressed in
transaction cost economics that describes the effects of relationshipspecific investments, shifting power to the party that invested the
least. For instance, in infrastructure projects during the tender stage
the clients have full options.694 Generally, they are at the short side of
693

See e.g. Williamson (1979: 233-62) (addressing the hold up problem); Rogerson (1992: 774-94); and
recently Schmitz (2001,2008).
694 Hold up problems make clients vulnerable after the contract is signed and changes are required. In case
of a change, the client that is on a tight schedule can either delay or settle on an increase of the price.
Together with incomplete contracts, this situation makes the client vulnerable which may be exploited by
contractors and increase costs. On the other hand, the contractor may be vulnerable to hold-up as well. If
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the market (a buyer's market). However, as soon as the contract is
signed, the bargaining power may tip towards contractors, as the client
695
may suffer more when a project is abandoned (a hold-up situation).

5
1

Recommendations
Be aware that a strong imbalance in power may frustrate a

balanced relationship and be a disincentivefor cooperative
behavior.
2

As countermeasure to an imbalance in power, grant both
parties as much as possible equal access to information and
expertise relevant to the project.

3

Be aware that the framework for a relationship

(particularly the contract) may reflect and amplify
unwanted power differences.
4

6

Anticipate hold-up problems.

The recommendations applied...

In the tender stage the client points out to the bidders that he wants to
create an equal relationship to achieve project success during the
construction stage.

After the selection

stage, the client and contractor agree during the

contract negotiations on taking measures to manage the power
difference between them, as they want to create a balanced
relationship. First, they agree on establishing an equality in decisionmaking power for important matters regarding the project, such as
dealing with the consequences of unanticipated events, adjusting the
parts of the planning (within the agreed-upon time frame for project
there are no interim payments done, the client may try to re-negotiate the contract price on completion,
see Chang and Ive (2007).
695 See e.g. Chang and Ive (2007: 398).
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realization), or making technical decisions regarding the project. An
independent third person will monitor this balance. He follows their
joint project team meetings and evaluates whether the power balance
parties agreed to in a contract is reflected in the actual relationship.
The neutral interferes if he observes pure power play by the more
powerful party. Other measures they take to create a more equal

relationship are risk- and benefit-sharing clauses. These clauses create
rewards or penalties for jointly achieved results for the collective, and
a clause that obliges parties to share the financial consequences of a
delay of activities for which parties have a joint responsibility.
Furthermore, they decide on a free flow of information relating to the
project. They select the information both parties deem essential and
make it available through a shared database with project information.

3 KEY FACTORS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
DEVELOPING SUCCESSFUL RELATIONSHIPS FROM
AN ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVE
Economists describe, predict, and explain people's behavior related to
economic phenomena.696 One of those phenomena is the creation of
relationships between parties that want to trade. Contracts and
contract law are regarded as devices that make collaborative behavior
possible and that help parties in creating and maintaining a
relationship. as a Goals of contract law referred to in economic
literature is "fostering enduring relationships" and "to convert games
with non-cooperative solutions in games with cooperative
solutions".697
696
697

See Chapter 4 under the economic perspective.

See Cooter and Ulen (2004); See also Posner (2001: xi) (formulating the economic approach as "the
approach that asks to contract law how contract rules affect peoples incentives to cooperate").
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Collaboration processes do not always go smoothly without
contracts.698 For economists, this justifies the existence of contracts
and the possibility of their enforcement by outside intervention.
Economists give several reasons that justify making contracts an
essential part of a structure for relationships. First, contracts provide
parties with a platform for their interaction.699 Contracts enable
people to coordinate their actions and to specify and write down what
they agreed and find jointly beneficial. Through contracts, parties
specify actions each of them are supposed to take at various moments
in the future, and contracts also allow them to share risks in mutually
beneficial ways.

700

A second important reason for the existence of contracts is the fact
that they help delimit the range of acceptable behavior. As contracts
are enforceable by law, they help secure optimal commitment and
reliance. Economic theories on why this enforcement of promises is a
good thing base it either on the utility created by the eventual
performance of the promise (welfare is usually increased by carrying
out a promise) or on the utility created by the ex ante incentives the
promise sets up supported by a general rule of enforceability. The
incentives creating an efficiency gain are, for instance, the incentive on
the promisee to rely on the promise made by the promisor by agreeing
on a rule requiring compensation, or measures to foresee in a better
allocation of risks between parties if they differ in their attitude
towards risks. Such incentives may increase the incentive to tell the
truth about the conditions that will affect performance. 701
A third important reason why rationally acting parties need the
law in reaching consensual agreements is because of the costs involved
in negotiating and enforcing promises (transaction costs). Their
assumption is that if such transaction costs did not exist, rational
actors would come to mutually beneficial terms.702 However, contracts
All kinds of phenomena prevent parties from making optimal choices and, as a result of that the
market does not always works adequately (market failure).
699 ExampleS such as partnership agreements to divide total profits, differences of opinion about
subsequent events. Shavell (2003: 2). See also Polinsky and Shavell (2007: 7 ff); Cooter and Ulen GOOD.
100
See Shavell (2003 Chapter 13,2). For a general introduction, see also Posner (1998); Shavell (1998).
701
See Craswell (2000: 18-19); See also Goetz and Scott (1980); (discussing ex ante effects of a rule
requiring compensation); Shavell (1991); Katz (1996. 1289-1291).
702 See Ulen (1999: 798).
698
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are expected to have a lowering effect on transaction costs as parties

agree on how they will work together over

a

period of time. 703

Therefore, entering into a contract reduces the prospect of costly,
repetitive bargaining. Parties minimize transaction costs of negotiating
by supplying efficient default terms and regulations for their
relationship. In sum, a contract is regarded as a mechanism that
supports parties' collaboration process, and contract law works as a
backup in case parties fail to regulate an issue or obligation explicitly
in their contract. 704
In addition to contracts, economists also see an important role for
non-legal mechanisms to foster successful collaboration. Economic
literature covers several mechanisms that influence parties' behavior.
These are non-legal mechanisms, such as social norms and reputation.
They provide for incentives - other then legal remedies or sanctions which curtail opportunism and encourage parties to live up to their
promises.705 Like contracts, these mechanisms encourage cooperative
behavior, which gives them potential value in using them as part of a
structure to strengthen relationships. A difference with contracts is
that these mechanisms encourage cooperative behavior right from the
beginning of a relationship, even before parties bind themselves to a
contract.
We address economic theories and findings on contracts and nonlegal mechanisms in this section. First, we concentrate on theories on
the different roles for contracts that have been distinguished in
economic literature. Relevant questions addressed are the following:
What role may contracts fulfill to protect parties, and how may they
contribute to a cooperative relationship and project success?
Second, we cover theory on different kinds of contracts rational
actors may opt for. This line of research, for instance, focuses on how
parties may deal with the fact that not every contingency may be
foreseen in a complete contract. The questions addressed in this subsection are the following: Which kind of contract best facilitates a
cooperative relationship, and what are the possibilities and limitations
03
704
705

See Masten (2000: 27).
See Cooter and Ulen (2004: 1-6,235).
See Cooter and Ulen (2004: 3); Ulen

(1999: 797) on peoples reactions to sanctions and bonuses. In
other words, law can be used to correct market failure, Shavell (2004: 572-574).
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of contracts with

a strong

foothold in the relationship, so-called

relational contracts?
Third, we focus on non-legal rules and mechanisms in contracts
that make people live up to their promises, such as social norms, trust,
and reputation mechanisms. Key questions in this sub-section are the
following: How can these mechanisms support collaboration, and how
can they be incorporated in the process of building and maintaining a
relationship?

3.1

Roles of contracts in fostering a cooperative relationship

Economists regard contracts as important means to safeguard a
cooperative relationship. Contracts are an exchange of promises laid
down in a legally enforceable agreement. Contracts foster the
development of a cooperative relationship by providing incentives to
live up to promises (enforceability) by allowing parties to allocate
risks, by providing conflict resolution mechanisms, and by being a
"blueprint for collaboration."

1

The contract as incentive to live up to promises

create a basis for a cooperative
relationship is by providing parties with a mechanism to enforce
promises. Without a contract it would be risky for parties to enter into
a relationship and invest in it, as parties have no guarantees that the
other will not change his mind and decide not to live up to his

The first way in which contracts

promises.
The use of standard form contracts contributes to certainty. The
advantage of using a standard is that the terms of those contracts are
well understood and a body of case law exixsts on the interpretation of
706
its conditions.
For instance, in complex infrastructure projects the promises laid
down in a contract are based on expectations about the future: the
construction of a tunnel by the contractor and payment for that
706

See e.g Bajari and Tadelis (2001) (analyzing various contract forms and offering a theory of
procurernent contracts).
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performance by the client. If the promised act does not bring what a
party (the client) expects, the performance he receives (the tunnel)
may no longer be more valuable than the one he promised to provide
(payment). As a result, without being bound to a contract that may be
enforced, a party may prefer not to perform. The contract may help
remind them of what they agreed to and prevent them from backing
out of a relationship too easily. If a party does not live up to a
contract, the other may enforce it by bringing the issue in front of a
court that can either direct specific performance or apply
appropriately measured damages to assure that the intentions of the
parties are fulfilled.707 In other words, a contract creates certainty for
parties that promises made will be carried out, if necessary, by force
of law.

Risk allocation through contracts

2

The second way in which contracts contribute to cooperative
relationship is through risk allocation. Adequate risk allocation
diminishes the risk of promise breaking (opportunism). Risk is
associated with uncertainty in the environment and imperfect
information of the parties.708 In infrastructure projects this may be the
risk of events that are unforeseeable, which may cause a significant
loss or interfere with performance of contractual obligations
(unforeseeable contingencies).
An adequate contractual allocation of risks creates investment
incentives for each party and exploits differences in their respective
risk-bearing capabilities.709 Therefore, risk allocation between client
and contractor is a determinant in the success of the parties'
cooperative relationship. The initial choice in risk allocation made by
the parties has an impact on important investment decisions: for
instance, the investment of the client in collecting information prior to
contracting with a contractor, the decision of the contractor to perform
or breach during the construction of the project, specific reliance

investment done by both parties, and both parties' investment in
707
708
709

See
See
See

Crocker and masten (1991); Ryall and Sampson (2003).
Triantis (2000: 102).
Triantis (2000: 101).
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precautions against probability and impact of adverse risks that
710
threaten the value of the exchange.
Risk sharing clauses in contracts may create an incentive for both
parties to do their best to perform. It may be an important mechanism
to deal with opportunism, particularly since in infrastructure projects
that take several years before completion the costs of proving a
mistake (a breach of the contract) by a party may be relatively high.
By sharing risks, the parties prevent lengthy discussions about who is
responsible for the consequences of an unanticipated event that results
in higher construction costs.

3

Contracts

as

conflict-resolution mechanism

The third way in which contracts

are found to

contribute to a

cooperative relationship is as provider of an explicit and detailed set of
rules and procedures of dispute resolution. A legal contract hardly ever
reflects all of the promises contracting parties made and the rules they
want to apply to their relationship. Dispute mechanisms allow parties
to solve issues they did not specify enough in the contract or on which
interpretations parties differ.711 In this manner a contract may provide
parties with ways to solve conflicts in a cooperative fashion.712 By
doing so, it diminishes the risk that the parties' relationship is
threatened because they are stuck in an impasse.
What may be concluded from theory addressed in this subsection
is that the parties not only need to discuss what they want from a
contract but also need to determine in what way a contract can
objectively contribute to a cooperative relationship. In complex

projects such as in infrastructure, contract drafters probably will not
be able to reflect the parties' relationship completely.

4

710
711

Contracts

as

blueprints for exchange

See Posner (2001: xii).

See Eggleston et al. (2000) (on the relationship between design and interpretation in complex
contracts).
712
See Masten (1996: 10). See in more detail the Chapter 7.
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The formal roles of contracts addressed in the previous paragraphs are
not the only roles in which a contract may contribute to a cooperative
relationship.713 Ideally, in order to be an effective framework for the
terms of trade, a contract should truly support the collaboration
process. Empirical economic literature suggests that some contracts
describe what the collaboration process between parties should look
like.714 Contracts may be drafted as frameworks that go beyond purely
legal documents. 715 Contracts may be *'blueprints for exchange" and a
means to plan the collaboration, to set partner expectations, and
consequently reduce misunderstandings and costly missteps.
Empirical researchers found that firms frequently include terms in
contracts that are hard to enforce legally (such as specifying
characteristics of project managers for a project).716 An advantage of
this approach is also that it not only helps parties in their relationship
but, being a legal document, also provides guidance to the courts on the
partner intentions should their process of collaboration break down. It
helps a judge or other neutral to understand the context in which to
interpret terms of a contract and the parties' actions if a case is
brought before him.
What may be deduced from this empirical literature is that parties
may include in their legal documents (contract or annexes and
preambles to the contract) the rules that guide them and clarifications
of their intentions, also when these descriptions are not necessarily
legally enforceable.

5
1

Recommendations
Let the contract contribute to a cooperative relationship by

providing a rejlection of the rights and obligations of
m See Shavell (2004: 4) (emphasizing the reasons why contracts are made, referring to negative effects if
contracts would not be enforceable as promises would not be lived up to. Examples he gives are: loans
would be impossible, the prices of goods could not be fixed in advance (price hold up, bargain
opportunistically).
714
Macaulay (1963) is the first an still influental empirical study of contracts and relationships in
businesses; He deals with the question when contracts are necessary (when terms of agreements were
complex. When repeat dealings were unlikely, when the size or organization of the firm meant that
employee who executed the deal needed a formal vehicle to communicate its terms to other members of
the firm). See also Bernstein (1992,1996) (on the use of extra-legal mechanisms).
715
See Ryall and Sampson (2003: 4) (doing empirical research on over 40 technology alliances).
"6 See Gulati (1995); Oxley (1997); Sampson (2003). Ryall and Sampson (2003).
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parties, a detailed set of rules and procedures for resolving
disputes, and a legal frame for the relationship within which
future negotiations over the terms of trade will take place.

2

Use risk allocation as incentive to invest in performance.

3

Share risks to prevent lengthy discussions about who is
responsible for the consequences of an unanticipated event.

4

Use the contract as "blueprints for exchange" and a means

to plan the collaboration, to set partner expectations and,
consequently, reduce misunderstandings and costly
missteps.

5

6

Include characteristics of the collaborative process in a
contract that helps clarih, parties' intentions even though
they are not necessarily legally enforceable.

The recommendations applied...

After they decide they want to enter into

a relationship, the parties
building a cooperative
to
may
contribute
decide how the contract
relationship. To do so, they may make an inventory of what parts of
their agreements should be and can be specified in detail, which parts
are better formulated as rather open terms, and for what issues and
around which themes procedures need to be included. In addition to,
or as part of the contract, they may make a plan for their collaboration
in which they regulate their ideas about the relationship and the
atmosphere in which they want to work, which are not necessarily
legally enforceable issues, and, thus, create a blueprint for their
collaboration process within their relationship.
They do so by making the contract a document both parties can
contribute to and can understand.717 The client that wants a tunnel to
be constructed organizes the process of contracting in a number of
steps. First, groups consisting of representatives from both the client's
and the contractor's organizations try to identify the risks involved in
importance of writing a document in one's own words as it may enhance one's commitment to
the project and provide a high level of clarity, see also Be (2003: 3 and 5).
717 On the
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the project (client, contractor, and other parties). What risks may
materialize during construction? What defects may occur? They agree
for a number of those risks on risk sharing (the question to be
answered by the parties is to what extent), and they create financial
incentives such as bonuses and penalties (the questions to be answered
718
by the parties are when, for what reason, and what amount). For the
issues that might cause conflicts, the parties may agree on an objective
procedure. The parties may, for example, agree beforehand that after
one round of negotiations a part of the issues parties cannot agree
upon are left to third parties to decide (one may think of technical
issues on which parties have differences of opinion), whereas other
issues concerning differing interests are to be discussed within the
parties' organizations at a higher level.719 In this way, risks that may
never occur need not be discussed during the contract negotiation.

3.2

Categories of contracts for a relationship

Economic perspectives on contracts differ in the extent to which
contracts should specify the different aspects of a relationship to
encourage successful collaboration. In economic theory different
approaches of contracting and contracts can be distinguished, each
perspective having its advantages and limitations in establishing and
maintaining a cooperative relationship. Three theories of contracts can
be distinguished: Parties may opt for a detailed contract that foresees
almost every possible situation that may arise in the relationship
(complete contracts); a more general document that deliberately leaves
room for negotiation and improvisation (deliberately incomplete
contracts); and a species of the latter contract with a strong basis in
the relationship (relational contract).
The client and contractor have to decide upon the characteristics
of their contract and determine which elements of these different
contract theories they deem effective to regulate their relationship. The
parties need to take into account some tensions in their deliberations.
718

See Scott (2001: 3, 74). The risk with bonuses is, however, that the contractor may count on getting

them and integrates them in his bid.
71 See de Dreu and van Lange (2001
management). See also the Chapter 7.

341-370) (for empirical findings on adequate conflict
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First, there is the tension between negotiating and regulating as much
as possible in a contract and, on the other hand, the costs it brings
along. Second, there is the tension between, on the one hand, regulating

as much as possible, with the risk of looking suspicious, and, on the
other, leaving things open and fostering a level of trust.
1

Complete contracts: Maximum certainty

From a traditional economic perspective, a complete contract is the
ideal situation:20 The collaborating parties have a complete set of
promises that covers every aspect of their relationship. A complete
contract is a contract in which a) all future events are dealt with b) in
721
It prevents all uncertainty. Empirical research
an optimal way.
indicates that people prefer a contract with detailed specifications and
722
that provides a solution for any situation.
An important advantage of a complete contract is that it creates a
high level of contractual certainty for both parties. This certainty may
give a firm basis for a cooperative relationship and a successful
collaboration process.
2

Complete contracts: Impossible and costly

However, trying to negotiate complete contracts has disadvantages.
First, actually achieving completeness of contracts is an ideal that is
hardly achieved in reality, particularly not if it concerns complex
agreements.723 Construction projects are examples of situations of
complex exchange. Construction plans can never specify all details or
anticipate all contingencies.724 Renegotiation of contracts is almost a

certainty. This makes completeness an objective that is hard-and
very expensive--to achieve.
What makes it hard to achieve complete contracts is the human
inability to identify uncertain future conditions that may arise in the
720

See Cooter and Ulen (2007); Shavell (2004); Polinsky and Shavell (2007: 68 ff);

See Ayres and Gertner (1992: 729-32); Eggelstone e.a. (2000: 100-3); Schwartz (1998: 277); See for
similar definitions Shavell (2004: 292); Cooter and Ulen (2004: 217-218); Shavell (2004: 1).

721

722 See Fehr and Gachter (2000: 173).
723
See Grossman and Hart (1986); Hart and
724

Moore (1988,1999); Tirole (1999).
See Chackravarty and MacLeod (2006); Bajari and Tadelis (2001).
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course of the relationship.725 We simply cannot foresee any event, as
we cannot look in the future. A second reason is our inability to
anticipate complex adaptations, even when the contingencies
themselves can be identified in advance. 726
Another disadvantage of complete contracts is their costly
negotiation process. Striving for completeness, fully describing the
responsibilities and obligations for each party, is difficult, timeconsuming, and, therefore, expensive. The cost of negotiating and
enforcing a wide variety of particular situations is relatively high,
particularly when they are unlikely to happen. The minimal chance
that certain contingencies materialize and the limited consequences if
they do simply do not justify the costs in time and money of
727
negotiating and including them in a contract.
A third reason why parties may decide not to strive for
completeness is the fact that some of the variables of a relationship
included in a contract may be very hard to verify by courts.728 For
courts it may be simply impossible to assess whether certain
729
obligations that are hard to verify have or have not been fulfilled.
This reality of the limitations of contracts is also illustrated by
Masten.730 He points out that a contract, as drafted nowadays, often
is more a legal guide for negotiation than a legal document that
completely reflects the promises contracting parties' relationship and
foresees in all the solutions. This notion is based on the fact tha
as
discussed before-by analyzing a contract, judges get a good
impression of the relationship and what parties agreed to. However,
they are unable to define the precise obligations of each party in every
situation. In other words, Masten states that in some situations
contracts do not so much have a role in defining the exact terms of
trade, but rather establish the legal frame within which future
723

726
727

See Craswell (2000: 1).
See Goetz and Scott (1981: 2); Arrow (1974: 35); Schwartz and Watson (2004).

These costs attached to negotiating contracts (transaction costs) may even cause pressure on the
relationship, Cooter and Ulen (2004: 91-94). Therefore, trying to be complete does not seem to be Vety
efficient. After all, finding a partner, creating a relationship (contracting) and enforcing contracts already

is costly. See also Rasmussen (2001).
also Shavell (2003).
729
Masten refers to this as a key factor in contracting, Masten (1996).
m See
Masten (1996).
728 See
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731
In those
negotiations over the terms of trade will take place.
situations contracts have a signaling effect, but the legal terms of a
contract do not enable courts to accurately enforce the contractors'
intentions. 732
To summarize, parties should realize that when writing contracts,
it is almost impossible to make truly complete contracts. Complete

contracts may seem ideal; however, they may give parties a feeling of
certainty that sometimes can be false. One may say that based on this
literature, parties should not exaggerate in trying to regulate all
possible consequences of uncertain future conditions and adaptations,
as their negotiation is simply too costly; neither should they regulate
issues that are impossible to verify by courts.
3

Incomplete contracts

Incomplete contract theory deals with the effects of drafting
deliberately incomplete contracts. Parties that negotiate an incomplete
contract choose beforehand not to regulate certain issues in detail but
instead rely on default rules of contract law to resolve issues that have
not been specifically covered in the contract.733 First, this means that
in case a tribunal is called upon to enforce the contract, or the parties
themselves enforce it, they would have to decide after the fact what to
do if such contingencies arise.734 Second, the contract could cover all
relevant contingencies, but not in as finely tuned a manner as would be
ideal in terms of consequent obligations.
Literature gives two main reasons for deliberately incomplete
contracting. First, it lowers transaction costs compared to complete
contracting, and, second, it may bring an element of trust into the
relationship. Both are elements that are important in the establishment
of a relationship between client and contractor in infrastructure
projects. Therefore, we further investigate this approach of contracts.

731

732

See e.g. Masten (1996: 10).
See Triantis (2002: 1071); Bernstein (1993; 70-73); Posner (2000: 21).

The terms reflect either an efficient allocation of rights and duties or are designed to encourage the
parties to explicitly provide some other resolution. See on this Chapter 7.
734
See Hermalin, Katz and Crasswell (2007: 11).
733
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4

of using incomplete contracts: Saving
transactions costs and building trust
Advantages

The disadvantages of trying to reach a complete contract are at the
same time the advantages of incomplete contracts: By not trying to
regulate everything, parties save time and, with that, transactions costs
of negotiating, drafting, and enforcing contracts. Second, this literature
suggests incomplete contracts may have advantages in terms of the
relationship, meaning parties may choose to be incomplete to signal
trust. 735
By trying not to identify all possible risks, parties give the signal
to trust one another. It signals belief in the fact that both parties
together will come to an agreement if a particular situation occurs, even
without arranging it in the contract beforehand. 736
Some scholars postulate that incomplete contracts also encourage
parties to commit to their relationship. They point out that the parties
automatically develop commitment. Their reasoning is such that, once
parties start investing in the relationship, they want it to be profitable
and will commit to it in order to achieve a profitable outcome. 737
According to them, as a result of this effect, incompleteness
738
to exchange information,
encourages parties to contract implicitly,
and to be flexible in the interest of their relationship.739 This suggests
that parties may deliberately choose to leave particular parts of their
agreement incomplete, as a calculated strategy aimed at increasing the
chance of commitment and willingness to be flexible and to solve
problems that may arise during the collaboration process.

735

Empirical research also supports the notion that people tend to prefer to be regarded as cooperative
and trusting. See also for empirical support of this notion, Bromiley and Cummings (1995). (This
literature, based on empirical research also suggests that trust encourages cooperation and helps reducing
transaction costs, as parties trust each other not to act opportunistic, see Crocker and Masten (2003) in
their article on Rand D alliances analysing these mechanisms.
736
See Bernstein (1993); Triantis (2002: 1071); O Ben-Shahar (2004) offering 8 standards for filling the
gaps. Craswell (2000); Ayres and Gertner (1989).
737 See e.g. Korobkin (2003: 25ff); Ayres and Gernter (1989: 99-100); Shavell(2004: 332).
738
See Baker, Gibbons and Murphy (1994); MacLeod and Malcomson (1989).
m See
Spier (1992); Wemerfelt (2003); Hart and Moore (2004); Weinerfeld (2004: 6).
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Writing incomplete contracts: Essential elements and
phasing strategy

5

of these
contracts the inherent uncertainty and the room it leaves for
Critics of incomplete contracts point out as

a disadvantage

discussions between parties compared to more complete contracts. To
deal with these disadvantages of incomplete contracts, first parties
may try to prevent the inclusion of terms that are open to competitive
bargaining later on and, thus, may damage a cooperative relationship.
740
Second, they should prevent the contract from becoming ambiguous.
Possible measures to prevent negative consequences are to specify
essential elements of the relationship on which parties' interests differ,
such as on prices, planning, risk division, and quality levels. Interests
concerning such contractual elements may be diametrically opposed,
which may easily lead to disagreements at some point if these
divergences are not clearly stated in the contract. A contract may also

range such as a price range for construction materials: for
instance, in case it is difficult to determine an exact price because there
is a high level of uncertainty about the price level at the time of
purchase as it lies in the future.
Negotiation literature offers techniques for filling in complex details
of incomplete contracts that may be discussed after parties reach the
initial agreement. Lax and Sebenius suggest a "phasing strategy" is a
good approach to do so.741 Parties applying this strategy acknowledge
the indefiniteness of their agreement and state their intent or hope that
further negotiations will enable them to reach a more detailed
agreement.742 In this approach they agree on the general issues and
choose to fill in the details of the contract after signing it. It gives
parties time to gather information, to further identify interests, and to

specify

a

740 Shavell (2003: 4); Hart and Moore (2004); Ben-Shahar (2004).
74' See Lax and Sebenius (1986, 97; 279-280) (arguing contentious issues should be avoided in initial
stages of the negotiation. "Tackle easier issues first, reach as much consensus as possible, increasing their
own motivation and incentive to find ways to resolve them. Effort already spent, good will generated, as
well as the shaping up of the potential surplus may accord a more amenable context for the resolution of
the remaining issues. Otherwise the deal might fall through, informal sanctions of breaking contigent
agreements); Mnookin, Peppett, Tulumello (2000: 222). See also Lewicki, et al. (2006: 100) (advocating
to only make tentative commitments until an entire agreement is reached).
742

See Korobkin (2004: 20 ff).
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come up with creative ways of dealing with complex issues. The
advantage of this approach is that it makes the contracting process less
complicated and brings down the transaction costs of drafting and
discussing the contract.

What may be derived from this is that, if opting for an incomplete
contract, the parties have to discuss what they want to include in a
contract and what they do not.743 They may tailor their contract to
their wishes until they find an adequate level of certainty both parties
can live with. In selecting what to include, what to regulate in detail,
and what can be captured in more general terms, they need, on the one
hand, to balance the benefits of leaving issues open and signaling trust;
on the other hand, they need to not be naTve and run a serious risk of
competitive bargaining, discussions, and in the worst case,

jeopardizing the relationship.
6

Relational contracts: The relationship

as

incentive

Relational contracts are an application of deliberately incomplete
contracts discussed in the previous subsection. 744 In relational
contracts parties trust for enforcement of promises in particular on the
relationship.745 Relational contract theory suggests this approach is a
way to overcome the problem of complexity and uncertainty in
contracts. 746
Relational contracts emerged in the 1970' s and involved legal and
economic scholars with pioneer MacNeil.747 In relational contracts
theory, the relationship itself is regarded as the main incentive for
parties to live up to their promises. Parties may use a relational
contract if repeated interactions within a particular well defined group
take place, and a set of shared norms effectively governs the behavior
743 See e.g. also Salacuse (1991: 53-72).

™ For example, Brown, Falk and Fehr (2003); Fehr and Schmidt (1999: 817-868).
743
See Goetz and Scott (1981: 1090); Craswell (1993: 91). See also relational contract theory. Triantis
(2002: 1067) (best effort clauses, hardship clauses with agreement to agree if things go wrong). Goldberg
(1985: 534); Scott (2003). For a judge it is difficult to determine whether the other party lived up to the
contract, see Cooter and Ulen (2004: 225-226.) See also the proceeding sub-section on informal
mechanisms. See also Polinsky and Shavell (2007: 99 fi).
™ See Goetz, Scott (1980: 1091-1092), Milgrom and Roberts (1992: 131-132). Also supported by
Macaulay (1963); See also Kessler and Rubinfeld, in Polinsky and Shavell (2007).
741 See Mac Neill (1974).
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apply to the complex
infrastructure sector. Due to the high level of investment complex
infrastructure development demands in terms of people and finances,
only a small group takes on these projects.
In relational contracts the relationship itself is at the core of a
contract. Parties trust in the relationship to work as enough of an
incentive to make parties live up to their promises.749 If the parties

of the group

members.748 This description may

have an interest to continue doing business in the future, they refrain
from behaving opportunistically.750 Both terms and enforcement of an
751
agreement are embedded within the parties' relationship.
7

Advantages and disadvantages

of relational contracts

In relational contracts, instead of detailed specification of the terms of
a contract, parties attempt to agree upon and establish a process
through which future terms of trade will be determined. In other
words, the goal in relational contracting is to establish a set of basic
rules governing the ongoing relationship, instead of a detailed contract
that tries to stipulate all rights and duties.752 This may have a positive
effect on the amount of transaction costs compared to negotiating
complete contracts.
A threat of leaning heavily on the relationship pointed out by
opponents of relational theory is as with an incomplete contract, the
lack of certainty and the lack of clear contractual mechanisms to
enforce rights.
What may be drawn from this is that in relational contracts parties
may at least want to regulate the process for addressing issues, such as
unanticipated events, in case discussion about them arises. They may
want to regulate the core items such as timing and deliverables of the
Neill (1974); Hviid (2000: 54).
The parties have an agreement to agree when a situation arises in which a solution needs to be found or
not lived up to, Goldberg (1985), Scott (2003).
romise
is
See also Granovetter (1985: 490). And the following sub-section on informal mechanisms.
751
See Macneil (1974), Goetz and Scott (1981), See in general Williamson ( 1996: 95-97, 369-70). See
e.g. Hagedoom and Hesen (2005) (for empirical support for the use of the relational contract perspective
in jont ventures and non-equity partnerships).
752
See Goldberg (1976); Williamson (1979); Elickson (1989: 41). Informal mles are an important source
of rules. Members of a close-knit group define their low-level (property) rights so as to maximize their
joint objective wealth. Informal social networks are capable of creating rules that establish (property)
rights. They had little use for law or litigation.
m See Mac
749
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contract. Parties may want to determine what other
mechanisms exist and whether they work adequately, as they may

relationship in

a

substitute contractual arrangements.

8
1

Recommendations
Consider the dgerent kinds of contracts and determine for
which part of the rules governing their relationship the
parties want to strive for completeness, where

incompleteness best supports the relationship, and where
elements from relational contracts may be incorporated.
Complete contracts
2

Determine for which parts of the contract the certainty of

contractual completeness is worth striving and realistic
(acknowledge the indefiniteness ofcertain parts ofa
relationship).
3

Be realistic about completeness; do not try to aimfor
completeness where it concerns uncertainfuture conditions
that may arise in the course of the relationship, and do not
try to characterize complex adaptations.

4

Carefully weigh the preferred level of certainty against the
costs of negotiation and enforcing, as the cost of negotiating

and enforcing a wide variety of particular situations is
relatively high. This is particularly relevant when they are
unlikely to happen.
5

Realize that some variables of a relationship included in a
contract may be very hard to verij by courts and therefore

hard to enforce by law.
Incomplete contracts
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6

Weigh the positive e#ects of lowering transaction costs,

signaling trust against a possible decrease in certainty.
7

Anticipate mechanisms of commitment due to investments in

the relationship and the will to reach benejit, which may
encourage behavior in the best interest of the relationship.
8

Beware of the possibilities for interpretation dgerences
inherent to incompleteness, which may lead to discussions
during the relationship.

9

Avoid including terms that give room for competitive

bargaining and prevent ambiguity lack of contingent in
contracts.
10

Fill in complex details of incomplete contracts after parties
reach an agreement by using a "phasing strategy" after the
initial agreement.

Relational contracts
11

Agree upon and establish a process through which future

terms of trade will be determined, thus establishing a set of

basic rules governing the ongoing relationship.
12

Explore whether parties trust informal mechanisms, in
particular the relationship, for enforcement, thus identifying

whether the relationship is enough of an incentive.

9

The recommendations applied ...

With reference to the contractual framework for their relationship,
parties agree on the following.

•

They agree to include in their contract only arrangements that
are verifiable. They agree that if unforeseen circumstances occur
and changes to the contract are necessary, they follow a
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o

0

.

3.3

procedure agreed upon beforehand: for example, the process of
negotiation to deal with such circumstances, the time schedule
for negotiations, their form (who to involve, what kind of
meeting), the criteria to be used, and the forum parties will ask
for advice (when and how to involve a third party for advice) if
they cannot reach agreement on the issue themselves.
In the initial contract they specify price ranges and procedures,
in particular with reference to subjects where interest may differ
such as, e.g., payment, planning, and quality. They agree on a
"phasing strategy" to fill in the details of the initial contract.
For example, parties may negotiate about the exact quality
levels that need to be reached, what this means in terms of
project management, how often it will be reviewed, and how to
communicate about it. This is in order to prevent bargaining
behavior or ambiguity.
Concerning issues in which it is clear that parties have mutual
objectives, the party that has the highest expertise may decide
upon the details: for example, where it concerns finding
innovative time-saving ways of construction without affecting
the quality of the product.
Parties agree to invest in building a strong relationship so that it
in itself is enough of an incentive to replace some detailed
contract terms. Finally, they agree to evaluate the contract
every six months to update if necessary and align with the
753
changed circumstances.

Social norms, reputation, trust, and other non-legal

enforcement mechanisms in relationships
Social rules and non-legal mechanisms also play an important role in
structuring a relationship.754 The importance of non-contractual
mechanisms in establishing and maintaining cooperative business

also Cecchi Dimeglio (2008).
754 Addressed in more detail in the Chapter 4. See also Arrighetti, Bachmann and Deakin (1997) (on the
753 See

role of social norms in interfirm cooperation).
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relationships was first recognized by Macaulay.755 He pointed out
that, like formal (legaD rules, these mechanisms are part of a
756
framework for relationships and are effective enforcers of promises.
However, there are some differences in characteristics compared to
legal rules. First, these rules may apply from the very start of a

relationship (the stage of contact) on, and second, they may be
enforced where legal rules or a contract cannot be.
1

The role of social norms

Social norms, reputation mechanisms, and the possibilities of future
trade are phenomena playing a role in encouraging and enforcing
cooperative behavior.757 Social norms, the patterns of behavior
expected within a particular society, build on a society' s shared belief
of what is normal and acceptable. It shapes and enforces the actions of
people who are members of the particular group. Social recognition is a
reason why a social norm works as a source of motivation to behave in
accordance with it.758 Therefore, parties may choose to make social

norms part of the structure for their relationship.
2

Non-legal mechanisms: Reputation, future trade

Reputations may be used as a mechanism to enforce cooperative
behavior. As discussed in Chapter 4, non-legal mechanisms, such as
reputation mechanisms, may serve, next to the contracts, to ensure a
cooperative relationship.759 Research also indicates that firms in
practice rarely rely on contracts and legal sanctions alone to uphold
760
terms of economic exchange.
75' See Macaulay (1963) (who interviewed 68 business people of companies and law firms about the
settlement of disputes over contingencies in business agreements).
756 See Craswell (2000: 16); Bernstein (1992,1996); and Charny (1990). See also Polinsky and Shavell
(2007).
757
See under the economic perspective in Chapter 4; See Cooter (2000) also Parisi and Wangenheim
(2006) arguing that the legal systems can motivate individuals through incentives and sanctions.
Countervailing effects of social norms may outweigh the effects of legislation. (p. 27).
758
Social reward: social approval or status. In some lines of industry there exists a system of social norms
a so called 'private ordening, see for empirical research Bernstein (1992; 1996).
759
See Macaulay (1963). See also Granovetter who discusses the link between relationships and
cooperative and non-opportunistic behavior, Granovetter (1985: 490).
760 See e.g Macaulay (1963).
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Reputation is an incentive to act in accordance with what is agreed.
This works both ways, as some argue; not only the threat of a loss of

reputation, but also the perspective of building a positive reputation
may encourage cooperative relationship, as it prevents firms from
behaving opportunistically. 761 Others have lent empirical support to
these arguments (through simulation), finding that particularly the
threat of losing reputation is a means to enforce promises on, for
762
instance, quality (which may be hard to enforce by legal rules).
Hence, reputation mechanisms along with transparency may create
a fear of getting a bad reputation, thereby preventing opportunism.
These mechanisms, if included in the framework for the parties'
relationship, create a kind of informal governance for the
relationship.

763

Trust in relationships and alternatives for trust

3

Trust is

a non-legal mechanism that is essential in a cooperative
relationship.764 It has a particular role in establishing and maintaining a

cooperative relationship, as trust helps to improve coordinating
interactions between actors. It may have a strong influence in the
different stages of relational development and determines the look and
feel of the contractual framework.

Individuals with whom one has

a

continuing relationship have an

economic motivation to be trustworthy, so as not to discourage future
transactions. Departing from pure economic motives, continuing
This of course only works if the firm believes that its good reputation influences future trading
opportunities. Kreps (1990: 116) ("the reputation of a trusted party can be a powerful tool for avoiding
the transaction costs of specifying and enforcing the terms of the transaction. The trusted party will
honor that trust because to abuse it would preclude or substantially limit opportunities to further engage
in future valuable transactions").
762
See Klein and Leffler (1981); See also Axelrod (1984) (pointing out that an individuals reputation
derives from adherence to or violation o f a norm that others view as a signal about the individuals future
behavior in a wide variety of situations).
763
See Granovetter (1985: 490) (referring to the link between relationships and cooperative behavior,
'individuals with whom one has a continuing relation have an economic motivation to be trustworthy, so
as not to discourage future transactions; and departing from pure economic motives, continuing economic
relations often become overlaid with social content that carries strong expectations of trust and abstention
from opportunism'. Macaulay argued that firms rarely rely on legal sanctions to uphold terms of
economic exchange and that reputation or socia/ norms may serve to ensure cooperative behavior
(Macaulay 1963).
764 Trust is addressed in more detail under the economic perspective in Chapter 4.
761
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economic relations often become drenched with social content that
carries strong expectations of trust and abstention from

opportunism.

765

When there is a low level of trust between parties, research
indicates that people invest in protective systems in their contracts.
Examples are penalties in case of delay or deviations from the quality
level or quality plan. Parties particularly hang on to such mechanisms
if they feel threatened or unsure in a relationship.
Substitutes for trust in relationships that have been identified in
contracting are strategies such as making decisions reversible, making
tiny moves that require only a small amount of risk, forcing the other
party to make ' the first move," imposing legal restraints on the other
party, and having an outside party to vouch for the other to provide
there is a low level of
compensation if the other defects.766 Thus,
trust in the relationship, parties want to rely on such contract terms
that may be used to give the other financial incentives to perform. 767
Empirical research also indicates that, without the presence of such
measures, relationships without a prior foundation of trust are not
likely to survive perceptions of distrust.
It seems that having substitutes for trust available in a contractual
768
framework may be valuable in the starting phase of a relationship.

if

What may be derived from this is that in a project parties may agree
that the contract will be regularly renegotiated or will be cut up into
smaller contracts to enable the parties to build trust and change their
contract in accordance. After renegotiations, penalties and bonuses
encouraging cooperative behavior may be taken out of the contract, as
trust between parties provides enough of an incentive.

Non-legal mechanisms and verifiability

4

An important reason for the use of non-legal mechanisms is that, as
discussed in the preceding sub-section on completeness contracts, not
765

766

See Granovetter (1985).
See Pruitt (1998: 475). See also Deutsch (1973); Wrightsman et al. (1972); Fisher (1964); Oskamp

(1971).

767

See Deutsch and Coleman (2000).
768 They may also be a solution in case there is an initial low level of trust in the other party and there are
no alternative partners with whom one wants to enter into a relationship.
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all aspects of a relationship can be legally enforced.769 Through private
mechanisms, such as reputation mechanisms, they can. In other words,
private mechanisms sometimes work where public instruments are
ineffective. 770
For example, it is complicated and therefore expensive for a neutral
third party to monitor elements of a contractual relationship, such as
the amount of effort put into it or any other element that is hard to
measure and therefore hard to judge upon. As concluded in a previous
subsection of this chapter, a judge can only enforce such elements if
they are verifiable. 771 This may make it difficult to prevent
opportunism in these areas through legal contracts ex-ante. Thus, it
seems wise to use non-legal mechanisms to rely on in the case of
promises that are hard to verify and therefore hard to enforced by
law.772

5

Contractual terms and non-legal sanctions: Crowding out
effects

When considering a combination of contractual arrangements and nonlegal mechanisms as a governance structure for their relationship, the
parties need to be aware of what economists call "crowding out
effects." Specifying norms and remedies in contracts may be
counterproductive if other non-legal mechanisms are at work enforcing
a similar norm. For example, empirical research suggests that people
are less willing to show cooperative behavior spontaneously if they
get fined for uncooperative behavior compared to a situation in which
773
According to this research, damage measures
they are not.
applicable when people valuate cooperative behavior, this may crowd
out voluntary collaboration and may even increase its valuation. In
769

770

See Section 3.2. also Mnookin et al. (2000).
See Richman (2004) Klein and Leffler, (1981: 615-16); Tesler (1981);

Ellickson, Order (1991);
Macaulay (1963); Bernstein (1992,1996,2001). Next to private mechanisms other reasons for voluntary
cooperation mentioned in literature are irrationality, an intrinsic preference for the activity, feeling an
obligation to work hard and exhibit loyalty because the principal has treated them well, want to gain
social approval.
771
See Shavell (2004: 300); Schwartz (1992: 282); Schwartz and Scott (2003: 605-8); Hart (1994: 37-8).
772
See Shavell (2003: 11).
m See Fehr and Gachter (2000: 12) (supplying empirical support that suggests that reciprocity may be
crowded out by sanctions).
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short, contractual (financial) incentives can have negative effects on
774
non-contractual incentives.
What this literature seems to indicate is that non-legal mechanisms
at work may be sabotaged by contractual measures regulating this, and
in situations where non-legal mechanisms apply, contractual measures
should be applied moderately. Therefore, the choice that parties may
have to make is between implying obligations and penalties in a
contract and risking crowding out effects, or relying on non-legal
mechanisms such as the abovementioned, which may not always be
strong enough for people to perform. This requires parties discussing
and agreeing explicitly on the choice of governance structures they
prefer and believe in, in particular for situations in which parties know
social norms are at work. Contractual measures may be used where the
credibility of non-legal sanctions is deemed not strong enough to
withstand opportunistic behavior contract terms and may be an
775
additional recourse as parties expose themselves to legal sanctions.
6

The effect

of prior relationships on contracts

In literature, different views are expressed on the effects of prior
contacts between parties- existing bonds-on subsequent
relationships between those parties. Some writers in the field of
relational governance suggest that, if there are prior connections, these
7
may substitute for detailed contracts. 76 Some say that formal
contracts are complementary to relational exchange. Again, others say
that as relationships between firms deepen, contracts become
increasingly customized but not necessarily less detailed.777 Another
The idea is that non-financial motivation is unaffected when a financial rewards is introduced. They
can crowd out other sorts of motivation. Fehr and Gachter (2000) (discussing whether incentive contracts
crowd out voluntary cooperation); See Titmuss (1970).
774

™ See Masten (2000), encyclopedia, 26.
776 See Ryall and Sampson (2003); Uzzi (1997); Baker, Gibbons and Murphy (2002). See also Furlotti
(2007).

777 See Ryall and Sampson (2003) (pointing out that notwithstanding the inherent difficulty in specifying
rights and obligations formally, it appears that contracts serve an important role in defining partner
expectations and providing a plan for collabontive activities. They also found that prior alliances
generally increase the extent to which a contract is well specified or more 'complete' (p. 3) also when
allied with the same partner. However, concurrent alliances with the same partner turned out less
complete. They gave as possible explanation that firms gain experience in drafting effective collaborative
agreements with prior alliances, which allows them to specify rights, obligations and development

processes at lower cost)
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view is that if trust develops over time, contracts become less detailed
as the chance of opportunism decreases.778 Empirical research into
R&D alliance contracts points out that parties who had prior alliances
chose for more detailed contracts afterwards. The researchers argue
that the reasons for this are that the following contracts set clearer
expectations for behavior and provide a means to identify and curtail
opportunistic behavior.779 Poppo and Zenger argue that parties have
learned more about each other and therefore they draft better and
perhaps tighter contracts.

780

What may be derived from this is that the existence of a
relationship does not necessarily mean that a contract does not contain
any detailed clauses anymore, but that its character is different and
that clauses are more tailor made. For instance, they specify certain
practices that have proven to work well in the past, such as where and
how often parties have meetings or team-building sessions and what
their character should be like.

7
1

Recommendations
Consider integrating social norms in the dgerent phases of
the relationship-building process, as they may replace/be
complementary to contract terms to prevent problems,

particularly for parts of the agreement that are hard to
enforce legally.

2

Ascertain whether social norms are at work and are a
credible threat and whether contractual remedies trigger
crowding out elTects.

3

Set clear expectations for behavior and provide a means to

identi and curtail opportunistic behavior.
4

Arrange for non-legal

punishment measures such as the

use of reciprocal fairness and reputations mechanisms.
778 See Gulati and Singh (1998) and Larson (1992: 98). See e.g. also Crocker and Reynolds (1993).
779
See Ryall and Sampson (2003) (according to them their findings suggest that contracts are more

complete or detailed when firms have prior alliances (whether with the same firm or with other firms).
780
See Poppo and Zenger (2002).
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5

Agree that the contract will be regularly renegotiated or will
be cut up into smaller contracts to enable the parties to build
trust and cut back on protective contract terms when trust is
built up between parties.

6

Use protective mechanisms in a contract only as a
(temporary) substitutefor trust; ajier parties have build it
up, cut back on protective mechanisms.

7

Learn from experience with the other party to replace

standard contracts for a more customized contract.
8

The

recommendations applied...

The client and contractor agree after the tender stage to take time to
build up trust gradually in the beginning of their relationship. They do
this through embarking upon some shared activities before actually
entering into a contract, for instance, by elaborating on the goals of the
project and making an inventory of possible risks together. In the
course of their relationship, after trust has built up, they increase the

risks they are willing to take and cut back on the use of protective
systems such as penalty clauses. Exchanging ideas on issues such as
how to collaborate and how to make decisions may help them in
building foundations of trust.
The parties also agree in their contract on the social norms they
find applicable, for example, to how parties deal with conflicts or
discuss risks. This gives room for parties to live by social norms of the
construction sector, and it leaves room for flexibility. The contract
may refer to them. Transparency about how parties proceed under a
contract and how they deal with upcoming issues can be a source of
information for future clients and thus may create reputation effects
that can stimulate parties to meet their promises without legal
enforcement.
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4 KEY FACTORS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
DEVELOPING SUCCESSFUL RELATIONSHIPS FROM A
LEGAL PERSPECTIVE
The legal system provides us with a system of rules that people are
supposed to follow. Laws limit people's behavior in relationships

with others. The law provides guidance for parties when doing
business with each other, particularly when they enter into legal
agreements. It allows parties to enter into contracts and helps to fulfill
their desire for coordinated and cooperative actions on the part of their
contract partner. 781

The field of law that particularly applies to the creation and
maintenance of relationships is contract law. The purposes of contract
law and contracts referred to in legal (and economics) literature are the
facilitation and encouragement of free and voluntary exchange.
Contract law recognizes, gives legal effect, and enforces agreements to
make such exchanges and with that is regarded as important to the new
relationships among firms.782 It gives legal effect to the operation of
the market and enables business and commercial activities to be carried
out efficiently.783 The basis of contract law is the premise that
promises must be kept. Contracts prevent opportunism and facilitate
collaboration and exchange.
The law of contracts is helpful in building and maintaining a
relationship. First, contract law allows parties to fill in, structure, and
organize their relationship (within the limits of the law). Collaborating
parties may use contracts to concretize rules for their relationship. In
doing so, parties have a certain degree of freedom, as parties may
disregard most rules of contract law (default rules) and only some are
binding for the parties (mandatory rules). The contract makes specific
the intentions with which parties enter a relationship. 784
also Baird who states that the principle measure of success of our contract law is whether it in fact
induces cooperation, see Baird (1990: 584).
782
Enables firms to engage in more complex transactions. See for empirical support research on formal
contract law, Johnson et al. (2002) (courts and relational contracts), and see also Bigsten et al. (2000)
(Contract flexibility and dispute resolution in African manufacturing).
781 See

"' See Atiyah (1995: 34 ff).
784
However, often incomplete, Atiyah, (1995: 35) see on incomplete contracts the economic perspective
on contracting.
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Another reason why contract law is helpful in relationships is the
fact that contracts may be enforced.785 Most systems of law have
established rules which will impose sanctions on a breach of contract.
The possibility of enforcement before a court of law makes
cooperative relationships much easier and safer, and it facilitates
exchanges.

The protection of reasonable expectations based on promises made
is the principle behind contract law and the possibility to enforce
contracts.786 A person who induces another to rely upon him ought
not to let him down, and a person who receives a benefit ought
generally to pay for that benefit, whether he has promised or not.
The theories addressed hereinafter relate to the rules and principles
that apply in the different phases of a relationship as pointed out in
the introduction to this chapter: the phases of contact and initial
contract negotiations (in law referred to as the pre-contractual phase),
the phase in which a contract is drafted (contract formation phase),
and the contract maintenance phase (contract renegotiation). In these
separate phases of the relationship building process different legal
rules apply and different principles that guides and limit the parties in
their actions. The first subsection addresses legal rules that govern the
contract negotiation process. It addresses the legal boundaries for
acceptable negotiation behavior and the possible role of the good faith

principle.
The second sub-section covers the second phase of developing a
relationship, the contract phase. This phase begins when parties start
making more concrete arrangements and form the contract. In this
phase the relationship is formalized and takes on legal meaning. When
the contract is formed and in most systems stricter rules apply, a
contractual relationship is created. We consider theories on rules that
apply in this phase, as these rules may help parties facilitate their
contractual relationship.
During this formation parties have to think of the content of the
contract and its interpretation. We discuss legal theories on the rules
that define when a party may escape obligations under a contract (for
m See Atiyah (1995: 3-7).
786
See Atiyah (1995); Knapp, Crystal and Prince (2007); Farnsworth (1987).
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contract is formed under duress or misrepresentation).
We also address what interpretation is to be given to the terms of a
contract and what is the remedy for breach of a contract.
The last phase we discuss in this section is the contract
maintenance phase. In the long run a legal framework for a relationship
will have to be adjusted as a result of changed circumstances. We
address the characteristics of long-term relationships that distinguish
them from one time interactions and discuss how to maintain these
relationships.

example, if

4.1

a

Rules applying to the pre-contractual relationship

Contract law is an important determinant the parties have to take into
account when creating a framework that governs their relationship.
Some legal rules are mandatory and cannot be waived by parties, while
others (default rules) can (they fill in the gaps in an incomplete
contract). Legal rules give some bandwidth by foreseeing actions
against violent and opportunistic pre-contractual negotiation behavior,
but they do not create serious obstacles for parties to develop a
structure for their relationship in the way they think best contributes
to a cooperative relationship: Rules of procurement law harness fair
competition between contractors, and the application of the principle
of good faith may help parties to create a basis of trust and to behave
trustworthily. Finally, duties to disclose and liability rules provided
by law may encourage information exchange that benefits the
development of a cooperative relationship.
1

Legal rules for pre-contractual negotiation behavior

In the phase before parties formalize their relationship, the precontractual phase, contract law leaves parties a wide margin within
which they may negotiate their relationship. As already discussed in
Chapter 4, parties are not bound to many legal rules when it comes to
negotiations.787 Legal systems in the Western world also afford
considerable autonomy and flexibility in the periods leading up to the
787

See also legal perspective on negotiation in Chapter 4.
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788
although the various legal systems vary in the
actual transaction,
place
on pre-contractual negotiation behavior that
limitations they
the
interests
of the negotiation partner. Behavior that
harms
potentially
is not allowed includes providing incorrect information,

misrepresentation (incorrect or misleading information to a party in
contract negotiations or failing to disclose relevant information),
fraud, duress or undue influence ("an unlawful threat or coercion used
to induce another to act [or not act] in a manner [they] otherwise
would not [or would]'7789, and threatening the other party in any way.
If this happens, legal actions are available. 790
2

The role

of procurement rules

In certain pre-contractual negotiation situations such as those applying
to infrastructure projects, specific and stricter legal rules apply.
Particularly relevant for complex projects are procurement rules. For
example, for the tendering of large projects, mandatory tendering rules
apply if the purchaser is a governmental agency.791 Procurement law
determines that the purchaser (procurer) needs to supply certain
information to the tendering parties. He needs to guarantee the
transparency of the selection process, as well as equal changes for the
bidding contractors to win the bid.792 Such procedures, for example,
need to be followed by a purchaser who selects a contractor from a
group of contractors bidding to carry out an infrastructure project.
The goal of having these stricter rules is to harness fair
competition. These rules are also meant to put a hold on opportunistic
behavior on the side of the purchaser. They likely have effects on the
parties' pre-contractual relationship. The rules facilitate, for instance,
information exchange beneficial to a cooperative relationship.
An important aim of procurement rules is to guide parties in a
phase

of their relationship where the uncertainty of continuation may

trigger competitive behavior. The pre-negotiation phase in a tender
788
789

See

Macneil (1974); Williamson (1979,1991).

See Blacks Law dictionary, 6th edition.

No See on the limitations, Korobkin, Moffitt and Welsh (2003). Concept specific regulation of behavior
can for example be found in labor law and procurement law. Professional or organizational restraints are
the rules of conduct for lawyers. See also Atiyah (1995:168).
i
.g.
The European directives, other global regulations for procurement.
792
Cf. Korobkin, Moffit and Welsh (2003). See on procurement rules and their impact Chapter 3.
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takes place in a competitive environment. It is a competition between
the contractors in which neither of the contractors knows whether the
initial relationship will lead to their selection as contractor for the
project. However, in this phase it is still unsure for the contractors
whether they will be selected to carry out the project. In other words,
they have to lay the foundation for a relationship they are not sure
they will be given the opportunity to develop. Therefore, a contractor

may be reluctant to provide information before he is sure that a
purchaser will actually start negotiations with him.
To summarize, rules of procurement law help parties in trying to
overcome the competitive elements of the pre-contracual phase
(tendering) that otherwise easily lead to opportunistic behavior and
misrepresentation from the parties involved. A fair and transparent
selection procedure may be the start of a cooperative relationship that
fosters a successful collaboration process. However, the parties have
to anticipate that the uncertainty of being selected makes contractors
reluctant to exchange information in this stage of the relationship.

The principle of good faith

3

Another rule, or rather principle, that may help to develop a
cooperative relationship between the parties is the principle of good
faith. In several countries the notion of good faith (bona jides) (or also
referred to in common law countries as *'fair and open dealing")
applies to parties about to enter into a contract.793 In the stage of
contact and interaction, or after the selection of a potential contract
partner in case of a tender process, the notion ofgood faith may have a
role as guide for parties in creating a cooperative relationship. 794
Definitions of good faith center on terms such as "fair conduct,"
'*reasonable standard, . A decent behavior," or "community standards of
fairness and reasonableness.' 95 It seems to embody a common
concern for fair dealings and the protection of the parties' reasonable
expectations, elements that greatly benefit a cooperative relationship.

793 See
794 See
795

See

e.g. Bristow and Seth (2000). See also Farnsworth (1987).
e.g. Burton (1980).

Bristow and Seth (2001); Farnsworth (1987) (on pre-contractual liability and good faith).
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disadvantage of this notion referred to in literature is that
it remains rather vague about what it exactly implies in individual
situations. We mainly have to rely on case law here.
The concept does not apply in every country, and in the countries

However,

a

where it does, it is not always applicable in every stage of a
relationship. In some jurisdictions the concept of good faith has
become an integral part of the legal system, but in others there is no
796
In others, such as the U.S., the
legal doctrine of good faith.
requirement of good faith does not apply to the part of contract

negotiations but only to contractformation.
The consequence of violating the principle also differs. It seems
that the good faith principle put a strain on opportunistic behavior in
the pre-contractual phase, as violation of this principle can make
parties liable under several legal systems. It depends on the stage of
negotiations whether parties can stop negotiating without remedies,
whether parties can stop but have to pay for the costs made, or
whether the breaking off of negotiations by one party is an act that
collides with good faith. In the third situation, the other party could
797 798
expect that a contract would be the result.
What may be concluded is that application of this principle may
facilitate the establishment of a cooperative relationship. It may help
parties to create a basis of trust and to be trustworthy. Therefore,
parties may consider applying it to the precontractual stage of their
relationship even if there are no mandatory legal rules that oblige them
to do so. However, it seems wise if parties elaborate on the actual
meaning of it and make it sufficiently explicit in the contract to
prevent interpretation differences and misunderstandings later on.

796 See in general Whittaker and Zimmermann (2000: 7-62). See e.g. Milner, (2001: 133-152) (on an
analysis of the principle of good faith in different countries); Burton (1980: 369-404).
797
If parties acted in good faith the approach is one from contract and tort law. This may imply that
parties can either stop negotiating without remedies, parties can stop but have to pay for the costs made,
or the breaking off of negotiations by one party is an act that collides with good faith. In the latter
situation, the other party could expect that a contract would be the result.
798
According to the Principles of European Contract Law, a party who has negotiated or broken off
negotiations contrary to good faith and fair dealing, is liable for the losses caused to the other party
PECL, Article 2:301 (ex art. 5.301): Negotiations Contrary to Good Faith L2. 1998. See also
Barendrecht, Jansen, Loos, Pinna & Cascao et al. (2006).
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4

Duties to disclose and pre-contractual liability

Over the years, under several legal regimes duties of disclosure have
developed out of the good faith principle. These duties contribute in
developing a cooperative relationship. First, there are rules that
compel parties to disclose certain relevant information. These duties
concern information with regard to the subject matter of the contract
and the obligation undertaken, which information is only known to one
party and which the other party could not have otherwise found out.
Depending on where parties are in the relationship-building process, a
violation of these duties has more or less far reaching consequences. In
the worst case, a failure to fulfill these duties may render a contract
799
resulting from pre-contractual negotiations invalid.
Second, there is the notion of pre-contractual liability stemming
from good faith. This liability may be triggered by a "sudden and
unjustified rupture of negotiations," or if the contract is not concluded
*'because one of the parties had no real intention to contract."800 In
such cases, the court takes into account whether the other party had
incurred expenses in preparation and in the expectation of concluding
the contract.801 In other countries a similar remedy is available not
based on liability under a contract but based on a tort action.802 It
seems such measures encourage parties to be clear in their intentions
about their willingness to enter into and intensify a relationship or not.
It may force parties to be realistic about it and communicate it early
and clearly with the other.
In conclusion, the rules we addressed in this subsection most likely
encourage collaboration and decrease the chance of opportunism.

However, not all legal regimes provide the
"' Farnsworth (1999); Adams and Brownwort (1995); Burton (1980).
w See
Farnsworth (1987) (on pre-contractual liability and good faith).
801

same

rules. It may be

See N. Cohen (1995); Furmston, Norisada and Poole (1998); See also PECL Article 2:301 (ex art.
3.301): Negotiations Contrary to Good Faith L3.1998.
802
In English law there is no duty of disclosure at the stage of contract negotiation, however in case of
fraudulent representation or negligent misstatement, a remedy is available in toIt. A pre-contractual
breach of this duty has no effect unless a contract is made. Thus, the effect on the parties only occurs
when a contract is made, but not if negotiations break down. However, where the contract is not
concluded because one of the parties had no real intention to contract, common law judges have also
provided a basis for recovery, without entering into the notion of good faith, by using the different
notions of, e.g., restitution and the law of torts. See e.g. Cohen (1995). Furmston, T. Norisada, and Poole
(1998); Harrison (1997).
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beneficial for the parties' relationship to agree to provide sufficient
information during contracting, to attach consequences to breaking off
pre-negotiations.

5
1

Recommendations
Be aware of and use the large bandwidth the legal system
provides when building a relationship, as it enables parties
to establish a framework that theyjind optimally contributes

to a cooperative relationship.
2

Be transparent about the tender procedure and the criteria
used in order to build trust (provide clear selection criteria;
clear tendering procedures facilitate open info exchange,

and they explain and inform).

3

Use the notion of goodfaith as guiding principle in pre-

contractual negotiations, but elaborate on the actual
meaning of it to prevent misunderstandings later on,

4
5

Share information with regard to the subject ofthe contract.
Be clear about intentions and willingness to enter into a

contractual relationship and agree on penalties or other
mechanisms to apply if negotiations are broken o#for no
particular reason.

6

The recommendations applied...

The client decides to set the tone in the creation of a cooperative
relationship with the contractors. He makes explicit in the invitation to
tender the steps he will follow in the tendering process. He discloses
the criteria he will use, the information he expects from contractors,
and the ideas he has about a cooperative relationship. The purchaser
provides all the information he deems necessary and informs the
contractors of the estimate of its reliability. He points out to the
potential bidders the exact information that he wants to see in a
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proposal and what he does not want to see in order to prevent
unnecessary costs. He also informs them of the accuracy of the
information he provides.

After the selection, the purchaser and the selected contractor agree
on the application of the notion of good faith in building their
relationship. They agree and specify, for instance, how and when
parties may break off negotiations and what are the consequences
attached to breaking off negotiations. The parties agree to strive for the
highest level

of transparency to prevent misunderstandings or wrong

or incomplete information relied on by the other party.
4.2

Rules applying to the formation of the contractual

relationship

After the parties have signed

a legal document

that governs their
relationship, stricter legal rules apply to their behavior. The parties
formalize their relationship when they reach a formal legal
commitment. They reach a legal agreement to which each party gives
their approval. Between pre-contractual negotiations and the contract
formation, a shift from pre-contractual to contractual rules takes place
that is applicable to the relationship.
1

Requirements

for formation and enforceability of a

contract

Few formalities are required for the actual process of formation of
contracts.803 Parties are free to decide whether and how they enter into
a contractual relation. This is reflected in the principle of freedom of
contract, which is central to most legal systems.804 In most legal
systems parties that want to form a contract need:
1) An offer by a competent party.
2) Acceptance.
803

A contract which possesses all of the above ingredients is said to be valid and arises when one is aware
or not of the intentions. (p. 80- 88). The absence of an essential element will render the contract either
void, voidable or unenforceable. It can be in writing, word of mouth, by conduct or a combination, Atiyah
(1995: 163).
804 See e.g. PECL for an overview

of (European) principles ofcontract law.
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3) The parties' intention that the agreement be legally binding and
enforceable.

Under some legal systems agreements may have to be in writing or
need to be supported by consideration (each side must promise to give
or do something for the other).805The parties must be legally capable
of entering into a contract. The agreement must have been entered into
freely, with consent. Consent may be vitiated by duress or undue
influence. The purpose of the agreement must not be illegal or contrary
to public policy.
The agreements resulting from the formation may differ in terms of
the level of formality and the extent to which the agreement is binding;
the agreements can be more detailed and formal or more informal and
abstract. For instance, the parties' goal may be to create an agreement
that is legally binding; it may also be to have an informal agreement
that reflects the parties' intentions or goals and that has the status of a
clarification not to be used as a document that implies rights are
duties. 806

However, there are some reasons why an agreement may fail to
qualify as a legal contract. This may happen because of uncertainty
about the parties' intentions to enter into a contract or due to
807
ambiguous language used by them in the contract document.
Problems may also arise if the contract resulting from negotiations
turns out to be invalid. It may be rendered invalid, for instance, due to
the fact that certain information should have been revealed to the other
party during negotiations but was not. In some countries remedies
encourage people to be clear in their contracting behavior. For example,
in countries such as Germany and Italy there is the notion that
damages should be recoverable against the party whose blameworthy
conduct during negotiations for a contract brought about its invalidity
808
or prevented its perfection.
805

See Craswell (2000: 14).
Other times it is a preliminary document, a letter of intent or preliminary agreement that reflects the
ideas and issues parties agreed on and the issues, which are still to be discussed. Sometimes it is
impossible to be specific about a certain issue or it is simply to complex to execute, Lewicki et al. (2003);
Often these agreements are rather abstract which provides a lot of flexibility.

806

so'Atiyah (1995: 111).Cf Epstein (1999).
ws See Kessler and Fine (1964). Atiyah (1995).
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The abovementioned norms and rules for contracting may
encourage parties to be clear and transparent in their wishes and goals

during the negotiation process. Thus, what may be concluded is that,
first, it is important to know when parties have entered into a
contractual relationship because as of the moment a contractual
relationship is established, stricter legal rules apply to their
relationship. Second, parties need to be precise about their intentions;
do they want to form a contract and when? Under what conditions do
both find a definitive contract is formed? By being precise, parties
prevent misunderstandings about the status of negotiations or
documents.
2

Contract formation and good faith

Different rules apply to the application of good faith during contract
formation. In some countries duties apply to negotiate in good faith in
an early stage which violation gives rights to damages. If there is a
preliminary contract, a promise is made that the other party relied on.
In some European and U.S. jurisdictions a duty may be assumed to
negotiate in good faith in both formation and performance. 809 Other
legal systems-such as the

U.K.'s-support the approaches that as long

as there is no actual contract, no duties apply to negotiate in good
faith, and there are no rights to damages if negotiations fail.81o In those
systems, before the contract is actually formed neither party owes any
duties to the other one, and the principle that damage has to be paid in
case of breach of contract does not apply.811 Only if there is a contract
is the other party entitled to remedies and damage for lost
expectations.
One may derive from this that the application of strict rules may
encourage open communication in the earliest stage of negotiations.
Either, rules according to which a party is liable when he caused the
contract to be invalid or imperfect, or the rules of good faith apply.
Farnsworth (1994); PECL, In English law under some other legal heading (p. 90). Under the
PECL there even is a specific term on the duty for parties to cooperate. If there is a contract parties have a
duty to cooperate if they apply the Principles of European Contract Law, see PECL Article 1:202 (ex art.
1.107): Duty to Co-operate.
mo See on this principle Atiyah (1995: 118-152).
81' Atiyah (1995: 101,102,103).
809 See e.g
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This may discourage the use of certain strategies and tactics such as
concealing information. To encourage trustworthy behavior and
prevent misunderstandings, parties may agree to apply these rules to
their relationship in an initial contract and agree on damage measures.
3

Recommendations

1

Be explicit and agree on the legal principles and rules that
apply to the process offormation, both enforced upon
parties by law or because parties agree to apply to them.

2

Determine whether the principle of good faith applies in
contract negotiations and formation and what its
consequences are and, if not mandatorily applicable,
consider applying them.

3

Be aware that not communicating about information in

either the negotiation or formation phase can have legal
implications. Duties to inform (or warn) may later be called

in as a contract is not lived up to.
4

The

recommendations applied...

During negotiations parties agree on criteria to determine when they
have or have not entered into a definite relationship and when the
principle of good faith applies. They choose a clear meeting of the
minds as formation criterion and define what criteria and conditions
apply to it.
For example, the parties agree that a clear meeting of the minds
must be reached on the price, time of completion, specifications,
defects, applicable laws and jurisdiction, and ways of claims
settlements. A third party is asked to join these sessions and, if
necessary, to evaluate it. Parties also agree to apply the good faith
principles to both the negotiations and formation process. They define
what they both consider as the meaning of good faith and provide
some examples to illustrate it.
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4.3

Contents ofthe contract and interpretation criteria

Once a contract is formed, its contents is what legally governs their
relationship. The voluntary obligations parties agreed to may be
enforced by a judge; therefore, it is important that parties agree on the
terms of the contract and be certain about the shared legal

interpretation of those terms.
To prevent interpretation differences parties need to realize there
are different legal regimes on contract interpretation. They particularly
may want to be specific in their agreements on a number of issues.
Agreeing on interpretation rules or criteria may help parties during
their contracting process, as they may be used as criteria in adequately
defining the contract terms. The status of negotiations or documents
may be made explicit to contribute to the level of certainty that
misunderstandings about goals and the nature of the agreement and the
interpretation of it by third parties is in accordance with what parties

voluntarily obliged themselves to do.
1

Limitations on contents of contracts

of contract, discussed in

the previous
subsections, parties also have a lot of freedom in choosing the contents
of their contract.812 There are only a few limitations on the content of
contracts. Illegal contracts are contracts in which parties agree to
commit a crime or commit fraud.813 In that case neither party may
enforce the other's obligations. 814
Apart from these contracts, the parties may agree on all kinds of
subjects and make it the contents of a contract. Parties may include
contractual terms that give rights to claim damages and remedies and
may even give the parties rights to terminate the agreement if the other
does not live up to what they agreed. This makes it a powerful
mechanism to back up their relationship. Often contracts are not

Just as concerns the jbrm

on these rules the legal perspective in Chapter 4.
e.g. Buckley (1999).
m* Cf. Buckley (1999).
812 See
813 See
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written from scratch. Parties in construction often choose to use
815
standard form contracts.
What may be concluded is that the freedom in choice of content
of contracts gives parties the liberty to specify not only the goals of
their collaborative effort but also the process for reaching those goals.
First, this makes a contract a means to prevent misunderstandings and
discussions but also a confirmation of those understandings that
parties imposed on themselves voluntarily, giving parties the
possibility to enforce them. These two characteristics make contracts
mechanisms that offer strong support to their cooperative

relationship.

2

Contents and enforcement: Rules for interpretation by
third parties

To make people live up to their voluntary obligations, the law foresees
the possibility to legally enforce contracts and to involve neutral third
parties (judges, arbitrators) to do so. To be able to enforce it, to rule
on it, those third parties have to determine what the intended meaning
of the contents of the contract is: They need to interpret it. Their task

is, first, to determine whether something is or is not part of the
contract. If so, then second, they have to interpret it and, finally,
decide based on that interpretation whether a party is potentially
forced to comply or the other party has right to damages. Vague or
ambiguous contract terms increase the need to interpret or fill it in
with the default rule.
If and how the contents of a contract will be enforced is rather
uncertain and depends on the rules of interpretation of the legal
system applicable to the contract and the individual judge ruling on the
matter. In the United States, contract law has moved to more active
judicial enforcement encouraging courts to interpret in the light of the

surrounding circumstances.816 However, enforcement policies seem to

e.g. Chakravarty and MacLeod (2006) (analyzing the use and performance of the AIA standard
from contracts for infrastructure construction).
8]6
Section 2 Uniform Commercial Code and Restaement (24) of Contracts. See on tendencies in
interpretation Goetz and Scott (1985: 307); Schwartz (1992).

813 See
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vary between courts and across disputes; judges are more and less
passive.

In Europe, for example, principles of contract law have been
developed. According to the Principles of European Contract law
(PECL), a contract needs to be interpreted according to the common
intention of the parties, even if this differs from the literal meaning of
the words.817 However, in common law countries a traditional view is
that a judge only has to find out what the meaning of the words is and
give effect to it.818 Based on their meaning, he rules whether a party is
entitled to remedies and, if so, how high they should be. If parties fail
to define certain parts of their relationship or do not define them in
detail, contract law fills in the gaps.819 Courts will interpret in a
manner consistent with default rules of contract law applicable to that
820
specific situation.
Thus, the fact that a third party may have to interpret their
contract makes it very important for parties to be clear in the terms
they include about their intentions. How does their understanding need
to be interpreted? What are their intentions? As it may differ under
different legal systems, parties should also agree on the legal system or
on interpretation rules.821 One may say that this increases certainty
for parties and decreases the chance of misunderstandings and conflict
that may threaten their relationship.

3

Essential elements for adequate contract interpretation

A court, or other neutrals provided for in the contract, has to be able
to identify the voluntary obligations with sufficient precision to
justify a remedy.822 Therefore, parties should try to prevent vagueness
823
It creates
and incompleteness as it makes contracts ambiguous.

817

A scholarly restatement of the contract law of European legal systems. PECL Article 5:101 (Ex art.
7.101/ 101A): General Rules of Interpretation Ll. 1998.

"' Atiyah (1995: 196).
819
Cf. Kessler Rubinfeld, in Polinsky and Shavell (2007).
no
See Atiyah (1995: 201).
mSee e.g Eggleston et al (2000) (on the design and interpretation of contracts).
sn See Atiyah (1995:111).
m See Atiyah (1995: 111).
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uncertainty about whether it will be interpreted in accordance with
what the parties want or what most parties want or if a court will
interpret it as a gap in the contract and apply default rules of contract
law.824

Literature on contracting defines the following elements that
particularly need to be taken into account in a contract (from the
purchaser's side):

• Price
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

0
•

Time

of completion

Payment terms
Damages for delay
Right to extension
Performance guarantees
Definition of completion
Performance tests
Limit of liability of contractors
Definition of force majeure
The purchaser's obligations
resolution
Contract price

and

means

of dispute

• Specifications
•

•

Applicable laws and jurisdiction
825
How to deal with defects and claims settlements.

also advised to assess damages or employ other remedies for
breach and to discuss risk (all the contract terms above almost concern

It is

826
that) before price.
The use of standard form contracts may also greatly diminish
uncertainty. These contracts are well understood by parties and the
amount of available case law helps to prevent interpretiation
differences.827 They cover the most important terms and conditions

824 It may, in the worst case, make them void or voidable (a party may render it void). This is e.g. the case
when the law disapproves its purpose, See Atiyah (1995: 47) See also Eggleston et al. (2000).
825
See Craswell (2000: 15). See on what should count as a gap, Ayres and Gertner (1989: 119-120).
826
See Ayres and Gertner (1989: 217,218).
827 See e.g Gluck (1979); Korobkin (2003).
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(for infrastructure projects they often include construction bidding
documents, general conditions, specifications, and information of the
physical site conditions).

Interpretation criteria to prevent misunderstandings

4

An extra measure that may be taken to prevent misunderstandings is
to explore the factors which are of influence on the interpretation of
these terms. This is particularly relevant for the abovementioned
elements, as contingencies that arise in practice are often a result of
misunderstandings and interpretation differences considering exactly
those terms. To decrease the chance of misunderstandings between
parties on these terms, the parties may, for instance, consider the use
of standards or criteria for contract interpretation. FIDIC terms are an
example of a standard that is often used in construction.828 The
Principles of European Contract Law (PECL) provides a helpful
checklist of criteria that may be taken into account by courts when
interpreting the contract. It may also be helpful for parties to keep in
the back of their minds when specifying the exact contract terms. The
General provisions of the PELC for instance refer to the following
factors.

829

(a) The circumstances in which it was concluded, including the
preliminary negotiations.
(b) The conduct of the parties, even subsequent to the conclusion
of the contract.
(c) The nature and purpose of the contract.
(d) The interpretation that has already been given to similar clauses
by the parties and the practices they have established between
themselves.
(e) The meaning commonly given to terms and expressions in the
branch of activity concerned and the interpretation similar clauses
may already have received.
(f) Usages.

828 See
829

See

e.g FIDIC (1995; 1996).

Masten (2001 : 34-35).
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(g) Good faith and fair dealing.

830

The Principles of Law on Service contracts (PEL SC) may also be
used by parties in writing the exact terms of their contract and agreeing
upon the interpretation. It is a set of common European principles
developed after the PELC that can be agreed upon by the parties

within the framework of the rules of private international law. The
PEL SC provides principles particularly related to construction
contracts. 831

5

Interpretation and oral negotiations

Finally, what may also prevent interpretation differences is providing
certainty about the status of oral negotiations that accompany a
contracting process. Often they are not included as part of the
contract. This may create ambiguity about their status. Parties' need
to ascertain the exact terms of the contract as not all statements made
are necessarily translated in contract terms. This is relevant, as the
intention of the parties is leading in making a distinction between pre832

contractual representations and promissory representations.
Therefore, the parties should agree on the status of these oral
negotiations.

6
1

Recommendations
Use thefreedom that the legal system gives as to the content
of the contract to tailor it to the relationship parties think

best. This enables a successful collaboration process.
2

Discuss and consciously choose the legal regime to which
the contract is subject, as it impacts the way in which courts

interpret the contract.

u' PECL Article 5:102 (ex art. 7.102): Relevant Circumstances. 1998. See also Shavell, Economic
Analysis ofLaw 2004; and Ayres and Gertner (1989).
m See Barendrecht, Jansen, Loos, Pinna and Cascao (2007).
wi Atiyah (1995: 179).
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3

Be specijic on contract terms and do not use unclear
language. Dejine ambiguous terms, do not leave anything

out, use terms consistently, and deal with sensitive issues
(unless parties want default rules to apply).
4

Agree on criteria for contract interpretation rules. Refer to

them in the contract, and prevent ambiguity by being
specijic.

7

The recommendations applied...

Parties decide to apply the abovementioned PECL criteria and make
them more concrete to limit the chance of interpretation problems.
They include them in their contract. This is to make it a vehicle to
communicate its terms to all involved in the execution of the project.
The goal is to provide them with a manual for the relationship building
and maintaining process and to guide third parties, if involved in the
enforcement, in their interpretation process of the contract. To check
for interpretation differences, parties give the contract to a third party
to have his perspective. Will he be able to understand what parties
meant, particularly concerning their ideas about the collaboration
process? Parties also agree that written documents and (minutes of)
oral negotiations become part of "the contract," and parties explicitly
agree on their status (replacing, specifying, or overruling certain
contract terms). Therefore, they make sure they agree on them and
that there is no interpretation divergence. They build in a time for
reflection to react to or alter them before becoming part of the
contract.

4.4

Maintenance

of contracts

Relationships can be short-in fact, they can be a series of one-time
transactions-but in some situations, such as in complex construction
projects, they stretch all along the duration of the project. A legal
agreement for such a project is a long-term contract. It needs to be
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updated regularly due to the changing circumstances. In other words,
as opposed to short term contracts maintenance of the long-term

contract is necessary.
1

Dynamics of long-term contracts: changes and re-

negotiation
In literature a distinction between short-term contracts (transactions)
and long-term contracts is made, as the characteristics of these two
kinds of contract is rather different.833 Long term contracts may cause
complications when taking a legal perspective, whereas long-term
contracts from an economic perspective bring (economic) benefits such
as lower transaction costs and a higher level of commitment compared
to short-term contracts.834 The basis of the problem lies therein that
much classical contract law seems to be designed for transactions and
is less suited to long-term contracts.835 Contract law is rather static,
whereas the latter contracts often call for flexibility.836 The obligations
stated in those contracts generally have to be re-negotiated and
modified over time as circumstances change (for instance additional
work asks for change orders and adjustment of the compensation to
the contractor).837 Certain contract terms may have to be filled in after
the contract is signed, altered, or renegotiated.838 The process of filling
in these details is not always the result of clear agmements but of dayto-day adjustments. This makes it important that parties agree about
839
how this is done to prevent conflicts beforehand.
In sum, long-term relationships have their own dynamics that
demand parties to think about a process by which they can tailor their
contract to it. It may ask for regular evaluation and inclusion of
procedures for renegotiation.
m See e.g Atiyah (1995: 50-53); See also economic literature on long term contracts, Hviid (2000: 46between short term and long
72); See also Hart and Holstrom (1987) (addressing the typical differences
term contracts).
534 See also Dnes (1999)
835 Company law tries to fill in the gaps here.

836 Atiyah (1995,46); see also Baird (1990: 586).
:37
specific
See Atiyah (1995: 51). See also Joskow (1985;1990) (discussing the effects of relation
investment on length of contracts); Cf. Arifo and Reuer (2004) (on the dynamics of renegotiation of
strategic alliance contracts).
us E.g. if parties have opted for an 'agreement to agree later,' See e.g Speidel (2000)
839 See also Atiyah (1995: 52,53).
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2

Disputes resolution and non-legal rules

Long-term contracts in most cases lean strongly on the economic
interests of the relationship between parties. Due to the importance of
these aspects of the relationship for a smooth continuation of the
collaboration process, dispute settlement procedures that are less
adversarial than litigation may become needed.840 Parties may want to
settle amicably, as they want to preserve a continuing relationship.
Rules guiding the relationship in long-term contracts are next to the
contract also flexible norms. First, commercial and ethical norms often
emerge. For example, parties may also look at the ethical rules in the
construction sector and include them as rules that apply to parties'
841
relationship and are part of the contrac.

3
1

Recommendations
Agree on a process of contracting that is tailored to the

relationship and be specijic about how this should be done.

2

Agree on the norms that are applicable. Make them part of
the agreement.

3

4

Foresee amicable ways of solving disputes.

The recommendations applied...

During the contract negotiations, the parties together specify the rules
that apply to their contractual relationship: for instance, norms of the
construction sector. They define the process for renegotiation,
adaptations, and the process that will be used to fill in the blanks in
contracts. Finally, they agree on mechanisms to terminate the
relationship without risking losing a large sum of money, reputation,
or future business.

840 See also

Polinsky and Shavell (2007: 373 ff). Bingham (2008b) for an overview

settlements.

84' See Atiyah (1995: 52).

of benefits of
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5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter we studied the collaboration process through which
parties develop a relationship. We started by arguing that a condition
for sustaining a successful collaboration process across time is a
relationship that allows for it. The relationship that allows client and
contractors to collaborate optimally during a project, we named a
"successful" or 6'cooperative relationship." We regarded the process of
creating and sustaining a cooperative relationship as a special type of
negotiation process between the parties.
We discussed the factors that we distinguished in Chapter 4, in the
light of the relationship development between client and contractors.
We highlighted in the social psychological perspective an additional
factor influencing relationship development to be power distribution
between the parties. Additional factors within the economic

perspective include contracts (in their roles as risk enforcement of
promises, risk allocation, procedures for dispute resolution, blueprints
for exchange, and the extent to which they are complete, incomplete,
or relationaO. Factors within the legal perspective we highlight include

contract law (providing safeguards against violent and opportunistic
(pre-)contractual

behavior);

procurement

law;

principles

of good

faith; duties to disclose and liability rules; legal regimes and contract
interpretation; and dispute resolution mechanisms.
From motivational theory we derived that for successful
relationships, parties need to be motivated to work together over time.
From social exchange theory, we derive that people' s main motivation
for collaboration and cooperative behavior is self-interest. It posits
that all human relationships are formed as a result of a subjective costbenefit analysis and based on a comparison of alternatives. Therefore,
a relationship must be mutually beneficial. To motivate parties to start
a relationship, the preconditions are an overlap in desires and a chance
of future encounters if valued by both. Adequate measures need to be
taken to organize a fair division of benefits that will serve both parties'
self-interest. Once in a relationship, they expect to continue for a
while, creating the expectation of benefit of cooperative moves, and
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fear of punishment for opportunistic behavior may be an important
motive for continuing to behave cooperatively.
People's perception of the relationship also influences its level of
success. They tend to have a certain image in mind of the ideal
relationship. Creating a relationship governed by rules of respect,
fairness, and reciprocity comes nearest to that image and is likely to
create a high level of satisfaction and contribute to the development of
a successful relationship.
An important factor that determines whether the relationship
"works" as parties want it to is the balance of power between the
parties. A power difference (the ability to control people and events)
may easily frustrate the creation of a balanced relationship and equal

distribution of benefits, whereas equality in power may facilitate a
successful collaboration process. Measures such as breaking through
the information asymmetry and providing access for both parties to
information and expertise may neutralize the power difference and
thus take away the possibility for actions that are counterproductive
to the collaboration process.
In case the power difference between parties is too great, for
instance, due to the different market positions, a balance in power will
not always be obtained easily. In those situations facilitating the use of
the integrative negotiation method may eliminate contentious
strategies, as it refocuses the negotiation on mutual results, sharing
information, and finding win-win solutions that benefit both. This
approach may be facilitated by encouraging the high power party that
takes the initiative to act cooperatively, and sufficiently enabling the
low-power party to shift to an integrative approach.
In microeconomics, contracts theorists regard contracts as
important means for fostering and safeguarding a cooperative
relationship. The first way in which contracts support a cooperative
relationship is by providing parties with a mechanism to enforce
promises. The second way is through risk allocation. Risk-sharing
clauses in contracts may create an incentive for both parties to do their
best to perform and refrain from opportunism. The third way in which
contracts are found to contribute to a cooperative relationship is by
providing an explicit and detailed set of rules and procedures for
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dispute resolution. Dispute mechanisms allow parties to solve issues
they did not specify enough in the contract or over which their
interpretations differ.
Contracts may go beyond purely legal documents. The parties may
draft contracts as "blueprints for exchange" and a means to plan the
collaboration, to set expectations, an(is consequently, reduce
misunderstandings and costly missteps. The parties may include terms
that are not enforceable but that provide guidance to the courts on the
parties' original intentions should the collaboration process break
down.
We found that in economic contract theory there are different
views on the extent to which contracts can and should specify the
842
Parties may discuss the benefits
different aspects of a relationship.
of a detailed contract; a more general document that deliberately leaves
room for negotiation and improvisation (deliberately incomplete
contracts); or choose a contract form that focuses primarily on
establishing the structure of the relationship (relational contract), or a
combination of the three.
Parties to a contract may discuss exactly what they want to
include in a contract. They may tailor their contract to their wishes
until they find a level of certainty both parties can live with. In
selecting what to include, what to regulate in detail, and what to define
only in broad terms, they need to balance the benefits of leaving issues
open and signaling trust against the dangers of being too naive and the

serious risk of competitive bargaining and disputes that may
jeopardize the relationship.
Non-legal mechanisms are also an important factor influencing
relationships. Social rules and non-legal mechanisms play an
important role in structuring a relationship. Social norms may be
applied as governing rules for a relationship from the very start of a
relationship (the stage of contact), and they may be enforced even
where legal rules or a contract cannot. Reputation mechanisms may
also contribute to a successful relationship. The threat of a loss of
reputation as well as the goal of building a positive reputation may
encourage a successful relationship, as it prevents firms from
842 See

this Chapter, Section 3.
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behaving opportunistically. Introducing reciprocal fairness into a
relationship is another non-legal mechanism that can contribute to a
cooperative relationship.
Trust is regarded as essential for successful relationships.

Individuals with whom one has a continuing relationship have an
economic motivation to be trustworthy so as not to discourage future
transactions. And apart from pure economic motives, continuing
economic relations often become imbued with social content that
carries strong expectations of trust and abstention from
opportunism.843 When there is a low level of trust between parties,
people may seek to write protective measures into their contracts.
Examples are penalties for delays or deviations from the quality level

or quality plan. Temporary substitutes for trust that parties may use
include strategies such as making decisions reversible; making tiny
moves that require only a small amount of risk; forcing the other party
to make the first move; imposing legal restraints on the other party;
and having an outside party to vouch for the other to provide
844
compensation if the other defects.
When both contractual and non-contractual norms apply, parties
may want to prevent "crowding out effects." Specifying norms in
contracts and foreseeing remedies may be counterproductive if other
non-legal mechanisms enforce a similar norm. Contractual measures

may be used where the credibility of non-legal sanctions is deemed not
strong enough to withstand opportunistic behavior.
The context of the parties' past, present, and possible future
relationships is another variable that affects the development of the
relationship. In the situation of pre-existing relationships, the parties
may decide on tailoring the contract to their relationship.
Contract law is an important factor the parties have to take into
account when creating the framework that governs their relationship.
Legal rules provide safeguards against violent and opportunistic precontractual behavior, but they do not create serious obstacles for

w See
Granovetter (1985).
844
See Pruitt (1998: 475). See also Deutsch (1973); Wrightsman et al. (1972); Fisher (1964); Oskamp
(1971).
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parties attempting to develop a structure for their relationship in the
way they think best contributes to a cooperative relationship.
Rules of procurement law harness fair competition between
contractors, and the application of the principle of good faith may
help parties to create a basis of trust and to behave in a trustworthy
manner.
Duties to disclose and liability rules provided by law may
encourage information exchange that benefits the development of a
cooperative relationship. Both mechanisms may encourage open
communication in the earliest stage of negotiations. Disclosure rules
compel parties to disclose certain relevant information, contributing to
openness between parties that are about to enter into a contractual
relationship. The notion of pre-contractual liability stemming from
good faith also contributes to openness and decreases the chance of
opportunism. It may be beneficial for the parties' relationship to agree
to provide sufficient information during contracting, attach
consequences to breaking off pre-negotiations, and specify the
relevant circumstances and consequences.
as guide for parties in
on a common concern for

The notion of good faith may have a role

creating a cooperative relationship. Deciding
fair dealings and the protection of the parties' reasonable expectations
may help parties create a basis of trust and to behave in a trustworthy
manner. Therefore, parties may consider applying it to the precontractual stage of their relationship even if there are no mandatory
legal rules that oblige them to do so. By elaborating on the customary
meaning of good faith, they can concretize the meaning both parties
attach to it. That way they can make it explicit in the contract to
prevent interpretation differences and misunderstandings later on.
It is important to know when parties have entered into a
contractual relationship, because as of the moment a contractual
relationship is established, stricter legal rules apply. The requirements
for a legally valid contract give protection to parties, whereas the form
allows much freedom. Furthermore, the parties may prevent
uncertainty about the parties' intention to enter into a contract, by
avoiding ambiguous language. Parties must be precise about their
intentions: What are the conditions under which both deem a definitive
contract to have been formed? These measures will help prevent
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misunderstandings about the status of negotiations or documents. Such
rules for contracting may encourage parties to be clear and transparent
in their wishes and goals during the negotiation process.
Once a contract is formed, it becomes an important factor that
governs the parties' legal relationship. Contractual clarity increases
certainty for parties and decreases the chance of misunderstandings
and conflict, which may threaten their relationship. First, this is
because the obligations parties voluntarily agreed to may be enforced
by a judge. Therefore, it is important that parties agree on the terms of
the contract and be certain about the shared legal interpretation of
those terms. The freedom to choose the content of contracts gives
parties the liberty to make explicit not only the goals of their
collaborative efforts but also the process for reaching those goals.
This makes contracts an important means of preventing
misunderstandings and disagreements, as well as a way to confirm
those understandings that parties imposed on themselves voluntarily

and a way to enforce them. The fact that a third party may have to
interpret their contract makes it even more important for parties to be
clear about their exact intentions and how their understanding should
be interpreted. To prevent interpretation differences, parties need to
realize there are different legal regimes in contract interpretation. They
may want to be especially specific in their agreements on the
abovementioned issues. Agreeing on interpretation rules or criteria
may help parties in adequately defining terms during their contracting
process. Finally, the status of negotiations or documents may be made
explicit to contribute to the level of certainty that understandings
about goals, the nature of the agreement, and that the interpretation of
it by third parties is in accordance with what the parties voluntarily
agreed.

Long-term relationships have their own dynamics, which require
parties to think about a process that allows them to tailor their longterm contract to it. These contracts require additional maintenance
measures compared to contact for single transactions. Long-term
contracts in most cases lean strongly on economic interests created by
the relationship between parties. The contract may ask for regular
evaluation and inclusion of procedures for renegotiation. The parties
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may also look at the ethical rules in the construction sector and include
them as rules that apply to the parties' relationship and are part of the
contract. Due to the importance of these aspects of the relationship
for a smooth continuation of the collaboration process, dispute
settlement procedures that are less adversarial than litigation may
become needed. Lawyers will have to deal with these norms and adjust
principles to the long-term situation.
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CHAPTER 6

VI

FORESEEING CONFLICT IN CONTRACTUAL
RELATIONS: ANTICIPATING, DEFINING, AND
UNDERSTANDING CONFLICT

1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter we study the collaboration process of parties
interacting in order to foresee conflict. We examine conflict literature
and make observations about how clients and contractors may
anticipate conflict in a manner that optimally contributes to achieving
project success.
The central questions in this chapter are the following: What are
the factors of injluence in or of use in foreseeing conjlict, and what

recommendations for foreseeing conjlict may be derived from
cooperation literature?
Conflicts between client and contractor may be considered a threat
to the success of the collaboration process, but they may also
strengthen it. They may arise in any sub-process and stage of the
collaboration process between clients and contractors. Disputes may
threaten all three collaboration sub-processes dealt with in the other
chapters in this Part. They may disrupt a successful negotiation
process (Chapter 4), threaten a cooperative relationship (Chapter 5),
or even frustrate efforts to address previous conflicts (Chapter 7).
In this study we distinguish between two stages for controlling the
negative effects of conflict: foreseeing conflict and dealing with it. In
this chapter we focus on the first stage. We split this process up into
three parts: 1) acknowledging that conflict may arise 2) taking
measures that help to identify conflict (defining and categorizing
conflict), and 3) trying to understand conflict (by learning about the
characteristics and dynamics of conflict). Going through these stages
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may serve as a basis for effectively dealing with conflict (see Chapter
7).845

2 KEY FACTORS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
SUCCESSFULLY FORESEEING CONFLICT FROM A
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE
Social psychologists study how people experience and react to
conflict. They distinguish between several kinds of conflicts. We
make use of insights from the field that focuses on interpersonal
conflict (conflict between people or organizations), as it provides the
most useful model for the process of collaboration between the people
carrying out an infrastructure project. We focus on theories that
provide insights into the sources that give rise to conflicts, people's
conflict experience, and conflict growth.
In this section, we first address the study of sources of conflict
and what conflicts are about. Researchers in this field consider what
factors give rise to conflict, what the different sources are, as well as
the characteristics of the different types of conflict.
A second field of research we borrow from focuses on how
conflicts are experienced and the interaction between the parties.
Questions covered in this research field are the following: How do
people experience conflicts? And how does their mode of experience
impact their relationship and the collaboration process? Both
approaches provide insights into the content of conflicts (the subject
of conflict) and how people experience them (perception of conflict)
to give a better understanding of their impact on collaboration
processes.

A third field of research we discuss is the formation and
development of conflicts. This includes conflict escalation and the role
of conflicts in decision making. Central questions in this subsection are
the following: What are the characteristics of conflicts in different

of escalation, and what are possible positive and negative
effects of conflict on a collaboration process?
stages

See Chapter 1 Section 2.2 (in particular under 9-12) for justifications for the choice of perspectives,
theories, approach taken, methodology of this Chapter, and relationship to the other Chapters in this Part.
845
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2.1

Social psychological types of conflict

Knowledge about the different sources and characteristics of conflict
enables parties to classify the various types of conflict. Literature on
conflict presents an array of classification schemes that may help
parties to identify conflict when it actually arises. The parties may use
a scheme to construct a checklist that will then enable them to scan a
project for potential conflict and categorize those conflicts based on
their different characteristics.
1

Sources

of conflict and differentiation among conflicts

of conflicts refer to conflicts
according to one or another "source of (conflict) behavior." Most
commonly, these are divergences of interest and annoyance that is
attributed to another party.846 These scholars also study the
Researchers that focus on the content

conflicts and their different sources. 847
Distinguishing among kinds of conflicts can help parties to determine
the characteristics of conflicts that may arise or already exist between
clients and contractors and fit them into one or another category. 848
Moreover, since not all kinds of conflict should be treated in the same
manner,849 this literature also considers the best way to deal with the
different types of conflict. 850
connection

Distinctions between conflicts: Relational - task
conflict; differences of opinion - divergences in interest;
competitive - cooperative conflict

2

846

between

Pruitt and Rubin (1986); Rubin, Pruitt and Kim (1994).
e.g. Tjosvold (1998). The other group defines conflict as situations in which individuals or groups
experience contrasts with other individuals or groups. See De Dreu (1999); Pondy (1967); Rubin Pruitt
and Kim (1994); Schmidt and Kochan (1972); and Thomas (1992).
848
See Folger (1986); Deutsch (1973).
s*' See De Dreu (1999: 191 ff), and see also Harold Kelly en John Thibaut (1969); Coombs (1987); De
Dreu et. al. (1999); Deutsch (1973); Levine and Thompson (1996) and Rapoport (1960).
:50
see further Chapter 7.
See

847 See
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To be able to concretize the kinds of conflicts parties may identify, we
outline the main distinctions identified in literature.

0 Relational and task con#ict. The first distinction is between
affective (relational) and cognitive (task) conflicts.851 Relational
conflicts in organizations are conflicts about personal taste,

political preferences, values, humor, interpersonal style, etc.
that concern how people treat each other within an
organizational context.852 Relational conflicts are considered
hard to solve.

Task conflicts are disagreements over how a particular
task is carried out. Examples of task conflicts are disputes
about budgets, goals, distribution of sources, procedures and
policies, judgments, and interpretation of facts. Research
shows that relational and task-related elements co-exist in a
conflict or may transform into the other, as what starts as a
task conflict may escalate into a relational conflict. For
example, a party that cannot convince the other of his vision
on an issue may start perceiving the other as stupid or
stubborn. The reverse may also happen, for example, when
people who do not support each other's political views
therefore oppose each other's views on how to run an
organization.853 These dynamics seem to indicate that early
identification is important to prevent transformation of task
conflict into relational conflict and vice versa.

• Diferences of opinion and opposing interests. De Dreu and
others have made a distinction between two kinds of task
conflicts, namely, differences of opinion and opposing

of opinion have the same
agree
on
how
goals, but they do not
to achieve them. They
may discuss their opposing views and typically will continue
interests.854 Parties with a difference

for example Amason (1996); De Dreu and Van de Vliert (1997); Jehn (1995,1997).
852 See De Dreu and Weingart (2003).
853 See for examples De Dreu (2005: 14).
854 De Dreu et al. (1999); Cf. H. Kelley and J. Thibaut (1978); Deutsch (1973); Levin and Thompson
851 See

(1996); Rapoport (1960).
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to pursue the correct solution.855 A divergence of interests
conversely involves conflicting goals, as when parties seek an
acceptable division of benefits, means, and responsibilities.
Often such a divergence is about a struggle over access to
scarce goods such as time, attention, money, or power. In
construction projects this category may include conflicts about
who has to carry the financial consequences of unforeseen
events.

•

Cooperative and competitive conflict. Tjosvold, meanwhile, has
developed a cooperation and competition theory856 that
distinguishes between cooperative and competitive conflict. He
notes that conflict not only when people have opposing goals

(competitive conflict) but also when they share goals
(cooperative conflict). Examples he cites are conflicts about
how to reach a particular (mutual) goal-for example, the
construction of a tunnel-or how to prevent delay or increase
profit.857 Tjosvold in the same article also notes that conflicts
often contain elements of both cooperation and competition.
3

Categorizations of conflict: By subject, appearance, and
actors

This field of literature provides some other ways to classify conflicts,
such as by subject, by appearance (is it latent or real, and is it about
interests or opinions?) and by the actors involved (the number of
858
people or organizations).
Furthermore, a distinction is suggested in the literature between
conflicts suitable or not suitable for legal proceedings and between
conflicts in which both parties want a change, as opposed to those
where one party wants to maintain the status quo. In the first
situation both experience an incentive to compete (they want to
change a situation in their own benefit) and to cooperate (both want
835 Cf. De Dreu (1999); See also Jehn and Bendersky (2003).
836
See Deutsch (1973) and see also Chapter 4 under the social psychological perspective.
857
See Deutsch (1949); and Tjosvold (1991,1997,1998).
m See
Glasl (1992: 48 ff, 53) (giving examples ofthese typologies).
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change). In the second situation only one of the parties wants a change
of situation.859 These distinctions may also provide insight into the
possibilities for resolution (is there a legal claim or not?) and into how
parties will react to conflict (through action or inaction).

Human characteristics and tendencies
conflict

4

Studies

as 6causes' of

of conflicts in organizations note that further difficulties may

arise due to individuals' characteristics and human tendencies in
conflict. They generally subdivide between cultural differences and
differences in personality.860 Such differences particularly increase the
chance of conflict if the persons seeking to collaborate have strongly
differing characteristics. They may include the following:

• Differences in aspects such

•

•

•

personal values, ideas, and
interests: for example, differing attitudes concerning freedom,
fun, hard work, self-respect, honesty, and equality.
Divergences of interests between individuals or groups based
on differences in age, experience, sex, income, and langliage.
861
Divergences in training or background.
Differences in command of communication and negotiation
as

skills.862

Other factors referred to in the literature that may cause conflict
include general human tendencies such as:

•

The tendency to stereotype.

• The tendency to

•

be resistant to change and the tendency

toward denial (people do not want to see a problem until it is
a full-blown conflict).
Selfishness (greed) or evil intent.

the Deutsch (1973). See also Folger (1986).
e.g Robbins (2002: 207-208).
861 De Dreu signals some other developments in organizations that stimulate the sensibility of an
organization to conflicts, such as less hierarchy, fewer rules, more responsibility to the individual, more
ethnic cultures, and more diversity, De Dreu (1999: 193 ff).
862
See Slaikeu and Hasson (1998: 7 ff).
859 In

860 See
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863
These in turn may lead to prejudices and conflict.
What may be derived from this summary is that by
acknowledging and identifying these differences between people, their
potential negative effects (conflict) may be anticipated. By obtaining
insight into people's values, ideas, and interests, as well as people's
skills and convictions, these kinds of conflicts may be anticipated
when creating project teams.

5

Classification of conflict causes in an organization

The organizational context itself, such as the setting of an
infrastructure project, may contribute to conflict within an
organization. The structure, size, and management of the organization
can all have this effect. Understanding and distinguishing between
these causes may be relevant when setting up a project organization
for infrastructure projects.

0 The definition and allocation of tasks. 'Factors particularly
connected to the work to be done are the level of routine and
the level of specialization. A high workload and unclear role
definition are well known sources of conflict.

• Organizational injustice and management. The experience of
organizational injustice may lead to destructive workplace
conflict. 864 Management and leadership style and reward
systems particularly can play a role. Among organizational
deficiencies that may cause conflict are mixed messages from
management. Not having a system for resolving problems may
exacerbate a conflict situation further.

0 Competition between groups or departments. A focus on
departments instead of processes or problems instead of
opportunities may easily lead to resentment and undermine
teamwork, because conflict may diminish a department' s
863 See De Dreu (1999: 206).
864 See also Deutsch (2000: 41-44); See also recent Reb et al. (2005).
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865
Similar problems may
power and expose its weaknesses.
arise due to an overlap in formal objectives between groups,
interference in process and activities of two groups, conflicting
objectives due to an overlap in role definition, or work
packages that are not clearly specified.866 This is particularly
harmful if one group depends on the other for the fulfillment of
its tasks (inter-group dependence). These problems may arise
between the clients' and contractors' teams in infrastructure

projects.

In conclusion, having in mind the abovementioned differentiations
between conflicts gives parties three advantages. First, they can make
a checklist to help anticipate at the beginning of a project what kinds
of problems may arise on different levels-at the project level, at the
team level, and between individuals. In this manner parties can prepare
for particular issues that may disrupt their relationship and their
teams. Second, having in mind the different categories makes it easier
to recognize a conflict. Third, it allows parties to find the adequate
conflict management tools to deal with each conflict. Researchers
namely also indicate the ways to deal with these conflicts. These will
be discussed in Chapter 7.

6
1

Recommendations
Agree to identify sources of conjlict before the start of a

project to predict and anticipate future conjlict and diagnose

existing conjlict.
2

Make a checklist together based on categories: relational

vs. task, dgerences of opinion vs. divergence of interest, etc.
Scan the projectfor potential conflict.

865 See e.g.

Robbins (2002).
on group conflict, e.g., Beersma and De Dreu (2002); See Blacock 1989 (for a general theory of
the relationship between power and conflict). See also Gelfand et al. (2007) (proposing a theory on
conflicts cultures in organizations).
866 See
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3

7

Distinguish between types ofconjlict and categorize conflicts
based on their cause Isee checklistl.

The recommendations applied...

Before the start of a project, the representatives of client and
contractor make an inventory of conflict they experienced in past
projects. They use it as an instrument to identify conflicts that may
arise, and they subdivide them into the categories of relational
conflicts, task conflicts (differences of opinion or divergence of
interests), and organizational conflicts.
During the project the project team members use the checklists'
questions to identify the following:
Conflict sources among team members: strong differences
1)
in personal taste, political preferences, or values
(indicating relational conflict).
Issues, parts of the project, or phases in the project that
2)
have a high chance of disagreement about budgets, goals,

distribution

of

procedures and policies,
judgments, and interpretation of facts (indicating task
sources,

conflict).

They agree to review this checklist regularly during project
meetings to attempt to recognize conflicts quickly.
If a disagreement or tension is experienced by one of the parties'
management team members, he uses the overview of potential sources
of conflict to diagnose it. This diagnosis makes it easier to address the
exact issue with the other party, and it gives focus in solving the issue
(see Chapter 7). For example, it may indicate that a conflict is based
on a clash of human characteristics or that it has to do with
organizational inefficiencies concerning the allocation of tasks.
The parties use the checklist also in making decisions about which
people to hire for the project organization (in which both parties are
represented), considering their divergences in background, training, age,
and experience.
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Finally, the list is used to give the management direction in taking
measures to prevent and resolve those conflicts.

2.2

Effect of perception, motivation, and escalation on conflict
behavior

Another field in conflict literature is the study of conflict behavior (the
process perspective).867 Researchers that take this perspective focus
on the specific actions of the parties and the strategies they use in
different stages in conflict, their responses to conflict, and their
reactions to the other parties' actions.868 They study parties'
perspectives, motives, cognitions, and values, as those factors
determine how they experience conflict.
These scholars proceed from the assumption that our actions are
determined not by reality but by how we experience it (our
perception). The dynamics of conflicts are examined according to a
process model in which a certain conflict experience results in certain
conflict behavior.869 Insight into this process helps parties understand
and influence factors with the potential to escalate conflicts. It may
help them identify when there is a serious threat to a successful
collaboration process and determine how to deal with it.

Perception and motivation in conflict

1

How we perceive

a situation is determined

in large part by our values,

motives, and cognitions.870 The sum of these factors creates our
individual perspectives. The perspectives of the parties in an
infrastructure project can influence the chance that a conflict will arise.
They may view their goals as mutually exclusive (which increases the
chance of conflict) or mutually beneficial which decreases this chance

867

Cf. Deutsch (1973), Peterson (1983).

868

See also Chapter 4.

869 See e.g.

Prein (2007: 182 ff).
See Chapter 4 for more details on cognitive barriers. See also Arrow et al. (1995: 16 ff); Kahneman
and Tversky (1995: 54 ff).
870
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and which encourages cooperative behavior.871 Clearly, identifying

both parties' perceptions of their goals may help in predicting their
behavior and anticipating conflict.
Literature on perception and motivation has also established that
parties in a conflict develop motives for both cooperative and
872
Whether people react cooperatively or
competitive behavior.
competitively in such situations seems partly determined by
personality but mainly by instructions, rewards, and punishment
systems, as we discussed in Chapter 4.873 Additional influences are
education, norms, codes of conduct in a specific business, and
occupational norms.874 In groups, still other dynamics create motives
for behavior such as group norms.875 Awareness of the mechanisms at
work that motivate behavior may help parties to predict, anticipate,
and understand their own and others' conflict behavior.
Finally, the conflict itself also influences the perceptions and
motivations of parties. Conflict may distort our perceptions of a
situation and bias our judgments. This may cause conflicts to escalate.

2

Conflict and escalation

A conflict evolves over time. Conflict literature distinguishes stages in
the development of a conflict.876 Knowledge of those stages allows
people to categorize how serious a conflict is and the stage a conflict is
in. After a person has experienced behavior that harms his interests
and has confronted the other party, a conflict may grow.877 For
example, seeing his own or his organization's goals or interests
threatened by the other, one person may develop feelings of fear,
anger, distrust, or resentment. This often results in unfriendly behavior
towards the other. The source of conflict then develops into an actual
conflict and may start a cycle in which conflict intensifies and

87'

See Chapter 4.

872 See e.g.

Deutsch (1973); and De Dreu et al. (2001).
psychology perspective on negotiation.
See also Chapter 7.
875 See e.g Feldman (1984); Teny and Hogg (1996).
876
See Glasl (1992); Tjosvold (1998,2001); and Kahn (1965).
877
See also Felstiner et al. (1976).
873

874

See Chapter 4, under the social
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conflict may get more severe step by step. Images of
the other worsen, one seeks justification for one's behavior, etc. It is
even more complicated when people start talking in more general terms
such as "rights," **principles" etc. as one starts seeing more and more
differences. The tension causes intellectual capacities to diminish, and
one is not able to see things objectively anymore. It leads to "black
and white thinking."
Also important in this process is how each party thinks the other
perceives the conflict. This factor affects the parties' expectations,
communication, and choice of problem solving measures. In projects
all this may be even more damaging, as it impacts people's
productivity, which again has influence on the outcome/resolution of
conflicts. 879
Glasl provides a theory of conflict escalation that emphasizes the
situational pressures acting upon people involved in a conflict. Rather
than seeking causes in the individuals, the model emphasizes the
internal logic to conflict relationships, stemming from the failure of
handling contradictory interests and standpoints. Efforts are needed in
order to counter the escalation mechanisms.880 Glasl has broken down
the escalation process into nine stages.881 His model is often referred
to in conflict resolution theory, as it is a diagnostic tool valuable for
sensitizing people to the mechanisms of conflict escalation. The
following is a brief overview of his nine-step model:
1) The first stage Glasl describes is the hardening of the conflict; a
difference over some issue or frustration in a relationship proves
difficult to resolve. It remains and leads to irritation.
2) The next stage is debates and polemics. It starts when one or both
parties lose faith in the possibility of finding a solution through
fair discussions.
3) One party then starts acting without consulting the other side.
4) At stage 4 the conflict is no longer about concrete issues but about
victory or defeat. Defending one's reputation is a major concern.
escalates.878 The

878
879

See Glasl (1982; 1992: 54,83; 1999).
See Tjosvold (1998: 285 ff).

88o See
881 See

waO.

Glasl (1997:170-174).
for other escalation ladders, e.g., also Kahn (describing 44 steps

of escalating conflict up to total
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5) Stage 5 is marked by repeated and deliberate offenses to the basic
honor of someone, in particular in a public setting.
6) At stage 6 parties start to issue ultimata and threats.
7) At stage 7 the parties actively seek to harm the other side's
sanction potential.
8) During stage 8 the parties are doing even further harm to each

other.

9) At the last stage, stage 9, the parties are moving 'together into the
abyss.

„882

The use of the model may lead to a greater awareness of the level of
conflict escalation and the steps one should take to avoid it.883 The
process of deflating escalation (de-escalation) will be discussed in the
chapter on dealing with conflict (Chapter 7).

3

Recommendations

1

Identify project members' perceptions of project and

individual goals to predict conjlicts.

2

Identi mechanisms that may motivate cooperative or
competitive behavior in situations with conjlict potential
(such as instructions, rewards and punishment systems,
norms, or codes of conduct).

3

Anticipate and recognize conflict dynamics, in whichfeelings
offear, anger, distrust, or resentment lead to unfriendly
reactions that increase the intensity ofconjlict.

4

Identify the intensity of a conflict by using Glasi's nine-step

escalation model.

4

882

The recommendations applied...

(providing a summary ofthe nine steps model of Glasl).
also Ackhof (1967) (for a study on escalation and de-escalation).

See Jordan (2008)

883 See
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During the tender stage, the client invites contractors to elaborate on
their perceptions of the goals of the project and uses workshops as an
instrument to find out about their reactions to conflict.
At the start of the construction stage, the contract parties want to
understand how project members of both sides experience and respond
to conflict. Therefore, before establishing a team, they decide to
organize an assessment to find out how potential project team
members perceive goals and are most likely to react to (different kinds
of) conflict. The parties participate in a role-play exercise to test the
effect of reward structures, values, and other organizational choices
such as roles and responsibilities. This gives an indication about the
chance of conflict and about cooperative or competitive reactions. It
also helps in recognizing and stopping further conflict escalation.
2.3

Positive and negative effects of conflicts

Generally, conflicts are regarded as phenomena with negative effects
on collaboration processes (or dysfunctionaD. This is true when
conflict disrupts group functioning and, with that, the collaboration
process.884 However, conflict may not harm a collaboration process. It
may blow over, be resolved during negotiations, or simply lose its
relevance over time. Moreover, a certain level of conflict may even
optimize the project goals and strengthen the relationship between the
885
According to Deutsch and Coleman, competition and
parties.
conflict can be constructive and destructive: If parties are discussing
differences to clarify them, the loser as well as the winner gains. It
helps parties to identify their differences in understanding,
perspective, knowledge, and world view.886 Empirical studies suggest
that a low level of conflict appears to stimulate information
processing. It helps the parties to identify weak points in a project
that need their attention. Hence, low levels of conflict in some
ZS4

De Dreu and Weingart (2003: 741); Brown (1983); Hackman and Morris (1975); Pondy (1967); Wall
and Callister (1995).
883
See Coser (1956); also Cosier and Dalton (1990); Baron (1991); Folberg and Golann (2006, 3) (in
general about positive effects of conflicts).
886
See Deutsch and Coleman (2000: 26).
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situations may be beneficial (or functional). It may lead to better
decisions and better relationships, which may benefit a collaboration
process and ultimately may help optimize project goals. Parties need
to weigh the potential beneficial effects against the potential costsnegative

effects-of conflict.
Effects of different levels of conflict

1

The fact that people have to confront issues may have a number of
positive effects. First, they learn to take different perspectives and are
forced to be creative.887 Second, research indicates that under specific
circumstances, low levels of conflict shorten problem solving and lead
to better decision making.888 The realization that relationships can
survive a certain level of conflict may also strengthen relationships. 889
On the other hand, it appears that increased conflict and increased
agitation has a negative effect on cognitive flexibility and creative
thinking.890 Empirical evidence also suggests that intense conflict may
lead to inconsistencies in project members' views of a problem.891 As
conflict intensifies, this affects the ability to process information; team
performance may suffer, and conflict becomes a threat.
Moreover, recent empirical findings suggest that only particular
types of conflicts, under certain conditions, have positive effects. 892 In
particular, relational conflicts seem to have a negative influence on
collaboration within organizations.893 They tend to be negatively
correlated with employees' output and job satisfaction. 894 More recent
findings suggest that task conflicts also have negative effects, although
they appear less detrimental than relational conflicts.895 Task conflicts
can easily escalate into relational conflicts, however. 896

887

See Deutsch and

Coleman (2000: 26,28).
Mohrman, Mohrman, and Cohen (1995).
Bs, See also Lewicki (2007: 18).
890 Carnevale and Probst (1998).
m See
Cronin and Weingart (2003).
892 See De Dreu and Weingart (2003).
893
See De Dreu and Weingart (2003a); Jehn (1995); Van de Vliert and De Dreu (1994).
894
See Amason (1996); Janssen, Van de Vliert and Veenstra (1999).
895 See De Dreu (1997); and De Dreu and Weingart (2003).
896 see De Dreu and Van Knippenberg (2004).
888

See
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2

Effects

of conllict on creativity, groupthink, and decision

making
It seems that the nature of the effects largely depends on the context in
which the conflict arises. Conflicts may be beneficial if there is a
cooperative team environment and groups have the ability to handle
conflict situations. A cooperative environment is found to be essential
for task conflict to be constructive. 897
Particularly in a business context, conflict may be beneficial,
whereas not discussing differences may be damaging to the

collaboration process.

Empirical research indicates that differences of opinion may be
particularly beneficial to project success. Outcomes of experiments by
Schwenk, for instance, support that differences of opinion within a
group lead to better solutions. 898 Debate about contents, as in
differences of opinion, leads to better products, as long as interests are
left out. Conflicts about interests should be prevented or resolved as
soon as possible to avoid negative consequences.899 If parties work in
a cooperative atmosphere with team members who possess
cooperative negotiation skills, task conflict may improve collaboration
processes.
Some researchers have found that in organizations conflicts may be

useful, as they may stimulate creativity or help overcome what is
called " groupthink" (the tendency for members of a cohesive group to
reach decisions without weighing all the facts, especially those
contradicting the majority opinion). 900 When conflict is absent, teams
may not realize that inefficiencies exist. Conflict can promote mutual
understanding and may enhance employee performance, reduce freeriding, and enhance creativity. In groups, a higher quality of decisions
then leads parties to integrate interests that seem opposed. Other
benefits mentioned in literature are interest in and curiosity amongst
the group members. Furthermore, conflicts are a way of blowing off
steam for tensions and creating an atmosphere of self criticism. The
s" Cf. De Dreu (2003).
898
See Schwenk (1990).
m See De Dreu et. al (2003)
900 see e.g. allosych.com/dictionary/dictionarv2.html, Tjosvold (1997) (on groupthink) also Janus (1967).
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more creative the decision-making process in groups, the more likely
that internal conflicts are constructive. 901
At the same time, suppressing conflicts may have negative effects.
Research indicates that silencing conflict and the failure to express
differences in values, preferences, and areas of comfort or discomfort
may damage relationships in the long run:02 It may increase the chance
of groupthink, suppress creativity and innovation, and enhance
escalation of conflicts. 903
In sum, only pure differences of opinion may be beneficial to a
successful collaboration process, and then only at low levels of
intensity. The findings indicate that although a certain level of conflict
may have positive effects, this may only be expected if first there is
not too much conflict; second, if there is only a certain kind of conflict;
and third, only if it occurs in a cooperative atmosphere and when
relational conflict is absent and divergence in interests is quickly
resolved. Other types of conflict seem negative and are to be avoided
whenever possible. The parties may have to determine what level of
conflict is beneficial to a particular project and reduce it, so as not to
disturb the project or escalate conflict.

3
1

2

Recommendations
Weigh the possible positive efects of conflict (better decision
making, more creativity) against the potential negative
elTects of conjlict (a negative working atmosphere, decline in
satisfaction and output).
To find a constructive level of conflict:

Discuss before and during the project whether
differences of opinion about certain subjects are likely
to facilitate or threaten a successful collaboration
process (leading to project success). Base the discussion
on criteria such as the chance and e#ects of groupthink,
m See e.g Robbins (2002: 203 and 210).
901 See also Perlow (2003) (emphasizing the negative effects of"silencing conflicts" on relationships and
companies); See also Argyris and Schon (1974).
903 See De Dreu (1997: 10 ff); Hocker and Wilmot (1991). See also Ackoff(1967).
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a lack of creativity, sub-optimal decisions, relational
conjlict, and the presence of a cooperative atmosphere.
Take measures to prevent

6.

silencing

.,

of conjlicts and

failing to express dilferences in values and preferences

during the project.
Encourage and reduce differences of opinion if they

stimulate creativity or information processing, curtail
problem solving, or lead to better decisions.
4

The

recommendations applied...

To take advantage of the positive effects of conflict, after the selection
phase a conflict team is set up to analyze potential and actual conflict.
This team consists of team members of the client and the contractor
sides. Persons with different backgrounds and expertise are included in
the team, such as engineers, project management, financial advisors,
and lawyers. They are tasked with recognizing, identifying, and
categorizing potential problems. They should also come up with
creative, low-cost solutions of dealing with them (see on this role
further Chapter 7).
To identify conflict, the team proceeds as follows. After a first
categorization of conflicts, it categorizes them into either relational or
task conflicts and into differences of opinion and divergences of
interests. Subsequently, the team focuses on differences of opinion. It
discusses whether these might be beneficial to a project based on the
criteria that may be derived from the abovementioned theory. The
team's role is to advise both parties' project management teams to
make them aware of bottlenecks, where and when conflict may be
expected, whether (or to what extent) they deem a particular conflict
beneficial to a project, and how best to proceed with it.
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3 KEY FACTORS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
SUCCESSFULLY FORESEEING CONFLICT FROM AN
ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVE
Economists describe, predict, and explain economic phenomena and
order choices and actions of rational actors by certain criteria. From a
traditional economic perspective, which emphasizes the win-win
aspects of exchange and the gains from trade,904 conflict is difficult to
comprehend. However, economic theory helps to predict when
rational actors will behave in ways that may lead to conflict and how
people behave when they are in conflict situations.
The first field in the economic analysis of conflict we address is
game theory.905 Game theorists study, among other things, games of
competition and their consequences for decision making. This theory
provides a system that gives insight into how two people should
optimally behave in particular "situations of conflict." Game theorists
model conflict as a kind of contest between parties. 906 The theory
suggests strategies for winning for parties whose interests are in
conflict. A central assumption is that in these situations the decision
makers each have their own goals and will try to outsmart each other
by anticipating the other party's decisions."7 Thus, each player tries
to obtain the best result out of the conflict situation. In the subsection
we further concentrate on the mechanisms in the parties' individual
and mutual decision-making processes in such situations of conflict of
interests.

A second theory covered in this section focuses on the choices a
rationally acting individual would make in situations of conflict
(rational choice theory). This type of analysis addresses when parties
should cooperate and when to compete (and potentially cause
conflict). Rational choice theory provides information that helps
904

Cf. Garfinkel and Skaperdas (2006: 649-709).
905 Katz (1990); De Geest (1995).
906
Cf. Garfinkel and Skaperdas (2006: 652) (describing how game theorists perceive conflict "(They)
model conflict as a contest - that is, a game in which participants expend resources on arming so as to
increase their probability of winning conflict were to actually take place. Actual, overt conflict does not
necessarily have to occur but arming can be used, as is often in reality, as a bargaining tool and as a

if

deterrent within a larger economic context").
907 Cf Luce and Raiffa (1989); Rasmusen (2006) (See also De Geest (1995); Kerkmeester (1995) (on the
method ofgame theory and applications of game theory to law).
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answer questions such as the following: What is a rational approach to
conflict, how does conflict arise, and how can a party get through an
impasse? What are the factors that influence conflict behavior and
barriers to rational conflict behavior?
The economic perspective on conflict also provides information
about typical sources of conflict such as breach of contract.908 A party
may decide to breach a promise when doing so appears to be in his
self-interest: for instance, because he can get a better deal somewhere

else. If the breaching party does not adequately compensate for this
breach (economic breach), parties may end up in conflict.
In this context the role of enforcement costs is also discussed
(transaction cost theory). The amount of costs of enforcement is an
important determinant of parties' reaction to a breach. Questions
addressed in the subsection are the following: When does a breach lead
to a conflict that may threaten the collaboration process? In what
situations are parties more likely to offer compensation, and when are

they not?

3.1

Rational choice and conflict

During the clients' and contractors' collaboration process, decisions
need to be made that may benefit one party without benefiting the
other: decisions that may result in conflict. Knowledge of the behavior
of rational actors may help parties recognize conflict at the earliest
stage.

Although there are many economic reasons to expect conflicting
parties to resolve conflict situations quickly, we often observe
conflict. Economists regard conflict (in situations where both parties
can gain) as the outcome of incomplete and asymmetric information or
909
as a result ofmisperceptions and irrationality.
There are several economic mechanisms that influence rational
actors' behavior and increase the chance of conflict. Rational actors run
the risk of conflict by tactics consciously applied or mechanisms of

90' Burton (1980); Barnes (2006).
909
See Garfinkel and Skaperdas (2007: 653).
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which parties are unaware. If parties anticipate these mechanisms,
they may recognize conflict earlier.
The dilemma of rational actors: Deal or impasse

1

According to economic theory, in negotiation situations every rational
player balances the value of a more favorable bargain against the
probability of reaching no bargain at all. For example, during
construction a contractor may agree with an offer from the client that
serves his interest to some extent (payment of a part of the extra costs
he thinks he is entitled to), or he may push to obtain a better deal
(sustain his position to be reimbursed for all costs he made) and in so
910
doing risk no deal (no reimbursement).
Clients and contractors acting rationally in a contractual
relationship should opt for sub-optimal outcomes for all rather than
911
achieving no deal where it may be in both parties' self-interest.
However, the assumption in rational choice literature is that, unless
parties are infinitely averse to risk, each will prefer to live with a least
some chance of disagreement and an impasse in the negotiations. 912
Even if parties initially focus on reaching the highest possible joint
outcomes in their negotiations, empirical research supports that

negotiators, after obtaining such an outcome, develop an incentive to
compete for the largest share of it.913 Parties should therefore
anticipate that in every negotiation situation in which both sides
choose to persist in advancing their self-interest, they may experience

conflict.

2

Irrationality and information asymmetry

Irrational behavior may also cause conflict. The same irrational
behavior that gets in the way of optimal decision making in negotiation
situations may also lead to conflict. The first cause of conflict is
cognitive biases. Biases cause people to behave in ways inconsistent
910

This dilemma that may arise in this process is sketched in more detail in Chapter 4.

91 See Katz (1998).

"' See e.g. Katz (1998).
913 Bacharach and Lawler (1981); Carnevale and Pruitt (1992).
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with their direct self-interest.914 Some of these biases may also

cause

conflict directly, demonstrating the human tendency to let conflicts
escalate even when a rational analysis would dictate a change in
strategy, for example.915 Other biases sparking conflict are ignorance of
the perspectives of the other party 916 and reactive devaluation of
917

negotiations made by the opponent.
Identification of these biases is important for recognizing potential
concessions

during

conflict.
Another possible source of conflict that can keep parties from
rational decision making is information asymmetry between parties.
The fact that parties do not have the same information may foster
suboptimal behavior, misunderstandings, and strategic behavior, all of
which may create conflict. For example, conflict may arise when a
client finds out he was not informed about mistakes made in the
documentation handed to the contractors in the tender phase, the
consequences of which he now has to carry. Information asymmetry
may also be the reason for clashing interpretations regarding a
divergence in the estimation of risks or in dealing with uncertainties in
a project.
3

918

Strategic behavior and conflict

The use of certain tactics during negotiations may frustrate the
achievement of Pareto optimalization in negotiation outcomes (the
movement from one alternative allocation to another that can make at
least one individual better off)·919 Rational choice theory suggests that
rationally negotiating parties will always end up with an outcome that
satisfies both parties if a Pareto improvement can be obtained.920 If a
party is a tough bargainer and uses, for instance, the strategy of *'overasking or under-bidding," this may irritate the other party, who may
914

See Chapter 4 on biases.
See Bazerman and Neale (1983); Bazerman (1998).
916
See Samuelson and Bazerman (1985); Valley et al. (1998).
917 See Ross and Stillinger (1991); Curhan et al (1998). See also Chapter 4 under the economic
915

perspective.
' See also Barsky (1999: 2).
919 See e.g. Cooter (1982: 16); Korobkin and Ulen (2000: 1094).
m See On Pareto optimality Chapter 4 the economic perspective on negotiation.
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want to strike a deal at a reasonable price.921 Research indicates that
such strategic behavior in repeated games-a succession of negotiation
situations as in a relationship between parties carrying out a projectleads to conflict in the long run, although it may be rewarding in the
short run. 922
Other regularly used tactics are those that parties think will
compensate for disadvantages. Examples of such behavior include
concealing or lying about one's real interests, or attempting to
intimidate the other party by threatening with actions such as walking
away from the deal or starting legal proceedings. 923 Examples in
construction projects are the threat to walk out, going slowly,
suspending interim payment, or liquidated damages.924 Whether a
party succeeds in reaching his goals with the use of such tactics often
depends on his ability to convince the other negotiator that he will
actually realize these threats.
Other strategic reasons for creating conflicts are to present an
image of power, let off steam, prove a point, or prevent others from
reaching their goals.925 Even causing a conflict itself may be part of a
strategy to enhance one's well-being. Parties need to be aware that
these "hardball" strategies may aggravate conflict and in turn damage
the relationship and collaboration process. Discussing the
consequences and preferences for the
reduce their potentially damaging effects.

4

use of such strategies may

Misclassifications and misunderstandings

Finally, economists have identified misclassification as a source of
conflict: for example, when an act of cooperation is interpreted as an
act of defection. Misclassifications may arise in practice over, for
example, the content of trade rules or norms about what actually took
place, or the difficulty of determining whether an undesirable outcome
92'

See Cooter and Ulen (2004: 93); Katz (1998).
922 See De Dreu and Carnavale (2003) (discussing other strategies such as power-games or chickengames). See Korobkin (2004) (on bargaining power as threat of impasse).
92
See Mnookin and Ross (1995: 7 ff). See also Schelling (1960).
924
See Chang and Ive (2007: 394-404) (on the hold-up problem in the management of construction
projects).
925

See e.g.

Garfinkel and Skaperdas (2007).
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was a mistake or an act of willful defection.926 Misunderstandings may
927
lead to differences of opinion and divergences in interests.

5
1

Recommendations
Identij situations in which both parties trying to obtain a
better deal in the short run may increase the likelihood of
conflict in the long run (such as conflicts about issues of

small value to both parties).

2

Identi and consider including as a category ofpotential
conjlict source the irrationalities in decision making (such
as the tendency to escalate, ignorance of the perspectives of
the other party, and reactive devaluation).

3

Identify and include as a catego·ry of potential conjlict
sources information asymmetry, dilTerences in the estimation

of risks, and diferent views of uncertainty.
4

Identify and include as a category the use of (opportunistic)

strategies that may mislead the other party and increase the
chance of conflict (such as withholding information or overaskinn .

6

The recommendations applied...

During the contract negotiation stage, the client and contractor make a
joint inventory of their interests. This process helps them to
anticipate dilemmas that may arise in situations where their interests
are opposed. They each list situations or issues that may tempt them
to act irrationally: for example, such sensitive issues as the
contractor's actual cost of materials (which gives insight into the profit
he makes). They identify areas where full disclosure of information
may trigger conflict (strategic information they do not want the other
926

92'

See Bernstein (2001).
See Barsky (1999: 2). See also Heussen (1997) (reviewing reasons

for conflict).
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to have access to) and information that may lead to differences of
interpretation, strategic behavior, and communication failures or
differences of interpretation. For instance, the parties may differ in
their estimation of risks due to information asymmetry regarding the
context and possibilities for controlling the risk.

3.2

Efficient breach, compensation, opportunism, and conflict

An assumption in economics is that a breach of a contract does not
necessarily have to lead to conflict when it is an 4'efficient breach:'928
According to economists and law and economics theorists, remedies
should be sufficient when breaching is Pareto efficient. However,
empirical findings suggest a breach may still lead to conflict in the
situation of long-term relationships; second, there are circumstances in
which a breach is not likely to be efficient and breaching for that
reason may lead to conflict. This is particularly the case in
environments with imperfectly specified and imperfectly enforced
property rights.929 In these environments conflict typically arises.

Efficient breach to prevent conilict

1

From an economic perspective, a breach of contract should not be a
reason for conflict as long as the breach is efficient. An efficient breach
occurs when particular conditions are fulfilled. First, a breach is
efficient if it results in a mutual gain (or, in economic terms, increases
the mutual welfare). A second condition is that neither party
individually may experience a loss. This implies that the party who
gains by a breach (the breaching party) should sufficiently compensate
the other. 930

For example, a breach of contract may be efficient when a
purchaser finds a contractor that may carry out the work more
optimally than the one with whom he contracted. Efficient breach of
such a contract means that he sufficiently compensates the first
928
929
930

Shavell (1980) and Shavell and Polinsky (2007).
Garfinkel and Skaperdas (2007: 649).
See Shavell (1980); Shavell and Polinsky (2007).
See
See
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contractor for his efforts and investments. According to economic
reasoning, this adequate compensation prevents conflict and thus takes
away the threat of conflict to a successful collaboration process.
Empirical studies, however, contradict this theory in the situation
of long-term contracts. Once parties have entered into a relationship,
short-term maximizing behavior is perceived as opportunistic.931 On

the other hand, in long-term relationships parties are less likely to
change their behavior (breach), even though it benefits the breaching
party. Parties refrain from breach in order to realize the preservation

of the long-term relationship.
What may be concluded from this is that even though an efficient
breach in theory should not lead to conflict, under certain
circumstances, such as in long-term relationships, parties may end up
in conflict nonetheless.

Failing system of remedies: Information shortage,
asymmetry, and enforcement costs lead to opportunistic
behavior

2

The legal system, particularly the system of remedies, plays an
important role in ensuring the conditions of efficient breach are met.
Sanctions help to prevent a party from not performing. The economic
function of contract remedies is to alter the incentives facing the party
who regrets entering into the contract to encourage the breaching party
to actually compensate.932 If people refrain from behaving
opportunistically and reimburse parties for any damage inflicted,
rational actors would not end up in conflict, as their needs and wants
would be adequately met.
However, systems of remedies do not always work adequately in
practice, and damage sometimes remains uncompensated. The system
may falter due to information shortage or information asymmetry
(there is no information or it is not shared) or due to costs of actually
enforcing a claim (transaction costs), with the result that the system
does not give enough of an incentive for the breaching party to actually
compensate the other party and instead tempts him to behave
93' See also
932

Muris (1981).

See Mahoney (2000: 118).
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opportunistically. Thus, if the legal system of remedies fails either due
to information asymmetry or enforcement costs, in the absence of
contractual measures that encourage (penalties) or oblige the breaching
party to perform, parties may not arrive at optimal compensation, and
serious conflict may arise out of a breach of contract. 933
3

The effects

of transaction costs in situations of breach

of reasons why the

costs of obtaining
costs/enforcement
compensation (transaction
costs) may cause the
breaching party to refrain from compensating the other.934 First, it is
costly to enforce contracts and collect damages because parties must
invest in negotiating a solution.
parties fail to reach agreement, the alternative is to
Second,
involve a neutral third party. Starting legal proceedings to enforce
payment of damages involves even more transaction costs (such as the
costs of the procedure, attorneys' fees, and the costs in terms of time
and energy of going to court).935 Therefore, people will not always
pursue enforcement. If a breaching party expects that the costs of
enforcement for the other party are prohibitive, this belief will take
away the threat and the incentive to refrain from behaving
opportunistically.936 Thus, if transaction costs of enforcing a contract
are high and the breach concerns only a small amount of damages, the
parties may become more likely to breach a contract without
compensating the other, thus increasing the chance of conflict and
damaging the relationship. Such costs make enforcement incredible
when the damages from breach are relatively small; parties can exploit
this lack of credibility by holding the level of breach below the
threshold necessary to provoke suit. 937

There are

a

number

if

933

(taking a transaction costs perspective on the construction industry).
e.g. Williamson (1979: 233-261).
935
Transaction costs are, e.g., costs of negotiating, contracting and enforcing contracts. Transaction costs
economics: money not made and money lost, lost opportunities, hours spent disputing, and missed
opportunities to do more enjoyable or useful tasks (time, money energy spent, resources consumed and
destroyed, and opportunities lost), Williamson (1979).
See (Yates 1998: 10)

934 See

936
937

See Shavell (2006).

See Menell (1983) and Priest (1978). Hermalin, Katz and Crasswell in: Polinsky and Shavell (2007:

11).
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4

Recommendations

1

Identify and use ejJicient breach as a category of conflict.

2

Expect conflict, particularly if there are obstacles for

enforcement of damages such as information asymmetry or
shortage and high enforcement costs if there is no duty to

perform, and if parties did not foresee contractual measures
(such as penalties). Subsequently, consider including such
measures as part of conflict management.

3

Discuss together the situations in which breach is feared
and estimates of the chance of breach. Subsequently,

consider taking measures as conflict management.
5

The

recommendations applied...

As a step before the actual conflict management, the client and
contractor diagnose what conflicts may arise during the construction
phase in situations of a breach. They discuss for which issues there is
information asymmetry and where strategic behavior would be most
likely, and they estimate the transaction costs of enforcement.

4

KEY FACTORS IN AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
SUCCESSFULLY FORESEEING CONFI1CT FROM A
LEGAL PERSPECTIVE

The law provides guidance when conflicts arise. The law may come
into play when a dispute is regarded as a conflict that may be dealt
with through the legal system. In this section, we focus on the
characteristics of legal conflicts, the approach of conflict under the
legal system, and the role of lawyers in conflict situations.
Understanding these elements and their interaction may help the
contracting parties anticipate and recognize legal conflict.
In the first subsection we discuss when a dispute is regarded as a
conflict that may be resolved by legal proceedings. We address the
conditions under which a dispute actually qualifies as a "legal" Conflict
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and discuss the role of the legal system in the development of
conflicts.
Subsequently, we discuss sources of legal conflicts and situations
in which legal conflicts are likely to arise. In this subsection we deal
with questions such as the following: When are legal conflicts likely to
be expected, and which are sources of legal conflicts?
A third line of research covered in this section relates to the role of
lawyers in conflict. The help of lawyers is needed in legal disputes. In
this subsection we deal with the positive and negative roles lawyers
may play in conflict, their interests, and the consequences of their
involvement for the conflict development and the collaboration
process.

4.1

The legal approach and legal conjlicts

Disagreement between the parties may or may not be classified as a
legal conflict. Often, what starts as a low-level disagreement between
collaborating parties is eventually translated into a legally valid claim.
Applying the legal system to conflicts can have varying effects on
their development. It may provide clarity about the precise content of
the conflict, but it may also take attention away from the larger scope
of the underlying disagreement. In addition, the legal system easily
facilitates a competitive approach to conflict, which may lead to

conflict escalation and encourage parties to take uncompromising
positions and focus on specific grievances rather than what may be
wrong with the parties' relationship.

1

The actual problem and the legal conflict

There is a divergence between a disagreement and its translation into a
legal conflict. The distinction is useful not only in categorizing the
conflict and determining what stage of escalation it is in but also from
the perspective of conflict management. The law is applicable and
provides a framework for discussion only when the conflict is cast as a
legal conflict.
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For a disagreement to qualify as a legal conflict, according to
Mnookin et al, a party must have "a legal claim to relief. „938 For a
disagreement to be regarded as a legal conflict, it may have to be
*'translated" and meet the following criteria. There must be a level of
dependence between parties (e.g., based on a contract, legal duties and
rights must exist), one party must claim, and the other's response is
not an award of that claim. A party must experience damage or a threat
of damage to the interests for which the legal system provides
protection, or there must be a breach of the contract by the contract

partner.

A legal conflict actually materializes when the party that has the
legal claim to relief pursues his claim, starts legal proceedings against
the party that incurred the harm, and demands compensation for the
damage or enforcement of his legal rights.

2

Limitation of legal system and legal conflict

The legal system only gives a framework for legal conflicts, meaning
that it does not help parties resolve disagreements that have not yet
developed into legal conflicts. This may be regarded as a shortcoming
of the legal system. For instance, a contractor may not feel that he is
treated respectfully during the tender procedure, but as long as tender
rules have not been violated he has no legal claim; if disputes arise over
values or management styles that do not directly involve legal
interests, then legal proceedings are not available.
Second, as the actual disagreement evolves, the problem may have
to be reframed to qualify as a legal conflict. In the translation of the
actual conflict into a legal conflict, not every aspect of the original
problem may survive. Empirical literature suggests that what is
defined as the legal conflict sometimes strongly differs from the actual
problem the parties experience.'39 The risk of concentrating on a legal

translation of a problem is that it takes the attention away from the
938

Legal disputes defined by Mnookin et al. (2000: 99).
See justice literature in which, among other things, the perception of litigants of legal proceedings is
studied. E.g. Lind et al. (1990) (analyzing tort litigants experiences in the civil justice system). See also
Menkel Meadow (1995) See also in general Zeeland, Kamminga and Barendrecht (2003) (analyzing from
an interdisciplinary perspective to what extent the legal system offers people what they are hoping to get

939

from it).
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actual problem. As a consequence, the resolution of the legal conflict
does not necessarily provide a solution for the actual problem, so after
the legal problem is solved, the actual problem may still exist and
continue to do harm.
What may be derived from this subsection is that knowledge of the
legal criteria for conflict allows parties to distinguish between a

conflict as a legal conflict or non-legal disagreement, and it allows them
to anticipate the potential escalation of a legal conflict into a full-scale
legal dispute. Moreover, in the translation of a disagreement, the actual
issue at hand may be reframed, which may take the parties' attention
away from the actual problem. The parties need to foresee that not
every disagreement can be fought over in court and that some
940
disagreements will need to be addressed in other ways.

3
1

Recommendations
Determine whether the disagreement may be reframed as a

legally valid claim.
2

Distinguish between the disagreement as experienced by
parties and the legally valid claim.

3

Identijj, 'legal conflict' as a separate category ofconflict, in
order to identij& it early on (as it may encourage competition
and makes a win-lose outcome probable).

4

IdentiN and categorize those problems between parties that

cannot be translated into a legal conjlict adequately (and
realize that some problems need to be canalized in other
ways).
4

The

recommendations applied...

The client and contractor try to identify and classify a conflict as a
potentially legal conflict in the earliest phase of their collaboration
process (immediately after the selection stage). They agree that as
940 See

also Chapter 7 under the legal perspective on dealing with conflict.
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soon as a disagreement arises that may qualify as a legal claim, they
will separate the real problem from the potential legal claim.
For instance, they agree to concentrate first on resolving their
differing views in a disagreement about risk allocation and isolate their
discussion from the legal translation and discussions based on legal
arguments. They establish in which types of conflicts they will rely
on the legal system and acknowledge that addressing conflict through
legal proceedings may cause undesired escalation. They agree not to
start legal proceedings in situations where they expect that the benefit
of having a legal analysis of the disagreement does not outweigh the

possible harm this may do to their relationship. They regard the
decision to translate an issue into a legal conflict as a last resort and
only suitable for problems where a decision of a court can actually
resolve the issue at hand.

4.2 Sources of legal conflicts: Violations of rights or duties
under law or contracts

To identify what behavior may result in legal conflict, parties may
distinguish between events (sources) that may lead to legal conflict.
Events that may result in damage to interests protected under law or
breach of contract can cause legal conflicts. These may arise due to a
violation of rights or duties under the law or a violation of what parties
agreed upon in a contract. If a legal conflict results, legal proceedings
facilitate a competitive approach that may cause further conflict
escalation.

1

Violation of a right or duty under the law or contract

The main sources of legal conflicts are events that may cause damage
to the interests of one of the parties. Such events may actually become
sources of legal conflict when the parties raise questions such as the
following: Who is responsible for the event? Who is to blame for the
damage? Did the measures taken live up to a reasonable standard? Who
is liable for an event that both parties could not foresee?
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The first source of conflict may be failure to fulfill an obligation
under the contract, either incomplete performance (contractual breach)
or a violation of a right (the legal entitlement to do or refrain from
doing something) by one of the parties. The party that brings the legal
claim may argue that the other did not live up to his duties or violated
rights protected under the contract or under the law of contracts. For
example, a contractor that was not awarded work during the tender
phase may accuse the client of not having lived up to his duty under
procurement regulations to provide sufficient and accurate information
necessary for the contractor to make an adequate proposal. In fact, one

may say any situation in which a party's rights are violated or in
which a party did not live up to a duty towards the other person may
be a source of (legal) conflict if the injured party pursues his legal
claim.
The second potential source of legal conflict is duties or rights for
which the contract does not provide a clear definition. An example is
the situation of a client whose expectations about the functionality of
an infrastructure work were not met when required functionality was
not clearly specified in the contract.
Another source of conflict may be an external event that was
brought upon the parties by an external party. If the source is external,
the question is not always who is to blame but who must deal with the
consequences of that external event: who is liable. External events may
include a change in safety regulations causing delay, a disaster, or
damage to third parties caused by construction activities. If some
event happens that from a legal perspective neither party could have

expected, legal professionals call it a case offorce majeure or '*Acts of
God." Force majeure clauses in a contract excuse one or both parties
from their obligations. Typical force majeure situations are the event
of war, natural disaster, or some other event outside their reasonable
COIltrol.9'11 Unexpected natural disasters affecting the project are an example.
In infrastructure projects in the tender stage, legal conflicts may
arise about the question whether during the selection the purchaser
carried out the process in accordance with the laws and regulations, or
94' Polinsky and Shavell (2007).
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about the exchange of information during this phase (was it sufficient
and accurate information, and who was responsible if it proved
incorrect and extra costs or poor quality resulted?). Problems arise
during the realization stage about which the contract is not explicit:
Who is responsible for extra costs incurred by unanticipated events?
The level of influence of the client on the construction process and

quality control are also well known subjects of legal discussion,
resulting in legal conflicts about responsibility if the quality level is
not met. Finally, legal discussion may take place about responsibility
when damage is done to third parties, or when the product is defective.
2

The contract as 66escalator"

of conflict

Contract documents are usually the starting point for the discussions
about the consequences of unexpected events or changes. The contract
may escalate conflict, although it is designed to facilitate the
interaction between parties by specifying rights and duties parties
agree to accept within the framework of the law. A carefully drafted
contract may help prevent misunderstandings or differences of opinion
between parties. The main reason why contracts may also cause
escalation of conflict is the opportunity they create for differences in
interpretation.
We distinguish four reasons why interpretation differences may
arise. The first reason is that contracts governing complex
relationships such as infrastructure projects hardly ever provide a clear
solution for every possible contingency. There may be unforeseen
internal and external contingencies. As discussed in Chapter 5,
942
contracts for complex relationships are necessarily incomplete.
Second, even if all contingencies that actually arise are foreseen,
contract terms may still be ambiguous and allow for interpretation
differences.943 Empirical studies have identified certain conflict-prone
contract clauses. Iyer has identified critical clauses including final and
binding power, time delay and extension clauses, termination, pricing
of deviation, extra items by client representatives, deviation

942
943

See Chapter 6.
See Yates (1998: 9) (on uncertainty and bounded

rationality in constniction contracts).
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limit/scope of work, and price escalation.944 Examples of other
contract provisions that lead to or intensify conflict are those that
seem to shift the risk to an unprepared party, ambiguous contract
documents, excessive how-to-do-it emphasis in contract documents,
non-liable or not-at-risk parties involved in responsible positions, or
zero or excessive small-tolerance specifications. 945
Third, terms in the contract may require further explanation or
renegotiation due to changed circumstances. For instance, risk
allocation terms may be unclear, or conflicts may arise over the level of
quality of the work when requirements are unclear or when
adjustments need to be made.
A final factor that may contribute to differences in interpretation is
the complex legal language of most contracts.946 All these factors may
lead to misunderstandings and disagreements and may result in

conflict. 947
3

The

competitive approach of legal conflict under the legal

system

The legal system easily furthers a competitive approach if conflicts
arise that cannot be solved by parties themselves. The approach to
conflicts favored by the legal system may aggravate disagreements
and produce what the literature refers to as a win-lose approach. 948
Focusing on facts and proof is a legal way of looking at a conflict. A
legal professional focuses heavily on those elements rather than on
944 See Iyer et al. 2008: 175 (discussing critical clauses in construction contracts for infrastructure projects
in India); See, e.g., also Thompson and Portis (1978) and Rubin (1975).
943 See e.g Black et al. (2000) (addressing rigid specifications as one of the main sources of adversarial

relationships).
946 See, e.g., Hartley (2000) (researching seven propositions concerning legal text and finding empirical
support expect the fifth and sixth. These propositions are the following: (i) many legal documents cannot
be read and understood by lay persons; (ii) people without legal training have to read and understand
legal documents; (iii) much legal writing is unintelligible, even to lawyers; (iv) tradition - not necessity and a lack of understanding of the audience - are the major reasons that legal language is so obscure; (v)
legal language can be made clear without losing its precision; (vi) it is not the technical vocabulary but
the complex sentence structure that makes legal writing difficult to understand; and (vii) clarity is not the
same as simplicity, brevity, or "plain English" (...). "The research shows that writing legal text reuires
more attention to be given to readers than is typically the case.") See also Hill (2001) (on legalese in
contracts).
947
See Yates (1998: 9).
948 See also, e.g., Menkel Meadow et al. (2005) (for an overview of literature addressing the adversarial
aspects of the legal system).
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contents and outcome.949 The effects of the legal system are nicely
illustrated by Carry Menkel Meadow: "The dominant form of
adversarialism that characterizes so much of law and legal process in
both real life and popular culture sadly limits how we might solve both
legal and human problems and, in my view blocks us from literally
9,950
*seeing' more advanced forms of human and legal problem solving.
Knowing the rules a judge will apply, the parties will collect legal
arguments in an attempt to win favor for their position and undermine
the other parties' position. In the trial phase, the parties invest money

and time to build a strong case, become entrenched in their positions,
and often become more and more convinced they are legally right and
the other is legally wrong.
Thus, the parties need to be aware that the legal system
encourages the parties to adopt strong stances at the expense of
focusing on their underlying interests and working towards solutions
951
that benefit both parties.

4
1

Recommendations
Collaborate on identifying typical sources of legal conflict
(such as duties to inform not lived up to, reasonable
expectations not met, or cases offorce majeure).

2

Class# these conflicts. (Is it a violation ofa right orfailure
of a duty to pe form? Is it covered by contract or law? It is

external or internal? Is it a modijication to adjust to changed
circumstances?)
3

Identijy the dilTerences in interpretation of complex contract
terms and make them a category ofconjlict.

4

Expect that the legal system may aggravate conjlict and
facilitate a competitive approach to conjlict.

See on frames for looking at conflicts Lewicki (2006: 33).
950 Citation of Menkel Meadow (2000: 584).
951
See also Chapter 4 the sub-section on negotiation methods.
949
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5

The recommendations applied ...

To take measures to anticipate legal conflict, parties agree to begin by
identifying the possible sources of legal conflict in a project. They set
up a legal team in which both participants are represented with the
task of anticipating legal conflict that may arise between the parties
during the project. They study the legal arrangements between the
parties, in particular the contract, and list possible interpretation
differences that may result in legal conflicts (the following step is
foreseeing a procedure to prevent and/or solve these conflicts as soon
as they arise).
4.3

Conflicts, lawyers, and escalation

Clients or contractors often bring in lawyers to build a legal claim, to
negotiate, or to litigate conflicts.952 They help the parties translate
problems into legal claims suitable for resolution within the legal
environment, and they assist parties in strengthening and defending
their positions through the use of legal arguments. 953
However, the involvement of lawyers increases the danger of
conflict escalation.954 Their involvement may encourage competitive
behavior.955 Therefore, the parties should weigh the benefits and risks
of involving lawyers in their disagreements.

1

Lawyers and the traditional legal approach

Lawyers are professionals in the field of legal conflict and legal conflict
resolution (particularly through the legal system). Their specialized
knowledge allows them to provide advice on how to navigate the legal
system and employ it most effectively in conflict situations. Lawyers

e.g. Mnookin et al. (2000) (discussing more specifically the different roles of lawyers).
See Mnookin et al. (2000).
954 See on escalation the section on social psychological perspective of this Chapter.
95' See on the effects of involving lawyers, e.g., Mnookin and Susskind (1999).
952 See

953
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may use their knowledge to facilitate conflict resolution, but their
956
knowledge and use of the legal approach may also aggravate conflict.
Research suggests that it is mainly because of their training that
lawyers are partisan advocates for the interest of their clients and are
957
trained to be paranoid.
958
Lawyers are trained to take a distributive negotiation approach.
Research indicates that it is the usual approach in legal proceedings
and contract negotiations, and it fits with the way the legal system is
organized. Positions and defending them is legal procedure. It follows
the patterns in negotiation from opening offer, to concessions, to final
offer. Tactics are part of the process. In a traditional legal approach,
distributive bargaining, competition, and defense of one's position are
paramount. Competition is the standard, and as we discussed in
Chapter 4, if one lawyer initiates competition, the other will most
likely follow suit (matching behavior).959 Thus, by taking a traditional
legal approach, lawyers may increase competition.

At the same time, there are not many incentives that encourage
lawyers to use the integrative negotiation method. It is not a method
the legal system facilitates, nor a strategy in which lawyers receive
much training.960 Furthermore, empirical research indicates that
lawyers often undervalue creativity in dealing with conflicts and
961
therefore may not look for creative win-win solutions.
Ethical rules may to some extent provide a basis for clients to
influence this behavior. For instance, ethical conduct prescribed in
ABA Model rules give the client the authority to determine the
outcome of a negotiation, while the lawyer is reponsible for the
technical and tactical issues. However, the client has the right to
consult the lawyer about the means to be used.962 The ethical rules
also provide a basis for lawyers themselves to take the initiative to
956
957

See Gilson and Mnookin (1994: 1). Folberg and Golann Q006: 2).
See Frankel (1980: 114).

958 See, e.g.,
959

Kritzer (1991); Menkel Meadow et al. (2005); and see also Chapter 4.

See also social psychological research on matching behavior, negotiation and

conflict strategies

referred to in social psychological perspective. See on problems of this hard bargaining process and how
to overcome them, e.g., Ury (1991).
96 See on the effects of legal eduction Menkel Meadow (2001).
961
See Kritzer (1991: 42 ff), Susskind and Mnookin (1999: 278).
962 See ABA Model Rules (M.R. 1.2).
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consider other than legal concerns. Competent representation 963
includes the possibility that, in addition to giving candid advice about
legal matters, the lawyer may refer to other considerations such as
moral, economic, social, and political factors that may be relevant to
the client' s situation. 964
Another mechanism that may
be used to influence legal
professionals' behavior is compensation mechanisms. Instead of
paying lawyers by the hour parties may consider fixed-fee
arrangements that make it financially unattractive to spend many
965
hours on a case, such as fixed-fee arrangements.

Lawyer-client interaction in conflict

2

One-sided support from lawyers to each of the parties may facilitate
the conflict escalation process. A number of factors influence what
impact the involvement of lawyers will have on conflict. First of all,
there is the task given to them by the client. If lawyers are asked to
build a legal claim, this may reinforce the one-sided view of the conflict
and increase the chance of escalation. 966
Subsequently, the specific role clients hire their lawyers to fulfill
may have an effect on how conflicts evolve and whether or not they
contribute to conflict escalation. In literature, a number of lawyers'
roles are identified, varying from facilitative to evaluative roles and
from collaborative representative to hard-nosed litigator.967 Lawyers
may take a cooperative approach in determining the nature and
background of the conflict and the interests involved. They may also
take a more competitive approach in order to advance their client' s

963 See
964 See
965

See

ABA Model Rules (MR. 1.1).
ABA Model Rules (MR. 1.2).
Polinsky and Rubinfeld (2003) (presenting a method

of compensating lawyers that overcomes the

conflict of interest between the lawyer and the client); See also Rubinfeld and Scotchmer (1993); Dana
and Speir (1993) (providing an economic analysis of the effects of compensation mechanisms); Cf. De

Vries and Barendrecht (2006).
966
See Mnookin and Ross (1995). See also this Chapter under the social psychological perspective on
conflicts.
967 See, e.g., Mnookin et al. (2000) (describing the various roles lawyers may fulfill); Cf Lande (2008);
White (1994: 544) ("Lawyers in this emerging tradition act not as saviors or champions, but rather as
partners in collective ventures to change the world").
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(short-term) advantage.968 The latter approach may lead to escalation,
which is not in the long-term interest of the collaborating parties.
Third, although lawyers are employed by their "principals" to
negotiate and work on their behalf, if a conflict between parties arises
under the contract, lawyers, the *'agents," are the ones choosing the
way in which this disagreement is approached.969 Thus, in situations
where parties rely on their lawyers to decide upon the best approach,
the lawyers' preferences will influence the course of a conflict.
Another factor which may lead to escalation is that in most cases a
conflict has already been joined by the time lawyers become
involved:70 Research indicates that parties, generally speaking, prefer
to solve an issue amongst each other and therefore involve an outside
party only when they fail to do so.971 If they want to solve conflict in
a constructive way, they may not get the chance. When parties are not
willing to talk anymore, it becomes difficult for lawyers to take a
problem-solving approach. For instance, the involvement of lawyers
by parties in construction projects often symbolizes a change of the
game; the conflict "mutates" from the problem of the parties' original
disagreement into a legal conflict and a legal discussion with its own
dynamics, procedures, and conflict atmosphere. Parties may be
tempted to hand the conflict over to the lawyers to fight it out, often

without regard to cost. 972
A final factor that may increase escalation is the psychological
(cognitive) effects that reinforce a competitive approach in conflict.
These mechanisms influence the interaction between clients and
lawyers in legal conflicts. First, people tend to value information that
supports their initial view more highly than information that opposes
it.g73 Therefore, an incorrect judgment of the situation may not be
corrected by new information.974 Another bias is the overoptimistic
view that may develop if lawyers and clients prepare a case that
968

Organizational barriers, See Arrow et at. (1995). On agency problems Mnookin et al. (2000).
for instance Menkel Meadow (2005); Cf Kupfer Schneider (2002).
970
Cf. Mnookin et al. (2000).
97' See on this tendency Chapter 7, Section 7.3 and 7.4.
972 See, e.g., Mnookin et al. (2000).
973
On these cognitive limitations Chapter 4 under the social psychological perspective on negotiation; see
also Smith and Mackie (1995: 10 ff); Lewicki et al. (2006: 160 ff).
™ Mnookin and Ross (1995): See also under the social psychological perspective in this Chapter.
969 See
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defends the legitimacy of their legal position. Furthermore, people
tend to value their own views as better and as more honest than those

of others. 975 Lawyers also tend to identify themselves with their
clients. 976 Over-optimism and groupthink are psychological
977
phenomena that may reinforce parties' positions.
3

Conflict

of interest between lawyers and clients

Although a lawyer's approach to a disagreement depends on the task
given to him by his clients, another factor complicating the influence a
lawyer's involvement may have-and one that is discussed in the
literature-is that, at least to some extent, a lawyer is likely to be
influenced by his own interests.
While they are employed by clients (their principals) to negotiate
and work on their behalf, if a conflict between parties arises, lawyers
often determine the way in which the disagreement is handled.978 The
main reason for this is that information asymmetry between the client
and the lawyer may create a power advantage of lawyers over their
clients. This may result in a conflict of interest between the party (the
principal) and his lawyer (agent).979 The potential for conflicts of
interest between lawyers and clients led to the creation of the
beforementioned legal ethics as a field in legal literature.
The first factor that allows for the tension between the interests of
lawyers and their clients is the greater knowledge lawyers have about
the legal system. Clients are generally less well-informed about such
matters and consequently often defer to their lawyers. Critics of legal
professionals argue that they "create" at least some of the needs they
satisfy.980 According to some, they have power over clients and
981
discourage them from seeking a second opinion.

973
976

See Mnookin and Ross (1995: 13).
See Mnookin and Ross (1995: 18).

on groupthink Smith and Mackie (1995: 381 ff). See on principal-agents problem e. g. Axelrod
(1997); Mnookin et al. (2000).
978 See e.g. Mnookin and Susskind (1999).
919 See in more detail principal-agent problems in negotiations, Axelrod (1997).
980 See, e.g., Felstiner, Abel, Sarat (1976).
981
See ROsenthal (1974: 112-113); Steele and Nimmer (1976: 956-962).
977 See
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Second, a divergence

of interest may result in conflict behavior

that may sometimes fail to optimize the interests of the client.
Conflict is an important source of income for legal professionals, and
they are repeat players. Lawyers can shape disputes to fit their own
interests rather than those of their clients.
A number of factors have been found to correct the power
imbalance between lawyers and their clients. First, a lawyer that
serves his client's interests well may be consulted again. Furthermore,
lawyers are bound by moral rules that discourage behavior that
damages clients' interests.982 Moreover, clients may increase their own
power vis-A-vis their lawyers by increasing their knowledge or through
financial incentives. For a client to tell a lawyer what to do, she needs
to be well-informed about the law and the value of the particular
litigation effort.983 Only then can she direct the lawyer's efforts
effectively, as long as this does not violate the moral rules the lawyer
is bound to, such as to mislead, deceive, threaten, or coerce the other
984

party.
The beforementioned type of financial compensation lawyers
receive may also influence the approaches they adopt. Depending on
the way he is compensated, a lawyer may spend more or fewer hours
on a case. For instance, a lawyer paid by the hour may wish to bring
the case even when it is not in the best interest of the client, may
spend more hours working on a case than the client would want, and
may reject a settlement when the client would be better off if it were
accepted.985 If a lawyer is paid a percentage of the outcome, i.e., a
fraction of any trial award or settlement, but at the same time he has to
bear all of the cost of litigation, he may not have sufficient incentive to
bring a case even when it would be in the client's best interest.

for instance the ABA Model rules ofprofessional conduct. See also the field of literature on moral
and integrity, Menkel Meadow et al. (2005). Folberg and Golann (2006 in particular Chapter 10).
98
See Polinsky and Rubinfeld (2003).
984 See, e.g., Mnookin et al. (2000); See also ABA Model Rules 1.16(a)1.
985
See Polinsky and Rubinfeld (2003).
982 See
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4
1

2

Recommendations
Anticipate the competitive elIects of contracts and the
involvement of traditionally trained lawyers.
Anticipate the escalation process that may result from the

interaction between lawyers.
3

Involve lawyers in the analysis of the real problem at an

early stage (keep threshold low and try to prevent a conjlict

from becoming a legal problem).
4

Anticipate the psychological processes that stimulate clients'

and lawyers' competitive behavior.

5

The recommendations applied ...

The client and contractor agree on the situations in which to involve
lawyers during conflict identification and on how to compensate them.
They develop a code of conduct for their lawyers and involve them in
the categorization of conflicts. To deal with overoptimism, they ask a
neutral third party to evaluate a case before it is brought.
5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter we reviewed literature on conflict to identify variables
that help to successfully foresee conflict. We distinguished between
three steps: 1) after parties acknowledge that conflict may arise 2)
they may take measures for identifying conflict (by making an
inventory, and categorizing conflict) and 3) learn to understand conflict
(by learning about the characteristics and dynamics of conflict).
The factors we found that help in the process of foreseeing conflict
(next to the previously mentioned factors) are distinctions between
type of conjlict (based on content, source; subject (relational -task

conjlict; dilTerences of opinion- divergences in interest; competitivecooperative conjlict); by appearance (is it latent or real, and is it about
interests or opinions?); by the actors involved (the number of people
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or organizations); or by conditions that increase the chance of conjlict
(human characteristics or tendencies, organizational characteristics).

The following are factors that help in understanding conflict:
knowledge ofthefact that conjlict is a process that evolves; thefact that
conjlict knows dilTerent conjlict stages; the fact that conjlict has positive
or negative ellects; (from the economic perspective) dgerent reactions
to conflict in case of an ellicient breach; (from a legal perspective) the
elTects of the qualijication of a conjlict as a legal conjlict (violation of a
right or duty); understanding conjlict by knowing about the character
of legal proceedings (facilitating conflict escalation); and knowing

about the influence of lawyers.

Conflict theory is a field in social psychology that presents an
array of classification schemes that may help parties to identify
conflicts when they actually arise. The parties may use a scheme to
construct a checklist that will then enable them to scan a project for
potential conflict and categorize those conflicts based on their different
characteristics.
Researchers that focus on the content of conflicts refer to conflicts

according to one or another "source of (conflict) behavior." Based on
empirical findings, conflicts are divided into "kinds" or "typologies."
Distinguishing among kinds of conflicts can help parties to determine
the characteristics of conflicts that may arise or already exist between
clients and contractors and fit them into one or another category. We
outlined the main distinctions identified by social psychologists
(relational-task conflict; differences of opinion-divergences in
interest; competitive-cooperative conflict). Parties may also
subdivide by subject of conflict, by appearance (is it latent or real, and
is it about interests or opinions?) and by the actors involved (the
number of people or organizations) or by identifying conditions that
increase the chance of conflict. Examples are individuals'
characteristics and human tendencies. The chance of conflict increases
substantially if the persons seeking to collaborate have strongly
differing characteristics. Also, the organizational context may foster
conflict.
Based on these insights, parties can make a checklist with
categories of possible conflicts to help to foresee conflict. Second,
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having in mind the different categories makes it easier to recognize a
conflict. Third, it allows parties to find the adequate conflict
management tools to deal with each conflict.
We regarded conflict as a dynamic process because the conflict
may escalate and evolve. Behavior of one party affects the subsequent
behavior of the other party. Particularly if conflict takes place in the
setting of an ongoing relationship, the positions may change over time.
An important factor in the development of conflict is people's
perceptions. In the view of scholars that regard conflict as a process, a
certain conflict experience results in certain conflict behavior. Insight
into this process may help parties to understand and possibly
influence factors with the potential to escalate conflicts. It may help
them identify a serious threat to a successful collaboration process and

know how to deal with it. The perception of the parties in an
infrastructure project can influence the chance that a conflict will arise.
After a party has experienced behavior that harms his interests and has
confronted the other party, a conflict may grow.
From a process perspective, we may identify stages in the
development of a conflict. Glasl's theory of conflict escalation breaks
down the escalation process into nine stages. Knowledge of those
stages allows parties to categorize how serious a conflict is and the
stage a conflict is in, and it may work as a diagnostic tool valuable for
sensitizing people to the mechanisms of conflict escalation.
Conflicts may be regarded as phenomena with negative effects
when they disrupt group functioning and, with that, the collaboration
process. However, research indicates that low levels of conflict may in
some situations stimulate information processing. This may lead to
better decisions and better relationships, which may benefit a
collaboration process and ultimately help in optimizing project goals.
Therefore, parties need to weigh the potential beneficial effects against
the potential costs-negative effects-of conflict. They may discuss
before and during the project to what extent differences of opinion are
likely to have negative effects and to what extent they may be
beneficial, based on criteria such as the potential chance and effects of
groupthink , a lack of creativity, sub-optimal decisions, relational
conflict, and the presence of a cooperative atmosphere. Knowledge of
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the behavior of rational actors may help parties predict and influence
conflict at the earliest stage.
Economic theory provides us with insights into situations of
conflict referred to as bargaining situations in which parties distribute
an object or amount. From game theory, we may draw that in
negotiation situations (with limited resources), every rational player
balances in his choice of behavior between bargaining in an attempt to
achieve a higher value of a more favorable bargain against the
probability of reaching no bargain at all. The parties may foresee that
even if parties initially focus on reaching the highest possible joint
outcomes in their negotiations, after obtaining such an outcome they
develop an incentive to compete for the largest share of it. Parties
should therefore anticipate that in every negotiation situation in which
both sides choose to persist in advancing their self-interest, they may
experience conflict.
Irrational behavior may also cause conflict. First, the same
irrational behavior that gets in the way of optimal decision making in
negotiation situations may lead to conflict. Identifying these traits in
behavior is important for recognizing potential conflict. Another
possible source of conflict that can keep parties from rational decision
making is information asymmetry between parties. The fact that
parties do not have the same information may foster suboptimal
behavior, misunderstandings, and strategic behavior, all of which may
lead to conflict. Behavioral bargaining theory indicates that adversarial
negotiation strategies may particularly foster conflict. Research
indicates that such strategic behavior in repeated games-a succession
of negotiation situations such as during in a relationship between
parties carrying out a project-leads to conflict in the long run,
although it may be rewarding in the short run. Other sources parties
may anticipate are negotiation tactics they think will compensate for
disadvantages, such as concealing, lying about one's real interests, or
attempting to intimidate the other party by threatening. Parties need
to be aware that these *'hardball" strategies may aggravate conflict and
in turn damage the relationship and collaboration process. Starting an
open discussion about the consequences and preferences for the use of
such strategies may reduce their potentially damaging effects. Finally,
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of conflict: for
interpreted as an act of

economists have identified misclassification as a source

example, when an act of cooperation

is

defection.

A breach of a contract, even when considered an "efficient breach,"
is another source of conflict that we draw from economic literature.
There are various reasons why the system of remedies does not
always work adequately in practice and damage sometimes remains
uncompensated. Moreover, in long-term relationships, short-term
maximising behavior is perceived as opportunistic, particularly when
transaction costs are high; if there is an information asymmetry,
opportunistic behavior and conflict must be anticipated. To help
predict such an outcome, the parties may draw up a mutual list of
situations in which they fear a breach that will not be compensated.
Often, what starts as a low-level disagreement between
collaborating parties is eventually translated into a legally valid claim.
Disagreement between the parties may or may not be classified as a
legal conflict and allow for legal actions. One may say that a legal
conflict materializes when the party that has the legal claim to relief
pursues his claim, starts legal proceedings against the party that
incurred the harm, and demands compensation for the damage or
enforcement of his legal rights. Knowledge of the legal criteria for
conflict allows parties to distinguish between a conflict as a legal
conflict or non-legal disagreement, and it allows them to anticipate the
potential escalation of a legal conflict into a full-scale legal dispute.
Moreover, they may foresee that in the translation of a disagreement,
the actual issue at hand may be reframed, which may take the parties'
attention away from the actual problem. The parties also need to
foresee that not every disagreement can be fought over in court and
that some disagreements will need to be addressed in other ways.
Legal conflicts may arise due to a violation of rights or duties under
the law or a violation of what parties agreed upon in a contract. When
choosing the response to a violation, the parties need to be aware that
legal proceedings facilitate a competitive approach, which may cause
further conflict escalation. In other words, the legal system encourages
the parties to adopt strong stances at the expense of focusing on their
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underlying interests and working towards solutions that benefit both
parties.
By taking a traditional legal approach, lawyers may increase
competition, as they are trained to adopt the adversarial approach
facilitated by the legal system. Moreover, if one lawyer initiates
competition, the other will most likely follow suit, which may lead to
escalation of the conflict, whereas there are not many incentives that
encourage lawyers to use the integrative negotiation method. The
parties may anticipate these tendencies when selecting a lawyer, and
by involving lawyers in analysis of the real problem at an early stage,
they may try to keep threshold low and prevent a conflict from
becoming a legal problem.
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CHAPTER 7

VII

DEALING WITH CONFLICT: CONFLICT
MANAGEMENT AND REACTIONS TO CONFLICT
1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, we focus upon the collaboration process of parties
dealing with conflict. If parties do not adequately deal with conflict,
this may derail a successful collaboration process. In this study,
dealing with conflict is the second stage in the interaction between
parties about conflict, following the process of interaction to foresee
conflicts (Chapter 6). The main questions we try to answer in this
chapter are: What are the factors injluencing how parties are dealing

with conflict and what recommendations for successfully dealing with
conflict may be derivedfrom cooperation literature?
We try to identify factors that influence how the parties deal with
conflict. The focus is on 1) conflict prevention, 2) conflict resolution
(together called Conflict Managment), and 3) peoples' reactions to
conflict. We consider the process of dealing with conflict "successful",
when the resolution optimally contributes to a successful collaboration
process. We assume that this is the case when parties conflict
management behavior scores positive on the criteria transaction costs,
986
satisfaction, effectiveness, and impact on the relationship.
2

KEY FACTORS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR

SUCCESSFULLY DEALING WITH CONFLICT FROM A
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE
Social psychological theory provides information on how people react
to conflict, what approaches to conflict management they tend to
986

See Chapter 1 Section 2.2 (in particular under 13-15) for justifications for the choice of perspectives,
theories, approach taken, methodology of this Chapter, and the relationship to the other Chapters in this
part.
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choose, and what they want and expect from conflict management.
The theories on these factors are important tools for predicting and
understanding people's behavior and provide insight useful for
adequate conflict management.
Several theories of conflict management are covered in this section.
First, we cover research into the variety of approaches people may
take to deal with conflict.
Second, we cover studies which provide insights into how people
tend to react to conflict and what approaches they seem to prefer
when dealing with conflict. These theories address ways to deal with
conflict in light of the behavioral choices people tend to make in
different conflict situations, their procedural preferences, and people's
overall preferences in different conflict situations. Furthermore, we
indicate the effects of the different factors on people's satisfaction
with a conflict-management procedure and their ability to continue
collaboration successfully. 987
A third area of research distinguishes between different styles and
strategies in conflict management and predicts how these factors affect
the parties' collaboration process. Scholars study styles of conflict
management, the situations in which they are used, and when they
seem most adequate.
A fourth field of research focuses on situations in which parties
cannot resolve a conflict themselves. This field addresses different
kinds of third-party interventions in conflict management. This
research concentrates on the effects of interventions such as mediation
and arbitration and their outcomes. It provides criteria that help in
determining which procedure seems most constructive in a given
situation.
In the final subsection, we cover literature on dispute system
design. This discipline provides direction in how to draft a structure
for conflict management, suggesting the steps to take and the questions
to address when designing a conflict management system.

987

See Pruitt (1998) and Thibaut and Walker (1975).
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2.1

Approaches in Conflict Management

Conflict theorists have distinguished several variables that influence
the course of a conflict management process. To get an overview of the
variables, we look at the three main approaches. Each approach
involves a different number of actors in the conflict management
process. The choice of approach strongly determines what
instruments and steps are appropriate to take in a conflict. The
characteristics of a specific conflict situation determine which
approach contributes the most to successful conflict management. A
categorization of these elements gives parties a better understanding of
their options in designing and conducting conflict management and the
consequences of choosing those different options. This allows them to
identify the most adequate steps to conduct an effective conflict
management process.

1

Passive or active and one-sided, two-sided, or three-sided

conflict management
The approach of the parties in conflict may vary from passive to
active conflict management and may take place on a one-, two-, or
three-sided level. Conflict literature places a passive response to the
conflict at one end of the spectrum where the parties choose to ignore
or deny the matter.988 This approach takes place on a one-sided level.
In one-sided conflict management the parties do not interact with each
other to find a common solution. The conflict is not talked about, and
as a result, it may linger for a long time if it does not simply disappear.
A little less passive approach recognizes the conflict, but then
leaves it unresolved.'89 As an example of this approach, parties agree
to disagree but continue working on the same basis.
990 ThislS
people
recognize
typically done when
that further conflict is
or
otherwise
undesirable
and that different
unnecessary, ineffective,
views are recognized. In some situations, the parties may agree that
988

Cf. Felstiner et al. (1980) describing the steps through which a conflict can emerge and transforms
through a process of naming, blaming, claiming.
989 In that situation both sides tolerate but do not accept the others views, opinions or position.
990 Cf. Ben Shahar (2004).
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the side that most accurately predicts an unknown future event or
outcome will be rewarded."1 This is done either on a one-sided or a
two sided level.
An active approach in conflict management involves preventing or
resolving conflict.992 Generally speaking, prevention may be regarded
as the least costly way of managing conflict from an economic and
human perspective. This approach prevents tension from escalating
and employs early warning mechanisms. It allows the parties to
monitor their relations and to seek outside assistance before tension
becomes intractable.
The best known form

of active conflict management is conflict
requires
approach
a two-sided conflict management
resolution. This
system where one party tries to manage the conflict by negotiating
with the other party, having the goal in mind of resolving the matter
themselves. This approach includes resolving disputes in a manner
that meets with the approval of all parties. Usually, the conflict
resolution process involves two or more groups with opposing views
confronting the conflict issues.
A conflict is taken to a different level when the parties involve an
outside party. The parties may involve one or more individuals whom
both parties consider suitable to help resolve their dispute, either
because these persons are considered knowledgeable, neutral in their
opinion on the subject, or at least respected by both parties for their
proposed solutions to win acceptance. It may be either someone from
within the organization, such as a colleague or a project manager, or a
neutral outside source, such as a mediator or judge. If an outside party
is involved, this is referred to as three-sided conflict management.
2

Preferences fur two-sided approach

Empirical research on the parties' satisfaction with the handling of
conflict suggests that two-sided ways-in which parties negotiate
together-are most successful. The two-sided approach tends to lead
99'
992

See Folberg and Golann (2006: 187).

Some definitions in literature on conflict prevention relate it to peace keeping in violent conflict, but
prevention also happens in non-violent disagreements between contract parties. This also then may be
referred to as a kind of 'peace management.'
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to more highly-valued outcomes and greater satisfaction compared
with conflict management at the two other levels. 993
A general presumption in conflict literature is that one should only
involve a third party when parties cannot manage to reach an
agreement using a two-sided approach.994 However, in practice, the
involvement of a third party does not necessarily mean negotiations
have failed.es The rules governing the relationship between the parties
may impose a duty upon the parties to involve a third party at a
certain point or a third party, such as a manager, may intervene
without being asked to do so. 996
Having insight into these approaches and levels, as well as into
people's preferences in conflict management, allows the parties to
discuss the options together and subsequently choose the desired
approach in conflict management.

3
1

Recommendations
Distinguish between and discuss early on during a
collaboration process the options in conjlict management
(such as the approach and level on which to deal with

conjlict).
2

Choose together the preferred level on which to deal with

conjlict

4

The recommendations applied...

Immediately after the selection phase, the contractor and client
appoint representatives of both parties with the assignment to go
through the two-stage conflict process. First, they make an inventory
of potential subjects, sources, and the kinds or types of conflict, and
m Negotiation and conflict resolution often lead to more creative solutions and higher satisfaction than
solutions obtained by one-sided action or by leaving it up to a third party to decide, see Pruitt and
Carnevale (1993).
994 See also Lewicki et al. (2007); See also Conlon and Meyer (2004: 258).
993 See also Morrill en Thomas (1992: 404) who conclude in their study that"the stages in the disputing
process do not necessarily form neat sequences."
996 See also Conlon and Meyer (2004: 258).
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they categorize them mutually (see Chapter 6). The next step is to
discuss and categorize the different levels on which to deal with these
conflicts. The parties can then choose the preferred approach to apply
to some of their conflicts. They agree that when a conflict arises on the
construction site, the employees directly involved should first try to
solve it themselves (two-sided level). If they do not succeed at
resolving the matter within the set timeframe, the conflict is taken to a
higher level within the organization (three-sided leveD. A manager is
consulted to give advice or make a binding decision. If the conflict also
cannot be solved at this higher level, the parties will notify each other
997
and consult a neutral third party for advice.

2.2

Conflict resolution styles and kinds of conflict

Different conflict resolution styles have been identified over the years.
The parties may use criteria on conflict resolution styles to anticipate
the effects of taking a certain approach in their conflict management
process. When trying to find out which style leads to success in
conflict management for a particular situation, the parties may take
into account elements such as the urgency of an intervention, the
importance of the conflict matter at hand, expectations about the
outcome and probable reaction of others, and the type of conflict.
1

Conflict styles

In literature on people's choice of conflict management strategy, an
initial distinction was made between a cooperative and a competitive
style (to cooperate or to fight),998 later supplemented by the approach
of fleeing from a conflict (flight).999 Over the years, the styles have
been more refined, and today, the best known schema identifies five
Escalating conflicts to a higher (management) level is a way of dealing with conflicts and is used
successfully in practice, see e.g. Rowlinson (2006); See also Barendrecht, Kamminga, Van Zeeland,
(2006) for an application of this principle in personal injury claim handling.
998
See Deutsch (1949, 1973).

997

999 La
ter

'to flee' was added as a style.
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basic negotiation (or conflict resolution) styles that people tend to
choose: competing, problem solving, yielding, compromising, and
avoiding.1000 The characteristics of these styles are discussed in more

detail in Chapter 4.

The style that will lead to the most optimal conflict resolution
process in terms of time, costs, and minimizing damage to the parties'
relationship will depend on the nature of the particular conflict. Each

of the styles

has different effects on the conflict management process.

Having insight into the characteristics and consequences of those
styles will enable the parties to optimally organize the process of

conflict management for particular kinds of conflicts. 1001

2

Choosing a conflict resolution style

Parties have different styles or strategies to choose from when dealing
with conflict. Although most people seem to have a natural preference
for a certain style, parties are still able to make conscious choices and
vary their style based on desirability and the future potential of a

situation or a relationship. 1002
In Chapter 4, we concluded that problem-solving is the most
appropriate style to choose in an ongoing negotiation process as it
best preserves the relationship. 1003 But to choose the most adequate
style (from a perspective of successful collaboration) in a conflict
situation, the parties also need to take into account the particular
characteristics of the conflict at hand.
Empirical research carried out within organizations provides insight
into which conflict resolution styles may be most appropriate in a
variety of conflict situations from the perspective of what is most

'coo
In Chapter 4, to these styles is also referred to as 'negotiation styles' (which is in line with Lewicki's
description of conflict management as "a negotiation process"). In this Chapter we focus on the
application ofthese styles in conflict resolution.
'm See
Weitzman and Weitzman in Deutsch and Coleman (2000:185 ff).
1002 What complicates the issue is that negotiation often takes place in several parallel negotiation arena's,
both between parties and within the own organizations.

1003 See Chapter 4.
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beneficial to an organization.1004 We give an overview of the styles and
the situations in which they seem most beneficial in terms of
successful collaboration (the interaction process through which parties
achieve project success (to meet or beat project goals).

A contending conflict management style is advised when:
• The conflict is about an urgent matter. Quick and vigorous

0

0

action is essential, as in emergency situations, in important
matters where unpopular measures have to be taken (reducing
costs, implementing rules, disciplinary actions), and in matters
which are essential for the well-being of the organization.
Other situations in which this approach is advised are in
differences of opinion in which one party is sure he is right,
Or when there is a fear that a party will be taken advantage of
1005
if a more cooperative style is employed.

Avoiding may be an adequate style in a number of situations.
However, it has as a downside with

a

potential negative impact on
even
sometimes
relations
exceeding the negative impact
interpersonal
of contending.1006 According to the literature, avoiding is an
appropriate approach when:
• A matter has minor importance, is very hard to resolve, or the
costs of resolution are too high; the conflict is about trivial
details or more important matters are developing; a solution
seems impossible to find; or the disadvantages of potential
disruption are larger than the advantages of a solution.
•
Other times this approach may be appropriate include when
collecting information is more important than finding a direct
solution for the issue causing conflict, others can better solve
the problem, or problems are symptoms of other conflicts.
Adapting (yielding) is a suitable conflict management style to choose
when:
1004

Also referred to in literature as 'negotiation style,' see Rubin, Pruitt and Kim (1994); see also Chapter

4.

1005 See

also Robbins (2002: 217 ff).
Vliert, Euwema and Huismans (1995).

1006 See, e.g,. Van de
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0 One wants to learn from others and show them that one is
reasonable. For instance, when one knows one is wrong or one
wants to give other visions a chance.
. Problems are more important to others than to one, and one

wants to maintain

a successful

collaboration process.

0 One wants to gain social credit for future conflicts, to limit
losses when one loses, or when harmony and stability are very

important.
Compromising is the best conflict management style when:
. Contending may do damage to the relationship. One's goals
may not justify the potential disruption by a more assertive
approach. For instance, when enemies with equal power strive
for inconsistent goals.
0 Finding a solution is urgent and a temporary agreement on
complicated matters needs to be reached quickly or there is a
need to reach an acceptable solution under time pressure.
0 As a second best style, when problem solving and contending
fail.

Problem-solving is defined as "any effort to develop a mutually
acceptable solution to a conflict".1007 It consists in of least the two
phases of diagnosing the conflict (the cause and the problem) and
developing alternative solutions to the problem.1008 The downside of
problem-solving is that the process may take a relatively long time
when compared to the other strategies. Problem-solving is the

appropriate approach when:
0 The importance of a matter is high. For instance, positions
are too important to compromise,
0 One wants to obtain information,
0
One wants to integrate the insights of people with different
.

perspectives;
One wants to stimulate commitment via consensus;

1 See
Rubin Pruitt and Kim (1994: 168).
1008
A distinction one can find back in problem-solving. Focus on interests involved in the conflict and
making an inventory ofoptions to deal with the conflict.
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• One wants to discuss feelings that are obstacles to

a clear

understanding;
the relationship suits this style. If the
psychological climate is characterized by higher levels of
cohesion, fairness, recognition of success, and openness to
innovation, members more likely to choose problem-solving

- The nature of

and persuasion strategies and less likely to engage in
1009
bargaining and politicking.

In conflict literature, problem-solving is generally seen as the most
constructive style when resolving disputes. This is also backed by
research indicating that problem-solving produces agreements that last
longer and decreases the chance of new conflicts more than other
strategies. 1010 Empirical evidence suggests better outcomes both in the
short and the long term.1011 More recent research, however, adds a
nuance to this outcome in that it appears that combinations of forcing
and problem-solving lead to even better results by combining the
appearance of strength with an attitude of willingness to solve
problems.

1012

What can be concluded from this is that before selecting an
approach, parties need to determine what the conflict is about.
3

Relational and task conflict and conflict resolution styles

Particular kinds of conflict demand particular approaches. We
discussed a distinction in typologies of conflicts in Chapter 6.
Empirical research has been conducted into conflict resolution styles

'009
'010

See Strutton, Pelton, Lumpkin (1993).
See Beersma and De Dreu (2004), O'Conner and Arnold (2001), and Rubin Pruitt and Kim (1994).

lott
Zubek et al. (1992) Van de Vliert, Euwema, and Huismans (1995) emphasizing short-term benefits in
mediation and its effectiveness in hierarchical context; Camevale and Pruitt (1992: 190-191) reviewing a
wide range of experimental and field research on problem-solving in negotiation and mediation and
concluding that it more likely leads to win-win solutions; Kressel et al. (1994) reviewing long-term
outcomes in mediations with either problem-solving orientation and settlement orientation in child
custody cases--they found that parties are more satisfied and reach more frequent agreement.
1012 See e.g. Van de Vliert, Euwema and Huismans (1995), Van de Vliert, Nauta, Euwema and Janssen
(1997), and De Dreu (2005: 29).
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and their effectiveness in different types of conflicts. The following
1013
general guidelines may be derived for different kinds of conflict.

Relational conilict

.

Empirical research indicates that in relational coq/lict,
contending and collaborating have negative effects on voice
(the opportunity for all parties to be heard), compliance,
and helping behavior in teams.1014 This type of conflict is
also difficult to settle to mutual satisfaction. 1015
. Collaborating does not solve the problem and can even
make

0

it become worse. 1016

Compromising is regarded as costing too much time, since it
is hard for parties to compromise when their deepest values
are at stake. Empirical evidence shows that the output of
1017

0

project members goes down.
Research indicates that avoiding conflict is the better style
in relational conflict. 1018 Parties may try to find a way in
which the conflict loses its relevance. Relational conflicts
may be dealt with, for instance, by an agreement to
1019
or other organizational
disagree, a shift in management,
measures to make the disagreement lose its relevance.
Nevertheless, researchers also note that in the long run,
1020
something needs to be done about such conflicts.

Task conflicts

io'j

See Sheppard (1984), Ury, Brett, and Goldberg (1988), and Lim and Carnevale (1990).

1014 De Dreu (1997) and Janssen et al. (1999: 312) discussing the negative correlation between relational
conflict and collaborating responses.
"< See De Dreu and Van Vianen (2001. 309-328) distinguishing and studying three types of responses to
relational conflict (e.g. conflicts about norms, values, political preferences, sense of humor) being
collaborating, contending and avoiding; Druckman (1994); and Druckman and Zechmeister (1973).
1016
See Harinck et al. (2000) noting that lower team performance is the result.
'017 See De Dreu and Van Vianen (2001), Jehn (1997), and Murnighan and Conlon (1991).
1018 Cf. De Dreu and Van Vianen (2001) arguing that trying to resolve these problems in teams that
cooperate no more than once year costs too much as the time needed to solve problems in teams mean

less production.
20'9 See also Chapter 6 under the economic perspective on conflicts.
1020 See De Dreu and Van Vianen (2001) noting that parties even then experience the negative effects of
these con flicts on their job satis faction.
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•

Literature indicates that in task co,i/licts, some debate about
content may lead to a better product and may inspire

innovation, as long

as

interests are not part of the

1021

e

0

conflict.
That notion supports a contending or compromising
strategy in handling pure differences of opinion. However,
recent research indicates that problem-solving is also the
1022
optimal strategy for differences of opinion.
In the case of a divergence of interest, the parties should try
to problem-solve. If a divergence keeps coming back, the
introduction of regulations or protocols may enable a more
1023
permanent solution.

What may be derived from these findings is that the parties should try
to prevent or avoid relational conflict and try to problem-solve in task
conflicts. In conflict situations concerning a pure difference of opinion,
some discussion may actually lead to better solutions, and the parties
may employ compromising or even forcing as their conflict resolution
style.

4
1

Recommendations
Agree on particular conflict resolution styles for particular

conflict situations (based on the kind ofconjlict).
2

Choose problem-solving as the general approach in conflict

resolution of task-related conflicts (dgerences of opinion
and divergences of interests),
3

Make a tradeoll' between what is optimal for the

collaboration process and the importance of the issue.

4

Avoid relational conflict.

1021

See also Chapter 5, Section 2.3.
1022 See e.g. De Dreu (2005).
1023

See De Dreu (2005: 74).
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5

The recommendations applied...

Based on what literature indicates and their own preferences, the client
and contractor choose together the style they prefer in handling
different types of conflict. As a main style, they pick problem-solving
and agree on the criteria to justify the use of other styles in particular
situations. They use the categorization of the conflicts to determine
what the best style is in dealing with those conflicts. Parties regularly
evaluate the conflicts and the styles used in their resolution. They
adjust their styles if they feel the style does not contribute to a
successful conflict management process.

2.3

Interventions by third parties: choosing an intervention

During conflict management negotiations, a variety of obstacles
may have to be overcome. If the parties fail to resolve an issue by
themselves, they may involve a third party. 1024 This subsection
provides a set of criteria that may help parties to evaluate the variety
of possible third-party roles and interventions. Based on that
evaluation, client and contractor may choose the third-party conflict
management process that delivers them the kind of outcome that best
meets their criteria for successful conflict management (in terms of
costs, satisfaction, relationship, and effectiveness). Applying these
criteria may help the parties to determine the kind of solution they
want, the role they want the third party to play, the kind of procedure
that best facilitates this role, the qualities the third party needs to have
(expertise and skills) to fulfill this role, and whether it should be an
internal or an external (neutral) party.

1

Barriers and third parties

1024

The worst case scenario is that the conflict has disturbed the relationship between the disputants to
such an extent that it may prevent negotiations from even getting started. See also Folberg and Golann
(2006: 330-331).
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Literature distinguishes between three groups of barriers: structural,
1025
First, the complexity of the
strategic, and psychological barriers.
matter may frustrate parties' attempts to solve issues. For example,
lawyers may advise a client not to settle when this would be in the
interest
client' s
(principal agent problem), inappropriate
communication channels may be chosen to resolve a matter, or
pressure on parties from their constituents may lead them away from
successful conflict management. Subsequently, strategic barriers such
as concerns about setting an example may keep parties from settling a
matter. Biases and heuristics and certain beliefs about the other party

may also be obstacles. Pride and personality clashes may also keep
parties from reaching an agreement.
The involvement of third parties -- a person, group, or other
institution -- may help parties overcome barriers to successful conflict
1026
Whenever these barriers arise, a neutral party may
resolution.
facilitate successful conflict management.
2

Third parties in conflict management

There are a variety of possibilities when involving a third party in
conflict management. A third party may be internal or external and
may fulfill many roles. Different third parties from within the
organization will have different influences on the process and outcome.
A neutral person that does not have power over the parties may not
1027
have sufficient power to make binding decisions.
The best known and most often discussed external third-party
roles are legal proceedings in front of a judge, arbitration, and
mediation.
In legal proceedings and arbitration, a third party chooses the
outcome based upon the arguments that parties bring forward in a
rather formal way. This party makes decisions based on rights or
1025 See e.g Mnookin (1993: 239-243); See Arrow et al. (1995) for a collection of articles addressing
these and other barriers to dispute resolution.
1026 See Conlon and Meyer (2004: 258) in Gelfand and Brett (2004) reviewing the use of third parties to
facilitate dispute resolution between adversaries; Conlon and Sullivan (1999); Kressel and Pruitt (1989);

and Purdy and Gray (1994).
1027 See De Dreu (2005: 23).
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interests. In legal proceedings, this is a judge, and in arbitration, this
could be any neutral person the parties choose, often an expert in the
field. 1028
In mediation, decisions concerning the content are made by the
parties themselves (facilitative mediation) or third parties suggest
1029
Content-related
possible solutions (evaluative mediation).
interventions include enlarging autonomy (reducing interdependence
between functions), changing reward systems, creating organizationwide interests (to reduce differences in goals and perspectives),
making responsibilities transparent, and taking away communication
barriers in the organization (to reduce ambiguity). 1030 The mediator
focuses mainly on the process of conflict management itself
(facilitative or transformative mediation).1031 At the process level,
possible interventions include adjusting the way parties experience
each other and the conflict, suggesting alternative procedures, efforts
to improve communication, taking away the mistrust, and stopping
aggressive behavior.1032 An arbitrator makes binding decisions that
concern the content of the conflict. The difference between mediation
and arbitration consists in the level to which parties relinquish
33
Control '0 whether control over the process (negotiation, mediation)
or control over the outcome (arbitration, litigation). 1034
Over the years, combinations of these two basic forms have been

developed. Examples are (mediation-arbitration), arb-med, and arbneg (arbitration-negotiation).1035 Each aims to combine the benefits of
the two types of process. 1036
1028 See also Born (1999; 2007).
,029
See Riskin (1996) proposing an overview of the different dimensions of mediation from facilitative to
evaluative and Menkel Meadow (1995) reviewing different methods of mediation.
1030 See Folberg and Golann (2006).
'03' See Menkel Meadow (1995), Bush and Folger (1994) a basic work on transformative mediation; and

(Folger and Bush 2001).
1032
See Folberg and Golann (2006).
'033
Arbitration seems to be preferred over autocratic decision-making (a third-party decision without
hearing both), Cf. Benson (1999).
1034
For research on parties experiencing less process and decision control under arbitration, see Brett and
Goldberg (1983) and Shapiro and Brett (1993).
mS See e.g Pruitt (1981) describing other hybrids and Conlon and Meyer (2004: 275). See also
Kamminga (2003) evaluating the advantages and disadvantages of med-arb and discussing its possible
application in the setting o f construction projects.
1036
See Landy (1996). See also Behring-Uhle (1990); For an overview of benefits and downsides, see
Kamminga (2003).
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3

General criteria to select a third party: Nature of
intervention, the context, and level of control (self
determination)

When selecting a third party, the parties first need to determine what
kind of intervention they want. A distinction can be made between
third-party interventions on content and interventions on the process
level.1037 For instance, a possible intervention on a process level is one
that alters the way information is exchanged between the parties. The
goal of the intervention may be to improve the communication process
between the parties. An intervention on the level of contents may be
an answer to a technical issue about which the parties have disagreed.
In the first situation, the parties may need a third party with the
authority to change the communication process within their own
organizations such as higher management of their mother organization.
In the second situation, the parties may need an independent expert
who can evaluate the technical matters objectively.
The second question the parties may need to address is the context
in which the parties want a third party to operate. The context will
influence the character of the interventions. Contexts may be formal or
informal, and the third-party intervention may be contractual or ad
hoc.1038 One important consequence of this choice is that in a formal
context, the parties and the third party are generally bound to
predetermined rules that do not provide for much flexibility, as there
may be certain steps in a process that are agreed upon and laid down
in a document. One example of his is formal arbitration proceedings
1039
A less formal intervention may be a
pursuant to contract.
spontaneous intervention by a colleague or the project manager.
A third criterion is the extent to which a neutral party takes control
over the conflict management process and the outcome, thus
influencing the parties' level of "self determination" (the level of

1037

Cf. Prein (2007: 207 ff).
See Lewicki et al. (2006) and Pruitt and Carnevale (1993) on the impact of context on conflict
resolution.
03'
See Conlon and Meyer (2004: 269-271) discussing emergent interventions.

IN
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control on process and outcome experienced by parties . 1040 There are
different extents to which they may direct the process. First, the
influence of third parties may be limited to making choices about the
process of negotiations. This may vary from facilitation of
negotiations between the parties to conciliation or mediation. A third
party may also have influence on the outcome by suggesting possible
solutions to a conflict on the content level (non-binding evaluation).
Finally, a third party may impose a binding solution upon parties
according to formal procedure such as arbitration or legal proceedings
(binding evaluation).
4

Specific criteria for selecting mediation, arbitration, or a

hybrid
The empirical literature on mediation and arbitration provides some
specific indications for when to choose which procedure. 1041 Recently,
Conlon and Meyer have developed criteria for evaluating procedures,
most of which they derived from existing literature and results from
actual arbitrations and mediations. 1042 These criteria and their findings
may be used by parties to select procedures according to the
importance parties place on each of the criteria.
Seulement. The first criterion Conlon and Meyer distinguish is
settlement. This criterion indicates the likelihood that a procedure will
lead to voluntary settlement, the level of joint benefit achieved in a
settlement, and whether or not the outcome provides a permanent
solution.
Justice.

A second criterion these authors use is the level of

justice.1043 This criterion gives insight in the participants' satisfaction

with the outcome of the procedure, the procedure used to resolve the
issue-free from bias, based on accurate information, allowing voice
io* See e.g Welsh (2001) emphasizing the importance of clarifying the term self-determination in the
setting of court annexed mediation and Bingham (2002a:103; 2002b) discussing self-determination in the
individual case in particular and the design as a whole.
1041
See Hensler (2000) reviewing empirical disputants view and evaluating different conflict resolution
systems.
1042 See Conlon and Meyer (2004: 259); Sheppard (1984), Ury, Brett, and Goldberg (1988), and Lim ad
Carnevale (1990).
I043 See e.g Tyler (1997) supplying empirical support for the importance placed on voice, control over a
process, dignified and respectful treatment, and neutrality of the third party.
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for the parties, the degree to which parties feel treated in a dignified,
respectful and polite manner (interpersonal justice), and the level of
satisfaction of the parties with the explanation and information
1044
provided by third parties about the procedure and outcome.
Relationship. The third criterion covers the effects on the
relationship, including the degree to which a procedure facilitates
collaboration or information exchange, the degree to which the
procedures brings about an improved relationship between the parties,
and the influence of the procedure on both parties' relationship with
the third party.
Transaction costs. The final criterion for evaluating procedures is
transaction costs, (i.e., the costs and time involved).
The results of Conlon and Meyer's research and that of others
indicate that when applying these criteria to both mediation and
arbitration, mediation is generally the best approach when parties need
1045
Their
to cooperate in the future and the relationship is important.
procedure
to reach a
evaluation shows that mediation is an adequate
settlement and is often found to be based on procedures and lead to
1046
There is a high probability
outcomes both parties find satisfactory.
that-if successful-it will result in a jointly beneficial agreement, and
research also indicates that the outcome is more likely to be complied
with than one resulting from arbitration. 1047 Finally, empirical research
1048
and reduces
indicates that mediation increases collaboration
transaction costs when compared with other third-party procedures.
1049
Mediation is also generally less time consuming and less costly.
The conditions under which mediation may work particularly well
are situations of moderate conflict, where parties are highly motivated
to reach settlement, there is not a severe resource shortage, conflict
issues do not involve general principles, and there is a low level of

1044

See Greenberg (1993).
See Conlon and Meyer (2004: 261 and references).
1046
For empirical support, see Brett (2001), and Conlon and Meyer (2004: 262).
1047
See Carnevale and Henry (1989) providing empirical support, and McEwen and Maiman (1984). On
a comparing the likelyhood of complicance with that in adjudication, see Kressel and Pruitt (1989) and
1045

Maiman (1984). See also Brett (2001).
1048 See eg Hiltrop (1989), Ross, Conlon, and Lind (1990), and Conlon and Meyer (2004: 264).
/049
See Conlon and Meyer (2004: 263-264) and references; See Brett et al. (1996).
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intra-party conflict and divisiveness (conflict is mild):050 If there is
more intense conflict, mediation may not lead to a settlement and
therefore cause delay. 1051
What this research also shows is that arbitration tends to lead to a
settlement either as the outcome of the procedure or simply because
parties settle after a threat to request arbitration. 1052 Compliance and
quality with arbitration awards is considered problematic by some as
the parties do not voluntarily agree to the outcome. 1053 Empirical
studies suggest that participants exert less control on the procedure
and the outcome in arbitration. 1054 The type and procedure of
arbitration affects the parties' level of satisfaction and perception of
justice. 1055 Arbitration may cause the relationship to deteriorate and is
regarded as doing little to promote cooperative behavior and
information exchange. 1056 However, arbitration generally involves
lower transaction costs than litigation. 1057
Arbitration or other conciliatory initiatives are regarded as the
better option in situations where legal norms are of high importance or
when there is time pressure. In such situations, these forms may be
used as a threat to push parties to live up to their promises. When
there is a legal question to be solved,1058 the threat of arbitration may
help parties to settle.1059 However, other research indicates that it may
have a chilling effect on the relationship 1060 and may have negative side
effects on collaboration. 1061
Hybrid procedures include combinations of the aforementioned
processes such
1050 See Carnevale and

as

arb-med, med-arb, arb-neg, or adjudication-

Pruitt (1992), Kressel and Pruitt (1989), and Hiltrop (1989).

1031 See e·& Lind and Tyler (1988).
1032
Final offer arbitration is found to reduce the

chilling effect, see Ashenfelter and Bloom (1984) and
Coleman, Jennings, and McLaughlin (1993).
1053 See e.g Lewicki et al. (2007). See further on quality of settlements, Conlon and
Meyer (2004: 265).
1054 Brett and Goldberg (1983) and Shapiro and Brett (1993);
1055 For an overview of studies, see Conlon and Meyer (2004: 266).
1056

1057

See Conlon and Meyer (2004).

For more details, see Conlon and Meyer (2004: 266).
See Fisher and Keashly (1990) who present a prescriptive model for choosing the proper form of
third-party intervention.
1059
For evidence, see Farber and Katz (1979).
1060
See Feuille (1975), In FOA, this effect seems to be less strong, Ashenfelter and Bloom (1984);
Coleman, Jenings and McLaughlin (1993). See also Farber (1980) providing an analysis of the effects of
final-offer arbitration.
1061 See e.g., Conlon and Meyer (2004: 266). See also the economic perspective on conflict resolution for
more effects of arbitration.
1038
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negotiation. 1062 Hybrids allow parties to combine elements of both
procedures. The combination of these processes may result in
proceedings that include the best elements of several procedures. 1063
What may be derived from this subsection is that by understanding
the characteristics of the various kinds of third-party conflict
management processes and using selection criteria, the parties may
determine what set of measures has the best chance of producing a
successful conflict management process (one that leads to mutual

satisfaction).

5
1

Recommendations
Agree upon the third-party conjlict management processes

for a project.
2

Use criteria (intervention, context, level of control) to

determine the nature of the process in a specific conjlict.
3

Use criteria to choose between processes that have the

character ofmediation, arbitration, or a hybridform: Do
people involved need to cooperate in the future? How
intense is the conjlict (moderate or severe)? Are legal norms
of high importance? Is there time pressure?

4

Determine what is necessary in a conjlict based on the
aforementioned criteria. Determine the kind ofsolution the
parties want, the role they want the third party to play, the
kind of procedure that bestfacilitates this role, the qualities
the third party needs to have (expertise, skills) tofuljill this

role, and if it should be an internal or external (neutral)
part9.

6

The recommendations applied...

overview ofthese hybrids, see Lewicki (2007) or Goldberg, Sander Rogers (2003).
For an overview of benefits and downsides, see Conlon and Meyer (2004: 266-268) and Ross and
Conlon (2000).
1062 For an
1063
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The parties agree to evaluate what intervention is needed in a conflict
before choosing a third-party conflict management process. After the
selection stage, the client and the contractor agree to base the choice of
conflict management process on the category and nature of conflict. If
the parties fail to agree on a third-party process, a neutral party
advises them. For example, if a conflict about unexpected site
conditions arises and parties cannot agree amongst each other how to
overcome this setback, they agree to ask for a advice on short notice to
prevent high costs due to delay.

2.4

People's reactions to conflict

Studies have provided insight into people's reactions to conflict.
Scholars in this field concentrate on people's expectations of both the
management process and its outcome. Their findings offer a means to
predict parties' likely behavior in dealing with conflict. It also yields
information about people's preferences and expectations in conflict
management. These insights may be ofassistance to parties when they
have to decide on the procedures to resolve differences to both sides'

satisfaction. A high level of satisfaction with the outcome and the
process may facilitate a successful continuation of their collaboration
process, whereas conflict management that leaves one of them
frustrated may be a threat to the collaboration process.

Reactions leading to escalation or de-escalation of conflict

1

Some reactions to conflict may lead to conflict escalation. As
discussed in Chapter 6, conflict research indicates that people's
reactions may cause conflicts to escalate: 1064 Friendly tactics are
replaced by more aggressive ones, argumentation is transformed into
persuasion and threats, and informal reactions are replaced by formal
ones. 1065 The extent to which this actually happens depends on each

1064
1065

See Chapter 6.
See Rubin, Pruitt

escalation.

and Kim (1994); see also Glasl (2001) distinguishing between phases in conflict
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and the specific situation, as well as the
1066
characteristics of the organization he is working in.
Research suggests some techniques that parties may use to react
to conflict in order to deescalate it and move down the escalation

party' s personality

ladder.1067 Parties may:

• Take

a

time-out or cooling off period during conflict

management,

•

•

Change communication strategies and patterns,
Deflect the conversation toward individuals in the group

who are less passionately involved, 1068 and
• Understand the costs --as well as the benefits-- of
escalation (this simple action can help disputants make
better decisions about when and how to escalate a conflict).

2

Reciprocity

Another factor that influences how people react to conflict is
1069
We tend to react to cooperative behavior with
reciprocity.
collaboration and react to hostile behavior with hostility. In situations

of power imbalance, one can also observe complementary
interaction-one party may be cooperative while the other, more
1070

powerful one, exploits him.
It appears that the first actions in

conflict management process
are important determinants for how the interaction between the parties
will evolve during the conflict management process. Reciprocity in
behavior communicates clarity and consistency, which are regarded as
1071
important to constructive interaction.
a

1066
See Chapter 4. Also, De Dreu, Van Dierendonck and Dijkstra (2004) on the influence of 'conflict
culture' ofan organization.
1067 See also Ackoff(1967).
1068 See e.g. Ury, Brett and Goldberg (1993).

1069 See Gouldner (1960)
'0 0 See e.g Giebles, De Dreu and Van de Vliert (2000). On the effects of power, see also Chapter 4 under
the social psychological perspective.
'071
See Axelrod (1984). See Weingart et al. (1990) addressing reciprocity effects in the context of
conflicts; See also Broom and Hayes (1997).
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To prevent or break through an escalation cycle, the parties may
react to conflict by acting and reacting cooperatively. Thus, a client or
contractor seeking to prevent further escalation of conflict, may act
cooperatively when initiating conflict management, as their first action
tends to be decisive for how the interaction evolves. The parties may
try to construct their conflict management system in such a way that
it encourages cooperative reactions and creates disincentives for
reactions that lead to escalation or exploitation.
Preferences for outcome

3

Another determinant of reactions to conflict is the type of outcome
people seek. Studies into people's preferences suggest that people
search for different outcomes in different conflicts.'072 Harinck and De
Dreu conclude from their experiments that people are willing to search
fur compromises or integrative solutions when facing conflicts about
interests. Conversely, in handling differences of opinion, they often
seem to be searching for the 4'truth," attach a high value to determining
who is right, and are much less willing to compromise. 1073
Other researchers have found that people' s attitudes influence their
preferences. People with competitive attitudes tend to focus on the
opposing interests and have more difficulties agreeing on differences of
opinion when compared with people who tend to be more cooperative
and focus on mutual interests. 1074

Preferences for third-party procedure and applicable
rules: the level of party control

4

As previously discussed, third-party procedures and third-party
interventions vary in the extent to which the parties have control over
process and outcome. Empirical findings offer indications of what
1075
people's preferences are with regard to those variables.
1072 For a list of types of conflicts, see Chapter 6.
1073
See Harinck and De Dreu (2001).

1074

See Cosier and Rose (1977), Judd (1978).

Tyler (1996: 883 ff); Tyler (1997); (2001: 347) supplying empirical support for the
importance placed on voice, control over a process, dignified and respectful treatment, and neutrality of
the third party. See also this Chapter under the legal perspective.
1075 See e.g.
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Empirical research has been conducted into people's experiences
and preferences with conflict management processes that involve a
third party (mediation, litigation, and arbitration in particular). The
researchers in the field of justice theory study the level of justice
people perceive during and after such procedures.1076 This research
indicates that, in general, the preferred third-party procedures are
those that leave parties in control over the outcome and the resolution
process. In other words, these processes allow for maximum control
by the parties themselves.1077 They, therefore, tend to prefer
facilitative procedures such as mediation over an evaluative procedure
1078
These findings suggest that this preference will
such as arbitration.
remain even in situations in which mediation was not successful and
1079
did not provide a solution to a conflict.
Justice theory also suggests parties' preferences with regard to the
process rules applied in third-party procedures. The parties either
tend to prefer procedural rules that disputants themselves would have
1080
agreed to apply, or rules which are typically used in court.
Mediation also tends to be the preferred procedure from this
perspective. Within the different forms of mediation, the facilitative
approach focused on process management is preferred over the
evaluative mediation approach which concludes with an evaluation or a
1081
proposed outcome.
The literature discusses the circumstances in which people prefer
more evaluative forms of third-party conflict management. According
to De Dreu, people tend to prefer an evaluative third-party
intervention-in which an advice is given or a decisions ma(le--only in
two types of situations: either when a party is sure that he will win or
if there is a limited possibility to have influence on the process, as is
1076

See Thibaut and Walker (1984) and Tyler (1996). See also Rawls (1971) and Posner (1990).
'077 See also Shestowsky (2004) elaborating on previous research regarding preferences for ADR
procedures for the resolution of legal disputes, indicating a preference for decision control, process
control, and control over the choice of substantive rules used in the resolution process. MacCoun (2005).
1078 Brett et al (1996); Pierce, Pruitt, and Czaja (1993); Brett and Goldberg (1983); and Shapiro and Brett
,
(1993). See also Welsh (2004) describing how real disputants' experience institutionalized mediation

based on empirical findings.
'M'
Seee.g Shapiro and Brett (1993) and Lipsky and Seeber (1998a; 1998b) supplying empirical support
for preference of mediation forms over law- and rights-based arbitration forms.
ioso
See Conlon and Meyer (2004: 262).
lost
See also Thibaut and Walker (1975).
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the case when the other party is more powerful. 1082 Other research
findings indicate that factors such as the legal nature of a dispute also
influence people's preferences. 1083 It seems that a conflict with a legal
nature triggers the tendency to start legal proceedings. More recently,
the importance of the overall matter at hand has been considered as a
factor influencing preferences for directive third-party interventions.
In disagreements about important matters, people tend to prefer a
more evaluative approach even when problem-solving strategies are
common. 1084
These findings indicate that when involving a third party seems
necessary, people tend to prefer a neutral third party to help
disputants reach a mutually satisfactory resolution through
facilitation.1085 This preference may change due to factors such as the
certainty or confidence one has that one will win, how high the stakes
are, the level of power imbalance, and the legal nature of the dispute.
To determine their preferences in a particular situation the parties may
discuss or use role-plays to gain insight in their preferences. This
enables parties to tailor a conflict resolution approach to both parties'
preferences.

5
1

Recommendations
Let the jirst reaction to conjlict be a cooperative one, as first

actions tend to be decisive for how a conjlict management

interaction evolves.

2

Align available conjlict resolution mechanisms to general
preferences about outcome (such as truth jinding in
dgerences of opinion and compromises or integrative
solution in conflicts on opposing interests).

3

Take people's procedural preferences into account when
agreeing on the third-party procedures oigered and when

1082 See De Dreu (2005: 23).
1083
See Folger in Lewicki et al. 1986 (58-60).
1084 See Dant and Schul (1992).

108' Cf Bingham (2002); Welsh (2001).
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choosing a procedure for a particular conflict (for example,
by organizing themfrom high influence to decreasing

control).
4

Have procedures available that leave panies in control over
the outcome and the resolution process, such as mediation.

5

Discuss the most constructive approach for the particular
case at hand (based on criteria such as the certainty or
confidence one has that one will win, how high the stakes
are, the level of power imbalance, and the legal nature of

conflict).

6

The recommendations applied

The client and contractor

...

agree to reciprocal action

in conflict

management. Based on their preferences for procedures in different
kinds of conflicts, the parties decide to use interventions by third
parties in differences of opinion over the construction process. In
situations of conflict about scarce resources such as money and time
based on opposing interests, they work towards integrative solutions.

2.5

Peoples actual choices in conflict management: situational

factors
So

far,

we have focused on people' s natural reactions

and

preferences in conflict management, but a number of other factors
influence people's choices of conflict management in a specific conflict
situation. Even though many of these characteristics are hard to
influence at the time of conflict management,1086 being aware of them
will enable parties to anticipate and take them into account in confict
management.

1086

Although information about such characteristics may be used when selecting

Chapter 5.

a

project team, see
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The factors we discuss are the nature of the relationship and
concern for the other party, their perception of the conflict at hand,
and their moods at the time of the conflict.
Nature of the relationship and group feeling

1

Research indicates that familiarity,
dislikes, are related to negotiators'

as well as parties' likes and
flexibility and strategic choice

during negotiations. 1087 These findings demonstrate that people tend to
like group members more, rate their achievements more highly, and
have more trust in them compared to members of other groups. 1088
The nature of the relationship seems closely related to people
being-or feeling themselves to be-part of the same group. For
example, the use of contentious tactics which may lead to escalation
may be encouraged in situations in which parties perceive the other as
not belonging to the relevant group.1089 If the parties belong to the
same group, they become more willing to take into account each
other's interests. 1090 The latter dynamic may lead to a preference for
problem-solving or yielding conflict management styles, whereas the
first situation may lead to contending and avoiding.
Contending and negative reciprocity predominate in distressed
relationships. In happy and committed relationships, problem solving,
compromising, and accommodation are usually the norm. So, it seems
that if parties have a relationship that works well and they feel they
are part of the same group, they are more willing to be cooperative
(problem solve, compromise, and accommodate), whereas the
existence of two groups may itself increase competition. 1091
The level of concern for the other and the dual concern

2

model

1087

See

1088 See
1089

Druckman and Broome 1991 discussing the influence
e.g. Brown (1988); Turner (1987).

of emotion in negotiations and conflict.

Cf. De Dreu and Gelfand (2007).

z090 See Wit and Kerr (2002).
81 See
Chapter 2 on the characteristics

ofwhat people describe as ideal relationships'.
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A number of phenomena are found to stimulate cooperative behavior
in conflict management. First, cultivating a level of concern for the
other party can create a basis for cooperative approaches. 1092 Some
sources have observed that efforts to stimulate levels of concern call be
helpful in dealing with conflict, perhaps by calling on parties to take
each other's perspective. This process may help them to perceive the
other's concerns as legitimate and translate this understanding into a
constructive choice of conflict resolution style.
The Dual Concern Model is a model which provides insight into
the level of concern between parties. It indicates the link between
levels of concern for oneself and the other and implies that individual
conflict management stems from concern for self and concern for the
other party. 1093 The strength of concern necessary may vary as a
function of a particular conflict situation. 1094
3

Concern for other and power differences

The Dual Concern Model also indicates a correlation between power
and self-interest. 1095 For example, the availability of alternativeswhich creates power in a negotiation- strengthens the concern for
self. This tends to increase the chance of forcing or problem-solving,
1096
and decrease the chance of avoiding or yielding.
If there is a power imbalance between parties, the concern of the
more powerful tends to be decisive for their conflict management
style:097 The more powerful party may use his leverage to coerce the
other party. He may try to take advantage of his position to defend
his power advantage or even enlarge it. The other may try to obtain
1098
more power or choose an avoiding conflict management style.
'092

See Carnevale and Pruitt (1992); and Rubin, Pruitt, and Kim (1994).
See Blake and Mouton (1964) and Pruitt, Rubin, and Kim (1994); This model is widely embraced in
research on interpersonal conflict management as a theoretical framework.
'094
See Blake and Mouton (1964) and Pruitt and Rubin (1986: 4); See also De Dreu and Van Vianen
'093

(2001: 312) arguing that the problem of cooperation vs competition approach ofconflicts is that it ignores
the possibility ofavoiding and downplaying of the issue; See also Kolb and Bartunek (1992).
iws
See Bacharach and Lawyter (1981).
1096
See Bacharach and Lawyler (1981).
'097 See De Dreu and Van Kleef (2004).
'ms
See Giebels De Dreu en Van de Vliert (2000) noting in their experiments the efforts of the less
powerful party to deal with conflicts through problem-solving whereas the more powerful party was
passive and took the greater part of the cake.
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Finally, the perception of being the more powerful party may lead to
behavior that facilitates escalation. 1099
In contrast, parties who create a balance in power, or at least
discuss the imbalance and its possible impact, may prevent this from
undermining a successful conflict management process.
4

People's perception of a particular conflict and moods

Another factor that influences the style of conflict resolution people
choose in dealing with a particular conflict is how people perceive and
experience that conflict.11" A cooperative orientation towards conflict
helps parties resolve conflict cooperatively, whereas a competitive
1101
approach hinders it.

People with a cooperative view on conflicts tend to be openminded in discussion. This open-mindedness tends to result in better
decisions and a strengthened relationship. Such parties are more willing
to share information and process information.1102 A competitive view,
on the other hand, leads to avoiding open discussion or to an attitude

of fighting to win, which can make adequate conflict management
In practice, however, almost every situation is mixed,
meaning that it contains elements that may encourage both ways of
viewing a conflict. Therefore, some writers point out that a person's
general experience of a situation, either as competitive or cooperative,
is what counts. Others have found that parties negotiate more
constructively when they can decouple differences of opinion from
difficult. 1103

1104

opposing interests.
So, insight into their perceptions is a factor that may be used to
anticipate people's strategies in a particular conflict-either more
cooperative or more competitive.

1099 De Dreu and Van Kleef (2004) and Fiske (1992) discussing the effects
defensiveness.
"00
See perception Chapter 4, the social psychological perspective.

of naive realism and ego

"01

See Deutsch (1949).
See Steinel and de Dreu (2004) and De Dreu, Weingart, and Kwon (2000)
"03
See Tjosvold (1991; 1997; 1998) noting that cooperative conflict captures
1122

many benefits
and is the basis for constnictive conflict management.
"o4
See Druckman, Korper, and Broome (1986: 1988). See also
Tjosvold and De Dreu (1997).

of conflict
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Others have found that positive moo(is lead to more cooperative
1105 positive
emotional
behavior than neutral or negative moods.
experience facilitates open discussion of differences within a work
1106
team, which facilitates constructive conflict management.

5

Trust and similarity in beliefs and attitudes

in facilitating successful conflict
management. A certain level of trust and friendly attitudes make
conflict resolution easier and more effective. Parties may better
withstand conflict, although trust may also be the first casualty when
1107
conflict does arise as it can violate trust expectations.
Literature also identifies further phenomena that induce
cooperative conflict resolution processes, among them perceived
similarity in beliefs and attitudes, openness in communication, and
1108
sensitivity to common interests and enhancement of mutual power.
Such measures may be the foundation of a general cooperative attitude,
which is beneficial to conflict management.

Trust also has a role as

6

a measure

Readiness for constructive conflict management

When do people actually become ready to approach conflict
constructively? One important indication is that people are ready for
de-escalation of the conflict-the process of deflating escalation. Once
both sides realize that further escalation will harm both parties, they
are much more likely to be willing to negotiate for at least a settlement
of the conflict. However, as long as at least one side thinks it can win
de-escalation remains difficult to achieve.
The level of need for a rapid solution is another important factor,
and the influence of the context may also be taken into account (i.e.,
the presence of constituents that follow the process, the level of
power imbalance, and whether or not the parties like each other). They
"05

See Allred (1999) and Baron (1993).
"06 See Kay, Shapiro, and Weingart (2001).
"m On trust. see Chapter 4, under the economic perspective.
"M See
Deutsch (1973) and Deutsch and Coleman (2000: 28,29).
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may use the agreed upon terms as a checklist when selecting people to
include in the project team.

7
1

Recommendations
Create a strong relationship by encouraging concern for the
other.

2

Encourage constructive conjlict management: cultivate a
level of concern for the other, facilitate trust and create a
group feeling (engage in regular team building activities).

3

Build in de-escalation techniques in conflict resolution, such
as moving the conjlict resolution to another level within the

organization or agreeing on overarching goals.
4

Keep a balance ofpower between the parties.

5

Create awareness of the costs ofescalation.

6

Exchange information about how a conjlict is ecperienced to
anticipatefuture reactions to it.

7

Let people handle conflict who have a positive perception of
conjlicts and a positive attitude in general.

8

The recommendations applied

...

The parties agree that their first move in conflict resolution will be a
cooperative one. For example, agreeing on neutral ways to address a
conflict with the other party as soon as one of the parties experiences
an issue as a conflict is a way to foster cooperation. To stimulate a
constructive approach, they may encourage a positive view of Conflict
by rewarding the one who identifies and raises it with the other party.
Open communication and trustworthy behavior and interest in the
other's perspective and views may also be rewarded.
When addressing the conflict, parties may first analyze a conflict
and decide whether it consists of a difference of opinion or a
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divergence

of interest in order to decide on the best approach in terms

of

the effects on the relationship. The parties' choice is that the
neutral third party' s basic approach is to help disputants reach a
mutually satisfactory resolution. Parties also agree beforehand on the
rules used by parties and third parties when evaluating a conflict (i.e.,
the informal rules often applied in the construction industry). They
automatically agree that the choice is for directive third-party
intervention in situations where stakes are high, or higher than a certain

amount.

2.6

Building a conflict resolution system: Dispute System Design

in construction projects may agree together on the
characteristics of the their conflict management process, such as the
approaches, the timeframe of the process and subsequent steps, the
nature of third-party intervention, and the choice of neutrality and
Parties

1109

procedure.

However, for

parties to select the right forum and the

adequate procedure to resolve a particular conflict may be a difficult
1110
To deal with this, they may choose to organize a variety of
task.
available instruments and the different layers of conflict management
into a system. Such a system may be designed at the start of a project
and function as a guide leading the parties through a series of defined
steps. It can help them to be more effective in their conflict
management process. There is an important established and growing
literature on the design of dispute programs. It is generally referred to
as Dispute System
design."1111

Design (DSD) or "conflict resolution system

"0
Seee.g Epstein (1999) describing the successful use of a dispute system - referred to as "multi option
system" during the construction of Boston's massive Central Arterly/Harber Tunnel construction project
(the "Big Dig"); Bosch (2001) describing combinations ofADR forms at large projects in the Netherlands
-

and Hong Kong.
nm

of selecting

the adequate (ADR) procedure
the difficulty in
deciding upon a procedure and the influence of -defaults' in the market of dispute resolution services.
"" See Ury, Brett, and Goldberg (1988); Costantino and Merchant (1996); Costantino (1996b);
Bendersky (1998); Slaikeu and Hasson (1998); and Bingham and Nabatchi (2003). See also Gadlin in
Plamer and Killian (2003: 371-385); and Lipsky, Seeber, and Fincher (Jossey-Bass, San Francisco 2003).
Mnookin (1994: 125-132) discussing 'ad hoc' process design by neutrals in conflicts between two
See Sander and Goldberg (1994) discussing the process

'fitting the forum to the fuss.' See also Barendrecht and De Vries (2006) addressing

organizations; Susskind et al. (1999) describing system design in environmental conflict resolution in
which many stakeholders are represented in the design process. See also Van Zeeland, Kamminga and
Barendrecht (2006) describing a dispute system design effort between personal insurance companies,
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Scholars in this field focus on the various elements required and the
different steps parties subsequently take in conflict management. 1112
Collectively, the different stages parties go through and the different

styles they use are regarded as a "system." The main goal of system
designers is an effective conflict management system that combines
theoretical insights with practical experience to develop an adequate
conflict management application.1113 The aim of a conflict resolution
system, according to Ury, Brett, and Goldberg, should be "to design a
system that promotes the reconciling of interests, but that also
provides low-cost ways to determine rights or power for those
disputes that cannot or should not be resolved by focusing on interests
alone. „1114

Dispute system literature proposes to take the following steps
when developing a system. First, analyze existing conflict management
systems in a particular industry and then suggest measures to change
or improve that system.1115 Generally, these studies focus on three
basic questions: a) How does the existing system function? b) What
does an ideal conflict resolution system look like? and c) How should
it be implemented? The designers advise parties to take the following
steps in answering these questions.
1) Conduct a conflict and/or stakeholder assessment.
2) Ascertain system objectives and establish priorities among
them.
3) Develop the new system, working in concert with relevant
1116
stakeholders.
4) Implement the system, building in sufficient education and

training along the way.
5) Evaluate the system and modify in accordance with the
changing needs and objectives of the
organizational/institutional stakeholders.

victims organizations, and lawyer organizations injury claim handling initiated and led by the authors.
Bingham (2008b).
1112 See

e.g Bingham (2002; 2004); See also Conbere (2001);

"'3 Ury, Brett and Goldberg (1988) and Slaikeu (1998:
Mastenbroek (1991,63). See also Conbere (2001).
1114
See Ury, Brett and Goldberg (1993).
ms See e.g Bingham (2002a; 2004).
m' See Bingham (2004).

10). Procedures that make exploration easier,
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Parties in infrastructure projects may for instance decide when
designing a dispute resolution system, that the types of conflicts the
system needs to address are relational, task, legal conflicts or any of
the other kinds of conflicts distinguished in Chapter 6. They may
identify as stakeholders in the project the local residents, tax payers,
etc.

The objectives of the system may be related to the project goals
(meeting the planned construction time, construction costs, and
quality) and include as lower priority a high level of satisfaction with
process and outcome). This may be concretized in rapid and low cost
resolution.
The client and contractor may decide to give sub-contractors also a
say in the conflict management design.
When thinking of the ways in which the system will be
implemented in the project organization they cover the necessary
training to provide to their representatives, such as in adequate
communication, choice of communication channels, skills for conflict
identification and management, and mastering of negotiation styles.
Finally, in their evaluation of the DSD system they will consider
frequency and manner in which to evaluate the success of the system
(in terms of project goals: does it lead to cost savings as opposed to
existing ways of dealing with conflict, is the system adequately
used?).
1

Existing conflict resolution mechanisms in organizations

The DSD movement began when the study of existing conflict
systems in organizations led researchers to conclude they were
1117
Their experience in organizations often showed that
inadequate.
parties were dissatisfied with outcomes, transaction costs tended to be
high, and conflicts threatened the relationships between organizations
or within organizations. Empirical studies also indicate that disputants
within organizations have a strong preference for mediation rather than
1118
more fact and law based forms of dealing with disputes.
1117 See Ury, Brett, and Goldberg (1993).
"" See Lipsky and Seeber (1998a) (1998b) reporting on the

growing use of ADR in US corporations;
Bingham (2002a: 110); See also Bingham (1997) discussing the use and choice of mediation over lawbased approaches at the United States Postal Service.
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Scholars and practitioners have found that conflict management in
practice is strongly intertwined with the structure of the organization.

Existing conflict resolution mechanisms in organizations usually
consist of a system of written and unwritten rules, procedures, norms,
or programs.1119 The management of an organization and the layers of
hierarchy are regarded as part of that system.
Empirical studies indicate that an adequate organizational structure
and clear measurable goals may help prevent conflict. A number of
factors contribute to a structure that may prevent conflict, among
them clear goal formulations and planning (clear goals allow for
planning and clarity); flexibility (this limits friction and allows for
flexibility with deadlines or with capacity); and clear task definitions
(no overlap and clear separation).1120 Finally, information management
(adequate information on time at the right place) and management of
relationships are an important factor (task divisions, better
1121
communication, and integration).
Researchers have also found that when such systems are present in
organizations, they tend to deemphasize cooperative approaches to
conflict management. The problem recounted in this literature is that in
current conflict resolution systems in and between organizations, one
or both parties tend to deal with conflict either in an adversarial way
(referred to as a "fight" reaction) or by denying or avoiding conflicts
(referred to as a "flight" reaction).1122 At the same time, systematic
encouragement of collaborative approaches to conflicts remains lacking
according to many studies. 1123 Parties often fail to reconcile interests,
there are no internal procedures that encourage early resolution, and
there is a persistent shortage of adequate training.1124 Therefore,
negotiations stall easily and threats to commence litigation tend to be
seen as the only possible way to get out of an impasse.
Part of dispute system design literature focuses particularly upon
one of the main disadvantages of these non-cooperative responses:
1119

See Pondy (1989).

"m Cf. Fryer (2004; Robbins (2002).
1121
See e.g. Gailbraith (1997) on conflict management mechanisms in organizations.
1122 See e.g. Costantino and Merchant (1996: 7-18).
112
See Kagan (2001), Menkel-Meadow (1996).
1124
See e.g. Ury, Brett and Goldberg (1993: 21) for more details on factors that have effects on the
dispute systems that are used in a relationship.
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their cost. 1125 Denial of conflicts and appeals to higher authority to
solve them mean loss of time and energy spent in conflict resolution
and formulation of claims. There is also a high probability that
disputes will arise again in the future if they are not resolved
1126
properly.
In summary, when analyzing existing dispute systems, the first
steps in creating effective conflict management are: 1) being aware of
and thinking about the role of organizational structure and goals in
conflict management, and 2) analyzing this structure critically and
crafting a system that leads people away from a fight-or-flight reaction
and toward a more cooperative approach to conflict.

2

Principles for designing an effective dispute system

When analyzing and designing a system, the parties need to take into
account a number of principles. The following principles have been
adapted from the dispute system design literature mainly developed
1127
by Ury, Brett, and Goldberg.

a) Facilitate interest-based negotiations. Conflict resolution based
on interests provides more satisfying outcomes, more voice,

more sense of control, and lower transaction costs compared
to authority-based procedures such as litigation.1128 Also,
directions on how to use collaborative options before
appealing to higher authority should be offered. Procedures in
which this negotiation approach is applied include negotiations
and assisted processes such as mediation.
b) Build in 'loopbacks.' Encourage parties to loop back to
negotiations instead of embarking upon a power struggle. In
this way, information about rights and power can be used in

negotiation. Secure backup of interventions based on "rights"
1125 See also Lewicki (2006: 493-497) discussing other costs such as emotional damage, drained energy,
low levels o f satisfaction, damage to relationship, likelihood of conflict spreading and recurring.
1126 For the evaluation of conflict resolution systems, see Costantino and Merchant (1996: 10-11, 168186).
1127

Principles set forth by Ury, Brett, and Goldberg (1988). See also Brett, Goldberg, and Ury (1990),
Costantino and Merchant (1996), and Sheppard, Lewicki and Minton (1992).
1128
Ury, Brett, and Goldberg (1993: 46).
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and "power." Interest-based negotiation is not the ultimate
solution to all conflicts. Provide low-cost access to an
alternative means of resolution as a backup if negotiations fail.
Rights and power may be necessary to bring a conflict partner
to the negotiation table. Possible procedures include early
neutral evaluation, non-binding advice, med-arb, and (final
1129
offer) arbitration.
c) Consultation and feedback. Parties should announce their
intended actions in advance. They should also discuss their
actions with the other side before taking them. Post-dispute
analysis helps parties learn and prevent future conflict.
Establishing a forum for regular discussion may also be useful
(i.e., with infrastructure projects, a forum that analyses the
project to identify potential conflict issues before they arise).
d) Arrange procedures in a sequence from low cost to high cost,
ranglng from prevention (for example a notification and
consultation forum) to interest-based procedures, loop-back
procedures, and low-cost back-up procedures. Resolving a
dispute starts with negotiations by the parties themselves. If
that does not work, internal help may be called in, such as
mechanisms to assist parties in reviewing and using available
options (for instance with the help of dispute review boards);
then, informal external help (such as mediation) and, finally,
formal external help (higher authority courts, governmental
agencies) may be required. 1130
e) Provide knowledge, skills, and motivation. Parties need to have
the knowledge to use the system and be motivated to enter
into it and choose low-cost solutions.1131 This may be

provided by training of staff in communication, conflict
identification, and conflict management.
Other principles that can be derived from more recent studies
complete the list compiled by Ury, Brett, and Goldberg:
Brams and Merril (1983,1986); See also Ury, Brett, and Goldberg (1993: 56-58).
Slaikeu and Hasson (1998: 55-57).
See e.g. also Costantino and Merchant (1996: 134-149).

"29 See e.g

"30
1131

See
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f) Prevent disputes and make interventions easily accessible.
Instead of focusing on full-blown disputes, focus on creating
procedures to reveal conflicts early and resolve them in an
efficient manner1132 by, for example, using multiple access
points. Incorporate clauses into contracts providing that
disputes will automatically be "forwarded" to Alternative
Dispute Resolution or specifying other ways to solve
1133

problems such as dispute boards.
g) Involve all relevant stakeholders in the design.1134 Develop an
understanding of the problem with those affected and
interested. 1135 Participation in the development of the system
increases the chances that solutions will be durable. For
example, not only involving client and contractors

representatives, but also involving representatives of subcontractors and other project participants in the design
process

h) Give parties control. Parties should be allowed maximum
control in their choice of ADR method and selection of a
neutral person 1136 ,·
(i.e., letting parties pick procedures from a
*menu').
i)

Integrate the different conflict resolution measures at all levels.

Gear solutions to the culture, structure, and size of the
organization and build on existing options, which should be
1137
perceived as fair and preserve a certain level of choice.
Where the system contemplates third-party intervention, the
internal and external mechanisms should be aligned as well.

1132
1133

See Costantino and Merchant (1996: 125). See also Slaikeu and Hasson (1998).
See Lewicki (2006: 494). See also Costantino and Merchant (1996: 38).

1134 See e.g. Costantino (1996b), Bingham (2004: 221, 251), and Bingham (2002) (2004: 223-224)
illustrating the impact of who the designers are on the ADR processes, their purpose and the general
design; See Susskind (1999:38); see also Carpenter (1999: 90-93) discussing the general accepted
wisdom in negotiated rulemaking ofthe importance ofrepresentatives at the table; Laws (1999: 263-269).
"33 See Catter (1999: 61-66) and Costantino and Merchant (1996: 49,62).
1136
See Costantino and Merchant (1996: 132-133).
1137
See Slaikeu and Hasson (1998:63,79) sketching a template for all organizations to deal with conflicts
low cost (63). In general, this asks for clear policy, role, and responsibility selection (develop skills and
selection procedures based on them), education and training, support to encourage it, and evaluation (79).
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Diagnose, identify barriers, design, and evaluate the new
system

3

The client and contractor need to overcome institutional and
organizational barriers to conflict resolution that frustrate the
development or functioning of an effective conflict resolution system.
First, parties tend not to communicate enough to manage conflict
within an organization effectively and they may choose the wrong
communication channels when they do. For instance, they may
communicate only between members at higher levels of their
organizations or they may favor less direct channels such as mail or
speaking through representatives (agents) that do not share the same
interests as their clients. 1138
Another problem that DSD literature discusses is that often there
is no link between what an organization wants and stands for-its
mission-and its conflict resolution system. 1139 For instance, an
alliance organization formed by client and contractor may have a
cooperative way of dealing with conflict listed as a central goal, but
not have the necessary conflict procedures in place to realize it.
Another danger is that a system or certain rules may become too
rigid or too complex and, therefore, not ·provide the flexibility
necessary for effective conflict management.
Finally, difficulties may arise when procedures are perceived as
unfair or if there is too much reliance on administrative hearings. 1140
Parties that want to develop an adequate conflict management system
should anticipate and deal with the aforementioned barriers. Therefore,
identifying these barriers is an important phase in the design of a
conflict resolution system. The existing system may be analyzed by
asking questions such as what will happen and what steps people will
take when a conflict occurs. 1141
After the identification of barriers, a new system may be
developed. Dispute system designers perceive effective handling of
"38

"39

See

Arrow et al. (1995: 19 ff) and Lewicki et al. (2006: 108 ff).

See Slaikeu and Hasson (1998: 14-16).
"40
See Slaikeu and Hasson (1998: 11) and Gleason and Robins (1997) discussing the

perception of fairness ofprocedures in organizations.
114' See Ury Brett, and Goldberg (1993: 20 ff).

importance of
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conflicts such as focusing on the factors that cause conflict, not on the
actual conflict-for example, preventing opposing interests or
competing values from arising.
To work successfully, the structure must be aligned with the new
system. The general policy, roles and responsibilities, documentation,
selection, training support, and evaluation mechanisms should all be
aligned.1142 This may be done by training, the hiring policy,
restructuring the organization, introducing mutual goals, or by reducing
the interdependence between tasks (creating a hierarchy and making

buffers).
Furthermore, after a new system is introduced, regular evaluation
is recommended. The basic criteria for evaluating conflict resolution
systems most discussed in the literature are: transaction costs, parties'
satisfaction with outcomes, effects on the relationship (it may
strengthen or weaken it), recurrence of disputes (it is durable and
1143
Using these criteria
prevents new disputes), and procedural justice.
to compare the existing system to a new system under consideration
provides clues regarding its effectiveness.

4
1

Recommendations
Use and develop the conflict regulation mechanisms within

an organization.
2

Use steps of conflict system design when developing a

dispute resolution system:

a) Conduct a conflict and stakeholder assessment
b) Ascertain system objectives and establish priorities
among them.
c) Develop the new system, working in concert with
relevant stakeholders.
d) Implement the system, building in su#cient education
and training along the way.

1142
See Slaikeu (1998: 17, 107) listing documents that need to revised when implementing a conflict
management system such as contracts and work instructions.
1143 See Ury, Brett, and Goldberg (1993: 11). See also Welsh (2007: 165, 170) outlining the potential
benefits ofprocedural fairness.
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e)

Evaluate the system and modify in accordance with the
changing needs and objectives of the

organizational/institutional stakeholders.
3

Align an organization's conjlict management system with its
goals in selecting people, training, and creating the
organizational structure.

4

Encourage constructive conflict approaches and the use of
established procedures by making them known to everybody
and easily accessible.

5

Integrate the principles of conflict resolution system design
into the conjlict resolution system:

a) Facilitate interest-based negotiations,
b) Build in "loopbacks,"
c)

Provide for consultation andfeedback,

d) Arrange procedures in a sequencefrom low cost to high,

e) Provide knowledge, skills, and motivation,
j) Prevent disputes and make interventions easily
accessible,

g) Involve the stakeholders in the design,

h) Give parties control, and
i) Integrate the dgIerent conjlict resolution mechanisms at
all levels.

5

The recommendations applied...

After the selection phase, the client and contractor ask a conflict
resolution specialist to advise them on the design of a conflict
management system that supports their views. He interviews parties
on their goats and ideas for the project and advises them about their

collaboration process and how to align the conflict resolution system
to it. He drafts a framework that includes problem-solving as the
negotiation strategy and suggests mediation, arbitration, and med-arb
as third-party procedures the parties may choose from, depending on
the type of conflict. He adds a conflict evaluation grid to the system
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that helps parties to match a conflict with the most adequate
approach.
The parties' first step in conflict management is trying to resolve
their differences among themselves. After two weeks, the conflict
escalates to a higher level in the organization, and if parties fail to solve
1144
an issue after two more weeks, they involve an external third party.
Before the last step may be taken, the parties must discuss it with
each other. If the parties fail to agree, the specialist is available to
advise them (binding or not) on the steps to take when a particular
conflict has arisen.

1144

See Paley (1997).
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3 KEY FACTORS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
SUCCESSFULLY DEALING WITH CONFLICT FROM AN
ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVE
An economic perspective on conflict resolution yields insight into how
rational actors deal with conflicts and the incentives that influence
their decision-making process.
From an economic perspective, conflicts may be regarded as a
result of a failure in rational decision-making. Conflict is perceived as
the result of a bargaining failure 1145 or the result of information
asymmetry in situations where a bargaining range exists (a range of
1146
possible outcomes that benefit both parties).
In this section, we cover economic theories and findings that may
be applied in the context of conflict management. In the first
subsection, we discuss theories on the role of contracts in organizing
effective conflict management. The enforceability of contracts
encourages parties to live up to their promises. This makes contracts
an important mechanism for preventing conflict.
The economic analysis of civil litigation provides interesting
insights into the incentives to litigate or to settle.1147 The procedural
rules of the legal system influence and alter the incentive of parties to
file, settle, or litigate a dispute. Factors which influence rational parties
in their choice in conflict management are discussed in this subsection.
Another line of research that we address covers alternative systems
of conflict resolution which exist alongside the public legal system.
These systems are referred to as private legal systems. Empirical
research into these mechanisms shows the role these mechanisms may
play in conflict management. The main questions addressed in this
subsection are how these systems deal with conflict and when they
may be more efficient than the public legal system.

1145 Cf. P'ng (1983), Bebchuk (1984), and Wang, Kim and Yi (1994). Procedural rules may correct for
information asymmetry, for research into contractual settlement devices as settlement escrows, see Gerner
and Miller (1995).
1146 See also Cooter, Marks and Mnookin (1982) and Shavell (1993).
1147
See Spier in Polinksy and Shavell (2007: 264 ff).
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Finally, we address theories on the costs and advantages of the
involvement of third parties in conflict resolution. The main focus in
this subsection is on costs of alternative dispute resolution
procedures. We particularly address arbitration as it is the main
alternative form is used in business contracts such as those governing
the relationship between the parties involved in infrastructure
projects.1148 We address the possible advantages and downsides of
arbitration and its effects on the success of the bilateral negotiation
process between the parties.

3.1

The role of the contract and rules of legal procedure in

conflict prevention and resolution
The contract itself is an important element in decision-making during
conflict. As discussed in Chapter 5, economists point to contracts as a
1149
mechanism that makes rational actors lives up to their promises.
The fact that contracts may be enforced makes them conflictprevention and resolution mechanisms. The dispute resolution clause
in a contract may determine the steps parties need to take in conflict
management.

1

Contracts and conflict management: prevention and
resolution

From an economic perspective, the contract may be regarded as a key
to preventing and resolving conflicts. If conflict arises, the contract is a
tool that helps a party to enforce his rights and resolve a conflict. It
seems that the more a contract specifies what parties exactly agreed
on, the easier it is to prevent conflict. For instance, the more that the
goals of the contracting parties are well-specified, adequate
benchmarks and timeframes for completion are set, and partner
contributions are well-defined, the easier it will become to observe
failure to meet objectives and the more efficient it will be to enforce a
1148 See e.g. Born (1999) and Born (2007) discussing arbitration in an international context.
1149
See Chapter 5.
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contract with the help

of third

parties.1150 One can incorporate extra

incentives that encourage the parties to live up to a contract (i.e.,
agreeing on penalties in case of breach to be paid by the breaching

party).
However, as we discussed in Chapter 5, in practice, the role of
contracts as prevention and resolution mechanisms have their
limitations. 1151 Contract governance structures are not always clear,
and incompleteness of contracts can result in interpretation
differences.1152 As a result, although contracts are meant to limit the
chance of conflict, they may actually lead to escalation and aggravate
conflict.
In an attempt to deal with conflicts arising under the contract, most
contracts contain conflict resolution provisions. The cooperative
endeavor of the parties drafting such a provisions helps to minimize
the costs of dispute resolution. 1153 Generally, a procedure for conflict
resolution, often arbitration or litigation, is specified by the contract ex
ante. However, a limitation here is that, as discussed in Chapter 6, the
costs of enforcement may stand in the way of actually pursuing it.
Generally, litigation is rather costly and starting legal proceedings may
not always be worth the investment, depending on the issue at stake.
So, a clear and precise contract itself may prevent conflict to a
certain extent and the parties may, therefore, wish to include clear
conflict resolution provisions in their contracts as a backup.

Decision-making: to breach, to claim, and to litigate

2

Decision theory may assist parties making important decisions in the
conflict management process.1154 As discussed in Chapter 6, breach is
an important source of conflict. Whether a breach by one party will
1150 Presumably, more complete contracts also facilitate greater cooperation between partners, by setting
explicit expectations for firm behavior and forcing the partners to agree in advance on what each hopes to
contribute and achieve via collaboration, see Ryall and Sampson (2004).
1

151 See Chapter 6.

"52 See Chapter 5, under the economic perspective Section 3.2 and under the legal perspective Section
4.3.

ante specified by parties in a contract. Often depicted as a cooperative endeavour to minimize the
See also, however, Shavell (1995:
9) arguing that ex post it can still reduce the costs ofdispute resolution.
1154 See e.g. Spier in Polinsky and Shavell (2007a: 264 ff) on the decision to litigate.
1

153 Ex

costs

of dispute resolution. Most beneficial when agreed upon ex ante.
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actually result in conflict between the parties depends on the reaction
to the act of breach. It may be accepted by the other party or it may
lead to conflict.
To manage this uncertainty, parties may include measures in the
contract such as obligations to compensate damage incurred by a
breach of one of the parties. For instance, the parties may agree ex ante
on some form of compensation in case ofbreach. 1155
A clause in the contract that provides for compensation or a

penalty may prevent conflict; however, some uncertainty remains
about whether or not such measures will actually prevent a conflict. It
remains difficult to predict whether the promise's reaction to an act of

breach will be rational. A party may act irrationally or
opportunistically, or he may lose trust in his partner, which may
result in new conflicts and damage to the relationship and collaboration
process.

Decision theorists have developed models to aid in the analysis of
decisions and address this uncertainty. Economic analysis of litigation
provides different models for analysis of situations in and conditions
under which litigation is likely or not. Decision analysis is useful
because it forces the parties to think through all the factors, all the
possible choices and their consequences, and to think of the impact of
decisions on any later decisions.1156 This literature may be used to
evaluate the decision to start legal proceedings or to settle, the choice
for a judge or jury trial, the effects of the costs of proceeding at each
stage, and the influence of potential precedential and preclusive effects
of a judgment in current or future litigation on parties' decisions to
litigate or not. 1157 According to decision theorists, a self-interested
party should decide in such a way that minimizes his costs and
maximizes his benefits.
The more information parties have, the easier it is for parties to
make rational decisions, such as to settle a conflict by payment of

1155

De Geest and Wuyts (1999: 141 ff).

1156 Kaplow and Shavell (2004: 4).
See Kobayashi and Parker (2000); See also Spier in Polinksy and Shavell (2007: 164 ff.)

1157
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damages or to pursue compensation for an act

of breach. 1158

Precise

information upon which to base exact calculations is hard to obtain,
but an estimation of the consequences of breach can generally be made.
The more complete this information is, the smaller the chance that
conflicts will arise as the amount of information that is available gives
the parties insight into what may happen after an act of breach. 1159 iA
party needs to acquire information about the options, the probabilities
of the chance of events, and the pay-off or costs of those options.
1160
However, this information is often not readily available.
To be able to analyze this information and base a rational decision
on it, economists convert a problem into a standardized format: a
decision tree.1161 This helps them get a clear picture of the decisions
that are possible, their possible consequences, their probabilities, and
their relative importance. A rational actor takes the following steps:
1. The first step a rational party that considers breaching a
contract needs to take is to calculate and estimate the
probable consequences. He needs to weigh the chance that
the other party will file a claim after the breach.

2. If

he estimates the

other will do so, the next step is to

estimate the value of that claim.
3. Subsequently, if the other files a claim, the actor needs to
determine if the other is willing to settle or wants to go to
court.
4. In his calculations of the estimate of the value of the claim
and the willingness to settle, he must take into account the
expected value of the claim weighed against the probability
that it will prevail, multiplied by the expected award.
5. After the claim has been filed, he must also take into
account the marginal costs of proceeding to the next phase
in litigation.1162

"58

See Landes (1971); Gould (1973); and Posner (1973) for pioneering work in economic analysis of
litigation. For an overview, see Cooter and Rubinfeld 1989; See also Berkowitz (2003) and Bicchieri

(2006).
„39
1160

1161
1162

Daugherty (2000: 102-110) (on the role of information in settlement bargaining).
Kaplow and Shavell (2004: 26-30).
See Kaplow and Shavell (2004: 6).
See Kobayashi and Parker (2000: 3).
See

See
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6. A final factor a rational actor should consider is the effects
on future litigation-the precedential or preclusive effects.
In making his estimations about outcomes, a rational actor
has to include information on possible counter-strategies
based on what the other party has done in the past.
The chance that conflict will actually arise also depends on other
factors such as the applicable procedural rules, the costs of enforcing a
decision, and the level of risk aversion on the side of both parties.
Based on all this information, a party may decide on a strategy, for
1163
example, to settle or to litigate.
So, rational actors making decisions about matters which may
result in conflict should base their decisions on as much information as
they can lay their hands on and an estimation of the probable reactions
and outcomes of the other party's actions. Ideally, to maximize the
amount of information, the clients and contractors should discuss
these questions openly and inform each other about their actions so
that they may anticipate this behavior and optimally manage the
potentially negative consequences of conflict. For example, they may
form agreements on compensation or the application of settlement
mechanisms.

3
1

Recommendations
Incorporate adequate benchmarks into contracts such as
timeframes for completion and well-defined partner
contributions to reveal failure to meet objectives more

easily.

2

Be specijic in contracts about what to expect ofeach other in
terms of tasks and behavior and agree about penalties in

case of nonpedormance and compensation in case of
breach.

1163 See Nash (1950); See Daugherty (2000: 101
perspectives. See also Shavell (1982).

ff.) on settlement negotiation in game theoretic
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3

4

Calculate the likelihood of conflict, discuss how parties will
react to behavior which may cause conjlict, and share
information about conflict behavior.

The recommendations applied

...

Client and contractor choose specific benchmarks for quality and
milestones for planning which are incorporated into the contract. They
agree that '*acting in the best interest of the project" is their main
guiding principle in making decisions that may damage the interests of
the other party. They add examples to clarify this principle. They also
agree on evaluation methods and means of enforcement for the
contract. For example, a party whose actions cause a conflict must
explain why it was in the best interest of the project and why he did
not announce his intentions beforehand. Parties also agree not to file
claims at an early stage, but rather to employ other ways of addressing
differences of opinion or a divergence of interests. Informing the other
party about concerns and negotiating them is included as a mandatory
step before a claim can be filed. Parties mutually identify and list
tactics that each party regards as increasing the chance of conflict and,
therefore, damaging to their collaboration process. They also agree on
what they regard as opportunistic behavior.

3.2

Private legal systems and conflict management

Clients and contractors may opt for non-legal conflict management
systems. In some industries, these mechanisms function alongside
general public legal procedures. They are referred to as private legal
systems or private ordering.
The preferred conflict management mechanism in a certain
industry tends to be the result of the social structure of the situation in
which a disagreement arises. Arbitration is commonly used in
infrastructure projects and is often chosen instead of litigation. 1164

1164 See e.g. Fenn and Gameson (1992).
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1

Private ordering and reputation next to the legal system

Many industries have some kind of "private ordering" varying from a
small number of trade rules that apply in a particular sector to a
sophisticated private legal system.1165 In the latter situation, rules exist
that are in support of, and sometimes instead of, the rules of the
public legal system. These systems of behavioral rules may influence
contracting parties' conduct to the same extent as legal rules and
1166

contractual arrangements.
Empirical research carried out by Ellickson and, particularly,

Bernstein shows that trade rules facilitate the introduction of new
contract governance provisions in certain industries characterized by
long-term commercial and interpersonal relationships such as the
1167
Empirical findings show the use of
cotton and diamond industry.
internal group norms in dealing with and anticipating conflict instead
of state-enforced legal rules in these particular industries. 1168 These
mechanisms seem to function particularly well in industries (systems)
in which the actors know each other well, have worked together on
numerous occasions in the past, and will most likely continue to work
together in the future (closely-knit groups). Social norms even work
when third parties are involved. Researchers found support that the
notion of strong reciprocity also extends to the sanctioning behavior of
1169
Private systems may have an important
unaffected third parties.
role in maintaining collaboration and conflict management.
The advantage of private legal systems is that they generally
provide for low cost enforcement mechanisms. For instance,
reputation-based non-legal sanctions are an important conflict
management tool. Repeated interaction in groups results in the
development of a reputation. Parties active in these industries will try
to prevent getting a negative reputation. This makes reputation an
On private legal systems, see e.g. Bernstein (2001: 1726). See also Berkowitz (2003) and; Bicchieri
(2006).
1166 Rubin (1995: 118), Bernstein (1992), (1996), and Benson (1998 b, c, d). New rules for business
behavior are also likely adopted by judges See Benson (1999: 163 for references).
1167
See Bernstein (2001: 1742).
1168
See Bernstein (2001: 1742).
1169 See Fehr and Fischbacher (2004). See Feldman (2006) analyzing the use of state specialized courts by
close knit groups (the tuna industry in Japan).
1163
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important mechanism in conflict management. If a firm believes that a
good reputation influences future trading opportunities, it will refrain
from opportunistic actions that may lead to conflict. 1170
Bernstein's empirical research on closely-knit groups demonstrates
that among determinants of reputation in the industries she studied
are: prompt payment of debts, willingness to meet contractual
commitments, willingness to be flexible in day-to-day interactions,
willingness to renegotiate commitments when circumstances change or
adverse events occur, on time delivery, and meeting quality control
standards. 1171 Finally, starting formal conflict resolution or being sued
may also damage a party's reputation.
What may be derived from this literature on private legal systems
is that if a negative reputation has influence on future trade
opportunities, then these mechanisms will most likely also influence
contractual relationships in a less closely-knit group, such as the
international construction industry. So, the presence of mechanisms
from private systems may prevent conflict and encourage successful
conflict management.

2

Reputation and transparency

Empirical studies suggest that for reputation to be an effective conflict
1172
prevention mechanism, a high level of transparency is necessary
transparency both in the behavior of parties and in the criteria that
build or destroy reputations. Transparency may enhance trust and
encourage reputation effects (i.e., if it is apparent who competes
instead of cooperates and who follows procedures and meets
agreements).

The parties in infrastructure projects may learn from empirical
studies how to increase transparency. These studies consider measures
that parties take to provide transparency. For instance, transparency
about norms that apply in the cotton sector is pursued by publishing
arbitral awards and actively making sure that the rules of the business
'im See
Kreps (1990: 116); see also Klein and Leffner (1981).
mi See
Bernstein (2001).
1172 See e.g. Bernstein (2001).
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are known and understood by all parties. Furthermore, expectations
1173
are made explicit and non-cooperative behavior is constrained.

The legal system versus private legal systems

3

private legal system and a public legal system operating
alongside each other may also complicate conflict management,
especially when their rules do not agree.
Private legal systems may have some advantages over the public

Having

a

legal system. To some extent, a private legal system may be more
effective than the legal system. 1174 Industries have developed rules to
stimulate parties to live up to legally enforceable, but also legally
1175
Empirical research shows that
unenforceable commitments.
standards of business practice are not only used within trade
associations and other commercial groups, but are also the sources of
many basic rules under which contracts are drawn up and disputes are
arbitrated. A private legal system in an industry often provides a
separate dispute resolution procedure, which can make courts a
secondary form ofrecourse.
A striking difference between private and public legal systems is
that courts that apply a code often take into account the business
norms reflected in an industry such as usages of trade, where private
legal systems often do not. Courts do so to fill in gaps and interpret
contracts. According to empirical research, conflict resolution
mechanisms in private legal systems tend to stick to relatively
formalistic approaches and only seldom take into account elements of
the customary and contracting context when enforcing trade rules or
contract provisions.1176 One benefit of this adjudicative approach is

173
The industry that was studied provides this by: 1. drafting clear trade rules, 2. helping members know
and understand them, 3. changes being announced and publicized, 4. educating new members, 5.
promoting informal management of what is not regulated 6. publishing arbitration awards, and 7. defining
what is and is not acceptable business behavior, etc.; see Bernstein (2001: 1773).
1174
Cf Richman (2004) studying the effects of private ordering.
1175 See e.g Bernstein who studied the cotton industry and diamond industry--relatively small markets
where reputations are essential for future business, Bernstein (2001: 1761). They are especially useful
when margins are slim and have a high level of transparency.
1

1176

See Bernstein (2001: 1736).
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that it makes damages awards more predictable than those assessed by
1177
courts, which encourages settlement.
Government sanctions may interfere with these private
mechanisms. According to the literature, the application of public legal
rules may undermine the incentives created by private sanctions. 1178
Such *'crowding out effects" are discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
So, a complication of having a private system next to a public
system is that rules of private legal systems may be in competition
with public legal rules. A private system may either complete the
system of legal rules or be in competition with it. Parties may choose
private rules and sanctions to apply as conflict prevention mechanisms
alongside or instead of legal sanctions. When such rules conflict with
legal rules, parties must agree on which rules to apply and provide
transparency about them and their meaning.

4

Recommendations

1

Identib trade rules and translate and integrate into the
contract the applicable rules, business practice, customs.

2

Use reputation mechanisms as a conflict management
mechanism to enforce legal and non-legal promises such as
payment, jlexibility, and willingness to renegotiate a contract

in case ofchanged circumstances.

3

Discuss whether either legal rules or intervention by a court
apply, or if parties will instead rely on private legal systems
and reputation.

4

Identi potential crowding out el&cts when combining
contractual arrangements with private legal systems.

5

The recommendations applied

...

Client and contractor refer in their contract to non-legal sanctions that
they will apply in case of non-cooperative behavior or if promises are
"" See Bernstein (2001: 1743).
1178
See Benson (1989; 1995a, 1998), Ashe (1983: 42), and Bernstein (1992: 156).
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being breached. Expectations are made explicit about the nature of
behavior that will not be tolerated and the norms by which it will be
judged. Examples to illustrate it are keeping essential project
information for the other party and using competitive strategies in
negotiations. They agree to make this behavior transparent by making
the evaluation of each other's performance in conflict management

public after the project is finished. A third party may be involved in
the evaluation process to prevent strategic behavior and the influence
of power struggles which may arise if parties report on each other's
cooperation behavior themselves.

3.3

Costs

of third-party

interventions

and

arbitration

The possibility of easily accessible third-party interventions is often
regarded as an important incentive to prevent conflict. However,
resolving conflict with the help of third parties is also regarded as a
costly way of managing conflict with potentially negative side effects.
The extent and costs of third-party interventions affect the bilateral
conflict management. We address, in particular, the effects of
arbitration as a popular third-party conflict management form.
1

Costs and incentives

of third-party interventions

The possibility of legal actions affects the parties' behavior and may
prevent parties from behaving opportunistically and starting a conflict.
To be effective, a threat to involve third parties has to be convincing.
Here the costs of the available conflict management procedures is an
11
important factor, including application and information costs. 19 The
incentives have to be right and the procedures easily accessible. If the
cost of access to a third party is low, both financially and in terms of
barriers to entry such as administrative forms and a chance for swift
resolution, a threat is more convincing.1180 In other words, conflict
"99 Cf. Benson (1999).
"= See Axelrod (1984) describing the tit-for-tat strategy as being cooperative but reacting as the other
party does and testing it empirically as the strategy that best supports cooperation. See also Ury, Brett

and Goldberg (1993: 13-15).
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resolution by third parties may help prevent conflict particularly
when it is easily accessible and not too expensive.
On the other hand, third-party interventions may also have
disadvantages. The cost of conflict resolution by third parties may
easily grow and parties may be tempted to involve third parties
instead of trying to resolve a dispute through bilateral negotiations, or
they may use the prospect of bringing in a third party strategically.
As a result, some advise parties to create deliberate disincentives for
the use of expensive procedures. Examples of such measures could
include requiring arbitration to be conducted in the language and
country of the partner firm not bringing the dispute. This principle is
used, for instance, in the case of cross-border joint development
alliances. 1181

Another disadvantage of third-party intervention is that courts and
sometimes even arbitrators have difficulty inferring the intentions of
parties to a contract and, therefore, legal enforcement is often suboptimal when compared to private resolution. 1182 Another way to
prevent costly conflict resolution may be to involve a third party in
facilitation of negotiations. Such an individual may help prevent
parties from abandoning negotiations when there is still a viable
bargaining range.

Conflict resolution should, therefore, be accessible but cost little.
Parties may organize the availability of third-party interventions in
such a way that parties are encouraged to solve issues through the use
of a low-cost procedure, with the use of expensive procedures as a
final option.
2

Arbitration: advantages compared to litigation

What procedure is best from an economic perspective-arbitration or
litigation? Economic research has been carried out on what happens
when parties choose arbitration instead of legal proceedings.
Particularly in international contracts, arbitration seems to be the

"8' See Benson (1999).
1182
See Crocker and Masten (1991: 71).
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preferred procedure of conflict resolution. Often, it is the sole recourse
in the event of disputes. 1183
One argument from economic literature in favor of arbitration is
that due to the specialization of arbitrators there is less risk ofjudicial
error than there is in legal proceedingS. Arbitration is regarded as
faster, less formal, less information-intensive, less expense, less
adversarial, and, therefore, more likely to bring about the continuation
of a mutually-beneficial relationship. 1184
Another important advantage the literature identifies is that parties
can choose to solve issues under customary law or trade association
rules rather than under the statutes or precedents of a nation's public
legal system. This allows the parties to replace possibly conflicting
national laws with commonly accepted trade rules. 1185 A Contract can
specify the applicable rules grounded in business practice or custom
rather than contract law, statutes, and precedents. 1186 In the area of
contracting arbitration, this is an important factor that influences the
contents of contracts alongside court precedents and statutes. 1187 SO,
arbitration provides parties with low cost conflict management and
there is more creativity concerning the choice of applicable rules.
3

Arbitration: possible downsides

However, there is some debate on other characteristics of arbitration.
Some critics point out that parties may frustrate the process as there
is always the possibility of refusing to accept the arbitrators' ruling. In
those cases, the party wishing to benefit from the ruling must seek
judicial enforcement. 1188 Others, however, point out that accepting an
unfavorable arbitration award carries with it the long-term reward of a
reciprocal commitment by trading partners to accept low-cost
1183

e.g., alliance contracts studied by Ryall and Sampson (2003: 14 ff).
See Benson (1999: 94) and Benson (1989).
See David (1985: 138) and Cf. Fuller (1981: 227-228).
"s6 See Lew (1978: 585).
":7 See
Rubin (1995), Benson (1989), Bernstein (1992; 1996). For research, see Lew's (1978: 582-583).
Arbitrators refer to international commercial customs. Trakman (1983), Benson (1992b),and Bernman
1184

1185

and Dasser (1990: 3).
1188 See e.g. Willoughby (1929: 56), Landes and Posner (1979: 247), and Shavell (1995: 3) Then the
awards will have to be acceptable to judges (Benson 1999: 105).
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arbitration and abide by rulings that go the other way in future
disputes. Still others claim that judicial enforcement is necessary for
arbitration to be viable, or that arbitration is simply a compromising
process.1189 What may be derived from this is that parties should come
to an agreement as to how they perceive arbitration. To prevent
arbitration proceedings from becoming a way to delay a conflict
resolution process, they may agree to make the rulings of an arbitrator
binding.
Bias by arbitrators is another issue on which there is debate. 1190
Some argue that the procedural devices for the choice of arbitrators
prevent biases. 1191 Selection mechanisms are suggested to overcome
such problems. Examples include random selection, rotating selection,
selection by a third party, or a pre-screening followed by parties
vetoing names until only one remains. 1192 In other words, parties may
have to choose a selection mechanism to prevent disputes about the

arbitrators' neutrality.
4

Arbitration versus bilateral conflict resolution

There is also debate about the effects of arbitration on negotiations
between parties. Some see it as a bargaining tool. When costly,
arbitration can induce the other party to negotiate 1193 as high costs
may discourage arbitration and encourage negotiated settlement. When
costs are imposed on bargainers, negotiating a settlement is made more
attractive. Others focus on the chilling effect arbitration may have on
negotiation. Empirical research indicates that arbitration tempers
negotiations. 1194 Parties may become reliant upon it and refrain from
"89 See Benson (1999).
"90 On arbitrator selection and bias, Mabry et al. (1977: 83). Landes and Posner (1979: 254). It seems that
bias can be overcome by an adequate selection process, e.g., by having a competitive pool or by a preapproved list ofarbitrators, Bernstein (1992: 124-125).
"9'
Unlike judges, they are specialized in a type of dispute. They are knowledgeable specialists who
render a decision more quickly and with less information transfer to disputants. They are less likely to
make errors and the procedure is usually less costly. Competition between arbitrators may be guaranteed
by mechanism of VETO power in art)itrator selection, which will reduce the chances of bias, see Benson
(1999).

"92 See e.g. Bloom and Cavanagh (1986: 409). This may be done based on a list of rdsumts.
"„ See
Stevens (1966) and Benson (1999: 176).
„94
A source o evidence is the so-called 'narcotic effect' o arbitration and third-party dispute resolution
in general, Kochan and Baderschneider (1978: 431).

f

f
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1195

Empirical evidence suggests ways to overcome this
chilling effect. 1196 In the diamond industry, for example, parties who
want to submit a dispute to arbitration must first participate in a
conciliation proceeding before a conciliation panel that attempts to
help the parties negotiate a settlement. Parties should, therefore, be
aware of these effects in deciding when to use arbitration.
When bargaining costs are high, arbitration becomes relatively more
attractive because arbitrators are expected to search for efficient
1197
solutions to a dispute rather than simply splitting the difference.
For instance, Final Offer Arbitration (FOA) (an arbitration form that
requires the arbitrator to make a straight choice between the parties
positions) constrains such a search and this makes it less attractive and
more costly than conventional arbitration.1198 It appears that FOA
increases the probability of settlement.1199 So, both the level of
bargaining costs and the nature of the arbitration process seem to
influence the likelihood of a bargained outcome.
All in all, parties must carefully weigh the financial advantages
against the potential threats for the collaboration process. Parties may
do this by providing for arbitration only for certain kinds of conflicts.

negotiating.

5

Recommendations

1

Use third parties and have incentives available to stimulate

elficient handling ofpotential conjlict situations and keep
costs low.

2

To create a preventive efect on conjlict resolution, make

proceedings swift and low cost.

3

Keep bargaining costs low to prevent chilling efects of
third-party procedures such as arbitration.

experience and
1193 However, such effects are not without discussion, see Currie (1989: 378). The more
the more use, the less parties try to negotiate an agreement, especially when transaction costs of
negotiation are high. See Benson (1999: 182-183) for an overview and references.
1196 Bernstein (2001) discusses mechanisms to encourage negotiation without raising the cost of

arbitration).
119' See Benson (1999: 181).
", See Farmer and Pecorino (1998) for an analysis of final-offer arbitration.
199
See Feuille (1975), Neal and Bazerman (1983), and Ferbar and Bazerman (1989).
1
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4

6

To overcome problems ofneutrality and bias, use objective
selection mechanisms of third parties.

The recommendations applied...

The parties choose final-offer arbitration as an easily accessible form
of third-party intervention after negotiations have taken place and
after determining if, in the conflict at hand, arbitration is the best
approach. Parties base the latter conclusion on the advantages and
disadvantages of arbitration, particularly from a collaboration
perspective. The criteria they use includes the level of bargaining costs
and the clarity of the parties' intentions concerning the subject of
conflict. Prescreening and a vetoing system are used as mechanisms to
guarantee objective third party selection.

4

FACTORS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SUCCESSFULLY
DEALING WITH CONFLICT FROM A LEGAL PERSPECTIVE

Legal scholars study the rules the legal system provides for bringing
disputes to court and the rules it provides for resolving them, along
with the legal institutions parties may use in doing so. The legal

system provides parties with a framework of rights and obligations. It
gives them a platform to defend their rights and a procedure to enforce
them, (i.e., courts and legal proceedings). The help of legal
professionals, such as lawyers, is often required as the legal system is
rather complex.
The contract is a first tool of conflict management, as discussed
under the economic perspective. This may prevent conflict. If parties
fail to regulate an issue, contract law provides a default allocation of
rights and duties or encourages the parties to find a solution
themselves.1200 The most common approach to conflicts when parties
fail to negotiate a solution and resolve the issue is to file a claim and
start legal proceedings. The legal system provides a framework and
'm° See Craswell (2000)· See also the economic perspective.
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1201
via statutes and
supports several options for resolving conflicts
procedural law. There are some limitations to the legal system which
has encouraged the development of alternative procedures we address
in this section.
This section addresses theories on the different levels on which
conflicts may be resolved. First, we discuss conflict resolution by the
parties themselves (negotiation with or without assistance of
professionals such as lawyers). The issues addressed here are the
support the legal system gives parties in resolving their disputes, the
legal system's effects on the collaboration processes, the role of legal
norms in resolving conflicts, and the role of lawyers in conflict
resolution.
The second subsection deals with the next step collaborating
parties may take when negotiations have failed: going to court,
arbitration, or using other third-party procedures. The central
questions here are: Do legal and other proceedings provide
constructive conflict management? And, which procedure best
facilitates the continuation of a successful collaboration process?

4.1

The legal system and conflict resolution by parties

The legal system provides parties with ways to deal with conflict,
and these, in turn, influence people's choices in conflict management.
What direction does the legal system give parties in resolving their
disputes and what effects on collaboration may this have? Is this
direction constructive?

1

Steps in conflict resolution: negotiations and legal
proceedings

Negotiation to try to resolve a dispute can be defined as the first stage
of conflict resolution. In the case of a legal conflict, negotiation is the
initial step in the resolution process. It may be done by parties
1201 Law has the function of channeling behavior (i.e. by tort law). In contract law, the role is mainly one
of providing background rules, leaving parties free to transact as they wish. See Kaplow (2000: 502,514).
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independently on a bilateral basis, or during legal proceedings with
facilitation and encouragement ofjudges (settlement negotiations). 1202
Negotiations take place when a conflict has arisen, both before and
during court proceedings.1203 The initiation of legal proceedings is the
second stage. One important question for parties to ask themselves is
when to stop negotiating on a bilateral basis and involve a third party,
(e.g., to go to court or ask for a ruling). 1204
2

Legal system and lawyers as guides in conflict
management

The legal system provides some direction for parties seeking to resolve
their differences. It may shape conflict management behavior by

providing norms. Legal principles, rules, precedents, statutes, and, in
particular, contract law and the contract itself also provide guidelines
for parties.1205 Most conflict resolution occurs *'in the shadow of the
civil justice system."1206 It can be used to support one's point in a
conflict. For example, sources of conflict such as parties'
responsibilities and liability are usually covered somewhere in the
contract. In this way, the contract helps parties in their negotiations.
Lawyers also guide parties in their conflict management
process. 1207 Their role is-from a legal perspective--essential in
conflict resolution. They usually provide help to one side to reach
agreement, limit risks in drafting a contract, settle a claim, or assist in
solving conflicts. They give a party advice about the case and which
conflict approach to take based on their knowledge and predictions

1202
Cf. Kupfer Schneider (2002) (studying lawyers negotiation styles and their effectiveness and
supplying empirical support indicating that more than half of the negotiators behave in an integrative
manner).
1203
The latter may end up in a settlement or in legal rulings by a judge or arbitrator. See Chapter 7.
1204
See Chapter 6 and 7 under the legal perspective. See also Mnookin et al(2000).
1203 See also Chapter 4. A precedent can be seen as a conversion of a standard into a rule and, thus,
provide a statement that will guide future behavior and govern future adjudication. Kaplow (2000: 511).
1206
See Bingham (2004: 323) (referring to Galanter); Galanter (1988) (2001); See also Cooter, Marks and
Mnookin (1982) (making a similar point with reference to negotiations between parties calling it
"bargaining in the shadow of the law").
1207 See e.g Costatino and Merchant (1996) (discussing the roles of lawyers as consultants in dispute
design).
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about what a judge may rule if it were brought before him.1208 If
parties fail to resolve their disputes among themselves, a lawyer is
often needed to gain access to a court.
A lawyer is particularly indispensable in complex cases as the law
itself often does not give clear answers. Contract law is relatively open
and abstract and often clear criteria to solve issues are unavailable. 1209
Case law gives some direction, but often only in specific cases. As a
result, the law does not always provide clear incentives to guide
parties in their behavior.1210 The same counts for contracts. In complex
situations, there is often more than one possible interpretation of a
contract term. Parties can often settle when issues are simple and
damages are relatively low, but if issues are more complex and damages
are more severe, they often require full consideration by a neutral
1211
expert, such as an arbitrator or ajudge.

3

Contracts and conflict management

Contracts do not always provide clear solutions. They are a picture of
the relationship at a given time and are subject to change. 1212 After all,
parties' interests evolve over time and with their knowledge level. In
such a situation, contracts may not facilitate the prevention or
resolution of conflict and may even complicate it.
Most decisions about the way conflicts will be dealt with are made
during the formation of the contract. However, when a conflict arises,
parties often may not recall the exact ideas behind the contract terms.
Moreover, conflict resolution provisions in particular tend to stay
rather vague. They often do not specify what steps parties should
take, but rather refer parties either to arbitration as a means of conflict
resolution or to the applicable law. A clear low cost and easily
accessible procedure is often not accounted for. 1213
See Folberg Golan (2006) (providing an overview of literature on the roles of lawyers in conflict
resolution). Also, Mnookin et at. ((2000)
12M
Legal uncertainty due to standard-like measures as opposed to rules which are more specific, Kaplow
(2000: 513).
1210 On the role of law as providing incentive to control parties behavior, see Kaplow (2000: 513).
1211
By economists perceived as inefficiency. See also Daughety (1999: 96 fi).
1212
Cf. Fleerackers (2000).
1213 See the economic perspective ofthis Chapter for more detail.
1208
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In short, the law provides guidance, but guidance that is often not
adequate, particularly in the context of complex issues. Parties may
then need the help of lawyers. Even with their help, when conflict

resolution has not been paid specific attention in the contract,
resolution may still be a complicated matter.

4

The legal system and competitiveness

The legal system not only provides insufficient direction, it may also
trigger adversarial behavior. 1214 Moreover, going to court is often risky
and may not be in line with the actual preferences of parties in conflict
resolution.
It may encourage parties to take uncompromising positions and
not share information that may weaken one's position in court.
However, the fact that a party first needs to summon his contract
partner to meet his obligations and give him the opportunity to
perform before he may use legal proceedings to enforce a contract or
ask for damages may be perceived as an attempt of the contract law
system to encourage parties to resolve conflicts cooperatively.
Other factors that contribute to competitive behavior are
psychological effects affecting decision making by people and their

lawyers. Biases may strengthen a competitive approach during
preparations for legal proceedings. Research indicates that parties and
their lawyers tend to be too optimistic about the outcome of a
1215

procedure.

Finally, parties' "negotiation power" can also have important
influence on the choice to litigate.1216 Does a party have enough
resources, expertise, and information to go to litigation? Substantive
legal entitlements affect disputants' bargaining power and, thus,
influence the outcomes of dispute resolution. The legal rules governing
settlement behavior and many of the rules governing the adjudication
1214
See also Menkel Meadow (2003) (discussing the question how to get from legal disputes to conflict
resolution). Also, Holder (2005).
05 See the effects of overconfidence the social psychological perspective in Chapter 4.
1216 See Lax and Sebenius (1986: 250, 255 ff) and Lewicki et al (2006: 175 m Five power resources
among which information and expertise or access to them, French and Raven (1959), Kennedy (1998:
91), and Yukl (1998: 178).
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process also nominally influence the parties dispute resolution
activities. 1217
In short, parties may try to prevent legal proceedings as by
actually using the legal system, the parties' chance of applying a
cooperative approach to conflicts diminishes.

Conflict resolution and lawyers

5

The involvement of lawyers in conflict resolution is often necessary,
but may also cause further problems. Lawyers are necessary to the
process as public law becomes more and more important in business.
In practice, lawyers are usually involved in drafting contracts,
litigation, and arbitration.1218 As a result of their training in dispute
resolution through the legal system, lawyers may tend to oppose nonadjudicative approaches to conflict management. 1219 Empirical
literature on construction projects suggests that the increasing
involvement of lawyers leads to more litigation, more appeals of court
1220
decisions, and higher costs.
The parties, on the other hand, are more familiar with non-legal
mechanisms such as custom in an industry and standard business
practice in their particular area of transactions. As discussed in the
economic section, these mechanisms may perform just as well as the
legal system, and, under certain circumstances, even better. 1221 Parties
would, therefore, be well-advised to instruct their lawyers about their
expectations for the conflict resolution process and by what rules they
prefer to govern their collaboration process.
So what may be derived from this subsection is that the guidance
parties obtain from the legal system, contracts, and lawyers in an

effort to resolve disputes out of court not necessarily lead to
successful conflict management. In fact, following their guidance may
even frustrate cooperative bi-lateral conflict resolution. Therefore, the
1217

See Korobkin (2004).

for statistics Auerbach (1983), Bernstein (1992: 156).
Ditzer (1991: 166, 167)
.
See Kritzer (1991: 169) and Ashe (1983: 42); Charny (1990: 388, 403-405) when state-invoked
sanctions are available, parties' demands placed on formal contracts are increased. If only reciprocities
and private sanctions apply, less formality is required.
1218 See

1219 See

mo

122'

See Chapter 4.
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parties must decide carefully when to rely on these mechanisms for
assistance in conflict resolution, and when to make supplement
arrangements.

6
1

Recommendations
Take the general framework the legal system provides into

account, but define how to proceed in case ofconflicts in
more detail in the contract.

2

Pick conjlict resolution mechanisms carefully by having a
specific conflict resolution procedure in place that allows
tailor-made approaches to conjlicts instead of relying
exclusively on contract terms concerning the substance to
resolve complex conflict.

3

Be specific in the contract about how to deal with well known
or high impact conjlict issues so that court inteiference is
not necessary.

4

Decide in individual situations what is the most constructive
way of conflict management based on an objective analysis
of the case.

5

Agree on the situations in which legal rules will apply and

which will be governed by customs, and involve lawyers on
both sides ofthe decision-making process.

7

The recommendations applied...

After the tender phase, the client and the selected contractor agree on
and take time to draft a detailed conflict resolution clause. They draft a
term that consists of the steps parties should take as soon as a conflict
arises, starting with what parties themselves may do and continuing
with the appointment of third parties and their roles. During the
drafting process, they take the legal system and the guidance it
provides as a framework that parties fill in to accommodate their
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wishes. In that way, they create their own set of rules and procedures
to resolve a conflict themselves and also establish a framework for

if

parties do not
succeed in reaching a settlement. Lawyers assist them in deciding on
the various procedures of conflict the parties may choose from once a
conflict arises.

third parties who may have to rule on the case

4.2

Legal proceedings and other conflict resolution forms

A next step the collaborating parties may take after bilateral
negotiations have failed is involving a third party by going to court,
arbitration, or other ADR procedures. Relevant issues are the effect of
legal and other proceedings on successful conflict management and
what form best facilitates collaboration.
1

Legal proceedings

Parties in legal proceedings may have as their goal securing an actual
verdict, or they may try and settle at some time during the
proceedings. Settling--especially when done before proceedings-has
the advantage of being cheaper, faster, and conducted by the parties
themselves, thereby keeping their fate in their own hands. For
example, parties agree on the amount of damages rather than a judge or
third party assigning that value. 1222

However, filing a suit may also be used as a negotiation strategy. It
may be used to put some pressure on the other party to perform or
refrain from certain behavior. The costs of legal proceedings may
stimulate settlement and may be used as a means to put financial
pressure on the other party. Power games may also be played. So,
legal proceedings may be a way to resolve a conflict, but also a
strategic move that is not made to safeguard a successful collaboration
process, but rather to gain the upper hand in a conflict.

1222
Other advantages are that there are no transaction costs
the dispute not necessarily goes public.

of legal

proceedings, no loss

of reputation as
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2

Advantages and disadvantages of legal proceedings

The law provides for adversarial court proceedings as means of public
conflict resolution. The question is if adversary adjudication is always
the best model. Do the traditional principles always apply71223 Is is
likely that adversary adjudication fosters disputes rather than
minimizes them. 1224 According to literature, the adversarial process is
an especially poor method for handling issues between parties who
must continue to deal with each other after the dispute. Judges have
limited remedial imaginations: guilt or innocence, injunction and
monetary damages, and past-oriented verdicts for one side or another.
Jurisdictions of courts to craft remedies and solve problems are limited

by legal principles and by procedure. However, for hearing the
strongest possible arguments the process is valuable. Arbitration is an
alternative often used in construction contracts. These procedures may
have advantages over court proceedings; however, they also often turn
out to be rather adversarial.
There are some barriers to overcome before parties actually see a
judge. Legal proceedings are much more regulated than legal
negotiations. 1225 Strict formalities and terms are attached to the
proceedings. There is procedural law that provides rules for solving
conflicts through legal proceedings and arbitration. 1226
On the other hand, the law also provides several tools that help
parties in making their point clear and putting pressure on the other
party to perform. In general, parties must first try to negotiate and
then must assert a claim and summon the other party to perform or
pay damages.1227 Only then is there an ability to sue and use legal
proceedings to get a legal judgment.
1223
To decide whether it is suitable, the conflict resolution should be evaluated. This can be done by
looking at its: a) ability to resolve issues so as to avoid disputes; ability to determine the truth; and to
minimize the sum of error costs, direct costs and process benefits.
1224
Cf. Menkel Meadow (1995,2005).
1225

1226

See Chapter 4 under the legal perspective.
See Kobayashi and Parker (2000) (on procedural rules

(mainly on the effects of such rules on the
incentives of potential and actual litigants).
1227
First there is a notion of non-performance. Parties must be giving the opportunity to pay/perform, tell
what you want and when. One needs to claim, what does one want performance or damages, need to ask
for performance. Let know what you do and what you expect the other to do. Thus, giving a last change
to reply.
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One disadvantage

of legal proceedings is that

the legal system does

not offer direction as to how to resolve a conflict in the best way or
how parties should deal with each other in order to create enduring
collaboration. A legal procedure focuses narrowly on what the law is
and what parties' rights are instead of on solving a conflict in such a
1228
Another
way that collaboration between them is preserved.
disadvantage is that procedures may take a long time and are
expensive. Extensive fact-finding proceedings and additional elements

of legal procedure such

as hearing witnesses, expert opinions, etc., are
expensive.1229
Thus, the legal system provides
time consuming and
barriers as well as some footholds for parties that want to go to court.
Although it is meant to provide parties with a chance to resolve their

differences, due to its characteristics, it may frustrate a collaboration
process.

3

The alternative to legal proceedings: ADR

ADR forms are much less regulated and more flexible. They can be
agreed upon and stipulated in a contract. The private sector offers a
wide variety of specialized dispute resolution options. Arbitration
allows for more tailor-made solutions. Mediation is a conflict
1230
Binding advice
resolution procedure with flexibility and creativity.
is another option. These forms are introduced to solve conflicts faster
1231
and in less cost-intensive ways than through legal proceedings.
However, as they are not always well regulated by statutes they must
be regulated in more detail by parties themselves.
Empirical research also encourages reliance on ADR. The research
referred to previously indicates that litigants are less satisfied with
processes in which they take no real part and more satisfied by ones in
which they could participate. People in conflict also generally seem to
See Buhring Uhle (1996: 220) Parties will show positional behavior. l'he competitiveness of the
proceedings has negative effects on cooperation.
1229 What also does not help is that information obtained during negotiations can often not be used in
1228

Court
1230 See e.g. Goldberg, Sander

Rogers (1999) for an overview of advantages and disadvantages of
mediation and arbitration.
123' Parties will agree to arbitrate if both are better off. If lower process costs or greater deterrence benefits
them more than litigation. When they anticipate litigation to perform poorly, they are most likely to agree
to arbitrate.
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prefer settlement over the verdict of a judge.1232 The aforementioned
conflict resolution forms are more flexible and involve parties more
and, thus, better live up to people's procedural preferences. 1233 In the
large category of contracts, arbitration is the preferred method of
conflict resolution. 1234

4

Recommendations

1

Use the instruments procedural law provides to encourage
the other party to live up to their duties.

2

Beware of the potentially negative elTects of strategic use of
the legal system.

3

Use alternative means ofconflict resolution when possible,
as they are more jlexible and better suited to the wishes of
parties, and use legal proceedings when theframework they

provide and theirformalities are needed.
4

Opt for procedures thatfacilitate settlement and allow for

tailor-made solutions.

5

The recommendations applied...

Parties agree on the alternative means of conflict resolution they want
to use. The first choice always is the procedure in which parties have
maximum influence. The advantages of a lawsuit may be incorporated
in those proceedings whereas the downsides may be left out. For
example, the requirement of first having to summon the other partyor rather negotiate with him-involves making very clear what the
conflict is about from one's perspective and listening to what the other

e.g. Resnik (2002) on litigant preferences for process and judicial preferences for settlement.
Parties in most situations like to have control more than being dependent on what a third party
decides, see e.g. Resnik (2002) and Lind, E. Allan and Tom R. Tyler (1988).
1234 See e.g. Lew's (1978: 589); Casella (1992; 1) and Berger (1994: 12) claiming that about 90 percent of
all international trade contracts contain arbitration clauses in the early 1990s, especially in international
commercial contracts, 80% and growing, (See Benson for references p. 159).See also Auerbach (1983:
113). See also Chapter 7 under the social psychological and economic perspectives.
1232 See
1233
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side has to say before a third may be involved. The strict terms may
be used to prevent endless deliberations and delay as well.

5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter, we have surveyed cooperation literature to identify
factors that help parties to manage conflict successfully. We focused
on the factors (techniques) available to the parties to prevent conflicts,
factors that influence the process of conflict resolution, and factors
that influence peoples reaction to conflict (in conjunction with the
previously mentioned factors in Chapter 4).
Factors influencing conflict management we addressed under the
social psychological perspective include: choices in kinds and levels of

conjlict management (passive, active, one sided, two sided, three
sided); conjlict resolution style; third parties (roles and interventions,
procedures); use ofdispute system. The factors influencing the process
of dealing with conflict from the economic perspective include:
contracts (contents and dispute resolution clauses); non-legal conflict
management systems; The factors influencing the process of dealing
with conflict from the legal perspective include: the tools the legal

system provides for parties to deal with conflicts (norms during legal
negotiations and legal proceedings); ADRforms.
The factors that influence reactions to conflict we discussed under
the social psychological perspective include: expectations of con#ict
management processes; peoples' preferences for a certain approach;

the nature of the relationship; concern for the other party; the
perception of the conflict at hand: and the moods of the parties
involved; The factor that influences reactions to conflict we addressed
under the economic perspective are rational actors tendencies in
dealing with co71#ict; The main factor that influences reactions to
conflict we highlighted under the legal perspective is lawyers' guidance
in conjlict resolution.
Social psychologists have distinguished several variables that
influence the course of a conflict management process when choosing a
conflict management approach. For a successful conflict management
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process, the approach of the parties in conflict may vary on a scale
from passive to active conflict management based on the kind of
conflict, and the preferred approach strongly determines what
instruments and steps are appropriate to take in a conflict.
The parties may want to opt for the two-sided approach as the
preferred approach as it tends to lead to more highly-valued outcomes
and greater satisfaction when compared to conflict management on the
two other levels. Gaining some basic knowledge of the variety of
options in conflict resolution allows the parties to discuss the options
together and subsequently choose the desired level.

The conflict resolution style that is used in dealing with conflict is
another variable. The best known schema identifies five basic
negotiation or conflict resolution styles that people tend to choose:
competing, problem solving, yielding, compromising, and avoiding.
Each of the styles have different effects on the conflict management
process depending on the kind of conflict (as discussed in Chapter 5).
Having insight into the characteristics of the conflict and the
characteristics and consequences of those styles will enable the parties
to optimally organize the process of conflict management for
particular kinds of conflicts. Depending on the urgency of an
intervention, the importance of the conflict matter at hand, and the
type of the conflict (difference of opinion, divergence of interest, or
relational conflict), the parties may try to prevent or avoid relational
conflict and try to problem-solve in task conflicts. In conflict
situations concerning a pure difference of opinion, some discussion
may actually lead to better solutions, and the parties may employ
compromising or even forcing as their conflict resolution style.
If the parties fail to resolve an issue by themselves, they may
involve a third party who may be appointed different roles. The
parties may discuss what they need based on various roles depending
on the subject of attention (content or process intervention), the
context in which the third party operates (formal or informal), and the
level of authority he has (advising, facilitating process, or binding
decision making). Parties may also choose from a number of thirdparty procedures. These procedures vary on the extent to which they
facilitate future collaboration, the level of intensity of the conflict
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(moderate or severe) they are most suitable for, the importance legal
norms play in the procedure, the time it takes, and the nature of the
outcome (facilitation, advice, or decision). Applying these variables as

criteria in choosing an adequate conflict management approach may
help the parties to determine the kind of solution they want, the role
they want the third party to play, the kind of procedure that best
facilitates this role, the qualities the third party needs to have
(expertise and skills) to fulfill this role, and whether it should be an
internal or external (neutral) party.
Studies have provided insight into people's reactions to conflict
and their preferred approach in conflict management. The findings of
conflict scholars on people's expectations of both the management
process and its outcome offer a means to predict parties' likely
behavior in dealing with conflict and yield information about people's
preferences and expectations in conflict management. Parties may take
this into account when they have to decide on the procedures to
resolve differences to both sides' satisfaction. A high level of mutual
satisfaction with the outcome and the process may facilitate a
successful continuation of their collaboration, whereas conflict
management that leaves one of them frustrated may be a threat to the
collaboration process. To determine their preferences in a particular
situation, the parties may, for example, use questionnaires. This
enables parties to tailor a conflict resolution approach to both parties'
preferences. The parties may apply criteria to determine the most
constructive approach in the particular case (the certainty or
confidence one has that one will win, how high the stakes are, the level
of power imbalance, and the legal nature of conflict).
A number of other factors influence people's choices of conflict
management in a specific conflict situation. The factors discussed are
the nature of the relationship and concern for the other party, the
parties' perception of the conflict at hand, and the parties' moods at
the time of the conflict. Creating a strong relationship, facilitating trust
and building in de-escalation techniques in conflict resolution facilitates
1235
successful conflict management.
1235 See

also Ackhof (1967).
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The parties may organize a variety of instruments into a dispute
resolution system, which may guide the parties through a series of
defined steps when designing their system and help them to be more
effective in their conflict management process. What parties may do to
organize their system towards successful conflict management is: 1)
being aware of and thinking about the role of organizational structure
and goals in conflict management, and 2) analyzing this structure
critically and crafting a system that leads people away from fight or
flight reaction and towards a more cooperative approach of conflict.
The parties may use and develop the conflict regulation mechanisms

within an organization.
From economic theory on contracts, we learned that as contracts
may be enforced they function as conflict-prevention and resolution
mechanisms. The dispute resolution clause in a contract may also
determine the steps parties need to take in conflict management.
However, contracts as prevention and resolution mechanisms have
their limitations due to the fact that the costs of enforcement may
stand in the way of actually pursuing it (litigation is rather costly and
starting legal proceedings may not always be worth the investment
depending on the issue at stake). Parties may want to write a clear and
precise contract to prevent conflict and also include clear conflict
resolution provisions in their contracts as a backup. The parties may
include measures in the contract such as obligations to compensate
damage incurred by a breach of one of the parties.
The models developed by decision theorists may help analyze and
decide which situations and under what conditions to pursue (or
expect) litigation or other forms of conflict management. According to
decision theorists, a self-interested party should decide in such a way
that minimizes his costs and maximizes his benefits. These
considerations may help parties to evaluate the decision to start legal
proceedings or to settle: the choice for a judge or jury trial, the effects
of the costs of proceeding at each stage, and the influence of potential
precedential and preclusive effects of a judgment in current or future
litigation on parties' decisions to litigate or not. Rational actors that
decide about matters which may result in conflict should base their
decisions on as much information as they can lay their hands on and an
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estimation of the probable reactions and outcomes of the other party's
actions. Ideally, to maximize the amount of information available, the
client and contractors should discuss these questions openly and
inform each other about their actions so that they may anticipate this
behavior and optimally manage the potentially negative consequences
of conflict.
Clients and contractors may also opt for non-legal conflict
management systems. These are referred to as private legal systems or
private ordering. Parties may opt to use these systems of behavioral
rules in conflict management as they may influence contracting parties'
conduct to the same extent as legal rules and contractual arrangements.
We also found that transparency may enhance trust and encourage

reputation effects. For reputation to be an effective conflict prevention
mechanism, the parties may provide for a high level of transparency in
the behavior of parties and in the criteria that build or destroy
reputations. For instance, it may be apparent who competes instead of
cooperates and who follows procedures and meets agreements.
A private system may either complete the system of legal rules or
be in competition with it. Parties may choose private rules and
sanctions to apply as conflict prevention mechanisms alongside or
instead of legal sanctions. When such rules conflict with legal rules,
parties must agree on which rules to apply and provide transparency
about them and their meaning.
The possibility of (easily accessible) third-party interventions is
often regarded as an important incentive to prevent conflict. However,
resolving conflict with the help of third parties is also regarded as a
costly way of managing conflict with potentially negative side effects.
The extent and costs of third-party interventions affect the bilateral
conflict management. Conflict resolution by third parties may help
prevent conflict, particularly when it is easily accessible and not too
expensive. Parties may choose to provide for disincentives as
arbitration tends to be expensive and courts and sometimes even
arbitrators have difficulty inferring the intentions of parties in a
contract and, therefore, legal enforcement is often sub-optimal when
compared to private resolution. Involving a third party in facilitation
of negotiations may also prevent the use of third-party procedures, as
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such an individual may help prevent parties from abandoning
negotiations when there is still a viable bargaining range. Parties may
organize the availability of third-party interventions in such a way
that parties are encouraged to solve issues through the use of a low

cost procedure, with the use of expensive procedures as a final option.
Parties may want to come to an agreement on how they perceive
arbitration. To prevent arbitration proceedings from becoming a way
to delay a conflict resolution process, they may agree to make the
rulings of an arbitrator binding and then use them only for certain
kinds of conflicts.
The legal system provides parties with ways to deal with conflict,
and these in turn influence people's choices in conflict management.
Legal negotiations take place when a conflict has arisen, both before
and during court proceedings. The initiation of legal proceedings is the
second stage. The legal system provides some direction for parties
seeking to resolve their differences. It may shape conflict management
behavior by providing norms. Legal principles, rules, precedents,
statutes, and in particular contract law and the contract itself also

provide guidelines for parties.
Lawyers also guide parties in conflict resolution. They usually
provide help to one side to reach agreement, settle a claim, or solve
conflicts. A lawyer is particularly indispensable in complex cases, as
the law itself often does not give clear answers.
Most decisions about the way conflicts will be dealt with can be
addressed when drafting a dispute resolution clause during formation
of the contract. When a conflict arises, parties often do not recall the
exact ideas behind contract terms. Conflict resolution provisions in
particular tend to stay rather vague. They often do not specify what
steps parties should take, but rather refer parties either to arbitration
as a means of conflict resolution or to the applicable law. A clear low
cost and easily accessible procedure is often unavailable.
The possibility-and threat of-legal proceedings may elicit

competitiveness. It may encourage parties to take uncompromising
positions and not share information that may weaken one's position in
court. The involvement of lawyers in conflict resolution is often
necessary, but may also cause further problems. As a result of their
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training in dispute resolution through the legal system, lawyers may
tend to oppose non-adjudicative approaches to conflict management
The guidance parties obtain from the legal system, contracts, and
lawyers does not necessarily lead to successful conflict management.
In fact, following their guidance may even frustrate conflict resolution.
Therefore, the parties must carefully decide when to rely on the law,
when to rely on other (ADR) systems of conflict resolution, and when
to make supplemental arrangements.
The legal system provides barriers as well as some footholds for
parties that want to go to court. Although it is meant to provide
parties with a chance to resolve their differences, due to its
characteristics these proceedings may frustrate a collaboration process.
ADR forms are much less regulated and more flexible. They can be
agreed upon and stipulated in a contract. The aforementioned conflict
resolution forms are more flexible and involve parties more, thus better
living up to people's procedural preferences. Parties can use the
instruments procedural law provides to encourage the other party to
live up to their obligations.
Parties in conflict should be aware of the potentially negative
effects of strategic use of the legal system and use alternative means of
conflict resolution when possible, as they are more flexible and better
suited to the wishes of parties.
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Towards a systematic approach:
checklists for successful collaboration in
infrastructure projects
Part

111
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CHAPTER 8

VIII IMPROVING PROJECT
PERFORMANCE BY A SUCCESSFUL
COLLABORATION PROCESS
1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter we take the first step toward making our set of
recommendations suitable for practical use. We propose a framework
that helps to place the recommendations resulting from our study in
the context of infrastructure projects. For this purpose we transform
our set of recommendations into *academic checklists." We address
the following research questions in this chapter: How can the
recommendations be implemented in project success mechanisms? In
which situations within the tender, realization, and maintenance stages
can the different recommendations be implemented? What are the
governance

structures

in

which

recommendations

may be

implemented?
To answer these questions, in Section 2 we categorize the
recommendations according to their potential to improve different
variables of project success. We categorize by project success
mechanisms that may be used to increase the value of the project
success variables.
In Section 3, we argue when the recommendations may best be
applied during the construction process. We distinguish between a
number of situations during the tender, construction, and maintenance
stages in which the parties may particularly benefit from the
recommendations. We organize the recommendations by the stage in
which we think they may be of most value to instill a successful
collaboration process between client and contractors. Finally, we
suggest three governance structures we think are suitable to implement
the recommendations on a project level: the rules for the tender stage
(tender regulations), the general contract, and a project code of conduct
(or charter). In Section 4 we conclude.
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2

2.1

CATEGORIZING THE RECOMMENDATIONS BY THEIR
CONTRIBUTION TO PROJECT SUCCESS

Recommendations and project success mechanisms

The recommendations we found in Part II may be used to boost
project performance. This may be done by implementing them in
project success mechanisms. To illustrate this point, we look back to
our findings in the first part of this study. In Chapter 2, we drew a
number of critical success factors from literature that we called
"variables of project success." We also illustrated in that chapter that
these variables were strongly related to the collaboration process
between the parties. We reasoned that the extent to which parties
manage to cooperate successfully positively influenced project success
(to meet or beat the project goals). In Part II we identified factors that
contributed to or endangered negotiations, relationship development,
interaction about conflict, and dealing with conflict. After that we
derived recommendations from literature to instill and maintain a
successful collaboration process.
Now, these recommendations call for action by the parties. These
actions of the parties may increase the value of the project success
mechanisms. Therefore, we will categorize the recommendations based
on the project success mechanisms in which they can be implemented.
This categorization gives an impression of how our various
recommendations may contribute to project success, and it indicates
through which mechanism the recommendations can contribute the
most to success in infrastructure projects.

2.2

Standards for categorization by project success mechanism

To determine

to which project success mechanisms each
recommendation may best contribute, we evaluate them according to
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below. We list in

the table the number
recommendations that meet one or more of the following categories.

the

standards

of

Commitment mechanisms:
Recommendations that provide both natural and artificial
"incentives" (anything that motivates people to behave in a
certain way) are placed in this category. It includes
recommendations referring to a specific arrangement parties are
suggested to include in a contract, a norm to use, or a preferred
course of action or behavior to choose if not part of the decision
making procedure. These recommendations may be recognized by
verbs as 4'encourage," "use," "create," "make," "agree to include,"

"facilitate," or "promote."
Selection mechanisms:
We categorized under this mechanism recommendations that
provide criteria for choosing organizations and people who have

certain qualities (experience, knowledge or skills). This category,
for instance, includes recommendations about values of
organizations and perceptions or qualities of a particular person
including legal consultants and lawyers. The recommendations
listed under this category use verbs such as "select," "assign,"
"hire," or "make" (a selection mechanism)."
Training mechanisms:
Under this category we include recommendations that refer to any
form of training. Recommendations using verbs such as "train" or
"develop" that are specifically related to developing general

collaboration, negotiation, relationship
management skills are listed here.
Monitoring and feedback mechanisms:

building, or conflict
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Recommendations listed under this category include anticipation
of competitive traits and evaluation to determine whether the
conditions that allow for a successful collaboration process are
still in place and not threatened. For instance, this category
includes recommendations about monitoring of the general
collaboration process, the ongoing negotiation and relationship to
prevent misunderstandings. Excluded from this category are
recommendations that are specifically part of a decision making
process, which are listed under that category. The
recommendations include verbs such as "anticipate," "assess,"

*'evaluate," "identify," and *'explore."
Interaction and communication mechanisms:
This category includes recommendations that refer to discussing
and discovering each other's visions (differing or not), and the
preferred method of negotiation. It includes sharing goals and
interests, in order to check if both parties are talking about the
same thing and whether the parties have mutual views. For
instance, this category includes recommendations to make sure
whether parties agree or disagree about an issue, and if a point,

agreement, or fact is clear. Often, this is done by exchanging
information, aligning views in order to prevent misunderstandings,
and building trust. Not included in this category are
recommendations in which the exchange of information is part of
the negotiation aimed at achieving a shared outcome. Those are
included under decision making mechanisms. Recommendations
include verbs as "anticipate," "ascertain," "consider," "discuss,"
**make sure," and "determine."

Decision making mechanisms:
This category includes recommendations about negotiations
specifically aimed at reaching an outcome according to a process,
using a certain method by which parties have to choose among
options. For instance, we include recommendations which suggest
the steps to follow when deciding about risk allocation, or to
choose responses to unanticipated circumstances. These
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recommendations

include verbs, as "negotiate (towards),"
"take
"agree",
options into account," "strive for," "decide,"
.A
'*determine," "weigh, consider," and "choose."

Conjlict identification mechanisms:
Included are recommendations that refer to identification of
conflict at the start of the project. Recommendations include
terms such as "anticipate behavior that may lead to conflict,"
"subdivide between conilicts," and "analyze conflicts."
Conjlict management mechanisms:

This category includes recommendations to implement conflict

It includes recommendations that refer
to active or passive ways of dealing with conflict, such as
prevention or resolution either with or without third party
management mechanisms.

involvement. Recommendations include terms such as "anticipate
behavior that may lead to conflict," "subdivide between conflict,"

"analyze conflicts," "prevent escalation,
third parties."

" 66

resolve," and "involve

Mechanisms for setting a cooperative atmosphere:
Here we list recommendations that suggest general agreements to
take a cooperative approach during the tender stage or that
suggest to either party to set a cooperative tone early on in the
tender stage. This category includes recommendations that
promote cooperative behavior in general, and a cooperative
1236
negotiation process or a cooperative relationship in particular.
It also includes the willingness for building trust and being
trustworthy. Recommendations include verbs such as "set (the
tone)", "instill" or "foster (a cooperative atmosphere)." Under
this category we also listed the recommendations that contribute
to providing enough time to bidders in the tender procedure.

1236

See Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 for the exact

definitions.
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Furthermore, by their nature, the recommendations may be categorized
under one or both stages of the construction process, depending on the
stage in which their use makes most sense. Some of the
recommendations seem to apply strictly to the tender stage of
infrastructure development; others only to the construction stage; and
many may be of value in both stages. The following distinctions are
used in suggesting the stage in which to apply a recommendation.
Recommendations for tender stage:
Included are recommendations particularly relevant in the first stage of
tendering with several contractors actively involved. In this stage, the
relationship between the client and contractors who want to send in
their bids starts to grow, but is not as intense as after the selection.
Here we list recommendations about general agreements that set the
tone of the collaboration process. For instance, included are
recommendations about how to negotiate, to act, and to exchange
information. Also included are recommendations that suggest that
parties start building trust during the interaction in the tender stage.

Recommendations for construction stage:
In this stage, the relationship between parties requires intense
are
in
this
coordination.
stage
Particularly
applicable
recommendations about subjects that require intense bilateral
coordination and exchange of information that parties are not likely to
give before a contract is signed or are not relevant before such time.
Examples are recommendations about details of the relationship that
develop after the selection of a contractor and those that concern the
actual construction of the work. It also includes recommendations
about the process of further filling in the details of issues, in which
during the negotiation of the contract the parties "agreed to agree"
later.

Recommendations for both stages:
Often recommendations are relevant in both stages. In this category
we include those that deal with subjects that apply to an intense
relationship but do not require this. They have the nature of a general
agreement between client and all contractors. For instance, it includes
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recommendations to evaluate the communication process between
parties.

2.3

The results of the categorization

The results of the categorization by mechanism and stage in which
they may be used show that for each project success, mechanism
recommendations can be found that may be implemented. The largest
group of recommendations is categorized under "conflict management
66
mechanisms," "commentment mechanisms, monitoring and feedback
"«
decision making mechanisms,
information and
mechanisms,
and
"conflict
identification mechanisms." There is a
communication,"
lower
number
under *'mechanisms for setting a
significantly
cooperative atmosphere," and only a few are listed under "selection"
and *'training mechanisms."
66

Type of mechanisms

Number of

Only

Only

smge

stage

Both

recommendations tender construction stages

Commitment mechanisms

23

Selection mechanisms
Training mechanisms
Monitoring and feedback
mechanisms

20

9

5

4
2

2
14

Interaction and

2

8

20

6

3

4

10

4

communication mechanisms

Decision

making

31

2

8

42

mechanisms

Conflict identification

19

2

12

5

32

14

mechanisms

Conflict management

46

mechanisms

Mechanisms for decreasing 19
the negative ejfects of
adversarial tender
procedures and short bid
times

10

9

Figure 10: Recommendations per project success mechanism and stage
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The outcomes of our categorization suggest that parties may
particularly use the recommendations for developing the mechanisms
under those subgroups or for evaluating the presence or functioning of
these categories of mechanisms at their project. However, based on our
analysis, we cannot make bold statements about the scale of
importance of the various types of mechanisms for project
performance. On the one hand, some empirical studies of partnered
projects suggest that commitment mechanisms and evaluation
mechanisms are of particular importance for project success, 1237 and
that conflict management mechanisms are found to contribute to all
critical success factors.1238 On the other hand, there are studies that
point out the importance of aH mechanisms in achieving project
success, although not all mechanisms contribute to all project success
criteria.1239 The variation in number of recommendations under each
category suggests that from literature we may draw recommendations
that are particularly helpful in developing these types of mechanisms.
However, the results are likely influenced by our choice of categories
and of the reviewed literature, the choice of evaluation standards and
criteria. We also do not suggest that the list of types of mechanisms is
an exhaustive list of variables determining the value of critical success
factors. We can only conclude that our recommendations may be used
to develop mechanisms for the most important success factors that
have been referred to in most studies on determinants of project
success in infrastructure development.

3

1240

APPLYING THE RECOMMENDATIONS IN THE
COURSE OF THE CONSTRUCTION PROCES S

1237
See Bayliss (2004) (Bayliss particularly states "incentivisation agreements'D; Larson (1997) (he refers
to "management support").
1238
Cf. Larson (1997).
1239 See e.g. Larson (1997); Black et al. (2000);
1240 See the list of studies in Chapter 2, Section 2.
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3.1

Recommendations applied during the tender stage,

construction stage and maintenance stage

Another way in which we categorize our recommendations is by the
stage and activity during infrastructure projects. This way we show
where and at which moments recommendations can be used to have
the greatest impact on the collaboration process.
To identify where and when to apply a recommendation during the
construction process, we highlight the stages and activities during the
construction process where 1) essential decisions are made that
influence the course of the collaboration process, and 2) where the
collaboration process between the parties intensifies. We organize
these situations by stage of the construction process and by order in
which they arise during these stages.
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maintenance
Client and
connactor
(and subcontractors)

Tender smge
1)
2)

Design of the tender process
Call for tender
Infbrmation exchange meetings

3)
4) Bid selection
5) Contract negotiations
6) Drafting of the legal documents

Construction stage

.

i

Preparing the site and the project organization
unforeseen
events
9) Renegotiation of the contract
10) Project delivery and end, and dismantling of project
organization

7)

8) Constructing the woIk and dealing with

Maintenance stage
11) Regular maintenance and reparations

During alt three stages
12) Discussing (potdntial) conflict and conflict management

Figure 11: Overview ofmain activities affecting collaboration between client and
contractor in the construction process

The choices the parties make during these activities influence their
interaction and may substantially influence the success of the
collaboration process. These activities are occasions in which the
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collaboration process may be put on a cooperative track, may be
strengthened, or may derail. We place the recommendations in the
context of an infrastructure project under each of these situations.
We categorized recommendations using criteria under the first
possible situation in which they may be applied. For instance, setting
a cooperative tone may be done as soon as possible during the tender
stage by the client, whereas recommendations that demand intensive
interaction may only be implemented during the contract negotiation
stage. The results of the categorization are presented in the checklist in
Chapter 9.

What follows is

a

brief characterization of the situations, the

actions of the parties they include, the interaction that takes place, and
the subjects that are or may be discussed between the parties.

3.2

Overview of the main activities affecting collaboration

during the construction process
The tender stage is the stage in which the client generates competing
offers and selects the right contractor for the project. It includes the

following steps.
Designing the tender process. The client decides on the design of
the tender process. The client that is a public party has to take into
account the applicable procurement rules which limit him in the
choice of tender procedure. He may opt for using a full and open
tender to the market, or for alliance forms, he may consider the use

of negotiated procedure or competitive

dialogue as it specifically
allows for bilateral negotiations between client and bidders during
the tender stage.1241 However, to be able to do so, he has to meet
the criteria for these forms.1242 A client has to think of the model
for cooperation and contract form (traditional design-bid-build or
an integrated design-build model) that is best suited to complete
124' See Art. 30, 2 directive nr. 2004/18/EG.
1242 See on negotiated tender, General directive art. 30,1 sub b; and

and 1,11 sub c.

for Competitive Dialogue art. 29, 1
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the particular infrastructure work. He may choose to incorporate
specific information about the collaboration process he has in mind
and integrate that in the call to tender. A client may include details
about selection criteria and consider a selection process that takes
into account contractors' collaborative competence. Lawyers are
often involved in drafting the tender process and tender regulations.

Call for tender. The client approaches the market and specifies
what he wants and how he wants it. 1243 The client gives a profile to
contractors, and invites them to bid. The contractors who meet the
requirements to participate in the bid process are provided with
necessary technical information about the scope of the project,
schedule, and selection criteria. This information is more or less
detailed depending on the choice for either a traditional design-bidbuild or an integrated design-build model.1244 The client may also
provide information about the process of collaboration. He may set
the tone for the collaboration process and may specify in the call
for tender what he expects of the collaboration process. For
instance, he may describe principles of good faith he wants to
govern the collaboration process.
Information exchange meetings and written questions and answers.
During plenary meetings to which all bidders are invited, client and

contractors may interact-on a multilateral level-about the
project. The discussions may include technical issues or details
about the collaboration process. The client further explains his
wishes for the project and contractors may ask questions. The goal
of these meetings is to give the bidders the opportunity to obtain
more information to make a bid that optimally meets the client's
wishes.1245 This is the first opportunity for clients and contractors
to directly interact. The client may take this opportunity to further
elaborate on his wishes considering the collaboration process.

1243

1244

See Chapter 2 on the procurement regulations that may apply here.
See Chapter 2 on the consequences of these different models for tendering.

1245 See e.g. the

directive nr. 2004/18/EG.
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These discussions may be held
written questions and answers.

prior to or after an exchange of

Handing in the bids and bid selection. This step includes the
bidding and the selection of contractors by the client based on
selection criteria. The client chooses from among the bids and
awards the project to one contractor or a consortium. Prior to the
actual selection, he may include a step in which he pre-selects
contractors based on mandatory criteria of financial soundness and
technical ability to do the project. 1246 Next to technical and
financial criteria, the client may use selection processes such as
interviews, workshops, and role plays, to determine which bidder
best suits his wishes for the collaboration process.1247 As selection
criteria he may use an assessment score on the proposed teams and
collaborative attitudes of individuals, the amount of management
support for a cooperative approach, and the proposed conflict
resolution models. 1248
The

contract

negotiation process.

During this phase, parties

negotiate in more detail about the project. The discussions
generally include issues such as the budget, risk allocation,
planning, and conditions for construction of the project. The
negotiations may also include the choice of decision making
structures for the project, the composition of the project teams,
and the preferred system of conflict management. The parties may,
for instance, also agree to identify the potential problems which
may arise during the construction stage and agree on processes for
addressing unforeseen circumstances. For instance, they may agree
to appoint people chosen by both the client and contractor to
address those issues.

The dra#ing of the contract. This step includes the drafting of the
main legal documents. The parties translate their arrangements in
e.g. Commonwealth Procurement Guidelines (2005: 42).
e.g. Rowlinson et al. (2006) (for examples of Australian procurement in construction projects in
which alliancing is chosen as a relational contracting model).
1246 See

1247 See

1248 See

for examples Chapter 3, Section 3.
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contract terms. The parties in this stage are generally assisted by
legal consultants to translate what was agreed into valid legal
documents. Depending on the choice of contract form, and
depending on whether the client is bound to a certain form of
procurement, he has more or less freedom in drafting the terms of
the contract. The client and contractor make a final decision on the
subjects that should be regulated in the contract or its annexes.
Conflict management is a specific part of most contracts. The
parties may choose to regulate additional subjects of importance to
the collaboration process. For instance, they may decide what
issues they want to regulate in detail in the contract, and for which
issues they agree on a process to address them when they arise
(agreements to agree).1249 The parties may also choose to include
the steps of conflict management in an annex to the contract. A
distinction can be made in the kinds of conflict that may be
identified by parties beforehand, how to prevent conflict, conflict
resolution procedures, and the tasks of neutral third parties.

Realization stage
stage in which client and contractor prepare
construction and in which the actual construction takes place.

This is the

the

Preparing the project site and setting up and maintaining the
project organization. Before the start of the construction, the
client and contractor set up their project organization and prepare
the construction site:250 To make sure the organization facilitates
a successful collaboration process, its functioning needs to be
regularly evaluated, and, if necessary, adjustments need to be
made.

During this step, the parties discuss the conditions of the
construction site and obtain necessary permits. They select the
1249

See Chapter 5, under the economic perspective, Section 3; Hart and Moore (2004).
lao When the parties use a traditional contract form the site may be transferred from client to contractor.
Under traditional forms, genemlly, it is the client who prepares the site for construction and hands the site
over to the general contractor after obtaining the necessary.
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members of the project team, train the team, and agree on various
operative, strategic, and administrative issues. For instance, their
deliberations may include the appointment of tasks and
responsibilities to either of the parties' representatives on the
site, to identify conflicts together, discuss the details of the
organization of formal and informal meetings, conduct
workshops, decide to either share a location on the site or have
separate housing, or determine other measures to establish and
maintain a cooperative atmosphere at the project.

Constructing the work and dealing with unforeseen
circumstances. The client and contractor cooperatively construct
the work. During this process they have to deal with unforeseen
events once they arise. These may include changes in design and
scope, errors in drawing, and accidents. These events may have
consequences for planning and budget. The parties need to
discuss how to best manage these events. They may agree during
the contract negotiation process or in the beginning of the
construction stage on the process and approach to optimally deal
with these events, and thus prevent them from becoming a threat
to the success of the collaboration process.

Renegotiation of the contract. Due to changed circumstances the
initial agreements may have to be altered. For instance, the parties
may have to adjust the planning or project specifications. For renegotiations to go fluently, the parties may agree to use a
procedure similar to that of the initial contract negotiation
process.

Project delivery and dismantling of project organization. When
the project is finished, the project relationship ends. The
infrastructure work is delivered to the client, the final payment to
the contractor is received, and the project organization is
dismantled. This step also includes the division of bonuses,
rewards, and other financial arrangements that the parties have
agreed upon.
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Maintenance smge
Maintenance and repairs. Generally, there is a warranty period
during which the contractor provides maintenance. During this
period, the parties have to work together occasionally to organize
maintenance and repairs.

During all three stages

Discussing potential conflict and conflict management. In any of
the previous stages of the construction process, problems may
arise that may lead to conflicts between the client and
contractor(s). The client and contractor(s) need to address these
conflicts. They may have made arrangements for identification of
these conflicts and their management early in the tender stage or
during the contract negotiation process.

THE RECOMMENDATIONS AND GOVERNANCE

4

STRUCTURES
4.1

Tender regulations, contracts, and codes of conduct

A third way to categorize the recommendations is by governance
structure. We suggest three governance structures to implement the
recommendations on a project level. We found in Chapter 3 that
implementing cooperation principles in a project environment is
difficult without adequate support of governance structures such as
culture, contracts, or project management support. In fact, we drew
from literature that insufficient support is one of the main causes of
project failure of partnered projects. 1251 Therefore, we propose the use

1251

See Chapter 3.
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of three governance structures to implement the recommendations on a
1252

project level.
In deciding on the structures that seem most appropriate, we
choose tender regulations, contract, and codes of conducts. The reason
is that this combination of structures 1) cover the construction process
from the beginning of the tender stage until project completion and
during the maintenace stage and 2) parties have a certain extent of
freedom to decide on their design. Based on these criteria, we suggest
using the tender regulations, the contract, and a project charter. Their
design is in either or both parties' control, and, within the boundaries
set by the law and regulations, the parties may include what they
want. To assess under which governance structure a recommendation
may best be included, we suggest the following directions.
The tender regulations may cover the recommendations relevant
in the tender stage. In the tender regulations the parties may try to
incorporate recommendations that foster a cooperative atmosphere
(within the boundaries of the law and procurement regulations). In the
tender regulations the client may cover the main elements to include in
the call to tender, the organization of the selection process, and the
guidelines for the contract negotiation and contract drafting process.
For instance, the client may include recommendations about setting a
cooperative tone; it may provide details about cooperative tender
selection criteria and give guidelines for the choice of negotiation
method during the contract negotiation and drafting process.
The parties draft a contract (within the boundaries of the law)
that helps to instill and foster cooperative behavior. Contracts may be
used to enforce promises to behave cooperatively and protect
reasonable expectations, providing protection to those who relied on
promises. The parties may include recommendations that can clearly
be agreed upon and which are measurable, and, if necessary,
enforceable.

Thirdly, a code of conduct or project "charter" will be drafted for
the implementation of recommendations that are hard to enforce or are
1252

See e.g. Williamson (1975) Williamson (2004) (for an overview of the institutions governing
behavior distinguished in institutional economics). See also Klein (1999) (describing the rapid
development of this field).
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specified in the contract. The charter may have the form of a code of
conduct for project participants and may contain various elements.
For instance, the parties may incorporate recommendations that
consist of "behavioral do's and don'ts" for project participants,
project goals, or specifications of roles and tasks, particularly those
that play an important role in the collaboration process. For instance,
the recommendations that may be integrated in this governance
structure may provide information about how to organize and maintain
the project environment for good cooperation and define the role of the
project team and legal professionals.

5 CONCLUSIONS
this chapter, we suggest how to place our academic
recommendations derived from theory in the context of infrastructure
projects. We started with suggesting how the recommendations we
proposed in Part II may be used to enhance project performance. We
first distinguished the recommendations by different project success
mechanisms in which they may be implemented. We found that the

In

largest group of recommendations may be used in project success
mechanisms that encourage conflict management, commitment
mechanisms, monitoring, feedback mechanisms, and decision making
mechanisms.
Secondly, we have distinguished a number of activities during the
construction process in which decisions are made or interaction takes
place that significantly influences the course of the collaboration
process. We argued that applying the recommendations during
particularly these activities may be of the greatest value for the overall
collaboration process. We depart from the assumption that the earlier
the recommendations are applied in the process, the better they
contribute to successful collaboration.
Thirdly, we have suggested that parties may use tender regulations,
the contract, and a code of conduct as governance structures to
implement the recommendations of projects. We chose these
institutions because parties are free to decide, to a significant degree,
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of these institutions, and may, therefore, benefit from
implement
these recommendations.
freedom to

the design
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CHAPTER 9

IX PROJECT SUCCESS IN INFRASTRUCTURE
PROJECTS: CHECKLISTS FOR SUCCESSFUL

COLLABORATION

1

1.1

INTRODUCTION TO THE CHECKLISTS

The goals of the checklists

In this chapter, we present our set of recommendations as academic
checklists for 1) developing or evaluating "project performance
mechanisms" and 2) addressing the recommendations at the adequate
time and situation during the construction process.
Both lists are meant to help the client and contractors to establish
a collaboration process that may guide them toward project success.
They give an overview of measures parties may consider when they
want to facilitate cooperation and curb adversarial behavior during the
various steps of the tender and construction stage. In the lists we
indicate the sub-processes they concern: negotiating, developing
relationships, foreseeing conflict, and dealing with conflict.
For the theoretical and empirical background of the proposed
checklists, we refer to our analysis of cooperation literature in
Chapters 4-7. The structure of the first checklist is developed in
Chapter 8.2 and the second one in 8.3.

1.2

Suggestions for

applications

lists

in

context of infrastructure

projects
The two checklists may be used for one or more of the following

purposes:
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- To decide on the choice of project success mechanisms to instill
and maintain a successful collaboration process;
- To design a system of governance structures that guide behavior
during the project (such as tender regulations, the contract, charter
or codes of conduct);
- To evaluate an existing set of governance structures on their
contribution to a successful collaboration process;
- To evaluate the extent to which a successful collaboration process

is facilitated on a particular project;

- To discuss and evaluate the collaboration process during and after
projects.

1.3

Prioritizing and using recommendations

The parties need to decide upon the interventions suggested in the
recommendations they think have potentially the highest impact in a
particular project and best fit their preferences. We present the sets of
interconnected interventions in charts. These checklists may be
regarded as guides in the process of choosing and developing
mechanisms that faciliate successful collaboration.
When using the lists in their discussions parties may want to
apply criteria to prioritize the recommendations. We suggest using
criteria of efficiency, effectiveness, satisfaction and relationship. These
criteria are used by dispute system designers Ury, Brett and Goldberg,
Costantino and Merchant, and Susskind.1253 They suggest applying
them to determine whether a dispute system lives up to its goals.
When adapted to collaboration in infrastructure projects, they can help
to determine which recommendations most contribute to achieving
project goals (in terms of time, costs, but also in amount of claims,
conflicts, and satisfaction with process and outcome). The following
questions may be helpful when prioritizing the recommendations or
the project success mechanisms they may contribute to:
\ Efficiency
1253 See also

Martinez and Smith (forthcoming 2009) for diagnostic questions and categories to help

analyze DSD).
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-

Which mechanisms or recommendations will make most
difference in terms of time and costs?
What are the costs of successfully implementing a
mechanisms or recommendation and what the benefits?
When during the construction process the recommendation
will attain the highest possible beneficial overall effect?

-

-

Effect on relationship
-

-

Will applying the recommendation affect the relationship
between parties as entities positively or negatively? (in
short run and/or long run)
Will it affect the relationship between the representatives
positively or negatively? (in short run and/or long run)

Satisfaction

-

Will it lead to satisfaction with process? (by

-

representatives and their entities)
Will the outcome be experienced as satisfactory? (by
represenatives and their entities)

EjIectiveness

-

-

What project goal it contributes to?
What is most likely the nature ofthe outcome?
How durable is the solution?
Will compliance be high?
How will the measure affect the cooperation environment
(e.g. in terms ofcommitment, atmosphere, costs?)

Figure 12: Criteria for prioritizing recommendations
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CHECKLIST FOR DEVELOPING MECHANISMS CONTRIBUTING TO PROJECT

2

SUCCESS 1254

leellailis,lis

Recom m elidations

Commitment

NEGOTIATION PROCESS

mechanisms

1.
2.

3.

Agree on a problem-solving negotiation style and build in disincentivesfor contending.
Encourage the powe,ful party to set the tone with cooperative behavior, and make clear the
expectation that the other party will reciprocate.
Create mechanisms that make cooperative behavior enforceable; for example, by agreeing that
mutual benefit is the goal and that each party's behavior toward this end will be evaluated.

4.

Make reputation an incentive by punishing a party who has a reputation for opportunistic

negotiation behavior and rewarding cooperative behavior; for instance, a contractor may gain
extra points in tender procedures for having the reputation of being a cooperative negotiator.
5.

Make negative and positive behavior transparent and known outside a project in order to allow the

reputation mechanism to work (order to allow the reputation mechanism to work (for instance,
through making public an evaluation of the parties' negotiation behavior).
6. Agree to use existing normative standards of cooperative behavior or market conventions as a
social norm in interactions.
7.
Set clear expectations for behavior and provide a means to identify and curtail opportunistic
behavior.
1254 See

for information on the background ofthe mechanisms the checklist Chapter 8.
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RELATIONSHIP DEVELOPMENT
8. Facilitate mechanisms in a relationship that allow both parties to reward the other's cooperative
behavior and punish defective behavior.
9. Define in the contract the precise meaning parties attach to abstract concepts, such as rules of
respect, fairness. reciprocity and other concepts they want to be of guidance in their relationship.

10. Grant, as a countermeasure to potential power imbalance, as much equal access to information and
expertise relevant to the project as possible to both parties.
11. Promote an integrative approach and protect the less powerful party from competitive responses;
for example. allow him to choose the method for resolving a clash of interests.
12. Encourage the more powerjitl party to set the tone with cooperative strategies that will inspire the
weaker party to react in the same way.
13. Let the contract contribute to a cooperative relationship by providing a reflection of the rights and
obligations of parties: by providing a detailed set of rules and procedures for resolving disputes; by
providing a legal framework within which future negotiations over the terms of trade will take

place.
14. Use the contract as a "blueprint for exchange- and a means to plan the collaboration, to set
partner expectations, and, consequently, reduce misunderstandings and costly missteps.
15. Include characteristics of the collaborative process in a contract to help clarify parties' intentions,
even if they are not necessarily legally enforceable.

16. Use protective mechanisms in a contract only as a temporary substitutefor trust, and after parties
have build it up, cut back on protective mechanisms.
17. Learnfromexperience with the otherparty how to replacestandardcontracts with a custommade
contract.
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18. Be specific in contract terms, and do not use unclear language. Define ambiguous terms; do not
leave anything out; use terms consistently; and fully account for any sensitive issues unless parties

want default rules to apply.
19. Agree on criteriafor contract interpretation rules, refer to them in the contract, and prevent
ambiguity by being specific.
20. Agree on a process of contracting that is tailored to the relationship, and be specific about how this
should be done.
21. Agree on the norms that are applicable. Make them part of the agreement.

Selection
mechanisms

NEGOTIATION PROCESS
1. Stimulate cooperative negotiation behavior by hiring employees with a pro-social orientation.
2. When involving lawyers or third parties, make sure to know which method they support.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

Involve lawyers who support and are experienced in using both integrative and distributive
negotiation methods.
Make reputation a selection tool for future projects (or additional parts of a current project).
Involve people with a strong desire to fulfill mutual interests and a pro-social orientation in
negotiations.
Try to gain insight into the other parties' (contractors/project participants) motivations, as they
indicate the tendency to demonstrate a cooperative negotiation approach.
Determine what they (contractors/project participants) expect from the relationship and how they
define a relationship that "works."
Determine whether there is enough of an overlap in desires between parties and a chance for
profitable future encounters before entering into a relationship.
Determine ifand how both parties' long- term self-interest is served in the relationship before

committing to it.
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Training
mechanisms

NEGOTIATION PROCESS
1.
2.

Stimulate cooperative negotiation behavior by developing team members' negotiation skills.
Allow management to set the example of cooperative negotiation behavior.

Monitoring

NEGOTIATION PROCESS

and feedback
mechanisms

1.

During negotiations, evaluate whether the parties' representation of a situation is blurred as a
result of heuristics, and, ifso, try to correct those images.

2.

Prevent suboptimal negotiation outcomes caused by cognitive biases by checking whether the
biases identified in literature injluence the negotiations, and, if necessary, correct them.
Discuss each others' views of negotiation situations regularly. For instance, share negotiation
beliefs, perceptions of one another, and concepts ofa successful business relationship.
Determine if representations match and, if not, try to reframe and create a mutual view and

3.

4.

interpretation ofnegotiation issues.
Exchange views to check if the representation on which decisions are based is correct and complete
before making decisions final. For instance, introduce a cool-ojIperiod in which parties may reflect
on their positions or collect further information.
6. Identify and correct for personal biases. others' biases, and mutual decision making biases by
evaluating decisions before finalizing them. For example,:
a. Schedule "cool-of' periods to create space to ponder decisions before they become final.
5.

b.

c.

Have parties trade each other's perspectives or involve a neutral third party in the decision

making process to identibl irrationality.
Raise the stakes in a negotiation situation to encourage decision makers to be more
careful.

7.
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d.
Increase awareness of biases by educating people about the phenomenon.
Assess and agree on how to deal with irrationalities and agree who can best manage the
consequences and costs of a biased decision. A responsible problem solver must be delegated to

limit the costs ofan irrational decision.

RELATIONSHIP DEVELOPMENT
8.

9.

Anticipate that a strong imbalance in power may frustrate a balanced relationship and be a

disincentive for cooperative behavior.
Anticipate that the frameworkfor a relationship (particularly the contract) may reflect and amplify

unwanted power differences.
10. Develop ways to break through negative ejfects of power diferences; for example, creating avenues
for evaluation of the collaboration process and cooperative behavior by parties themselves or a
neutral third party.
11. Set clear expectations for behavior and provide a means to identify and curtail opportunistic
behavior.
12. Evaluate the communication process and communication channels regularly, and modify them as
necessary.

13. Anticipate when drafting legal documents that, in the use of lawyer's services or legal procedures,

the legal system promotes a distributive approach, and most lawyers tend to use a distributive
negotiation method.
14. Assure that when involving lawyers or third parties, they support and are experienced in using both
integrative and distributive negotiation methods.

Interaction

NEGOTIATION PROCESS
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1.
Try to get insight into other's motivations, as they indicate the tendency to demonstrate a
and
cooperative negotiation approach.
communication
2.
Involve people with a strong desire to fulfill mutual interests and a pro-social orientation in
mechanisms
negotiations.
3. Agree on a problem-solving negotiation style, and build in disincentives for contending.
4. Promote certainty in a cooperative reaction. For instance, agree on reciprocity and share aspects
of negotiation agendas.
.
5. Agree to invest in the relationship, and specify how these investments will be made.
6. Agree on face-to-face contact as the preferred communication channel. Only choose other ways of
communication when face-to-face negotiations are not ejIective or possible, and when there is
already a relationship established and the chance of misunderstanding and conflict has decreased.

7.

Assign capable communicators to the project team, and provide communication training to
maximize clear communication.
8. Agree to use existing normative standards of cooperative behavior or market conventions as a
social norm in interactions.
9. Reduce competitive strategies by discussing preferred strategies beforehand and downplaying
factors that may encourage this; such as information asymmetry between parties.

10. Discuss strategies as they influence the relationship, and make the responses people will give to

certain strategies.
11. Agree on the tit-for-tat strategy to set the right cooperative tone and to correct uncooperative
behavior.
12. Take time to build trust, both before and during negotiations, and create a trustworthy partner

reputation.

RELATIONSHIP DEVELOPMENT
13. Discuss ifthere is an overlap in desires and a chance for a profitable future encounter before

14.
15.

16.
17.
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entering into a relationship.
Discuss betweenparties what they expect from the relationshipandhow they definearelationship
that "works."
Consider integrating social norms into the diferent phases of the relationship-building process, as
they may replace or complement contract terms to prevent problems, particularly for parts of the
agreement that are hard to enforce legally.
Ascertain if social norms are at work and are a credible threat and if contractual remedies might
trigger crowding out e ects.
Considerpossibilitiesfor non-legal punishment, such as the use ofreciprocalfairness and

reputation mechanisms.
18. Agree that the contract will be regularly renegotiated or split into smaller contracts to enable the
parties to build trust and cut back on protective contract terms when trust is built between parties.
19. Make sure that both parties are aware that not communicating information in either the negotiation
or formation phase can have legal implications. Duties to inform or warn may be invoked later ifa
party does not live up to its side of the bargain.
20. Anticipate the influence parties have on each others' negotiation behavior and motivations.

Decision

NEGOTIATION PROCESS

maWmg

1.

mechanisms

2.

Agree

that

integrative

negotiation

is

the

generally used

negotiation

method

during

ongoing

negotiations between project partners.
Consider distributive bargaining in situations of minor interest to the parties based on costs of
negotiation and the importance of the issue at hand.

3.

Negotiate toward optimal outcomes based on relevant information, while taking into account all
possible options and drawing on accurate inferences.
4. Follow rational decision making steps (define the problem..find criteria, give criteria a value,
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identify alternatives, test each alternative against the criteria, calculate the optimal decision, reach
a decision, and act on it).
5.

6.
7.

8.

Work toward negotiation outcomes that optimally satisfy both parties' preferences in light of the

ongoing negotiation process.
Strive foranegotiation outcomeinwhichfurtherreallocation of resources cannolongerlead to an
improvement for one without leaving the other worse off (the Pareto optimum).
Strive for negotiation outcomes that are mutually beneficial.
Set the boundaries for negotiations by referring to legal norms that are applicable in court fuse the

shadow ofthelaw).
9.

Agree upon and draft "legal rules for cooperative negotiation" in order to tailor negotiation
process to the parties' wishes within the margin set by the legal system.
10. Anticipate irrationality in decision making which may cause conflict, such as the tendency to
escalate, ignorance of the perspectives of the other party, and reactive devaluation.
11. Anticipate information asymmetry, diferences in the estimation of risks, and dgerent views of

uncertainty, interests, and roles.
12. Anticipate the use of opportunistic strategies that may mislead the other party and increase the

chance of conflict, such as withholding information or over-asking.

RELATIONSHIP DEVELOPMENT
13. Determineif and how both parties'long- term self-interestis servedin therelationship before
committing to it.
14. Agree on and describe the guidelines and principles both parties want as central guidelines in the
relationship.
15. Be aware of and use the large bandwidth the legal system provides when building a relationship, as
it enables parties to establish the framework which they find optimally contributes to a cooperative

relationship.
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16. Be explicit and agree on the legal rules that apply to the process of contract formation, either

mandatory rules or rules to which parties agree.
17.

Determine whether the principle of good faith applies in contract negotiations and formation and

what its consequences are, and, ifnot mandatory, consider applying them.
18.

Use the freedom that the legal system provides as to the content of the contract to tailor it to the

relationship in the manner parties think best enables a successful collaboration process.
19. Discuss and consciously choose the legal regime that applies to the contract, as this choice will
impact the way in which courts interpret the contract.
20. Consider the dijferent kinds of contracts and determine which part of the rules governing their
relationship the parties want to strive for completeness, where incompleteness best supports the
relationship, and where elements from relational contracts may be incorporated.
Complete contracts
21. Determine for which parts of the contract the certainty of contractual completeness is worth

striving for and realistic. Acknowledge the indefiniteness of certain parts of a relationship.
22. Be realistic about completeness: do not try to aim for completeness where it concerns uncertain
future conditions that may arise in the course of the relationship, and do not try to characterize
complex adaptations.

23. Carefully weigh the preferred level of certainty against the costs of negotiation and enforcement, as
the cost of negotiating and enforcing a wide variety of terms for particular situations increases as

their probability decreases.
24. Realize that some variables of a relationship included in a contract may be very hard to verify by
courts, and, therefore, hard to enforce by law.
Incomplete contracts
25. Weigh the positive effects of lowering transaction costs and signaling trust against a possible
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decrease in certainty.
26. Anticipate mechanisms of commitment due to investments in the relationship and the will to achieve
mutual benefits, which may encourage behavior in the best interest of the relationship.

27. Beware of the possibilities for interpretation dijTerences inherent in incompleteness, which may
lead to disputes during the relationship.
28. Avoid including terms that leave room for competitive bargaining, and prevent ambiguity or

insulliciently defined contingencies in contracts.
29. Fill in complex details of incomplete contracts after parties reach agreement by using a "phasing

strategy" after the initial agreement.
Relational contracts
30. Agree upon and establish a process through whichfuture terms of trade will be determined, thus
establishing a set of basic rules governing the ongoing relationship.
31. Explore if parties trust informal mechanisms for enforcement, particularly in the relationship, and
evaluate whether or not the relationship is enough of an incentive.

Conflict
identification
mechanisms

FORESEEING CONFLICT
1. Identify sources of conflict before the start of a project to predict and anticipate future conflict and
diagnose existing conjlict.
2. Make a checklist together based on categories: relational vs. task, dgerences of opinion vs.
divergence of interest, etc. Scan the project for potential conjlict.
3. Distinguish between types of conflict and categorize conflicts based on their cause Isee checklistl.
4. Identify project members' perceptions of project and individual goals to predict conflicts.
5.

Identify mechanisms which may motivate cooperative or competitive behavior in situations with
conjlict potential,(such as instructions, rewards and punishment systems, norms, or codes of
conduct.

6.

7.
8.

9.
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Anticipate and recognize conflict dynamics, in which feelings offear, anger, distrust, or resentment
lead to unfriendly reactions which increase the intensity of conflict.

Identify the intensity of a conflict by using Glasl's 9-step escalation model.
Identify situations in which both parties trying to obtain a better deal in the short run may increase
the likelihood of an impasse that will produce conflict in the long run.
Anticipate irrationality in decision making which may cause conflict, such as the tendency to
escalate. ignorance of the perspectives of the other party, and reactive devaluation.

10. Anticipate information asymmetry, differences in the estimation of risks, and diferent views of
uncertainty, interests, and roles.
11. Anticipate the use ofopportunistic strategies that may mislead the other party and increase the
chance of conjlict, such as withholding information or over-asking.
12. Anticipate breach without compensation if there are obstacles to enforcement of damages, such as

information asymmetry or shortage and high enforcement costs.
13. Discuss together thesituationsinwhich breachisfeared and estimates of the chance of breach.

14. Determine if the disagreement may be reframed as a legally valid claim.
15. Distinguish between the disagreement as experienced by parties and the legally valid claim.
16. Anticipate that legal translation of a problem may encourage competition, and makes a win-lose

outcome probable.
17. Anticipate that not every problem between parties can be translated into a legal conflict adequately
and that some problems need to be canalized in other ways.
18. Weigh the possible positive e#ects of conjlict (better decision making, more creativity) against the
potential negative efects of conflict (a negative working atmosphere, decline in satisfaction and
output).
19. To find a constructive level of conflict:
a.
Discuss before and during the project to what extent dgerences of opinion are likely to
have negative effects and to what extent they may be beneficial. Base the discussion on

1
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criteria such as the chance and effects of groupthink, a lack of creativity, sub-optimal

b.

decisions, relational conflict, and the presence of a cooperative atmosphere.
Take measures topreventsilencing of conjlicts andfailing to express diferences invalues

and pre»ences during the project.
c.

d.

Diagnose conflicts when they arise and isolate potentially fruitful dil»rences of opinion.

Encourage and canalize diferences of opinion ifthey stimulate creativity or information
processing, curtail problem solving, or lead to better decisions.

Conflict
management
mechanisms

DEALING WITH CONFLICT
1. Distinguish between and discuss early on during the collaboration process the options in conflict
management, such as the level on which to deal with conflict.
2. Choose together the preferred level on which to deal with conflict.
3. Discuss and agree on a general approach and on particular approaches to conflict situations.
4. Choose problem-solving as the general approach in conjlict resolution.
5. Agree on particular conflict resolution styles for dgerent conflict situations based on the kind of
conflict.
6.

7.

Make a trade-011' between what is optimal for the collaboration process and the importance of the
issue.

Avoid relational conjlict and problem solve in task conflict, except in situations of pure dgerences

ofopinion where compromising or evenforcing may be beneficial.
8.
9.

Agree upon the third party conjlict management processes for a project.
Use criteria of intervention, context, and level of control to determine the nature of the process in a

specific conflict.
10.

Use criteria to choose between processes that have the character of mediation, arbitration or a

hybrid form: Do people involved need to cooperate in the future? How intense is the conflict
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(moderate or severe)? Are legal norms of high importance, and is there time pressure?

11. Determine what is necessary in a conjlict based on the aforementioned criteria. Determine the kind
of solution the parties want, the role they want the third party to play, the kind of procedure that
best facilitates this role, the expertise and skills the third party needs to have to fulfill this role, and

if it should be an internal or external (neutral) party.
12. Let the first reaction to conjlict be a cooperativeone, asfirst actions tendto be decisiveforhow a

conjlict management interaction evolves.
13. Align available conflict resolution mechanisms to general preferences about outcome, such as truth
finding in dilTerences of opinion and compromises or intergrative solutions in conjlicts of opposing
interests.

14. Take people's procedural preferences into account when agreeing on the third party procedures
offered, and choosing a procedure for a particular conjlict: for example, organizing them from
maximum influence to decreasing control.
15. Have procedures available that leave parties in control over the outcome and the resolution
process. Apply criteria to determine the most constructive approach in each particular case (the
certainty or confidence one has that one will win, how high the stakes are, the level of power
imbalance, and the legal nature of conflict).
16.

Create a strong relationship, for example, by encouraging concern for the other.

17. Encourage constructive conflict management. Cultivate a level of concern for each other, facilitate
trust, and create group feeling by engaging in regular team building activities.
18. Keep a balance of power between the parties.
19. Create awareness of the costs of escalation.
20. Exchange information about how a conjlict is experienced to anticipate future reactions to it.

21. Let people handle conjlict who have a positive perception of conflicts and a positive attitude in
general.
22. Build in de-escalation techniques in conflict resolution, such as moving the conflict resolution to
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another level within the organization or agreeing on overarching goals.
23. Incorporate adequate benchmarks into contracts, such as timeframesfor completionandwelldefined partner contributions to reveal failure to meet objectives more easily.
24. Be specific in contracts about what to expect of each other in terms of tasks and behavior and agree
about penalties in case of nonperformance and compensation in case of breach.

25. Estimate the likelihood of conflict, discuss how parties will react to behavior which may cause

conflict, and share information about conflict behavior.
26. Identify trade rules and translate and integrate into the contract the applicable rules, business
practice, and customs.
27. Let reputation supplement legal contract terms as a conflict prevention mechanism to enforce legal

and non-legal promises, such as payment, flexibility, and willingness to renegotiate a contract in
case ofchanged circumstances.
28. Make sure rules and arbitral awards are known and understood in order to enhance trust and
prevent misunderstandings and conflicts.
29. Anticipate crowding out efects in deciding if legal rules and intervention by a court apply, or if
parties will instead rely on private legal systems and reputation.
30. Use third parties and have incentives available to stimulate eficient handling of potential conflict
situations and keep costs low.
31.

Make proceedings swift and inexpensive to create a preventive efect on conflict resolution.

32. Organize the third party interventions starting inexpensively and make expensive procedures afinal
option.
33. Keep bargaining costs low to prevent chilling ejfects of third party procedures such as arbitration.
34. Use objective selection mechanisms of third parties to overcome problems ofneutrality and bias.
35. Take the general framework the legal system provides into account, but define how to proceed in
case of more detailed conjlicts in the contract.

36. Pick conflict resolution mechanisms carefully by having a specific conflict resolution procedure in
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place that allows tailor-made approaches to conflicts instead of relying exclusively on contract
terms concerning the substance to resolve complex conjlict.
37. Be specific in the contract about how to deal with well-known or high impact conflict issues so that
court intederence is not necessary.
38. Decide in individual situations what is the most constructive way of conflict management based on
an objective analysis of the case.

39. Agree on the situations in which legal rules will apply and which will be governed by customs, and
involve lawyers on both sides in the decision making process.
40. Use the instruments procedural law provides to encourage the other party to live up to their duties.
41. Beware the potentially negative elfects of strategic use of the legal system.

42. Use alternative means of conflict resolution when possible, as they are more flexible and better
suited to the wishes of parties, and use legal proceedings when the framework they provide and
their formalities are needed.
43. Opt for procedures that facilitate settlement and allow for tailor-made solutions.
44. Use and develop conflict regulation mechanisms within an organization.
45. Align an organization's conflict management system with its goals in selecting people, training, and

creating the organizational structure.
46. Encourage constructive conflict approaches and use of established procedures by making them
easily accessible and known to everybody.
47. Use steps of conflict system design when developing a dispute resolution system:
a. Conduct a conflict and stakeholder assessment
b. Ascertain system objectives and establish priorities among them.
c. Develop the new system, working in concert with relevant stakeholders.
d. Implement the system, building in suficient education and training along the way.
e. Evaluate the system and modify in accordance with the changing needs and objectives of the

organizational/institutional stakeholders.
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48. Integrate the principles ofconflict resolution system design into the conflict resolution system:
a. Facilitate interest-based negotiations.
b. Build in "loopbacks. "
c.
Provide for consultation andfeedback
d.

Arrange procedures in a sequence from low cost to high.

e. Provide knowledge, skills, and motivation.
f Prevent disputes and make interventions easily accessible.
g. Involve the stakeholders in the design.
h. Give parties control.
i. Integrate the dijferent conflict resolution mechanisms at alllevels.

Mechanism for'

creatinga
cooperative.
atmosphere

NEGOTIATION PROCESS
1. Use the integrative negotiation method.
2. Let management set the example in cooperative negotiation behavior.
3. Frame negotiations positively. and maintain positive views of relationships.
4.
5.
6.

Anticipate and discuss dgerences in negotiation styles between parties varying on a scale of
cooperativeness.
Select team members based on their ability to adopt a problem-solving style, and use information
on motivations and frames to anticipate their most likely negotiation style.
Take measures to limit negative injluences that superiors or peers from the organization may

engenderfollowing the negotiation process, and ensure that negotiators have su#icient authority
7.

8.

and independence.
Anticipate the influence parties have on each others' negotiation behavior and motivations.
Encourage the powedul party to set the tone with cooperative behavior, and make clear the
expectation that the other party will reciprocate.
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9. Try to give each other certainty about a cooperative reaction; for instance, agreeing on reciprocity
and sharing aspects of negotiation agendas.
10. Take time to build trust, both before and during negotiations, and create a trustworthy partner
reputation.

11. Build trust gradually by first giving it in small proportions and building it up overtime.
12. Facilitate trust by proving trustworthiness; forexample, by beingpredictable, reliable, and
consistent in behavior.
13. Anticipate that in the use of lawyers' services or legal procedures, the legal system promotes a

distributive approach and most lawyers tend to use a distributive negotiation method when drafting
legal documents.
14. Make sure lawyers or third parties support and are experienced in using both integrative and
distributive negotiation methods.

RELATIONSHIP DEVELOPMENT
15. Be transparent about the tender procedure and the criteria used in order to build trust. Provide
clear selection criteria, clear tendering procedure, facilitate open information exchange, explain,
and inform. Use the notion of good faith as a guiding principle in pre-contractual negotiations, but
elaborate on the customary meaning of it to prevent misunderstandings later on.
16. Share information with regard to the subject of the contract.

17. Be clear about intentions and willingness to enter into a contractual relationship and agree on
penalties or other mechanisms to apply if negotiations are broken of without suljlcient reason.
18. Be aware that a strong imbalance in power may frustrate a balanced relationship and be a

disincentive for cooperative behavior.
19. Be aware that theframeworkfor a relationship, particularly the contract, may reflectandamplify
unwanted power di#erences.
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3

CHECKLIST FOR STRENGTHENING A SUCCESSFUL COLLABORATION PROCESS
THROUGHOUT THE CONSTRUCTION PROCESS
render stage
I
L

Design
the

of

tender

NEGOTIATION PROCESS
22. Anticipate that by interacting, negotiating parties injluence each others' negotiation behavior and
motivations.
23. Let the more powerful party, the initiator, set a cooperative tone by acting cooperatively, and let him
make clear that he expects the other party to reciprocate.

process

Call for
tender

NEGOTIATION PROCESS
1. Encourage cooperative negotiation behavior with the prospect offuture interaction.

RELATIONSHIP DEVELOPMENT
2.

Let the more powerful party, the initiator, set the tone for the relationship with cooperative strategies

that will inspire the less powerful party to react in the same way.
3. Let the initiator be transparent about the tender procedure in order to build trust; for example,
provide clear selection criteria, a clear tender procedure, encourage open information exchange,
and be willing to explain and inform.
4. Describe the guidelines and principles the initiator wants as central guidelines in the relationship.

Information

NEGOTIATION PROCESS
1.

Agree on the use of the integrative negotiation method during the first interaction.
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exchange

meetings

2.

Start to build trust gradually»m the jirst interaction on, by first giving it in small proportions and

slowly building it up over time.
3. Facilitate trust by proving trustworthiness; for example by being predictable, reliable and consistent
in behavior.

RELATIONSHIP DEVELOPMENT
4. Initiate an integrative negotiation approach to start the relationship, and protect the less powerful
party from competitive responses; for example, allow him the initiative in choosing a response.
5.
Developwaysto breakthroughnegative efects of powerdiferences; create avenuesfor evaluation
of the collaboration process and cooperative behavior by parties themselves or a neutral third party.
6. Share information with regard to the subject of the relationship (the project).
7. Be clear about intentions and willingness to enter into a contractual relationship and agree on
penalties or other mechanisms to apply if negotiations are broken 05 without suficient reason.

Bid

selection

NEGOTIATION PROCESS
1.

2.

Try to get insight into the other parties' (contractors) motivations, as they indicate the tendency to

demonstrate a cooperative negotiation approach.
Make reputation a selection tool for future projects or for additional parts of a current project.

RELATIONSHIP DEVELOPMENT
3.

Determine what they (contractors) expect from the relationship and how they define a relationship

that "works."
4.

Determine whether there is enough of an overlap in desires between parties and a chance for

profitable .fliture encounters before entering into a relationship.
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5.

Determine if and how both parties' long-term self-interest is served in the relationship before

committing to it.

Contract
negotiations

NEGOTIATION PROCESS
1. Take time to build trust, both before and during negotiations, and create the reputation of a

trustworthy negotiation partner.
2.

Frame subjects of negotiations in a positive way, and maintain a positive view of the relationship

3.

between the negotiators.
Involve people in negotiations that are motivated by working toward mutual interests and who have

a pro-social orientation.
4. Agree to invest in the relationship, and specify how these investments will be made.
5. Establish that integrative negotiation is the generally used negotiation method during ongoing
negotiations between negotiation partners.
6. Consider the use of the distributive bargaining methods when discussing issues of minor interest to
the parties, in terms ofcosts and the importance of the issue at hand.

7.

8.
9.

Be explicit about and agree on the legal rules that apply to the process of contract formation, either
mandatory rules or rules to which both parties agree.
Agree on the norms that are applicable during the negotiation process.
Determine whether the principle of good faith applies in contract negotiations and formation and

what its consequences are, and, if not mandatory, discuss applying it.
10. Use the notion of good faith as a guiding principle in (pre-)contractual negotiations, but elaborate
on the customary meaning of it to prevent misunderstandings later on.

11. Be aware that not communicating information in either the negotiation orformation phase can have
legal implications. Duties to warn or inform may be invoked later ifa party does not live up to its
side of the bargain.
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12. Agree on a process of contracting that is tailored to the relationship and be specific about each step.

Decision making:
13. Negotiate toward optimal outcomes based on relevant information while taking into account all
possible options and drawing on accurate inferences.
14. Follow rational decision making steps (define the problem, jind criteria, give criteria a value,
identib' alternatives, test each alternative against the criteria, calculate the optimal decision, reach a
decision and act on iO.
15. Work toward negotiation outcomes that optimally satisfy both parties' preferences in the light of the
ongoing negotiation process.

16. Striveforanegotiation outcomeinwhich furtherreallocation ofresources cannolongerleadto an
improvement for one without leaving the other worse off (the Pareto optimum).
17. Strive for negotiation outcomes that are mutually beneficial.

18. Identify the legal norms that are applicable in court and use them as boundaries within which
negotiations take place and criteria that give indications for the outcome of decisions (in other
words: use the shadow of the law).

19. Agreeuponanddraft "legalmlesforthe cooperative negotiation" inorderto tailorthe negotiation
process to the parties' wishes within the margins set by the legal system.
20. Anticipate that the legal system promotes a distributive approach and most lawyers tend to use a

distributive negotiation method when involving lawyers in negotiations or starting legal procedures.
21. Make sure to know which negotiation method lawyers or third parties support.
22. Involve lawyers who support and are experienced in using both integrative and distributive
negotiation methods.
23. Prevent suboptimal negotiation outcomes caused by cognitive biases, by checking whether the biases
identified in literature influence the negotiations, and, if so, correct them.
24. Identify and correct for personal biases, others' biases, and mutual decision making biases by
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evaluating decisions before finalizing them. Ways to do so are by:
a. Scheduling "cool-of' periods to create space to ponder decisions before they become jinal.
b. Having parties trade each other's perspectives, or involving a neutral third party in the
decision making process to identib, irrationality. Raise the stakes in a negotiation situation
to encourage decision makers to reassess their positions, reflect on their positions, or
collect further information.
c.
Increase awareness of biases by educating people about the phenomenon.
25. Determine whether negotiators' representations match, and, if not, try to reframe and create a
mutual view and interpretation of issues subject to negotiations.
26. Exchange views to check whether the representation on which decisions are based is correct and

complete before making decisions final.
27. Assess and agree how to deal with irrationalities and agree who can best manage the consequences
and costs of a biased decision. For instance, a responsible problem solver may be delegated to limit

the costs of an irrational decision.

RELATIONSHIP DEVELOPMENT
28. Discuss what each party expects from the relationship and how they dejine a relationship that

-'works."
29. Agree on and describe the guidelines and principles both parties want as central guidelines in the
relationship.
30. Use the large bandwidth the legal system provides when building a relationship, as it enables parties
to establish a framework which they jind optimally contributes to a cooperative relationship.
31. Be aware that astrong imbalance inpowermay frustrate a balanced relationship and bea
disincentive for cooperative behavior.
32. Grant. as a countermeasure to potential power imbalance, as much equal access to information and
expertise relevant to the proiect as possible to both parties.
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FORESEEING CONFLICT
33. Collaborate on identijj,ing typical sources of legal conflict (such as duties to inform not lived up to,

reasonable expectations not met, or cases offorce majeure).
34. Classi these conflicts. (Is it a violation of a right orfailure ofa duty to perform? Is it covered by
contract or law? It is external or internal? Is it a modification to adjust to changed circumstances?)

DEALING WITH CONFLICT
35. Distinguish between the options in conflict management. such as the level on which to deal with
conflict, and discuss this early on during the collaboration process).
36. Estimate the likelihood of conflict; discuss how parties will react to behavior which may cause

conflict: and share information about conflict behavior.
37. Develop amicable ways of solving disputes.

Drafting of
the contract

NEGOTIATION PROCESS
1. Agree on the norms that are applicable to negotiations that take place during the project and make
them part of the agreement.
2.
Agree upon and draft "legal rules for cooperative negotiation- in order to tailor the negotiation
3.

process to the parties' wishes within the margins set by the legal system.
Create mechanisms that make cooperative negotiation behavior enforceable; for example, agree that

mutual benefit is the goal. and that each party's behavior toward this end will be evaluated.

RELATIONSHIP DEVELOPMENT
4.

Let the contract contribute to a cooperative relationship by providing a reflection of the rights and

obligations of parties: by providing a detailed set of rules and procedures for resolving disputes: and
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by providing a legal framework within which future negotiations over the terms of trade will take
place.
5.

./

Use the contract as a "blueprint for exchange" and a means to plan the collaboration, to set partner

expectations, and, consequently, to reduce misunderstandings and costly missteps.
6.
Include elements of collaboration in a contract that help clarify parties' intentions even if they are
not necessarily legally enforceable.
7. Define in the contract the precise meaning parties attach to abstract concepts such as rules of
respect, fairness, reciprocity and other concepts they want to be of guidance in their relationship.
8. Facilitate mechanisms in a relationship that allow both parties to reward the other's cooperative

9.

behavior and punish defective behavior.
Be aware that theframeworkfor a relationship, particularly the contract, may reflect and amplify

unwanted power di#erences.
10. Consider integrating social norms into the dgerent phases of the relationship-building process, as
they may replace or complement contract terms to prevent problems particularly for parts of the
agreement that are hard to enforce legally.
11. Ascertain whether social norms are at work and are a credible threat, and if contractual remedies

might trigger crowding out eirects.
Set clear expectations for behaviorandprovide ameans toidentijj, andcurtailopportunistic
behavior.
13. Consider possibilitiesfor non-legal punishment such as the use of reciprocalfairness, and reputation
12.

mechanisms.

14. Agree that the contract will be regularly renegotiated or will be split into smaller contracts to enable
the parties to build trust and cut back on protective contract terms when trust is built between
parties.
15.

Use protective mechanisms in a contract only as a temporary substitute for trust. and after parties

have build it up, cut back on protective mechanisms.
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16. Learn from experience with the other party how to replace standard contracts with a custom made
contract.
17.

Use the freedom that the legal system provides as to the content of the contract to tailor it to the

relationship in the manner parties think best enables a successful collaboration process.
18. Discuss and consciously choose the legal regime that applies to the contract, as this choice will
impact the way in which courts interpret the contract.
19. Be specific on contract terms, and do not use unclear language; dejine ambiguous terms; do not

leave anything out: use terms consistently; and fully account for any sensitive issues (unless parties
want default rules to apply).
20. Agree oncriteriafor contractinterpretation rules; refer to themin the contractiandprevent

ambiguity by being specific.
21. Consider the diferent kinds of approaches in contracting complete, incomplete, and relational

contracting.
Complete contracting approach:
22. Determinefor which part of the rules governing their relationship the parties want to strivefor
completeness; where incompleteness best supports the relationship; and where elements from
relational contracts may be incorporated (complete contracts).
23. Determine for which parts of the contract the certainty of contractual completeness is worth striving

for and realistic. Acknowledge the indefiniteness of certain parts of a relationship.
24. Be realistic about completeness; do not try to aimfor completeness where it concerns uncertain

future conditions that may arise in the course of the relationship, and do not try to characterize
complex adaptations.
25. Weigh carefully the preferred level of certainty against the costs ofnegotiation and enforcement, as
the cost of negotiating and enforcing a wide variety of terms for particular situations increases as

their probability decreases.
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26. Realize that some variables of a relationship included in a contract may be very hard to verify by
courts, and, therefore, are hard to enforce by law.

Incomplete contracting approach:
27. Weigh the positive efects of lowering transaction costs and signaling trust against a possible

decrease in certainty (incomplete contracts).
28. Determine and agree whether investments in the relationship and the will to achieve mutual benefits
mayfunction as mechanisms that encourage behavior in the best interest of the relationship.
29. Anticipate interpretation differences inherent in incompleteness, which may lead to disputes during
the relationship.
30. Avoid including terms in the contract that leave room for competitive bargaining and prevent

ambiguity or insuficiently defined contingencies in contracts.
31. Fill in complex details of incomplete contracts after parties reach agreement by using a "phasing

strategy" after the initial agreement.
Relational contracting approach:
32. Consider establishing a process through which future terms of trade will be determined, thus
establishing a set of basic rules governing the ongoing relationship contracting.
33. Explore whether parties trust informal mechanisms for enforcement, in particular the relationship,

and evaluate whether or not the relationship is enough of an incentive.

FORESEEING CONFLICT
34. Anticipate the competitive eljEects of contracts and the involvement of traditionally trained lawyers.

35. Anticipate the escalation process that may result from the interaction between lawyers.
36. Involve lawyers in analysis of the real problem at an early stage. Keep the threshold low, and try to
prevent a conflict from becoming a legal problem.
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37. Anticipate the psychological processes that stimulate clients' and lawyers' competitive behavior.

DEALING WITH CONFLICT
38. Incorporate adequate benchmarks into contracts such as timeframes for completion and well-defined
partner contributions to reveal failure to meet objectives more easily.
39. Be specific in contracts about what to expect of each other in terms of tasks and behavior, and agree
about penalties in case of nonperformance and compensation in case of breach.

40. Identify trade rules and translate and integrate into the contract the applicable rules, business
practice, and customs.
41. Letreputations supplementlegalcontract terms as aconflictpreventionmechanism to enforce legal
and non-legal promises, such as payment, flexibility, and willingness to renegotiate a contract in

case ofchanged circumstances.

Ite:ilizatioi, stage

Preparing the
site and
setting up and

maintaining
the project
organization

NEGOTIATION PROCESS
1. Involve people who are motivated by working toward mutual interests and who have a pro-social
orientation.
2. Stimulate cooperative negotiation behavior by building team members' negotiation skills; have
management set the right cooperative example, and hire employees with a pro-social orientation.
3.
4.
5.

Build a history of cooperative interaction, and create feelings of unity and friendship.
Motivate cooperative negotiation behavior with financial incentives or instructions to cooperate.
Discuss each others' views of negotiation situations regularly. For instance, share negotiation
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beliefs. perceptions of one another, and concepts of a successful business relationship).
6. Anticipate and discuss dgerences in negotiation styles between people who need to work together
and prevent this from negatively influencing the collaboration process.
7. Select team members based on their ability to adopt a problem-solving style and use information
8.

on motivation and frames to anticipate their most likely negotiation style.
Take measures to limit negative injluences that superiors or peers from the organization may

engenderfollowing the negotiation process, and ensure that negotiators have suficient authority
and independence. Agree on face-to-face contact as the preferred communication channel.

9.

Only choose other ways of communication when face-to-face negotiations are not efective or
possible, and when there is already a relationship established and the chance of misunderstanding

and conjlict has decreased.
10. Evaluate the communication process and communication channels regularly, and modify them as
necessary.

11. Assign capable communicators to the project team, and provide communication training to
maximize clear communication.
12.

Use existing normative standards of cooperative behavior or market conventions as a social norm
in interactions.
13. Make reputation an incentive by punishing competitive negotiation behavior and rewarding
cooperative behavior. For instance, a contractor may gain extra points in tender procedures for
having the reputation of being a cooperative negotiator.
14. Make negative and positive behavior transparent and known outside a project in order to allow the
reputation mechanism to work.
15. Discuss strategies as they influence the relationship, and make the responses people will give to

certain strategies.
16. Reduce competitive strategies by discussing preferred strategies beforehand and downplaying
factors that may encourage this such as information asymmetry between parties.
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17. Try to create a balance ofpower between the representatives ofparties that have to cooperate.
18. Agree on the tit-for-tat strategy (react to a cooperative strategy cooperatively, and to a noncooperative strategy with a similar response) to set the right cooperative tone and to correct

uncooperative behavior (defection).

DEALING WITH CONFLICT
19. Encourage constructive relationships and constructive conflict management. Decrease the chance
of dysfunctional conflict by cultivating a level of concern for the other. Facilitate trust and create
group feelings by engaging in regular team building activities.

Constructing
the work and
dealing with

NEGOTIATION PROCESS
1. During negotiations, evaluate whether the parties' representation of a situation is blurred as a
result of heuristics, and if so, try to correct those images.

2.

unforeseen
events

3.
4.

To prevent cognitive biases:
a. Explore the aforementioned biases during negotiations and take time to correct them.
b. Identify and evaluate problems; discuss issues and party preferences during negotiations.
Determine if representations match, and, if not, try to reframe and create a mutual view and

interpretation ofnegotiation issues.
Exchange views to check if the representation on which decisions are based is correct and
complete before making decisions final. For instance, introduce a cool-ofperiod in which parties
may reflect on their positions or collect jurther information.

5.

Frame negotiations positively, and maintain positive views of relationships.

6.
7.

Anticipate the influence parties have on each others' negotiation behavior and motivations.
Encourage the powefful party to set the tone with cooperative behavior, and make clear the
expectation that the other party will reciprocate.
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8. Try to give each other certainty about a cooperative reaction; for instance, agree on reciprocity
and sharing aspects of negotiation agendas.
Negotiate toward optimal outcomes based on relevant information while taking into account all
possible options and drawing on accurate inferences.
10. Follow rational decision making steps (define the problem, find criteria, give criteria a value,
identify alternatives, test each alternative against the criteria, calculate the optimal decision,
reach a decision, and act on it).
11. Work toward negotiation outcomes that optimally satisfy both parties' preferences in light of the

9.

ongoing negotiation process.

12. Striveforanegotiationoutcomeinwhichfurtherreallocation ofresources cannolongerleadto
an improvementfor one without leaving the other worse 00"(the Pareto optimum).
13. Strive for negotiation outcomes that are mutually beneficial.

CONFLICT IDENTIFICATION
14. Anticipate breach without compensation if there are obstacles for enforcement of damages such as
information asymmetry or shortage and high enforcement costs.
15. Discuss together the situations in which breach is feared and estimates Of the chance of breach.

16. Determine if the disagreement may be reframed as a legally valid claim.
17. Distinguish between the disagreement as experienced by parties and the legally valid claim.
18. Anticipate that legal translation of a problem may encourage competition, and makes a win-lose
outcome probable.
19. Anticipate that not every problem between parties can be translated into a legal conflict
adequately, and that some problems need to be canalized in other ways.
20. Anticipate the diferences in interpretation of complex contract terms.
21. Anticipate that using the legal system may aggravate conflict and facilitate a competitive approach

to conflict.
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Renegotiation
of

the

contract

NEGOTIATION PROCESS
1. Agree that the contract will be regularly renegotiated or will be split into smaller contracts to
enable the parties to build trust and cut back on protective contract terms when trust is built up
between parties.
ISee checklist contract negotiation process, and unforeseen circumstancesj

Project
delivery and
dismantling
of the project
organization

fsee checklist contract negotiation process and project organizationj

illainten:ilice stage

Maintenance
and repairs

ISee recommendations contract negotiation process and drafting of contractl
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All stages

Foreseeing

conflict
and

FORESEEING CONFLICT
1. Agree to identify sources ofconflict before the start ofa project to predict and to anticipate future
conflict and diagnose existing conjlict.
2.

categories relational conflict, task conflict, and (within task conjlicts) dijferences of opinion or
divergences of interest.

dealing

with
conflict

Make a checklist together to scan the project and identify potential conjlict. For instance, use the

3.

Distinguish between types of conjlict and categorize conjlicts based on their cause Isee checklistl.

4.

Identify (diferences in) project members' perceptions of project and individual goals to predict

conjlicts.
5. Identify mechanisms which may motivate cooperative or competitive behavior in situations with
conflict potential, such as instructions, rewards and punishment systems, norms, or a charter.
6. Anticipate and recognize conflict dynamics, in which feelings offear, anger, distrust, or resentment
7.

lead to unfriendly reactions which increase the intensity of conflict.
Identify the intensity ofa conflict by using Glasl's 9-step escalation model.

8. Weigh the possible positive efects of conflict (better decision making, more creativity) against the
potential negative ejfects of conflict (a negative working atmosphere, decline in satisfaction and
output).
To find a constructive level ofconjlict:

a. Discuss before and during the project the extent to which dgerences of opinion are likely to
have negative elfects and to what extent they may be beneficial. Base the discussion on
criteria such as the chance and effects of groupthink, a lack of creativity, sub-optimal

b.
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decisions, relational conjlict, and the presence of a cooperative atmosphere.
Take measures to prevent silencing ofconjlicts andfailing to express diferences in values

and preferences during the project.
c.

Diagnose conjlicts when they arise and isolate potentially fruitful diferences of opinion.

d.

Encourage and canalize dgerences of opinion gthey stimulate creativity or information
processing, curtail problem solving, or lead to better decisions.
9. Identify situations in which both parties trying to obtain a better deal in the short run may increase the
likelihood of an impasse that will produce conflict in the long run.
10. Anticipateirrationality in decision making whichmay causeconflict, such as the tendency to escalate,
ignorance of the perspectives of the other party, and reactive devaluation.
11. Anticipate information asymmetry, difIerences in the estimation of risks, and dgerent views of

uncertainty, interests, and roles.
12. Anticipate the use of opportunistic strategies that may mislead the other party and increase the chance
of conflict, such as withholding information or over-asking.

DEALING WITH CONFLICT
2.

3.
4.
5.

Choose together the preferred level (self together, with help of lawyers, or neutral) on which to deal

with conflict.
Discuss and agree on a general approach and on approaches in particular conflict situations.
Choose problem-solving as the general approach in conflict resolution.
Agree on particular conjlict resolution styles for di#erent conflict situations based on the kind of

conflict.
6.

Make a trade-08 between what is optimal for the collaboration process and the importance of the
issue.

7.

Avoid relational conjlict and problem solve in task conflict, except in situations ofpure dijference of
opinion where compromising or even forcing may be beneficial.
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8. Agree upon the third party conflict management processes for a project.
9.

Use criteria (intervention, context, level of control) to determine the nature of the process in a specific

conflict.
10. Use criteria to choose between processes that have the character of mediation, arbitration or a hybrid
form. Do people involved need to cooperate in the future? How intense is the conjlict (moderate or
severe)? Are legal norms of high importance, and is there time pressure?

11. Determine what is necessary in a conflict based on the aforementioned criteria. Determine the kind of
solution the parties want, the role they want the third party to play. the kind ofprocedure that best

facilitates this role, the expertise and skills the third party needs to fulfill this role, and if it should be
an internal or external (neutral) party.
12. Let thefirstreactionto conjlict be a cooperative one, as jirst actions tend to bedecisiveforhow a

conjlict management interaction evolves.
13. Align available conflict resolution mechanisms to general preferences about outcome, such as truth
finding in diferences of opinion and compromises or intergrative solution in conjlicts of opposing
interests.

14. Take people's procedural preferences into account when agreeing on the third party procedures
ojfered, and choosing a procedure for a particular conflict. For example, organize them from

maximum injluence to decreasing control.
15. Have procedures available that leave parties in control over the outcome and the resolution process.
Apply criteria to determine the most constructive approach in each particular case: the certainty or
confidence one has that one will win, how high the stakes are, the level of power imbalance, and the

legal nature ofconjlict.
16. Create awareness of the costs of escalation.

17. Exchange information about how a conflict is experienced to anticipate future reactions to it.
18. Let people handle conflict who have a positive perception of conflicts and a positive attitude in
general.
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19. Build in de-escalation techniques in conflict resolution, such as moving the conflict resolution to
another level within the organization or agreeing on overarching goals.
20. Use and develop the conjlict regulation mechanisms within an organization.
21. Align an organization's conflict management system with its goals in selecting people, training, and

creating the organizational structure.
22. Encourage constructive conflict approaches and the use of established procedures by making them
known to everybody and easily accessible.
Integrate the principles of conflict resolution system design into the conflict resolution system.
a. Facilitate interest-based negotiations.
b.
Build in "loopbacks"
c.
d.

Provide for consultation and feedback.
Arrange procedures in a sequence from low cost to high.

e. Provide knowledge, skills, and motivation.
f Prevent disputes and make interventions easily accessible.
g. Involve the stakeholders in the design.
h. Give parties control.
i. Integrate the dilferent conflict resolution mechanisms at alllevels.

23. Use third parties and have incentives available to stimulate ellicient handling ofpotential conflict
situations and keep costs low.
24. Make proceedings swift and inexpensive to create a preventive ejfect on conflict resolution.
25. Organize the third party intel·ventions starting inexpensively and make expensive procedures a final
option.
26. Keep bargaining costs low to prevent chilling efects of third party procedures such as arbitration.
27. Use objective selection mechanisms of third parties to overcome problems ofneutrality and bias.
28. Take the general framework the legal system provides into account, but define how to proceed in case
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ofconjlicts in more detail in the contract.

29. Pick conjlict resolution mechanisms carefully by having a specijlc conjlict resolution procedure in
place that allows tailor-made approaches to conflicts instead of relying exclusively on contract terms

concerning the substance to resolve complex conflict.
30. Be specific in the contract about how to deal with well-known or high impact conflict issues so that
court interference is not necessary.
31. Decide in individual situations what is the most constructive way of conflict management based on an
objective analysis of the case.

32. Agree on the situations in which legal rules will apply and which will be governed by customs, and
involve lawyers on both sides in the decision making process.
33. Use the instruments procedural law provides to encourage the other party to live up to their duties.
34. Beware the potentially negative ejfects of strategic use of the legal system.

35. Make sure that lawyers or third parties support and are experienced in using both integrative and
distributive negotiation methods.
36. Use alternative means of conflict resolution when possible, as they are more flexible and better suited

to the wishes of parties, and use legal proceedings when the framework they provide and their

formalities are needed.
37. Opt for procedures that facilitate settlement and allow for tailor-made solutions.
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CHAPTER 10

X CONCLUSIONS,

IMPLICATIONS,

AND

FUTURE

RESEARCH
1

OVERALL CONCLUSIONS

Infrastructure projects often perform poorly. Empirical studies show
that worldwide most of these projects do not perform well in terms of
the criteria of construction cost, construction time, and quality of the
end product.
In the first part our purpose was to draw on literature on
partnering and alliancing to identify project success variables. Our
second purpose was to identify the main causes of success or failure
of relational contracting models. From theory and empirical findings
we have drawn factors that contribute and complicate achieving
project success (meeting or beating the project goals). In our review of
construction management literature, we found support that the
collaboration process between client and contractor is instrumental to

project

performance. We

also

distilled

from

literature the

characteristics of infrastructure projects that make it so hard to instill
and maintain a collaboration process that allows for project success.
First, we found support that the adversarial nature of the sector and
the complexity of the construction process make it difficult to
establish relationships that allow for a smooth collaboration process.
Second, we observed that disputes between clients and contractors are
a major reason why they fail to achieve project goals. Conflicts tend to
arise frequently in infrastructure projects as the environment is
uncertain and subject to unanticipated events.
We continued with an analysis of the relational contracting
models partnering, alliancing, and the instrument dispute boards.
These models and instruments are developed to improve collaboration
between client and contractors. Our overview of evaluations of the
performance of these models in practice shows mixed results. We
found that on a number of occasions partnering alliancing, and dispute
boards have brought substantial benefits; in others, they were less
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successful. We concluded that the main problem with the performance
of these models is the fragile commitment of the parties to the

underlying collaboration principles. Without management support
and/or clear legal support for these models, it is hard to implement and
maintain them on a project level. Our proposition based on this was
that in order to achieve project success through better collaboration,
the parties need to develop adequate governance structures to instill
and maintain a more successful collaboration process.
In the second part, our purpose was to make recommendations
based on theory and empirical findings from social psychological,
economic and legal studies. For that purpose, we identified factors in
infrastructure projects that facilitate or threaten a successful
collaboration process. In our review of literature on cooperation, we
first subdivided the general collaboration process into the different
sub-processes that take place during infrastructure development and
that demand collaboration between client and contractors: negotiations,
relationship development, foreseeing conflict, and dealing with
conflict. After that, we distilled the factors from literature that
positively or negatively influence these four collaboration subprocesses. Subsequently, we derived from theory and empirical
studies ways to positively influence these factors in order to optimize
the collaboration process. We formulated these findings as
recommendations (or propositions) for successful collaboration.
In the third part of this study, our purpose was to explore how
the recommendations may be implemented in practice. First, we
showed how these recommendations might contribute to project
success, and categorized them by "project performance mechanism"
(mechanisms used in practice to influence project performance). We
distinguished recommendations by their potential to either contribute
to mechanisms that encourage people to commit to project goals; to
organize effective interaction and communication; to organize
monitoring and feedback; to prevent bureaucracy and foster adequate
decision making processes; to identify conflict; to deal with conflict,
and to decrease the negative effects of adversarial tendering. Second,
we distinguished the different stages in the tender, realization, and
maintenance stage of the construction process. Subsequently, we
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categorized the recommendations based on their relevance in the stages
of infrastructure development. Third, we presented the governance
structures that seem most suitable to implement the recommendations
at a project level.
Finally, we offered the result of these categorizations in two
academic checklists. These lists are a first step in making a practical
working tool to instill and maintain successful collaboration in
practice. In the first checklist we suggest where in the collaboration
process which recommendations may be used. The second list gives an
overview of the mechanisms that we found that contributed to project
success and the recommendations that may contribute to developing
each of these mechanisms.

2

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS

Our study may have the following implications for theory and
practice.
The theoretical contribution of the first part of our study is that
we link existing theory and findings on infrastructure development,
project performance, and relational contracting in construction. By this

approach we show some important limitations of current relational
contracting models, we pinpoint the main obstacles for continuing
commitment of parties to the models underlying principles (Chapter
3). In our review we clearly expose the obstacles for a successful
application of these models in hard-bid adversarial environments such
as the construction industry. With this approach we also show the
conditions that should be met for these models to be successful.
Subsequently, in Part II, we offer the ingredients for a systematic
approach for making collaboration more likely in infrastructure
projects. We do so by identifying from literature key factors in
collaboration and by deriving a set of interconnected interventions.
We also present a distinction of the general collaboration process
in infrastructure projects in the processes of negotiations, relationship
building, foreseeing conflict and dealing with conflict. Furthermore we
distill a number of stages within relationship development in
infrastructure project from literature, and make a distinction in
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activities throughout projects that particularly affect the collaboration
process.

Moreover, we showed in the second part of this study the added
value of taking an interdisciplinary approach compared to studying
collaboration from individual perspectives. We integrated in our study
findings from social psychology, economics, and law to develop our
recommendations. The contribution of the various perspectives that
generally operate in a rather isolated manner provides a better
understanding of how collaboration evolves. This approach also
allowed us to pinpoint an entire set of interconnected interventions
that together make collaboration more likely. This may be in the
setting of infrastructure projects and beyond. The set of
recommendations categorized in the charts in Chapter 9 is a clear basis
on which more in-depth research into collaboration in various
relationships can be built.
First, we illustrate for each sub-collaboration process, that the
disciplines together provide a more complete image of what affects
behavior of persons (human agents) and entities (their principals). For
instance, we show peoples' negotiation behavior is influenced by their
motives to enter into a relationship, as well as the financial incentives
they and their principals experience (for instance the ones arising from
the contract), and the legal rules of contract law applicable to the
arrangements between the entities (clients and contractors).
Secondly, our approach extends the body of negotiation theory
and conflict resolution theory to the arena of infrastructure projects.
Its complexity, adversarial culture and conflict sensitivity make it an
important field from a negotiation theory and conflict resolution

theory perspective.
Third, our analysis clearly illustrates the different, but
complementary types of insights that can be drawn from the three
disciplines (both for parties (clients and contractors) as entities and for
human actors (the representatives of the entities). Social psychology
discusses and provides insights into factors such as beliefs and
motivation that typically affect collaboration behavior of human
actors. Economics addresses factors and provides insight into factors
that both influence collaborative behavior of human actors and entities.
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Finally, legal literature we took into account mainly addresses factors
that affect collaboration behavior of the entities. Our analysis of these
types of factors influencing collaboration processes indicates lines
along which they may be distinguished. First, the factors we studied
under the social psychology perspective provided mainly cover:
1) Factors that influence the effect of choices in the
approaches that people make during their collaboration
process with others such as the choice of negotiation
method, of negotiation or conflict management style, or of
level of conflict management).
2) Factors that have to do with human characteristics such as
peoples' perceptions of the negotiation situation or the
relationship or motivation.
3) Factors that influence personal variables such as
communication and creating a bond).
From the economic perspective we have drawn:
1) Factors with the character of external or internal rules or
norms (social norms, trust, reputation) that influence
parties and their representatives' behavior.
2) Factors that may function as guidelines which their
representatives may choose to follow, as it may lead them
toward successful collaboration, optimal negotiation
outcomes, relationship, or conflict management such as
rational choice or decision making theory).
Finally, from the legal perspective we draw factors such as:
1) The legal rules that limit parties' behavior as entities and
influence collaboration either positively or negatively
(rules ofcontract law).
2) Determinants the parties may use to guide their behavior
such as good faith or particular contract terms that oblige
parties to behave in a certain way.

Our study also gives input to legal theory on the role of law in
collaboration. The review of the legal literature, delivered only a
limited amount of factors that positively contribute to collaboration as
we defined it, and a number of factors that more than likely foster
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competition. These findings give support to the idea in ADR literature
that legal governance structures such as contracts and regulations have
a limited role in advocating collaboration and, therefore, in correcting
non-cooperative behavior and replacing them by cooperative actions).
This seems in line with the practice in some countries at construction
projects to use contracts only when conflicts have arisen, and to
involve lawyers only in the last stage of drafting the procurement
rules, the contract, and conflict management.
The results of this study also give insight into the legal role in
governance structures in which lawyers act as "influencers" of the
collaboration process. Our study indicates the importance of the type
and design of legal governance structures. The law provides the parties
freedom in choices of design of these structures that govern their
relationship. The parties choose the extent to which tender regulations
and their contracts facilitate cooperative or rather competitive
behavior. By consciously choosing the kind of legal professionals they
involve, the parties may also influence the role legal specialists play in
a collaboration process.
A number of practical implications may be drawn from this study
as well. The academic checklists may already provide useful guidelines
to practice. They may be taken into account by decision makers in
infrastructure projects. The findings may also be of value in other
situations in which parties need to design governance structures for
projects with similar characteristics (projects that demand intense and
effective collaboration for a period of time for achieving project goals).
However, further empirical study will be necessary to test how the
recommendations drawn from theory actually affect the collaboration
process between client and contractors and in which form to use them
best.
Subsequently, our findings may have implications for training of
lawyers. The study seems to confirm that the way in which lawyers
are taught to negotiate tends to contribute to adversarialism rather than
collaboration. Existing research suggests that it is mainly because of
their training that lawyers are partisan advocates for the interest of
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their clients and are trained to be paranoid. 1255 Acting in a distributive
way is what lawyers are brought up with. 1256 Research indicates, and
our findings support, that this is the usual approach in legal
proceedings and contract negotiations.1257 A skilled negotiator usually
serves as an advocate for one party to the negotiation and attempts to
obtain the most favorable outcomes possible for that party. Secondly,
legal professionals have relatively little experience with "cooperative
contracts." Moreover, from a legal point of view, one would also tend
to avoid this uncertain and time-consuming form or restructure it with
a more traditional contract. Using an open relational contract model
simply does not match well with the fact that lawyers are trained to be
suspicious and, therefore, try to regulate a relationship as much as
possible providing optimal protection to the individual party they
represent. It seems that to assist parties who desire a successful
collaboration process, skills that are not strictly legal are needed. Some
say commercial lawyers may need to become skilled in the process of
human relationship building.1258 That would ask of lawyers to broaden
their focus from precedents, the right-wrong, win-lose, fault blame
way of thinking, which are part of the legal mindset, to more
collaboration supporting approaches. Than the current legal education
and professional training of legal professionals may have to be further
adjusted to this.

This study also indicates the importance of the parties'
(principals) perception of legal professionals and in particular lawyers.
The construction industry is often regarded as a perfect environment
for lawyers, as there is a social and economic paradigm of shifting of
blame and avoidance of responsibility. This view of the lawyers' role
is that of drafters of complex contracts for protection and cut-throat
litigators whenever conflict arises. An opposing view is that lawyers
act as drafters of construction contracts that facilitate the smooth
operation of construction projects. Their main task from this
perception is that of appropriately placing risk and minimizing the
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See Frankel (1980: 114).
See Kritzer (199 1); Menkel Meadow (2000).
See Chapter 7.

Association ofI'artnering Advisors (APA).
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1259
incidence of disputes.
Therefore, the role appointed to lawyers by
clients and contractors becomes a very influential factor in the legal
professional's impact on the collaboration process.

3

LIMITATIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH

The study is limited to three literatures and existing empirical studies.
In-depth additional empirical research may provide further insight into
the extent to which successful collaboration is instrumental to project
success.

Generally, further in-depth research into the various variables of
collaboration is necessary. Additional research may be done in regard
to 1) the effect of governance structures and lawyers on collaboration
success, 2) external factors that influence collaboration, and 3)
practical implications of theoretical recommendations as we propose
them in our study.
First, future research may focus on the governance structures and
role of lawyers in collaboration between entities in projects. After all,
they are main "instruments" to implement theoretical findings on how
to faciliate collaboration. Further research into the role of governance
structures may tell us more about the extent to which they are
blocking or contributing cooperative behavior. For instance, these
governance structures may provide for obstacles in terms of rules or
nonns that limit the parties in their ability to optimize their
collaboration process. These structures may be legal rules, norms in
the industry, or contract terms. They generally are meant to stimulate
collaboration, but, in fact, do not always do so. They may have
negative side-effects on other factors, and thus endanger successful
collaboration. Research into these governance structures and their
effects should not only include a thorough study of the characteristics
of the various legal and non-legal governance structures, but also cover
how they interact with each other and how they may be redesigned to
more optimally contribute to collaboration.
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Lawyers play essential roles at certain moments during the
collaboration process between collaborating entities, particularly in
their role in designing and maintaining collaboration in relational
contracting models such as partnering and alliancing. The tradition of
commercial lawyers lies in designing complex legal agreements to avoid
future litigation and negligence claims. However, their involvement
may hinder the creative fluidity that is needed to sustain commercial
alliances and produce outstanding results. 1260 It is difficult to draft a
partnering contract which in effect seeks to define how parties should
behave rather than spell out what they must or must not do. 1261 Such
contracts may be perceived as risky and, therefore, unattractive to
legal decision-makers, especially lawyers. Should lawyers change their
strategy when working for clients who want to use relational
contracting models? What might lawyers do to adapt to the demand?
Are they capable of this, should they want to do it?
Secondly, there are external factors which infuence project
performance. In our analysis we concentrated on internal factors and
the collaboration process as instrumental variables in project
performance. We indicated that there are other external factors that
affect project performance, such as various stakeholder groups that
want their interests taken into account and technical innovations.
Particularly stakeholders may have a significant impact on project
goals, construction time, costs, quality, and satisfaction. Including
them in the construction process early on through consensus building,
and by using adequate conflict management tools, may further
contribute to project success. Additional research is necessary into the
various options of including stakeholders in projects with a high
impact on their environment in various stages of their development.
Thirdly, continuing research may shed light on the actual impact of
the factors and recommendations we draw from literature. Empirical
study needs to be carried out to back up our findings. Studies at
infrastructure projects must point out 1) to what extent these factors
actually influence collaborative behavior, 2) what the most important
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factors are that do so, and 3) whether they positively or negatively
influence project performance.
Subsequently, the practical applications of our findings may be
further developed. This may be on the project level, on an industry
level or on the governmental level of laws and regulations. A first step
in that line is the development of instruments (applications of the
checklists) for practical use at projects. This step includes the
translation of the knowledge of factors and recommendations in actual
instruments and testing of those instruments: contracts, codes of
conduct, or charters that parties may use to organize the collaboration
process at projects. For the development of instruments on a project
level, empirical study is necessary to find out, for instance, what kinds
of contracts and which kinds of terms work well, which should be the
actual form of the contract (should have the characteristics of a charter,
a manual for collaboration), and how to organize the process of
drafting the contract. To encourage successful collaboration at an
industry level, industry rules or standard contract models may be a
preferred medium. Collaboration may also be contributed to by laws
or public regulations made by government rule makers. In further
research the following questions are relevant: What may contract
parties best do themselves on the level of individual projects? What is
best regulated on the industry level, and what by law makers? How
should such governance structures be designed? Who should be
involved in the development and how should they be involved (for
instance by using consensus building processes)?
A separate line of research may concentrate on factors and
recommendations specifically dealing with problems in developing
countries. Even though most of the problems and key success factors
of infrastructure projects in developed and developing countries seem
of similar natures, in this line of research we may include an empirical
study of the differences of applications and effects of
recommendations in developed and developing countries. Researchers
should address typical problems with realizing large construction
projects in these countries, such as financers hesitation due to
perceptions of high investment risks, cultural differences, lack of
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of contractors with large scale construction, corruption, and
less well functioning legal systems.
experience

Finally, apart from the specific situation of clients and
contractors in infrastructure development, the role of governance
structures in supporting collaboration may be studied in other kinds of
relationships. Studies of governance structures in strategic alliances
over longer periods of time or other cooperative forms where different
incentives play a role, such as finance and maintenance contracts may
be further investigated. This research may eventually lead to the
development of governance structures that also include stakeholders
with non-contractual relationships to projects.
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SAMENVATTING
Naar effectieve sturingsmechanismen voor contractuele relaties
Aanbevelingen voor project succes in infrastructurele projecten vanuit
de sociale psychologie, economie en het recht
De bouwwereld heeft te maken met tegenvallende prestaties op
infrastructurele bouwprojecten. Bij de aanleg van wegen,
spoorverbindingen, bruggen, tunnels en andere infrastructurele werken
zijn er vaak problemen met kwaliteit en planning. Niet alleen in
Nederland maar wereldwijd staan infrastructurele projecten bekend om
het feit dat ze de originele planning overschrijden en duurder uitpakken
terwijl de kwaliteit van het eindproduct soms tegenvalt.
Een groot aantal partijen en allerlei omstandigheden beinvloeden het
bouwproces. Uit projectevaluaties blijkt echter dat de kwaliteit van de
samenwerking tussen de opdrachtgevers en aannemers een factor is van
doorslaggevend belang voor de projectprestaties.
In deze studie richt ik mijn aandacht op dit samenwerkingsproces
en de daarvoor bestaande (juridische) kaders. Het begint met een
analyse van uitdagingen voor opdrachtgever en bouwondernemingen in
bestaande
nloderne
en de
infrastructurele
projecten
samenwerkingsvormen. Het biedt vervolgens een brede set van
aanbevelingen voor succesvolle samenwerking. Die aanbevelingen
maken deel uit van een systematische aanpak voor het optimaliseren
van samenwerking en het creeren van sterke kaders voor succesvolle

samenwerking gedurende de aanbestedings-, uitvoerings- en
onderhoudsfase van een project. De aanbevelingen leid ik af uit
theoretische en empirische literatuur over samenwerking tussen
mensen en organisaties. De set van maatregelen kunnen partijen
vervolgens implementeren in de governance structures voor projecten
zoals de aanbestedingsprocedures, contracten, en gedragscodes.
In deel 1 van deze studie ga ik in op de dynamiek van de huidige
samenwerking in infrastructurele bouwprojecten, de effectiviteit van
samenwerkingsmodellen en analyseer de invloed ervan op project
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succes. In verschillende disciplines is onderzoek gedaan naar de invloed
van aannemers en opdrachtgevers op project succes. Wereldwijd zijn
de projectsuccesfactoren in infrastructurele projecten die een positieve
van
commitment,
leveren;
bijdrage
competenties
partijen,
communicatie over en weer, monitoring en feedback. Negatieve invloed
hebben conflicten, bureaucratie, een extreem competitieve verlopend
aanbestedingstraject, en te korte termijnen voor aanbieders om een bod
goed voor te bereiden. Deze factoren zijn bepalend voor het
samenwerkingsproces tussen opdrachtgevers en aannemers.
In deze studie definieer ik samenwerking (collaboration) als het
interactieproces tussen opdrachtgevers en opdrachtnemers in het kader
van een gezamenlijke activiteit (het project). Deze samenwerking
veronderstel ik succesvol, indien de interactie leidt tot het halen van de
projectdoelen (planning, budget en kwaliteit).
Ook in de verschillende rapporten over de huidige problematiek in
de bouwwereld lijkt de onderliggende aanname dat succesvol
samenwerken leidt tot project succes. Naar aanleiding van die
rapporten zijn oplossingen gezocht in de richting van verbeteringen
van samenwerking. De meest gebruikte maatregelen zijn de introductie
van 'relational contracting models' zoals partnering en allliancing en de
invoering van het instrument dispute boards (raden van deskundigen).
Beide richten zich speciaal op het soepel laten verlopen van
samenwerking, en het voorkomen en vroegtijdig oplossen van
conflicten tussen de partijen.
De ervaringen met deze modellen zijn echter wisselend. Over het
algemeen lijken dispute boards tot een vermindering van het aantal
conflicten te leiden. Voor partnering en alliancing is het beeld echter
minder rooskleurig. Studies die de effectiviteit van deze modellen
analyseren geven weinig onderbouwing dat deze vormen in de praktijk
substantieel bijdragen aan project succes. Het commitment aan de
samenwerkingsprincipes van deze modellen lijkt problematisch.
Factoren die het succes van deze vormen ondergraven zijn een gebrek

aan goed conflict management, druk op aannemers, gebrek aan de juiste
vaardigheden, problemen met implementatie en handhaven van een

cooperatieve houding, en de kosten van implementatie. De variabelen
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die de prestaties negatief beinvloeden lijken ook bij project partnering
en project allianties tot problemen te leiden.
Om projecten gedurende de aanbesteding en uitvoering op koers te
houden lijkt er behoefte te zijn aan een sterker (juridisch) kader voor
samenwerking die weerstand biedt aan negatieve invloeden. Dergelijke
kaders moeten de partijen vanaf de eerste interactie op het spoor van
succesvolle samenwerking zetten en gedurende het project die
interactie effectief blijven ondersteunen. Klaarblijkelijk bieden de
huidige sturingsmechanismen in projecten zoals cultuur, contracten en
succesvolle
onvoldoende bijdrage aan
aanbestedingsmodellen
samenwerking. Ze vormen daarvoor soms zelfs een bedreiging omdat
ze 'competitie' en conflicten juist in de hand lijken te werken. In deze
studie claim ik daarom dat succesvol samenwerking goed verankeren
vraagt om een meer systematische benadering die verder gaat dan het

bieden van contractmodellen.

Het onderzoek in deel 2 richt zich op het ontwikkelen van een
dergelijke benadering. Drie belangrijke onderzoeksdisciplines staan
centraal: sociale psychologie, economie en recht.
Ik splits het samenwerkingsproces tussen opdrachtgever en
aannemers nader uit in activiteiten die in de loop van projecten het

project resultaat beYnvloedden. Deze processen zijn: onderhandelen,
het ontwikkelen van een (werk)relatie, het identificeren van mogelijke
conflicten, en het actief oplossen van die conflicten (hoofdstuk 4-7).
Voor elk van deze processen identificeer ik de factoren die of bijdragen
aan succesvolle samenwerking of het bedreigen. Ik richt me daarbij op
theoriean en empirische studies die specifiek relevant zijn voor
samenwerkingssituaties zoals tussen opdrachtgevers en aannemers in
het kader van infrastructurele projecten. Op basis van deze theorieen
formuleer ik de aanbevelingen voor het implementeren en handhaven
van een succesvol samenwerkingproces dat partijen helpt projecten tot
een succes te maken.

In deel 3 behandel ik hoe en waar de aanbevelingen in de setting
van infrastructurele projecten van waarde kunnen zijn. Ik doe
voorstellen voor het gebruik van de aanbevelingen 1) ter versterking
van mechanismen die samenwerking versterken en project succes
beYnvloeden, 2) het gebruik in bepaalde fasen in het bouwproces en in
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de typische samenwerkingssituaties binnen die fasen, en 3) ik bespreek
geschikte governance structures om ze te implementeren. In hoofdstuk

9 presenteer ik de aanbevelingen in 'academische checklists'. Ik sluit af
in hoofdstuk 10 met de belangrijkste conclusies, implicaties voor
theorie en praktijk en suggesties voor verder onderzoek.
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The constructigo industry is seeking to improve the performance
in infrastructure development. Evaluation studies suggest 6-t a
key variable in project success is the collaboration process between
clients and contractors. For this reason, the construction sector
makes increasing use of models for collaboration such as project
parmering, alliancing, and instruments as dispute resolution boards.
In this study we address a problem considering the effectiveness of
partnering and alliancing in achieving project success. It seems that
the current governance structures do not provide sufficient support
for a successful collaboration process between client and contractors.
In fact the culture, contracts, and regulation oftendering rather seem
to endanger successful collaboration, as they easily enhance conflict
and adversarialism. When commitment to the collaborative behavior
weakens a project can easily go off track. Effectively incorporating
and anchoring collaboration at infrastructure projects asks for a
broader and more systematic approach, going beyond relational
contractual models as such. This study takes this broader approach in
order to identify the interventions that make successful collaboration
more likely. It presents the ingredients for a systematic approach to
improve collaboration. The recommendations in this book are based
on the extensive theoretical and empirical literature on cooperation
in the fields of social-psychology, economics, and legal studies. To
build the actual structure for collaboration the recommendations can
be implement in the governance structures for infrastructure projects,
such as contracts, tender regulations, and codes of conduct.
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